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1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

SEMICONDUCTOR technology advances have shaped significantly the communica
tion aspects of today's societies. One of the most successful applications of this tech

nology, and a main drive for its continuous development, concerns digital communication, 
both wired and wireless. Relevant for the communication engineering fields is the appar
ent necessity of today's societies to be able to communicate easier, faster and at a lower 
cost. This translates to demands for faster processing of information at a lower cost in 
power consumption and production. 

Digital communication systems rely on the robustness and flexibility of digital en
coding methods to process signals that carry information. Digital to Analog (D/A) and 
Analog to Digital (AID) converters are essential components in digital communication 
systems providing the necessary conversion of signals encoding information in bits to sig
nals encoding information in their amplitude vs time domain characteristics. In general, 
they are parts of a larger system, the interface, which consists of several signal condition
ing circuits. Dependent on where the converter is located within the chain of circuits in 
the interface, signal processing operations are partitioned in those realized with digital 
techniques, and those with analog. 

The rapid evolution of Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) tech
nology has established several trends related to the interface, and in particular to the DI A 
converter which is the main topic of this thesis. These trends are either implicitly or ex
plicitly related to the technology. The implicit relationship comes via the growth of digital 
systems. First, it is a global trend with respect to all interface circuits that increasing op
erating frequencies of digital systems place a similar demand for the interface circuits. 

1 



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The second trend takes place locally within the interface. Initially, the DIA converter was 
placed at the beginning of the chain, and all signal conditioning was implemented in the 
analog domain after the DIA conversion. The increasing flexibility, robustness, and low 
cost of processing signals in the digital domain shifted the DIA converter closer to the end 
point of the interface chain. There, the demands for high quality high-frequency opera
tion are much larger compared to when it is located at the beginning of the chain. Third, 
there is a gradual change in the signal properties and specifications, which reflect to the 
rapid widening of application range, to user requirements, and of course to environmental 
constraints relevant to the application. Explicit trends are established by the direct impact 
of physical constrains of the technology in the converters. One of them concerns how in
formation is distributed in the amplitude and time domains. Modern CMOS technologies 
allow less and less room to use the amplitude domain due to decreasing power supply 
levels but not decreasing noise and interference levels. Instead, they offer plenty of room 

in the time domain. 

1.2 Problem 
In view of the trends discussed in the previous section, DI A converters are required to be 
fast and efficient in terms of power consumption and silicon area they occupy. Morever, 
there are additional issues with respect to their optimization for a wide variety of signals, 
environmental constraints, user constraints and applications. However, these demands can 
not be straightforwardly mapped to physical realization despite the potential offerings 
of modern technologies. As a result the DIA converter and the interface in general are 
bottlenecks in the performance of modern communication systems. The reasons for this 
situation are of particular interest for this thesis. 

A DIA converter, and data converters in general, combines nonlinear sub-functions 
to realize a linear overall function between the DI A input and output signal. In practice, 
due to several circuit imperfections, there appears to be a a significant strong nonlinear 
behavior in the realized relationship between the input and output signals. This nonlinear 
behavior stems from the way these circuit imperfections cause deviations from the ideal 
behavior of the nonlinear subfunctions used by the converter. This nonlinear behavior, 
especially at high frequencies, is dominated by mechanisms that can not be described as 
amplitude domain transfer functions between input and output signals, like for example 
the case of the nonlinear behavior of an operational amplifier. This nonlinear behavior 
is neither easy to understood, nor to cope with. It stems mainly from the inherently 
nonlinear transient behavior of the signals the DI A converter generates. Although these 
signal errors are dynamic in their relation to the signal amplitude and time, both static and 
dynamic physical causes can be the reason of it: it is the combination of static origins, 
dynamic origins, and the nonlinear mechanisms the converter employs to function that 
is responsible for the dynamic signal errors. Moreover, there is very strong association 
of nonlinear effects with specific properties of the converter input signal. In combination 
with the necessity to operate at the extremes of what can be realized, the resulting situation 
is a rather fixed mapping in the converter landscape between application, signals, and 
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circuit architectures. For each application range there a suitable type of architecture tuned 
for the specie type of signals to be processed. 

The Current Steering Digital to Analog Converter (CS DAC) is the specific architec
ture favoring high-speed operation close to the GHz range, and moderate to high numbers 
of bits (10 - 16). However, its potential to achieve high-speed is limited by the fact that 
it exhibits strong nonlinear behavior at high frequencies, which is unwanted. The ap
pearance of such behavior reveals that there is limited knowledge about the CS DAC 
nonlinear behavior at high frequencies. As a result, there is a corresponding difficulty to 
bring a relationship between signals, user information, application aspects, internal as
pects of the converter, environmental aspects, etc. in a generic form that would allow 
maximum exploitation of what modern technologies offer. The lack of knowledge brings 
up an ambiguity element in the CS DAC design phase that impedes performance progress. 
Therefore, there is a strong challenge in exploring the nonlinear time domain behavior of 
these systems, and using the exploration results to improve them in the main lines defined 
by the trends in the previous section. 

1.3 Thesis aim and outline 

The aim of this thesis is to structure and upgrade the existing knowledge on the nonlinear 
behavior of Current Steering Digital to Analog converters. In order to achieve this an 
analysis and synthesis framework of concepts will be built with a generic scope beyond 
this particular architecture, and a validation of the concepts will be carried out with IC 
implementations promoting the state of the art in high frequency performance. 

This thesis consists of an introductory part about DACs (Chapters 2-3), a modeling 
and analysis part for Current Steering Digital to Analog Converters (chapters 4-10) and a 
synthesis part (Chapters 11 and 12). The outline description of these parts follows. 

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the general aspects of DI A converters, and those of the 
framework of analysis and synthesis that will be developed. In Chapter 2, functional , 
algorithmic, signal processing, and circuit aspects of Digital to Analog Converters (DIA) 
are briefly reviewed. Definitions and an overview of the existing DIA circuit architec
tures are given. Chapter 3 describes the qualitative lines of the analysis and synthesis 
framework that will be proposed in the thesis. 

Chapters 4-7 concern CS DACs. In Chapter 4 architectural, circuit and electronic 
aspects of CS DACs are discussed. The limited knowledge about the nonlinear high 
~requency behavior of CS DACs is revealed in Chapter 5. In this chapter a reasoning 
is developed that formulates the main characteristics of the limited knowledge about CS 
DACs. In Chapter 6 circuit error mechanisms due to hardware imperfections are analyzed, 
emphasizing those that limit high frequency performance. This chapter reviews, and ex
tends further existing knowledge about these error mechanisms. In Chapter 7 a step back 
from the circuit details is taken, and it is observed that all error mechanisms deform the 
abstract DAC output signal. The signal deformations -the abstract signal errors- are then 
mappe~ to the principle causes within the physical hierarchy of the DAC. Then they are 
categorized to classes according to their principle characteristics with amplitude, time, 
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spatial domains, the input signal, and other properties. Subsequently they are embodied 
in a simple functional description which can be studied for each error class separately. 

Chapters 8-10 deal specifically with the class of timing errors which is the most signif
icant one for high frequencies. Chapter 8 addresses functional modeling issues of timing 
errors, and shows that they can be described with Pulse Position and Pulse Width Modu
lation in the DAC signal creation process. This unifies all the errors of this class under one 
common modulation mechanism, each error being a specific sub-case of this mechanism 
that is determined by its other error properties. In chapter 9 the developed models are 
applied to two timing error subclasses, which are analyzed in functional details in view of 
particular DAC input signal settings: the first is clock jitter (spatially global timing errors) 
, and it is examined for broadband (e.g. multi-channel) signals; the second is timing skew 
between individual currents transients (spatially local timing errors), which is analyzed 
from harmonic distortion point of view. Both errors are menaces of high-speed DAC de
sign, the first for noise, and the second for linearity. Proper analysis of these errors was 
anticipated for almost two decades in literature. 

In chapter 10 timing skew errors (sub-class of the timing error class) are analyzed in 
circuit details, moving vertically in the physical abstraction hierarchy from the functional 
aspects to circuit and transistor level ones. The novel circuit analysis results are combined 
with the functional level results to reveal interesting design tradeoffs between abstract sig
nals, architectural, circuit, and process parameters. One particular aspect of this analysis 
relates to the non linear transient dynamics of the cross coupled inverter CMOS latch 
topology. This topology is of particular interest for DIA converters, AID converters and 
digital systems, and to the knowledge of the author it is the first time reported in literature 
that nonlinear modeling is applied to understand their transient behavior. 

Chapters 11and12 deal with DAC synthesis. A generic view ofDAC synthesis is pre
sented in chapter 11. The information available about a CS DAC is classified according to 
its type (e.g. information about signals, errors, application, user, etc.) and properties. Of 
particular importance is the definition of a-priori information, which is information about 
the DAC known at the design phase, and a-posteriori information obtained only after chip 
implementation. This shows that a new partitioning appears on how to exploit the infor
mation. It is shown that correction algorithms exploiting a-priori information are better 
suited for deterministic errors than for random errors. Algorithms exploting a-posteriori 
information can deal with random errors better, because they translate random errors to 
deterministic, which are easier to cope with. This is done acquiring error information 
with additional circuits. It is explained that in high-speed DACs only a-priori information 
is used for the dominant high-frequency error mechanisms. A strategy is established to 
explore the practical feasibility of exploiting a-posteriori error information to deal with 
local timing errors on the basis of a new concept proposed, the generalized mapping. 

Chapter 12 presents the design of a concept driven DAC IC in a CMOS 0.18 process. 
The DAC is optimized using only a-priori information about error generation mechanisms 
to investigate the limits of this approach and the validity of the proposed concepts. The 
experimental results show that once fundamental knowledge about the high frequency dy
namic behavior of CS DACs is available, optimal dynamic performance can be achieved. 
The results facilitate the next steps of the synthesis strategy that are not included in the 
thesis. Finally, in chapter 13 the thesis conclusions are drawn. 

2 

Digital to Analog conversion concepts 

F UNCTIONAL, algorithmic, signal processing, and circuit aspects of an Digital to 
Analog (DIA) converter will be briefly reviewed in this chapter. Definitions with re

spect to these aspects, and an overview of the existing circuit DI A converters architectures 
will be given. 

2.1 Functional aspects 

2.1.1 Definition of the DI A function 

The term Digital to Analog (DIA) conversion describes the conversion of a signal that 
represents data in Digital format to a signal that represents data in Analog format. This 
description excludes the electrical nature of conversion, and refers basically to how infor
mation is represented, i.e. in digital or in analog form. When one speaks of an electronic 
Digital to Analog converter there are additional conversions that take place. 

An electronic definition of the DIA converter's function is given in [l]: an electronic 
Ii.near DIA converter is an electronic circuit that accepts at its input a set of electrical 
s~gnals, that represent a digital numeric code, and yields at its output an analog electrical 
signal, i.e. in proportion to a reference electrical quantity as the input numeric code is 
to the full range of possible codes. A full list of the electronic characteristics that the 
ideal electronic DIA converter must satisfy are described in [1]. It is indeed tempting to 
reduce the definition of the DIA converter to a statement similar to "the conversion of 
an input code word to an output electric quantity", neglecting completely the electrical 
:-vaveform characteristics of the input signal. The key issue is that because information 
m the input electrical signal is defined very accurately with the use of only two digits, 

5 
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the input electrical signals can be abstracted to generic signals described by a sequence 
of values; it becomes identical to speak of abstract signals with zero's and one's or of 
continuous time (CT) electrical signals that use specific voltage levels to represent logic 
levels. Since the electrical nature of the input signal can be neglected the only relevant 
"time" issue is the sequence of the input samples. 

Only on the basis of this reduction an N bit linear DIA converter is the electronic 
system that represents an N bit binary word D = D1D2 ... DN at its input with an electri
cal quantity at its output (usually voltage or current) that has amplitude or time domain 
characteristics that are modulated in proportion to the value of the code word and to a 
reference quantity. 

D(my 
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Figure 2.1 DIA conversion in the amplitude domain. 
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A functional diagram of the DIA conversion when the information is placed in the 
amplitude domain is given in fig. 2.1. The generic input signal is represented by the 
sequence of code words D(m). In the first stage of the diagram, the words D(m) are 
converted into the integer values w(m) . The second stage represents the creation of the 
electrical signal that possesses physical dimensions. This is realized using amplitude 
and time references. A multiplication assigns the amplitude dimensions to the abstract 
signal. The Discrete to Continuous time conversion (DT/CT) assigns the time domain 
properties to the signal. The last sub-function of the DIA function is the shaping (filtering) 
of the generated electrical signal to obtain the predetermined shape (e.g. interpolation). 
The result of the three sub-functions is an electrical signal consisting of pulses that are 
amplitude modulated by the integer equivalent w(m) of the binary words D(m). 

Where exactly the time domain conversion is assumed to take place does not imply 
any physical necessity, rather it represents the subjectiveness of the model. The point is 
that physically the time domain exists already in the signal D(m) and can not be separated 
by it. From a modeling point of view, such a distinction defines at which point the time 
domain issues are important at the realized hardware because after this point all time 
domain effects can not be reduced any more. For example, under the assumption that the 
hardware uses a Track and Hold (T/H) circuit at the output to re-sample the signal and 
clean it from artifacts that appear at the switching transients the time domain assignment 
takes place there. It should also be mentioned that the term DT is misleading, because it 
implies that there is time-domain involved in the signal D(m) as well, which is not true 
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because the only rele~ant issue in D(m) is the sequence (the order) of the values. 
T~e DI~ co~vers1on function with information encapsulated in the time domain of an 

electrical. signal is ~iven in fig. 2:2 and can be explained in a similar manner. In summary, 
the funct10n of an ideal electronic DI A converter consists of: 

0 code conversion in the abstract amplitude domain. 

0 the c?nversion from. the abstract signal domain to the electrical signal domain. This 
consists of an amphtude and a time domain signal creation with the use of refer
ences (voltage, current, charge, time). 

0 El.ectrical signal shaping (filtering) in which the electrical signal takes a predeter
mmed pulse shape modulated by the integer value w. 

D(m) 
z.,. 

7 
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Figure 2.2 DI A conversion in the time domain. 

At this general functional description of a DIA converter conceptualized with the aid 
of fig. 2.1 and 2.2 there is decoupling of the types of sub-operations and there is no 
trans~arency on the particular way of implementing each one. In practi~e, all three sub
funct~ons co.me together every time a specific algorithm is instantiated to realize the DIA 
function .. Fmally, ~or the purposes of this thesis, the DIA converter that performs the 
1-1 n:iappmg of an mput code to an output electrical signal as defined by the previously 
mentioned operations will be referred to as a DIA converter core, or simply a DAC core. 

2.1.2 Functional specifications 

1:- real DIA .conv~rter is subject to many physical imperfections that introduce limitations 
10

. the funct1onahty of the converter. The DAC hardware is designed such that it complies 
w~th. a .~et. o~ functional specifications which can be embraced under the term "signal 
~ ahty w1.thm ~well defined area of electrical and environmental conditions. The overall 
hst of spec1ficat10ns consists of 

0 Functional specifications that express whether the signal quality offered by the 
hardware complies to a prespecified range. The tougher functional specifications 
the converter can achieve, the better the hardware is considered. Resolution abso-
lute accura · d ' cy, convers10n rate, ynamic range are typical examples. 
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O Physical specifications that describe the physical resources required (area, power 
etc) for the hardware to deliver a prespecified signal quality. 

O Environmental specifications that describe the environmental conditions under which 
the hardware can operate with a predetermined signal quality. Temperature range 
of operation is the most commonly used specification of this type. 

Obviously, hardware quality is subjective and depends on the factors we consider relevant 
and their relative importance for a given application. Often, figures of merit are defined 
to capture a combination of functional and physical specifications (e.g. energy per con
version per frequency for a specific accuracy, dynamic range per frequency per power 
and area etc). In the remaining of this section we describe in more detail the functional 
specifications of a DAC. 

To establish a proper set of functional specifications we owe to examine the subjective 
nature of the signal quality. Signal quality receives proper meaning when we define what 
we mean as qualities in a signal. The main point is always how information is embodied 
in the waveform characteristics of the electrical signal, and how these characteristics are 
affected by physical imperfections. To conceptualize this point we use fig. 2.3 where 

Amplitude domain 

\i\ -g:u:~:1 ln0utpu't·----l- ! 

All problems are embodied 
in the amplitude domain (codes) 

Time domain 

Problems are distributed in 
the amplitude and time domaim 

Figure 2.3 Distribution of the dynamic problems in the amplitude and time 
domains for DACs and ADCs. 

an ADC and a DAC receive and generate signals. In a real ADC plagued by physical 
imperfections all the problems are embodied in the amplitude domain of the output codes 
independent of the problem, or the type of signal. In a DAC the situation is different. The 
output signal consists of a series of pulses. Therefore, most of the problems related to 
limitations in the dynamic response of the DAC are embodied in the transient characteris
tics between pulse to pulse transitions. These dynamic phenomena decay substantially in 
the end of the sampling period, and the settled (DC) value of the converter can be deter
mined. Therefore, the impact of physical problems in the functional behavior of the DAC 
is distributed in both amplitude and time domains of the output signal, and in many cases 
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each problem _can be mapped to a specific deformation of the ideally expected waveform 
(overshoot, ghtch, delay, settling, amplitude error, non linear transition from the previous 
t~ the next_ value, etc.~ in contras_t to the ADC where all problems are mapped to a code 
difference m _th~ amphtude domam. Consequently, the question for the DAC is: which of 
the chara~ten~t1~s o~ the_ output ~ave_form are relevant for a given application? 

~ maJor d1stmct1on m assesmg signal quality is between static performance and dy
~am1c ~erformance o_f the ?AC hardware. It refers to the use of time invariant, or variant 
mpu~ signals (e.g. smuso1ds), respectively. The latter result in dynamics of transients 
that mfluence the sha~e o~ th~ output waveforms and dominate the performance (static 
performanc~ char~ctenzat10n 1~ the trivi~l part of the story). In addition, dynamic perfor
mance re~e1ves different meanmg for different applications because different aspects of 
the electrical waveforms become important. 

One way of assessing the dynamic performance is based on studying the time domain 
res_ponse of the ?AC ~or _a _full scale pulse as the input signal (fig. 2.4). This method 
rehes ~n evaluat10n of ~nd1v1~ual ':"aveform characteristics. For example, one criterion of 
dynamic performance 1s t~e t~m~ 1t takes for the output signal to settle within a specified 
value (e.g. LSB). Other cntena mclude the rise and fall times in a full scale transition or 
the magnitude of a glitch compared to an LSB value. ' 

overshoot and glitches <LSB 

! l 

i 
settles to 1 LS B error 

Settling time 

----------------------------! 
LSB 

- --------------------------

Figure 2.4 Full scale transition: (a) settling time and (b) amplitude based eval
uation of dynamic performance with glitch levels. 

_Evaluating the DAC performance by specifying electrical phenomena was exercised 
until the beginning of the 90's. 1 It was only after the DIA converter became of vital im
por~ance to the telecommunication industry that the spectral content of signals dominated 
:::mg met~ods, an_d was characterized as a general trend. The shift of interest to the spec
h prop~rtles of signals was essentially a shift from characterization of hardware from 

1 
e electncal layer to the abstract signal layer, following the trends of digital processing 

systems evolution toward larger signal processing systems. 

I Static and dynamic rfi . I ~ 
to characte · f . pe ormance tennmo ogy or ADCs and DACs is given in [2], expressing the methods 

nze unctwnal performance (see also [3] for static and dynamic test methods of older times). 
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The most widely adopted type of signals used for functional performance evaluation 
are sinusoidal signals. With this method, any electrical waveform deformation that gener
ates harmonic or non harmonic distortion is relevant to the functional performance of the 
DAC. Before giving the list of figures of merit that describe the linearity in a static and 
dynamic context it is insightful to give a brief description of the concept of linearity. 

Nonlinear distortion is the distortion caused by a deviation from a linear relationship 
between specified input and output parameters of a system or component. For the DAC, 
nonlinear distortion refers to its input-output functional relationship. Yet, further specifi
cation is required to define which particular aspects of this relationship are relevant. 

The DAC realizes a transfer function between its input and output amplitude values. 
For a linear DAC this transfer function is linear in the ideal case. For example, it can be 
described ass= a. w, where a is a gain factor whiles and w have their usual meaning. 
This transfer function does not include any time domain effects; it simply defines the 
output settled, or DC, signal value that corresponds to an input code. In practice the 
transfer function is not linear and usually shows small deviations. For example, it can 
be modeled as av-th order polynomials= a1w+ a2w2 + a3w3 + .. . avwv. The degree 
of deviation from the ideal transfer function determines the accuracy of the converter. 
Because only static signals are assumed, it may be defined as static nonlinearity. If the 
inherent dynamics of the DAC are neglected, but a dynamic signal is used -that is, a signal 
that changes in time- a dynamic nonlinear error is generated at the output (an error that 
changes over time) as a result of the static nonlinearity. Here, the term dynamic describes 
the signal. 

However, in reality dynamic signals are processed by a DAC that involves certain 
dynamic behavior. For a input sample to sample transition, an output signal transient is 
composed. The nonlinear errors in these case extend to the nonlinear relationship between 
the output signal transients, which are different for different input sample transitions. 
Errors generated in this way are also dynamic nonlinear errors, but dynamic applies now 
both to the signal and the inherent dynamics of the DAC. In practice, the DAC dynamics 
are dominant as frequencies increase beyond a few MHz. 

Number of bits 

The number of bits N of the DAC represents the relative accuracy with which a full scale 
electrical signal range can be represented in discrete steps. Observe that in a DAC quan
tization noise or distortion is not a relevant issue since by nature of the DAC function it 
does not introduce quantization. 

Differential and Integral Non-Linearity 

For a characterization of the static performance of a DAC in linearity terms the Integral 
Non Linearity (INL) and the Differential Non Linearity (DNL) figures are used. DNL 
expresses how much the difference in output level between two adjacent codes deviates 
from the ideal LSB step Li. The INL expresses the total deviation of an analog value from 
the ideal value. The ideal line is the line corrected for gain and offset errors. 
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The DNL and INL at step k are defined in [4] by 

DNLk = Ak-Ak-1 /NL = ~ 
a·t. k a·t. (2.1) 

where Li is the LSB step and a is the input value corrected for offset and gain error. 
The worst case DNL and INL are given by 

DNL = maxkEl...N {JDNLkJ}, !NL= maxkEl...N {J!NLkl}, (2.2) 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio between the power of the fundamental and the 
total noise power within a certain frequency band, excluding the harmonic components: 

Ps 
SNR = 10 · log10 PN , (2.3) 

where Ps is the signal power and PN is the noise power in the band of interest. 
. ~e SNR is n_ot a linearity figure in the strict sense. Whether or not it may be used in a 

hneanty context ts a modeling issue. For example, amplitude quantization is a non-linear 
effect t~at i~ ex~ressed as a transfer function [5] and for sinusoidal signals it generates 
harmonic d1stort10n that can be calculated. However, it is often approximated as noise 
(see [6] for an overview of the conditions). Other effects can be considered noisy as well. 

Dynamic range 

In a system or device dynamic range is the ratio of a specified maximum level of a pa
rameter, such as power, current, voltage, or frequency to the minimum detectable value of 
that p~ameter .. The dynamic range is usually expressed in dB. In a transmission system, 
dynamic range is the ratio of the overload level, i.e., the maximum signal power that the 
~ystem can tolerate without distortion of the signal, to the noise level of the system. Used 
m the cont~xt of dig!tal systems, it defines the ratio of maximum and minimum signal 
levels required to maintain a specified bit error ratio. 

Total Harmonic Distortion and Signal to Distortion ratio 

The total harmonic distortion (THD) is the ratio of the total harmonic distortion power 
and the power of the fundamental in a certain frequency band, i.e. 

(2.4) 

where Pk is the power of the k-th harmonic, and Ps is the power of the signal. The inverse 
of the THD can be defined as the Signal to Distortion ratio (SDR). 
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Figure 2.5 Spurious free dynamic range (SFDR). 
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Signal-to-Noise and Distortion Ratio 

The signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR) is t.he ratio ~etween the power of the 
fundamental and the total noise and distortion power in a certain frequency band 

SNDR = 10 · log10 p + ~00 p , (2.5) 
N k=2 k 

where Pk is the power of the k-th harmonic. 

Spurious Free Dynamic Range 

The spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) is the ratio ~et_ween the. power of the signal 
and the power of the largest spurious (unwanted~ tone within a certain frequency band, as 
shown in figure 2.5. SFDR is usually expressed in dB as 

SFDR = 10 · log10 P.Ps , (2.6) 
max 

where Ps is the power of the signal and p max is the power of the largest ~puri?us component 
in the band of interest. Notice that the SFDR is the same when one d1stort10n component 
is very dominant with respect to the other, and when ~ll components are equal. In the 
former case the SFDR can approximate the SDR, but m the latter SFDR and SDR are 

widely different. 

Bandwidth and conversion rate 

All the previously given measures of linearity need always to be associa.ted with a band
width in which they are evaluated, and a conversion rate. The bandwidth of the DAC 
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defines the frequency range in which the figures of merit are evaluated. The maximum 
conversion rate of DAC defines the maximum rate of conversion of samples at which 
the functional specifications are within their specified range. In practice, this definition 
is considerably misinterpreted and usually presented as the maximum conversion rate at 
which the DAC captures properly the digital input data. 

Functional specifications for this thesis 

The range of functional specifications that are relevant for this thesis are 

O Resolution and accuracy 10- 16 bits. 

O Conversion rates 100 - 1000 MHz. 

O Signal bandwidth lkHz-500MHz. 

O Dynamic range 50 - 90 dB (SFDR, THD etc). 

Physical and other hardware quality components will be introduced at a latter phase. 

2.2 Algorithmic aspects 

The definition of an algorithm is always given with respect to a particular problem that 
needs to be solved. An algorithm defines a step-by-step problem solving procedure for 
solving a problem in a finite number of steps. An algorithm has a ubiquitous scope and 
applies in every step of the design hierarchy. The function defined by a DAC core can 
be realized with a wide variety of algorithms. Each DIA conversion algorithm represents 
a mapping of the DIA function to a specific combination of functional components and 
operations that can realize the function. The main components of a DIA algorithm are 

1. Coding. Coding describes all aspects related to how the assumed binary input sym
bols will be converted in the end to integer symbols at the output. The weighting 
can be binary, thermometer or any other code form which can be easily convertible 
to an integer value. 

2. The reference quantity. The (electric) reference of the signals being processed to 
make the conversion. 

3. The electrical generation mechanism. The electrical generation mechanism de
scribes the physical mechanism that creates the signal. It is distinguished in 

(a) the Amplitude domain, where for example amplitude modulation (eg. PAM) 
describes the mechanism of signal shaping of the amplitude in proportion to 
the input code, 

(b) and in the Time domain, where PWM, PPM, etc. modulation concepts de
scribe the signal shaping of the time domain characteristic (duration, position 
etc) in proportion to the input code. 
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The combination of the algorithmic concepts is described with an algorithmic architecture 
that binds together the exact functions between signals, signal components, the time steps 
of execution, the amplitude conversion steps, and the reference division. 

The mapping, or translation of the DIA algorithm to hardware includes always the 
following two steps 

1. Partitioning: it is a general concept which defines how certain operations will be 
divided in sub-parts, such that each part is realized with different algorithmic con
cepts. It also defines the number of steps and the order with which the algorithmic 
concepts instantiated in a D/A converter algorithm occur. 

2. Time Scheduling: it assigns relative time to the operations, ie. the order in which 
the operations are performed. 

Partitioning is a general concept that can be applied hierarchically and recursively in a 
DAC. More details about it will be given in another chapter. 

Next, we will describe in more details a specific form of partitioning used very often 
in the coding of the DAC: segmentation. The binary to decimal conversion is written as 

N 

w= L,D;i (2.7) 
i=l 

for an input binary code D = D1D2 ... DN and an output decimal value w, which de
scribes that for an N bit converter a word consisting of N digits are multiplied with binary 
weighted units and then summed. Let us consider the following modification of eq. (2.7): 

NF Ne 
w = L,D;2i-1 + L Dk+NF2k-l2NF (2.8) 

i=I k=I 

with Ne+ NF = N . This equation says that the output code is generated by the summation 
of two terms, each one defined with different weighting factors and different bits of the 
input code word. The separation of the overall code conversion in two or more parts is 
a partitioning of the code. The part with the Ne Most Significant Bits (MSB's) is called 
the coarse part, and the part with the NF Least Significant Bits (LSB's) fine part. Code 
conversion in a segment requires a dedicated code conversion digital circuitry. 

In DAC terminology, segmentation is explicitly meant as partitioning of the binary 
code in one part that remains binary coded, and another one that is decoded to a ther
mometer code [7], which is only one of the possibilities available. If all binary words are 
translated to thermometer code then it is said that the converter is called fully segmented; 
and when only some bits become thermometer encoded, then the larger the number of the 
thermometer bits is, the larger the segmentation that the converter uses. For example, for 
a 10 bit DAC in [8] 80% segmentation means 8 thermometer and 2 binary bits. However, 
this terminology is incorrect, and will not be used in this thesis. Segmentation is a form of 
partitioning, consequently the larger the segmentation should be interpreted as "the more 
the binary code is partitioned to more parts, or segments", and not that number of bits per 
partition is increased. 
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Figure 2.6 Par~llel-bit algorithms: (a) combination of weighted units, (b) se
lect10n of the correct value among all possible ones. 

Examples of algorithms 

In fig. 2.6(a) binary weighted (coding) summation is portrayed. Unit replicas of the 
r~ference electrical quantity are provided by reference replication and scaling mecha
nrs?'1s. Othe~ type~ of algorithms which are not based on summation and combination of 
weighted u~1ts exist as well. In fig. 2.6(b) another algorithm is shown, named parallel
sele~t algonthm [l]. The ~lgorithm selects the proper output value among all 2N _ 1 
possible ou~put values. This mea~s ~hat all possible values must be available (task to 
~e accomphshed by _referen~e rephcation and scaling). A selection mechanism picks the 
nght output value with the aid of an encoding mechanism. 

D= D D ... D i-1 2 N 
- - - - - - -, I 2 N - ' , .. , 

I 

D o is the sign-bit for D i 

+ lj,-~(m)• 
Lz-'' 

{a) {b) 

Figure 2.7 Seri~l-bit algori_thms: (a) conversion starts with LSB DN, (b) con
version starts with MSB D 1 
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Because in fig. 2.6(a) the composition of the output word is made in parallel for all 
weighted units the algorithm is called parallel-bit. The same applies for the algorithm 
depicted in fig. 2.6(b). Parallel-bit algorithms offer intrinsic advantages for high speed 
operation because all sub-operations can be performed synchronously to each other. 

Another main category of algorithms are the serial-bit algorithms [1]. The main char
acteristic of serial-bit converters is that they require a sequence of steps before they gener
ate the correct output value. In each step a bit is resolved and the equivalent analog value 
of this bit is added in the output. After all bits are resolved the final value is available 
for use. The type of coding used determines the number of steps. For binary weighting 
codes N steps are needed, whereas for a thermometer code the steps vary between zero 
and 2N - 1. A binary weighted serial-bit algorithm is described by the iterative procedure: 

w(m, i) = w(m, i - 1) + Di(m)i (2.9) 

where m is the sample index, and i iterates from bit to bit. A specific version of a serial 
bit algorithm is the cyclic algorithm, which uses the same hardware iteratively for all 
steps of the conversion. Two examples of serial-bit algorithms are shown in fig. 2.7. In 
literature, the term "algorithmic" converter is misleading because it is meant only for a 
specific type of cyclic converters neglecting the fact that all converters are algorithmic by 
nature! For both algorithmic-architectures shown in fig. 2.7 the code conversion is based 
on summation of binary weighted units, hence it is finalized after N steps. Therefore, 
although both are serial, there are differences on how they are realized. 

Most of the concepts mentioned can be instantiated recursively. An example can 
be found in [9], where the partitioning concepts are applied in the amplitude and time 
domains, in the coding, in a serial-bit formation. In particular, an amplitude domain DIA 
converter of 15 bits is partitioned in three parts (5 - 5 - 5, i.e. coarse, fine, finest). The 
three partitions are cascaded in series, which means that the conversion is divided in three 
sequential steps. Each part is individually realized using thermometer coding and realized 
again in a serial-bit manner. Several other algorithmic concepts may be added next to the 
parallel and serial concepts: for example, converters based on counters, on duty cycles, 
interpolation between previous and next values, etc. 

2.3 Signal processing aspects 

The theoretical framework under which DIA conversion is placed when it comes to the 
relationship of the input and output signals of an AID and DI A converter is the sampling 
and interpolation theory, respectively. The DIA function represents the reconstruction 
process of a sampled signal, however, if seen in view of generic discrete time signals 
it can be defined as a signal generation process. Two signal processing aspects of this 
process are discussed in this section. 
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Figure 2.8 DT/CT conversion and RZ interpolation of samples in a DAC. 

2.3.1 Waveforms and Line coding 

In communication termi?olog~ Binary Line Coding [10] represents how a series of bit 
data are formatted physically m an electrical signal which is passed on to a physical 
channe~. These formats are called line codes. Line codes are distinguished in two major 
categones: Return-to-Zero (RZ) and Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) o· b. · 1 RZ . 1ven a It mterva Ts 
~ waveform returns to zero volts (for a voltage waveform) for a portion of the bi~ 
mterval, whereas the NRZ stays constant. Line codes may be further classified according 
to the ~olta~e !eve.ls that represent the binary data. Examples include Unipolar signaling 
Polar s1gnalmg, Bipolar (Pseudoternary) signaling [10] etc. ' 

~ s(t) 

-
• • • mTs (m+1)Ts (m+2)Ts... t (sec) -

Figure 2.9 Interpolation of samples in DIA converter using NRZ pulses. 

N~he DIA converter output can show similar shape, and this is why the terms RZ and 
sha e ~e use~ . In the _DIA outp_ut, the signal represents CT information, and the pulse 
Drf CT etermm~s the mterpolat10n o~ the signal value between the sample moments. 
lfJ; . conversion and RZ Interpolation of DIA input data w(m) is shown in fig 2 8 

o is the duration of each pulse, then the RZ pulses are described by . . . 

(X) 

s(t)=u(t) @ L w(m)(o(t-mfs)-o(t-To-mTs)) 
m=-oo 

(2.10) 
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where u(t) is the unit step function. With NRZ pulses the signal is described in a I.A form 

= 
s(t) = u(t) 0 I, Aw(m)o(t - mT.~) (2.11) 

m=-oo 

with zero initial conditions. A graphical representation of this signal is given in fig . 2.9. 
We can define now the above descriptions in a more generic way. Let us consider 

only the signal creation process of a real signal from an arbitrary sequ~nce ?f s~mples 
z(m) assuming an arbitrary interpolating pulse h(t) . Then the generated signal is given by 

= = 
s(t) = I, z(m)h(t- mTs) = h(t) 0 I, z(m)o(t - mI's) 

m=-oo m=-oo 

(2.12) 

The signal generation process consists of the creation of an amplitude modulat~d delta 
pulse train, and the interpolation (or signal shaping, filtering, etc.), which assigns _the 
wanted shape to the signal. The creation of the delta train is calle~ DTICT_ con~ersion, 
despite that the sequence of samples z(m) does not constitute any time varying signal as 
the term DT implies. Notice now how both NRZ and RZ waveforms from eq. (2.10) 
and (2.10), respectively, can be mapped to the general description of eq. (2.12). For 
the RZ waveform, we let the interpolating pulse be h(t) = u(t) and the samples z(m) to 
represent the specific samples w( m) of the DI A input. For the NRZ waveform, we assume 
that the signal w(m) is passed through a differentiator before it is interpolated, such that 
z(m) = Aw(m) = w(m) - w(m - 1). Alternatively, one may consider z(m) = w('.11) and 
replace h(t) by p(t), where p(t) is a pulse with a fixed duration of one sa~ple pen?d Ts. 

Moving back to the digital bitstream, to create such a waveform a sene~ of fimt~ en
ergy pulses h(t - mTs) is amplitude modulated by the binary data z(m), which are _either 
logic one, or logic zero. For the spectral content of such a pulse tram as a function of 
the pulse type, the encoding of bit values, etc. there is a plethora of results in telecom
munication theory textbooks that describe it when assumptions are made for the type and 
content of signals z(m) (stochastic, deterministic, signals that represent specific digital 
modulation schemes, etc.) and for the specific line coding [10]. These results are placed 
in the heart of the DIA area on the basis of the previously mentioned similarities, if one 
modifies the meaning and properties of z(m) to the DIA input signal, and then links the 
DI A output signal to the particular physical problems that appear in a physical realization. 

2.3.2 Signal Modulation concepts 
The DIA conversion algorithms that we have described so far refer to algorithms th~t 
implement the function of the DAC core. However, DI A conversion is not limited on this 
only. DAC cores can be used as well as parts of larger DIA converter s~st~ms that .use 
signal modulation principles applied in the whole stream of data that carnes mformat10n, 
instead of using the one to one mapping between an input and an output valu~. . 

These DI A converters seize specific modulation concepts that convert mformat1on 
from a given combination of amplitude and time domains to another combination, thereby 
operating in both domains of a real signal simultaneously. I.A modulation is maybe the 
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most popular modulation concepts that belongs in this category. With I.A modulation 
the original signal's amplitude and time domain characteristics are changed such that the 
information originally contained in the abstract amplitude domain is distributed in both 
the time and amplitude components of a new signal, which is subsequently fed in a DAC 
core. Elaboration of the principles of I.A modulation is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
For more information see [ 11]. 

2.4 Circuit aspects 

The architecture of the circuit hardware is the result of a one-to-many translation of an 
algorithm to hardware. In this section we review some basic architectures that realize 
DACs. First architecture terminology is given, and then resistive voltage, capacitive volt
age and charge, and current division architectures are briefly described. 

2.4.1 Architecture terminology 

It is accustomed in literature to distinguish architectures via combinations of circuit and 
~lgorithmic concepts, or ~ia distinguishing features, e.g. I.A, Flash, cyclic, interpola
tive converters for DACs m general, or current steering, R-2R ladder, binary weighted 
architecture, resistor string, charge re-distribution, segmented, etc. for DAC cores in par
ticular. Our main focus is with high speed operation, therefore we consider only parallel 
amplitude-domain DAC cores. We may further distinguish an architecture in three main 
circuit parts: 

1. Reference scaling and replication network. 

2. Code conversion network. 

3. Output network 

Reference network 

To re~lize waveforms that have characteristics proportional to the applied input codes, the 
amplitude range of the converter (amplitude and time references) should be discretized 
s~ch that all resolution defined values can be recovered either via reference division or 
via replications of the reference into scaled units and combinations of them according 
to a code. For an N bit linear converter with all information in the amplitude domain, 
the reference scaling and replication circuit should provide 2N - 1 discrete unit levels. 
Reference scaling in general (division or multiplication) is realized with a few basic circuit 
networks co · t. f · · d . nsis mg o resistors, capacitors, voltage and current sources. Most amplitude 
omam scaling concepts exploit the charge conservation Jaw. 
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Code conversion 

The code conversion domain is where the binary to integer conversion is realized. The 
two main implementations are (a) a selection network that selects the corre_ct value that 
corresponds to the input binary code, among all p~ssible c_odes that ar~ ~vailable f?r se
lection (b) a combinatorial network, which combines weighted quantities according. to 
a code 'or code combinations and generates the proper o_utput value dependent on the in
put code. The code conversion domain can be realized in the voltage, current, or charge 

domain and usually grands the name of the converter. 

Output network 

It is the role of the output network to make the necessary conversions and impedance 
adaptations such that the DAC can drive efficiently external loads .. The m~st comm?n 
blocks required are voltage to voltage buffers for impedance adaptation, resist~rs, or in
tegrating amplifiers to convert charge packets or cui:ents into vo~tage. In practice, these 
circuits influence significantly the high speed potential of an architecture. 

2.4.2 Resistive voltage division architectures 

A parallel DAC based on resistive voltage divis_io~ is s~~wn in fig 2.10 [_1]. This archi
tecture consists of three stages: the first is a resistive divider, the second 1~ ~ network of 
switches, and the third is an impedance adaptation buffer. In the voltage divider, the ref-

• 
• • 

Vref 

Voltage division Voltage level selection 

Figure 2.10 Resistor string DAC core circuit. 

Volt ~Volt 

Impedance adaptation 

erence voltage Vref is divided in the total number of M = 2N steps using a network made 
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of identical resistors. Because the number of resistors needed for such an implementation 
scales with a power of N, for high resolution this architecture is impractical to realize. 

The main consideration for the ladder is to meet the requirements for INL and DNL, 
which are limited by process mismatch between resistors due to temperature. The ladder's 
resistors are made of polysilicon or of diffusion layers. The physical reasons causing the 
values of identically designed resistors to vary are geometrical variations, doping level 
variations, variations in contact resistances etc. The way the resistor ladder is physically 
layouted on silicon has a significant impact on the magnitude of these problems. From a 
functional point of view the DC error for an input code is determined by the accumulation 
of the individual resistor errors that contribute to the output value. When the individual 
errors are random in nature, then the law of the large numbers applies. 

The resistor value seen at each tap is important for the capability of the ladder to 
discharge large capacitive load at each tap. Because the resistance varies from tap to tap 
the speed of charging a capacitive load varies as well. The code-to-code transition time is 
modulated by the input code because the code determines which tap will be selected. The 
result is the creation of significant signal distortion. If the ladders are made of diffused 
resistors, then the dependence of the resistance value on the thickness of the depletion 
layer beneath the device which is a function of the voltage is important, because this 
voltage is a function of the rank of the resistor in the ladder, and varies from the reference 
voltage to the ground. Also, the depletion layer capacitance across the ladder to the 
substrate can also impact the charging and discharging time constants of each tap. 

The network of switches is controlled via a decoder by the input bits. For an input 
code the network selects one of the binary taps and provides resistive path from that tap 
to the output node. For an N bit DAC N switches appear in series between the tap and 
the output nodes. Consequently, a very large number of switches is required for high 
resolution. Moreover, the switch devices introduce additional code dependent impedance 
modulation [12]. Finally, an output buffer is required by this DAC to drive properly an 
output load. This buffer is a major bottleneck in high speed. 

In literature several modifications of this single architecture have been considered 
[4, 7, 12]. In [13] a modification called switched subdivider has been introduced, which 
reduces the number of required devices to approximately 2N 12 instead of 2N. This tech
nique is based on partitioning the ladder in a coarse fine configuration. Drawbacks of 
the switched subdivider architecture have been alleviated with the double resistor string 
ladder (intermeshed ladder) architecture [14] . In [12] the combination of an intermeshed 
ladder [14] in a matrix arrangement [15] proved the feasibility of 10 bits of resolution 
with 50 MHz conversion rate, which is basically the highest reported for these type of 
converter. In summary, the main limitations of this circuit architecture are 

0 the accuracy of matching (random and deterministic) between the resistors; 

0 the output buffer, which dominates the performance at higher frequencies; 

0 the code dependent output impedance; 

0 the switch network. 
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Resistor string DACs proved capable and versatile for medium-high resolution and low to 
moderate speed applications due to several inherent advantages (monotonicity, versatility, 
compactness of integration etc), but they were not established in the high-speed area. 

2.4.3 Capacitive voltage and charge division architectures 

Capacitive voltage and charge division based DAC cores are realized with networks of 
switched capacitors based on the concept of charge re-distribution. This ~oncept has 
been adopted in [16) to create a voltage-division binary-weighted parallel-bit AID_ con
verter, whereas in [17) it was used to construct a voltage-division cyclic DAC. The bmary
weighted DAC from [16) is portrayed in fig . 2.ll(a). 

c 'fJ 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 2.11 (a) SC DAC core circuit, (b)SC DAC using an integrating amplifier. 

The SC network consists of weighted capacitors. An additional capacitor C is added 
such that for an N bit converter a total of 2N C capacitance is present at the common ca
pacitor terminal. The capacitor array is discharged before each conversion via t.h~ s~it.ch 
Sd. Then all capacitors except the additional resume the reference voltage at their mdivid
ual terminals and precharge to Vref· The additional capacitor C is held grounded. A total 
charge Q = V,e

1
c2N is deposited on the top plates. When the conv~r~ion starts a.ll c~pac

itors resume ground, or Vref, dependent on their bits, while the additional capaci~or ~s let 
free. The charge conservation law makes the stored charge in the top plate to re-distnbute 
forcing a voltage voltage at the top plate which is a fraction of Vref according to th~ c?de. 

The accuracy of SC DACs is limited by capacitor matching [18, 19) and sh.ares s~mi~ar
ities with that of resistors: for a fixed relative capacitance spread, the averagmg principle 
determines the impact on INL as a function of the number of elements of the converter. In
herent matching of capacitors is practically limited around the level of 10 bits of accuracy. 
Additional non-linearity problems rise from the voltage and temperature dependency of 
MOS integrated capacitors [18, 19). The dynamic performance of SC DACs based on 
parallel capacitor arrays is highly affected by the large capacitance connected in p~allel 
in the common node, and by the thermal noise considerations that dictate large capacitor~. 
Notice that for all SC DACs a voltage buffer is required as well. For charge division, this 
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buffer is replaced by an integrator to convert the current delivering the charge packets into 
volt~ge transients. To drive resistive loads an additional Gm stage may be necessary. The 
reqmrements for such blocks limits substantially the maximum speed of operation for SC 
DACs. SC DACs are realized today with differential circuit topologies. 

The architecture of fig. 2.ll(a) has received several modifications [4, 7,9,20-24] . 
In [25, 26] the binary capacitor array has been partitioned in coarse and fine binary seg
ment.s connected by a cap~citive divider (two-stage binary-weighted architecture [20,27]). 
In this manner the capacitance ratios required from the LSB to the MSB capacitors has 
been. re~uced sign~ficantly .. A combination of circuit level and code partitioning has been 
apph~d m [28] usmg a resistor coarse part that applies thermometer coding (voltage tap 
selection) and a binary weighted capacitor network as the fine part. The transition from 
the voltage division concept to the charge division concept using the same capacitor array 
from fig. 2.ll(a) has been introduced in [20] (see fig. 2.ll(b)). A circuit modification 
call~d the Direct-Charge-Transfer (DCT) technique is described in [23]. Sequential bi
section of charge has been initially applied in [21] and recently in [29) and [30) with 10 
bits in~ differential version reaching a sampling rate of 400 Msample / s [30], and good 
dynamic performance for 300 Msample/ s. This is the maximum conversion rate ever 
reported in literature for SC based DACs. In summary, SC based conversion is limited 
by: 

0 the matching accuracy of the capacitors; 

0 the speed and linearity limitations of the voltage buffer; 

0 the large capacitance present in the node of the top plates of the capacitors; 

0 the non-linear relation between a capacitor's value and the voltage; 

0 thermal noise considerations, which dictate large capacitance, thus large size. 

SC DAC cores have been used successfully as parts of other architectures such as "al
g~rith.mic" ADCs [31], pipeline [32], and L~ ADCs and DACs [23, 33]. A wide ap
phc~tion range is covered with this technique, from low data rate very high-resolution 
audio DACs [23, 24, 34] to high-resolution medium-frequencies [33] for communication 
appl~cat~ons (e.g. ADSL), SC DACs have been proven most suitable for high accuracy 
applications (12-16+ bits) and low to medium frequencies (1kHz-1 MHz) but not for 
the specification range examined in this thesis. 

2.4.4 Current division based architectures 

~parallel DAC based on current division is shown in fig . 2.12 known as the current steer
mg (CS) architecture. The circuit consists of a reference current replication network a 
network that combines binary weighted currents to generate the output value and a curr~nt 
to volt~g.e converter. The inventor of this very popular architecture is B.M. Gordon [l]. 
The ongmal version was filed as a patent in 1955 and granted in 1963. This architecture 
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has proven a lot of potential for high speed operation because the current steering na
ture of the circuitry is inherently fast, and because under some conditions the demanding 

output buffer can be replaced with a simple resistor. 

IN buffer 

LSB 
••• 

Current division network 

Figure 2.12 Conceptual diagram of the binary CS DAC architecture. 

CS DACs are the main candidates for the high speed and high resolution range of ap
plications such as Direct Digital Synthesis, video applications and upstream cable trans
mission channels. DA Cs with conversion rates in the range of hundreds of MHz have been 
available in non CMOS processes for a long time already in many processes [35-39] and 
recently they appear in CMOS as well [8,40,41] whereas resolution and static accuracy of 
10- 16 bits are mainstream features of todays DACs [42-44]. The dynamic range offered 
by today's realizations vary roughly between 50 - 90 dB dependent mainly on frequency 
ranges and conversion rates and not so much on the resolution. This architecture will 
be the main focus of the remaining of this thesis and we examine it in very detail in the 

following chapter. 

2.5 Conclusions 
The chapter presented an overview of the functional, algorithmic, and circuit aspects of 
Digital to Analog converters. The DIA conversion function was defined as a signal cre
ation process that realizes a code conversion in the abstract amplitude domain, a conver
sion from the abstract to the electrical signal domain, and a process of electrical signal 
shaping. Functional specifications were given in relation to the thesis context. The algo
rithmic aspects of the DAC were discussed, and the concepts of partitioning and schedul
ing were introduced. Waveform Line coding in the DAC output pulses was defined based 
on its similarities with digital pulse methods. Finally, circuit architecture terminology and 

an overview of the main DAC architectures were given. 

3 

Framework for Analysis and Synthesis of DACs 

THE q~alitativ~ _lines of the proposed framework of analysis and synthesis will be 
descnbed. Imttally an overview of the broad objectives of an analysis and synthesis 

frai_ne':o~k of a general system that is to be realized is described, and then the angles from 
which 1t 1s seen are further described. 

3.1 Overview 

The main lines of an analysis and synthesis framework are explained with the aid of fig. 
3.1. The sys.tern, _e.g. ~DA~, reali~es a function between input and output signals. It 
~an be _descnbed m v<~nous ~1er~c?1cal lay~rs with sub-functions, circuits, etc. Actual 
nput s1gn.als ar_e applied to 1t via its funct10nal, electrical, and physical environment. 

The f~nct1onal mputs are constitutional parts of its functional relationship whereas all 
o~he~ mputs are p~ra~eters of its. behavior. The outputs responses of the s;stern and its 
P ysical charactensttcs are descnbed by properties, such as signal quality silicon area 
power c · · ' ' th 0?~umpt10n, etc. Several signals constitute its hidden excitations and responses 

at are v1s1ble only within its hierarchy. 

. An analys_is framework establishes the links between the system responses and prop
ertiehs an.ct the mput excitations applied to it, and shows the physical circuit and functional 
mec amsms and · · 1 h · . ' ' 
It 

. prmc1p es t at govern its operat10n. Synthesis is the inverse of analysis 
starts with a ct · d · · 

alth 
. pre eterrnme aim of a system that is to be built and problems to address 

ough spec1fi · · ' the . c properties are still left open. A synthesis employs analysis combining 
mentJoned link ·th · · 1 d · · of th WI pnnc1p e es1gn techniques throughout the complete hierarchy 
e system fro h · · desi . ' m P ysics to signals. Therefore, synthesis requires the knowledge of 

gn techniques to exploit the knowledge offered by the analysis in view of a coarsely 
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defined system. A specific design example is the result of the combination ?fa specific set 
of required system properties -the specifications-, and the general synthesis procedures. 
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Figure 3.1 Overall framework for analysis and synthesis. 
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3.2 Framework description 

In this section the main aspects of the framework for analysis and synthesis that will 
be build will be described. For a DAC, the limit to achieve low signal errors and high 
quality figures of performance (functional, physical, etc.) is determined by two factors: 
(a) the potential offered by the used technology that realizes the converter, (b) the level of 
exploitation of this potential, which is determined by the knowledge available about the 
way errors are generated, and the instantiation of proper design techniques to exploit this 
potential. The way the framework is developed in this thesis follows point (b) for analysis 
and synthesis, respectively. 

3.2.1 Analysis 

The center of gravity in the analysis is the CS DAC and represents the system shown in 
fig. 3.1. Of primary role in the developed concepts is the meaning of errors in the actual 
DAC response -the output signal-, and the way it can be grasped functionally, given that 
only in the functional level they can be evaluated. The meaning of errors in the signal 
can be understood introducing the concept of the normalized pulses at the DAC output 
signal. In the top left side of fig. 3.2 an ideal DAC output signal is shown. Below the 
actual signal we see the normalized pulses that result by dividing each pulse with the 
corresponding number of discrete steps it includes. In this ideal situation all normalized 
pulses are identical; they start at the same moment every other Ts and they have the same 
shape during the transition from the old value to the new value. The problem is that 
for a wide variety of reasons, the actual DAC signal pulses are corrupted, consequently 
their normalized counterparts look different from each other. This can be seen at the 
right side of fig. 3.2. The normalized deformations is an indication of signal errors. If 
the normalized pulses are different for each sample in a data-dependent way, then for a 
sinusoidal signal the errors are harmonically related to it, whereas if the deformations are 
random, then the results is noise and distortion dependent on the type of correlation of the 
deformations. 

From chapter 2, in eq. (2.12) we see that the signal creation mechanism is based on 
mapping a sequence of samples to a sequence of pulses according to 

which says that 

z(m) --+ z(m) . h(t) QSl o(t - mT,;) 
_,_.,, ~ '--v----' 

amplitude shape timing 

1. the amplitude of the signal is determined by z( m), 

2. the time difference between successive sample transitions equals T,;, 

3. the shape of the pulse h(t) is identical for every code to code transition. 

(3.1) 
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Figure 3.2 The concept of normalized pulses in the DIA output signal 

Therefore, when modeling the actual signal with the former equation, the timing. of a 
pulse can be distinguished from its shape, both of which togethe~ form the actual signal 
pulse, or the actual code to code signal transition. In the followmg the use of the word 
actual is meant for this distinction. If each transition from a code to another code resulted 
in identical normalized pulse shape and ideally accurate timing, then the ideal ampl~tude 
modulated pulse train given in eq. (3.1) would be obtained, a~d we would. speak of ideal 
generation of the signal at the output of the DAC. The ~uahty de~radation of a DACs 
actual output signal can be related to the deformations of its no~mahz~d pulse shape and 
timing in random or deterministic ways, correlated or not to the mput signal ~for example, 
clock jitter). In other words, the signal's quality is a function of the the non-lmear transfer 

functions pulse-shape vs. signal, and timing vs. signal. 
Another main aspect in the developed framework is to understand the functional as

sociation between errors in the output signal and the input signal in view of system pa
rameters and properties of lower hierarchy: that is, how do the n?rmal.ized pulses depe~d 
on the signal; what do exactly these dependencies cause; what is their dependence w1t.h 
system properties and parameters. The approach followed to und~rstand ~h~se aspects is 
to find the so called error generation mechanism of each error. It IS the m1xmg of: 

1. the vertical modulation mechanisms; 

2. the horizontal modulation mechanisms. 

These mechanisms are briefly described. The DAC function can be partitioned ~n main 
sub-functions. These are realized by functional circuits, which are further reahzed by 
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Horizontal modulation in the signal flow 
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(decoding) 
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subfunction 3 
(V/I conversion) 

Figure 3.3 Signal flow in the functional description of the DAC. 
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signal out 
s(t) 

circuit components. Gradually, an hierarchical description of the DAC can be given. In 
each lay.er of represent~tion there are horizantal modulation mechanisms in the input
output ~ignal flow. .Hon~ontal means that the modulations take place in the same layer 
of physical ~bstract10n hi~rarch.y. For example, the principles of modulation theory ap
ply to descnbe how the signal is generated from its primitive signal components in the 
functional layer: this defines the functional signal generation mechanisms of the DAC. A 
schematic description of this functional mechanism is given in fig. 3.3 for the CS DAC 
without loss of generality and corresponds to the system shown in fig. 3.1. Circuit im~ 
perfe~ti~ns are usually introduced in specific locations at the bottom layers of the DAC 
descnpt10n, however they can be abstracted in specific locations of the functional level 
signal flow. How they are introduced at these locations is determined by the vertical mod
ulation mech~nisms which translate physical imperfections to error signals introduced by 
the sub-functions. The way errors are generated in each sublayer can be described with 
the corresponding error mechanisms, e.g. circuit error generation mechanisms. Conse
quently, the mixture of horizontal and vertical modulation mechanisms results in the cre
ation of signal errors in the output signal (see the schematic in fig. 3.4), and it describes 
the error generation, or error creation mechanism. 

The pattern followed to come to the desired knowledge about the relationhip between 
the errors and the signal, having other properties within the hierarchy of the DAC as 
parameters is the following 

l. Vertical error mechanisms are analyzed (i.e. the imperfections in the realization of 
each DAC sub-function) in electronic circuit details; 

2· !he results of the analysis are translated to abstract errors in the sub-functions 
m h ' . sue a way that the translation can embody in the generated sub-signals some 
~~portant propert~es .of the !owe~ hierarchical layers. This will be made by grouping 

ors that s~are simliar properties. Therefore, error properties will be defined, and 
the errors will be classified. 

3· The expanded signal flow such as the one given in fig. 3.4 will be reduced to 
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Figure 3.4 Vertical and horizontal components of the error generation mecha
nisms. 

a simple functional description similar to eq. (2.12). This will then be studied 
to reveal the signal errors as a function of generic input signals having important 
properties from the lower hierarchical layers as parameters. 

4. The generic results will then be applied to specific cases of error mechanisms with 
specific setting of DAC input signals and system parameters. 

3.2.2 Synthesis 

The angle from which synthesis of DACs is approached can be summarized to the ex
ploitation of the knowledge offered by the developed analysis concepts, and in particular 
the knowledge about the behavior of error generation mechanisms. The exploitation con
sists of two components: first, use of the analysis to rationalize and improve the way 
DACs are designed with established designed techniques, subsequently improving the 
state of the art performance envelope, and second, to pave the way for disruptive design 
techniques that can push the DAC performance envelope even further. How this will be 
achieved is further described in the following paragraphs. 

The analysis framework approach described previously, summarizes the error knowl
edge by classifying errors according to their principle properties. Furthermore, via the 
identification of the vertical and horizontal error components it shows how errors are in
fluenced by parameters, actual and hidden signals, etc. that span through the complete 
physical hierarchy of the DAC. Therefore, in fig. 3.1 it can be said that the analysis pro
vides the knowledge on how the output signal functional and physical properties of the 
DAC are parameterized to its excitations, responses and parameters. 

Since all errors of a class share common characteristics, the line of thinking can be 
inverted to see that all errors of the same class can be treated in the same principle ways; 
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~ach class of err~rs can be ass~ciated with specific principle techniques. Of course, treat
mg an error reqmres that there is specific information about it (its actual values, its param
~ters, etc.). Consequently, once the basic properties of an error are known and · c 
t10n ab t "t · · · , m1orma-

. 
0~ 1. or Its pn_nc1ple components can be extracted, in principle it can be corrected 

usmg pn_nc1pal te~hmques shown at the bottom of fig. 3.1. 

. 'f!1e mfo~mat1on about the errors, their principle components, the architecture and 
c~~cmlts, the mput and output ~ignals, the application, the environment, and many more, 
a re ~v~~t ot the _DAC th~t 1~. to be realized, can be distinguished to a-priori and a
postenon mforma~10n. A-pnon mformation means that it is known prior the desio h 
and can be take~ mto account in it, whereas a-posteriori information can onl ~~t~i::~ 
after ma~ufacturmg. Information is then used to process errors instantiating co~binations o: tec~m~ues . As a result, the way design techniques use information can also distinguish 
t em m t ose ?as~d on a-priori, and those based on a-posteriori information 
. The combmat10n of the analysis for the CS DAC architecture and with .design tech

mq~es reveals a landscape plenty of unexplored paths. Specification will be made on 

b
wh1cfih ~alths to explore experimentally, because not all options are physical realizable or 
ene c1a to do so. ' 
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4 

Current Steering DACs 

I N this chapter a more detailed look is given in the Current Steering DAC architecture. 
Initially, some architectural, circuit and electronic aspects of it are described, and then 

an overview is given of existing technology implementations. 

4.1 Basic circuit 

A fully binary weighted DAC is shown in fig. 4.1. It conceptually consists of a current 
replication network which generates weighted currents (shown as independent current 
sources), a current switching network controlled by the binary bits, and a resistor that 
converts the current to voltage. A new N bit word sets the switches in the corresponding 
on or off state. The switch network combines in the output node the corresponding current 
and creates the output value. This process repeats for each new word. 

On the right side of fig. 4.1 a possible implementation with MOS transistors is shown. 
The LSB current source consists of a MOS current source in a cascode configuration. 
Both are biased at constant voltages. To build the current sources of the other bits, the 
LSB transistors are sized up according to the bit weight and are biased by the same bias 
voltages. The switches are made by differential pair configurations, and their sizes are 
scaled up according to the bit values as well. In practice, the concept of partitioning is ap
plied to the weighted sources and each weighted current source (or cascodes, or switches) 
is made of a number of LSB devices connected in parallel (the LSB device becomes the 
unit device). By partitioning the weighted devices in units so that the LSB current source 
~?sists of one unit device and the MSB of 2N-l unit devices the unit devices can be po
stti~ned according to common-centroids or other related layouting algorithms to reduce 
the impact of matching error gradients etc. 
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Figure 4.1 Simple binary weighted CS DAC and transistor implementation. 

This very simple and compact implementation is able to reach very high conversion 
rates, being limited only by the steepness of the data waveforms carrying the bits, by the 
maximum switching speed of the current switches, and by the process limitations. How
ever, its simplicity and low power is paid with severe drawbacks that limit its performance 
long before the limits of the technology are reached. There exist two main problems. 

First, the matching requirements for achieving good accuracy are very high because 
weighting restricts the advantages that the law of the large numbers offers. The ~S~ 
current (2N - 1 times larger than the LSB) needs to be matched to the LSB current within 
one LSB accuracy (DNL< lLSB to guarantee monotonicity) which dictates very tough 
matching requirements on transistors. 

The second problem is related to the weighted impact of switching problems. One 
type of switching problems are the so-called MSB/LSB glitches. Generally they are 
the result of imperfect synchronization of the data waveforms that control the current 
switches. The binary data waveforms arrive at the switches with timing differences. Con
sider as an example a 6 bit binary weighted DAC. At the midscale transition 011111 -+ 
100000 the MSB current source turns on and all the remaining bits turn off. If the MSB 
source turns on a bit earlier than the remaining sources turn off, then for a time interval 
the code 111111 will appear before the 100000. This instanteneous voltage spike (major 
carry glitch) in the normal operation of the DAC creates harmonic distortion. Glitches 
with lower amplitudes appear also at the transitions at 1/4,1/8 ... This category of prob
lems has been for years the menace of the CS DAC architecture. 

Full binary weighted converters have been primarily reported in literature until the 
end of the 70's and in some high conversion rate DACs in the 80's [36). Some efforts on 
this direction are still made today [45,46], mainly with an eye on the low power corners 
of the design space. The solution for the MSB/LSB glitches were the famous de-glitching 
circuits, which appeared already before [47,48). The term "de-glitching" is not very much 
in use today, but the concept behind it (re-sa?1pling) is used very often [4, 7,24,_43] .at th~ 
penalty of migrating all problems of the switches to a Track and Hold (T/H) c!fcUit tha 
can not operate at very high frequencies with good dynamic performance. 

4.1. BASIC CIRCUIT 
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Figure 4.2 Thermometer CS DAC and its circuit implementation in CMOS. 

4.1.1 Partitioning and segmentation 

I 
Bit2'N 11 

Partiti?ning in .the coding level is a concept introduced in [49] as a means to reduce the 
matching re~mreme~ts b.etween MSB and LSB sources. However, its impact is much 
b'.oader. Ty~1cal opt10ns 1s a thermometer code (some binary bits and some thermometer 
bits) . . In principle_ o~her ~odes can be used as well. In the following we give a brief 
overview of the existing views of code partitioning. 

In the far opposite side of the full binary DAC lies the full thermometer DAC (fig. 
4.2). Each t~ermometer word consists of 2N - 1 bits, each one driving a switched current 
cell. Al~ sw1tch~d curre~t cells ar~ id~ntical, which relaxes the matching requirements 
substantially. Bmary weighted sw1tchmg problems are eliminated and monotonicity is 
guaranteed as well because when bits change in the input, sources are either turned on, 
~~ turn~d o~, but n?t b.oth. However, the matching of the timing and switching behavior 

the 1dent1cal switching currents becomes now a major problem and it appears to be 
n~wadays one of the most important and least understood problem' of CS DACs As we 
will show later, the law of the large numbers governs equally well this problem. . 

. The larg~ numbers is the strong and the weak point of this method. The strong point 
is the averagmg · · 1 H . 
incre ~nnc1p e. owever, as the resolution scales up, the number of elements 

ases dramatically (e.g. 4095 switched current cells for a 12 bits DAC) and requires 
: trei_nendously complex decoder, interconnect lines, etc. This approach becomes im
drac~ical ~or more than 8 bits (255 elements), although there are exceptions [50] And 
espne differences · th · h" · 

the thermom . m. e sw1tc mg currents (e.g. due to mismatch) average better as 
synch . ~ter bits increase due the law of the large numbers, at the same time their 

ronization becomes more difficult. 

A compromise between the two is the segmented (partitioned) ( 49] converter which 
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Figure 4.3 A thermometer-binary segmented architecture. 

uses a coarse thermometer part, and a fine binary part. A conventional segmented archi

tecture (fig. 4.3) consists of 

l. a digital decoder responsible for encoding operations for the binary input data. 

d 1 f b" ary and thermometer data. 
2. a delay equalizer that matches coarsely the e ays o m 

a clock-data synchronization circuit which synchronizes the d~ta wa~e:on;: ~~:~ 
3. dock with finer precision and conditions all data waveforms. t cons1s s o 

generation circuit, a clock distribution network, and clocked elements. 

4. the current switching network that is driven by the clocked elements. 

5. the current source network where the currents are generated. 

· d Opinions differ as to how 

man~e~~se~~:~~~ ~: ca~~~~~:~~n::~~~=t~ l~ft~:i~y~~i:ab:~;i~~~~=~~;:; ~~~o~:: 
circuitry was the dominant issue [39,51,52]. ;h~ l~g~r l ~ents and the mo;e difficult 
com lex the logic-depth, the larger number o c oc e e e . , . . wer and 
. p t" f high data throughput with good data signal mtegnty, po . 
1t becomes to sa 1s Y . d ands These issues 
substrate bounce constraints, timing, and power consumpt10n em . 
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are also a strong function of the circuit styles used. Several articles [35, 38-40, 42, 51-
55] demonstrate the attention that has been given to these points. In [8] it is believed 
that the main dynamic problems are all major carry related glitches, thus the number of 
thermometer bits should be maximized to the level tolerated by area, power consumption 
and complexity. Others [56] believe that the larger the thermometer part is, the more 
difficult it becomes to satisfy the timing accuracy of the switch signals, therefore it should 
not be maximized. In [ 43] the old-time-classic trust in re-sampling circuits is observed; 
they are using segmentation only for DC matching issues . 

4.1.2 Current switching network and current sources 

A current switch and a current source form together a switched current cell (SI). The SI 
cells are to a great extent responsible for the performance of the DAC and occupy a large 
portion of the area of the DAC. 

A conventional topology of an SI cell consists of a cascoded current source configura
tion and a differential current switch (see fig. 4.1 and 4.2). The input of the cell is a low to 
medium swing differential signal and the output is a differential current. Usually all cells 
of the DAC share the same bias voltages. Dependent on the input bit values the current 
is driven to one or the other side of the cell -thus the term current steering. This makes 
the switching very fast because the large capacitances associated with the current source 
terminals stay charged for most of the time. An extended list of problems is associated 
with these cells, which we describe very briefly in this section. 

When a switch is switched on it connects a fixed impedance to the output node. When 
it turns off its impedance becomes very large. The total impedance in the output node 
is the parallel combination of all switched-on cell impedances. Consequently, the output 
impedance is modulated by the input signal and generates both static accuracy errors 
(INL [39]) as well as dynamic errors (e.g, harmonic distortion [57]). A classical problem 
in a MOS switch implementation is that the MOS transistor provides a parasitic capacitive 
path from the control terminal to the output terminal (gate drain capacitance). When the 
switch is driven by a rapidly changing signal, a charge is injected in the output node of the 
DAC and creates problems. Another basic problem is that due to processing limitations 
lhe switches from different cells exhibit different transient characteristics (e.g. timing 
skew) which leads to significant distortion. Finally, the non linear IfV characteristic of 
real switches cause asymmetry in the turning on times and the on/off dynamic behavior 
of the differential switch, leading to spikes and non linear effects. Mismatch increases 
this problem. 

In literature, the focus is on topologies that deal with the DC accuracy of the cell, the 
asymmetry in switching on/off transients, the maximization of the output impedance of 
~e cell, the charge feedthrough issues and the co-optimization of the settling time and 
~1ze. of the cell. However, neither there exists a strategy on how to deal with the mismatch 
~ timing and switching behavior, nor it is clear how in particular each problem causes 
distortion when the DAC operates. 
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4.1.3 Clock-data synchronization circuit 

A clock-data synchronization circuitry makes re-timing and conditioning of the data wave
forms carrying the bits. Because the resemblance and the shape of the ":avefo~s reach
ing the current switches is critical, this circuitry essentially transfers the mformat10~ from 
digital pulse waveforms of O's and 1 's to information contained in _an~log pulse s_1gnals, 
in which signals issues such as distortion, gain, noise, pulse shape, t1mmg are considered. 
The particular benefits it provides are: 

1. The maximum conversion rate is determined by the delay measured from the input 
data nodes of the DAC to the output. Re-timing reduces this delay (pipelining). 

2. It eliminates the unwanted variability of the decoded data waveforms (time skew, 
different rise and fall times, and logic glitches) introduced by unequal number of 
gates and wire interconnection lengths on the decoded data paths. 

3. It adjusts the waveform characteristics to the requirements of the current switches. 

4. It draws the physical boundaries between the digital and analog segments of the 
DAC and allows decoupling of their optimization. 

The clock-data synchronization system consists of 

1. A global clock signal generator that generates a highly stable clock signal, with 
which all clocked elements are to be synchronized. 

2. Identically designed clocked data-storage and -conditioning elem~nts that rec~ive 
data and clock signals and generate synchronized data pulses with the reqmred 
shape. 

3. Means of clock distribution and regeneration that delivers the clock signal to every 
clocked element of the system in the correct format. 

The three sub-parts have to be co-optimized together in the design ph~se because 
their requirements affect each other. Many similarities exists with the cl~ckmg systems 
of modern high performance digital microprocessors, hence results of this area may be 
utilized. The main characteristics of a DAC clocking system are: 

1. Significantly smaller clocking network area than digital ICs, therefore smaller in_ter
connection lengths and complexity, but problems like interference, cross-coupling, 
charge feedthrough phenomena, parasitic capacitances, transmission line effects 
have drastic impact on the analog output signal. 

2. Small number of clocked devices (up to hundreds), but they dictate very small p~o
cessing parameter and temperature fluctuations . Increased sensitivity to the mis
match in the shape and timing of individual pulses. 

3. High operational speeds (up to GHz), however with maximum allowed clock un
certainties in the order of one pico-second. 
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4.1.4 Auxiliary circuits 

In th~ CS-DAC architec_ture there exist circuits that are placed in the signal flow and they 
are vital for the processing of the signal components (latches, switches, decoder etc) and 
circuits that are not in the signal flow, hence they are not as critical because they make 
supplementary operations such as corrections, monitoring etc. 

Any supplementary circuitry that is placed in the signal flow has to face the penalty 
of its location. In principle, latches are also auxiliary circuits. However, because their use 
is obliged if any decent performance is to be obtained, they have been transformed into 
constitutional circuits of the DAC architecture. Typical circuits that are not placed in the 
signal flow are monitoring and calibration circuits. They are responsible for monitoring 
and sensing some hidden signals and calibrating its hardware such that the output signal 
is correct. Usually, it is the output signal or unit currents that are monitored and corrected 
for DC error corrections. 

4.2 Implementations and technology impact 

Technological options for DAC realization consist of primarily GaAs CMOS, Bipolar 
and BiCMOS. CMOS is today's mainstream option to integrate the DAC as part of a 
larger VLSI system. While CMOS was not initially the high speed option, the continuous 
breeze coming from the rapid developments of integration technology brought CMOS in 
a dominant position in the CS DAC landscape and conversion rates of 1 + GHz with more 
than 10 bits of resolution have already been reached [40,41]. A couple of examples of 
high conversion rate DACs available in literature are given below: 

0 GaAs [36, 37] 

0 Si-Bipolar [38,51,54] 

0 BiCMOS [56,58] 

0 CMOS [8,39-41,44] 

We will present next the basic circuit characteristics of these DACs, and we will give 
some background of the main options they adopt. 

Non-CMOS implementations 

GaAs and Si-Bipolar technologies offer some advantages for high conversion rates. BiC
~~S allows ~artitioning of the DAC in a Si-Bipolar and a CMOS part in the same chip: 
digi~al operat10~s and some non-critical analog with CMOS and switching parts with 
BJT _s. The mam circuit characteristics of non-CMOS DACs aimed for high speed ac
cording to literature are: 

1. Full differential current steering topology for every circuit in the signal flow. ECL 
levels for input and clock, small swing in the rest of the circuits of the DAC [38]. 
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2. Partitioning in a few thermometric bits (3-5) [35, 37, 38], or no partitioning at all 

[36, 59, 60]. 

3. Decoder, if present, with several alternatives (multi-level [51], row-column [38], 

etc.). 

4. Master-slave latches before the switches, latch buffers to filter switching noise of 
the latches and condition the data properly. Low swing differential signals every
where, and especially at the switches. This offers high crossing points in the com
plementary switch control signals. Time multiplexing in the decoder or the latches 

in some cases to increase data throughput [36,51]. 

5. Speed optimized switched current cells. BJT cascoded resistors as current sources 
of the thermometric part in Si-Bipolar DACs, transistors for GaAs, and R-2R lad-

ders for the binary part. 

6. No output buffer, and direct connection of the current switches to the output node. 

7. Re-sampling at the output in many occasions. 

8. Multiple supply networks (analog, digital) to separate interference of digital switch

ing noise in critical analog circuits. 

9. DC accuracy achieved with inherent matching or post fabrication methods (e.g. 

laser trimming). 

CMOS implementations 

CMOS CS DACs dominate (e.g. [39,40,42-44,55,61-65]) today the DAC landscape due 
to their compatibility with digital processes. Their main characteristics (see fig. 4.4) are: 

1. Single ended CMOS signal format for most circuits in the signal flow except from 

the current cell. Single ended CMOS clock format. 

2. Partitioning between a medium to large thermometer part (5 - 8) and a relatively 

small binary part. 

3. CMOS logic based decoder implemented with the row-column architecture [39] or 

with alternative configurations [42]. 

4. Reduced swing CMOS logic, and single latch configuration implemented with 
cross-coupled CMOS inverters. Also, reduced swing CMOS logic switch drivers to 

tune the crossing point of the complementary switch control signals. 

5. Differential current switches, and use of cascoding to increase the impedance of the 

current sources, and transistor based current sources. 

6. No output buffer, and direct connection of the current switches to the output node. 

4.2. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY IMPACT 
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Figure 4.4 A conventional Current Steering CMOS DAC . 1 . imp ementatlon. 

7. Re-sampling at the output in a few occasions. 
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8. :-1ulti~le s_uppl_y_networks (analog, digital) to separate interference of digital switch
mg noise m cnt1cal analog circuits. 

rror correction. 9. Calibration circuitry and switching sequences that deal wi"th DC e . 

At first sight, there seems to be t th t d"ff . . non-CMOS and CMOS DAC no . a . many i erences m the CITcuitry between 
thermometer bits calibratio s. :he ~m~ differences see_m to be the larger number of 
single latch co fi' . fn an switchmg sequences, smgle ended circuit logic and 

n gurat10ns or CMOS compared t II b , no calibration o . h. , o sma num er of thermometer bits 
master-slave lat~~w1tcfi mg s~quences, full differential signals and circuit topologies and 

con gurattons for non-CMOS DAC A .i- h DC ' methods the rem · · . s. part 1or t e error correction 
and as w'e will ex a~n~ng :ifference~ are mainly implications of technological differences, 

CMOS DAC p mn s ortl_y partially because of different application focus. 
HDTV), and star~eappear~d i~ the middle of the 80's aiming for video applications (e.g 

d dommatmg only after the beginning of 90's. A representative differ-
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ence in speed between several processes can be seen comparing CMOS and Si-Bipolar 
DACs from [39) and [51) with 80 and 500 Msample/ s, respectively (8 bits both). How
ever, at the same time period CMOS DACs already started increasing significantly in 
conversion rates (e.g. 400 Msample/ s,4 bit [52)) but for less bits. Applications such as 
Direct Digital Synthesis were the main drive to build Gsample / s DACs in GaAs with 12 
bits such as the one found in [36), or later with the 14 bit GaAs DAC [37) that reached 
rates up to 2 Gsample/ s. A Si-Bipolar DAC reaching the same rate at 10 bits was reported 
in [38) . Only very recently the limit of 1 Gsample / s for CMOS was broken in [ 40) for 10 

bits, and in [41) for 14 bits. 
One of the most important architectural aspects of the DAC was, and still is, the 

segmentation to thermometer and binary bits, because it has a multi-dimensional impact 
on several properties (linearity, matching requirements, complexity of design, area, power, 
additional error mechanisms, etc.). Given this context, the reason of the different numbers 
of thermometer bits used in CMOS and non-CMOS is easy to explain. The main aspect 
of using non-CMOS processes was the need for large conversion rates. Neither low DC 
errors due to mismatch [49), or low harmonic distortion -both become lower as the number 
of thermometer bits increases- were significant requirements at that time. At the same 
time, the main limitations for high speed (except the technology) and power was the 
digital logic of the decoder, Therefore, it is not strange that non-CMOS DACs had few 
numbers of thermometer bits, or none at all. Today, segmentation is exploited vigorously 
for the potential it offers for high linearity, consequently high speed DACs do use large 

number of thermometer bits. 
The other difference between CMOS and non-CMOS had to do with calibration and 

switching sequences. Calibration is a main option today for high resolution CMOS DACs 
making full use of the digital processing advantages offered plentyfully by modern narrow 
length CMOS processes. Interesting to note is that, while the turnover of the 80's brought 
the first on-chip calibration DAC [66) (off chip calibration was lazer trimming) reaching a 
static linearity of 14 bits, still at the end of the same decade there were high resolution and 
high speed DACs [36) using on chip switching functions and off-chip trimmable current 
sources, or later [37) 1 - 2 Gsample / s 14 bit DACs with no more than 10 bits of static 

accuracy. 
In the following chapters of the thesis CMOS CS DACs will be studied, although 

many of the results that will be obtained can be applied as well to non-CMOS DACs. 

5 

Dynamic limitations of Current Steering DACs 

IN the chapter th~t follows, initially. the state-of-the-art with respect to low and hi h 
frequency operat10n of CS DACs w1l~ be presented. It will be shown that there a wi~e 

co~~as~~~wee~ ho~ much knowledge is available in the scientific community on how to 
rea ize s with high sampling rates and good low fre uenc linearit 
knowledge is available on how to realize CS DACs wit~ ooJ hi y, and ho~ m~ch 
~hen a reas~ning will be given that formulates why this oc~urs. Th~: r~:::i~cy l~~e~1ty. 
hght the mam. characteristics of the knowledge-gap that will be filled with th g w1 1 ~1?h
chapters of this thesis. e remammg 

5.1 State-of-the-art in dynamic linearity 

In this section the state f th · h operation with, and witho~t de art .ml~ e ~AC lan~scap~ with respect to high frequency 
pared . y~am1c mear1ty cons1derat10ns, will be presented and com-
made ·o~~eo~ti~n: fuest10ns ~Ill b~ formulate~ ':ith respect to the observations that are 

L requency mear1ty charactenstJcs seen in literature 
the me:x~s examine th~ speed of some reported high speed DAC IC's on the basis of 

forward i:~:~~~:er~on (s;m~ling) rate. The plot is given in fig. 5.1. Some straight
have prov·d d n ~ma e; or example, it is clear that some non-CMOS converters 

1 e much higher sampling rates · th · · the speed advantages off d b h m eu given year-context, probably due to 
ceeded 1 GH . ere y t ese processes. Recent CMOS DACs have already ex-
normalizing t~~on~e~s1?n rate and clearly dominate in numbers. We could proceed in 
rates possible e porns m fig. 5.1 over the. r.esources required to make such conversion 
the design me~-~ pow~r) and come to add1t10nal conclusions regarding the efficiency of 

o s emp oyed and not only the conversion rate. However, this is omitted. 
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Figure 5.1 State of the art in conversion rate. 

Since this plot says nothing about dynamic linearity at those frequencies the sampling 
rates indicate, consider that we also evaluate the magnitude of the "glitch" artifacts rel
atively to the LSB level (see fig. 2.4(b)). This criterion defines that for a converter to 
comply dynamically to its resolution level, the magnitude of all .glitc?es shoul? be c~n
fined within one LSB value. Step input signals are used usually m this evaluat10n. With 
this criterion of dynamic linearity, significant knowledge has been developed that links 
specific circuit limitations to the relevant glitches (e.g. the anomal~es in t~e middle_of ~he 
code to code transients are not assumed to be a concern, but the glitches m the begmmng 
and end of the transition are), and also design methods were developed to tackle these 
problems. Data from literature and industry shows a gradual reduction on the glitch level 
during the years (characterized by the so called glitch-energy [7]) from 100 V psec at the 
beginning of the eighties to sub V psec levels at the end of the nineties. 

Changing now to the characterization of dynamic linearity based on harmonic distor
tion, the phenomenology of glitches becomes obsolete. For example, the glitch observe_d 
in the middle of the pulse transition in fig. 2.4(b) is irrelevant, because frequency analysis 
shows that it appears in the clock frequency, which is out of the band of interest. At the 
same time, code to code transition anomalies become important because they can generate 

harmonic distortion. 
To understand how the different meaning of the signal quality defines a completely 

new learning curve on the problems and methods we cite [36, 37] representative of ~he 
transition phase from electrical characterization of the signal's quality to abstract sig
nal characterization. In [36] a 12 bit DAC (with 14 bit static accuracy) is reported at 
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1 Gsample ( s sampling rate which delivers a mere 52 dB Spurious Free Dynamic Range 
(SFDR) at JU St 1/10 of the sampling rate (100 MHz), and 62 dB using an output sampler 
In [3_7] despite the 1-: 2 Gsample/ s rates offered by a 14 bit GaAs DAC, only 58 dB ar~ 
o?tamed at 62 M_Hz signal frequencies at a 0.75 Gsample/ s rate. These results do not in
d_1cate bad!~ des1gn~d IC's, but IC's that were designed for a specific meaning of dynamic 
signal quahty associated to a specific type of signals (step signals). 

e We proceed next to_ a r~pre.sentativ~ set of data that belong to the time period on which 
P .rfo~ance charactenzat1on is made m the frequency domain. We select the SFDR as a 
~~~tenon of d_Ynamic linearity. As year of reference we take 1994 [56], where we observe 

the first time such ~ soun? focus on spurious performance. Three plots are presented 
(fi~ .. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4) m which the horizontal axis is the sampling rate and the vertical 
'.1"1s 1 ~ th~ ~FDR: each coordinate represents the SFDR of a design and the sampling rate 
~n which it is reported. Three normalized frequency points correspond to the three plots 
~~!ct Si~ "."e show date representing very lo_w freq~ency points f!fs << 1/100. Th~ 
f h P t m fig. 5.3 uses f /Is= 1 /10. In this relative frequency the dynamic behavior 

~e~ee DAC starts to beco~e important. The last plot in fig. 5.4 is made using f /Is = t /3. 

al 
' normally the dynamic behavior of the IC dictates the SFDR. In each coordinate we 

so note the re 1 f f h wh 
1 

so u 10n o t e DAC. The data sources are given in the end of the thesis 
ere a so the measured results of our IC are included. ' 
Since many IC' 1 d . very ~ . s are eva uate for different rates, and other IC's only for one rate and 

imize e:.poi_nts that cover a large bandwidth range we have applied some rules to max-
0 ~ectJveness and reliability of conclusions. For those IC's where plenty of points 
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Figure 5.3 State of art SFDR with f = fs/10 

have been given for one sampling rate the SFDR selection is straightforward. If many 
sampling rates and many frequency points per sampling rate are available then we select 
the set of three SFDR points from a sampling rate that the IC is designed for, and not one 
that pushes the IC to demonstrate its maximum conversion rate, as in fig. 5.1: If no s~ch 
information is available, we make such decision ourselves. Finally, we avmd selectmg 
data from curves resulting through interpolation of very few specific points spanned very 
far way from each other, and from points that are related to the f / fs = 1/4 and close to 
the Nyquist frequencies. The reason for this decision is that la~k of large n~mber of mea
surement points and interpolation between points at very specific frequ~nc1es r_nay ~reate 
false impression about the true performance of the IC. More details will be given m the 

measurement section of the thesis. 
Let us focus now on the first plot (f / fs < 1/100), i.e the constellation of all the 

coordinates at very low frequencies. In this case the static accuracy of each IC sets the 
limitations in SFDR, because the frequency is so low that the inherent dynamics of the 
DAC play minor role. Looking at the vertical axis we see t~at almost all ~f the data are 
above the 70 dB line independent of the sampling rate, which can be as high as 1 GHz. 
We also see that the resolution does not clearly separate the data in sub bands for 12 or 
more bits. Only a mild separation can be seen. It seems that for more than 10 bits t~ere 
is no clear advantage of having more than 12 bits SFDR-wise. This can be ex~lamed 
easily considering that at very low frequencies only the static accuracy counts. An ideally 
quantized sinusoid exhibits third harmonic distortion at 9N dB below the fundamen_tal 
[67] (N is the resolution). For example, a 9 bit resolution ideal DAC generates sinusoids 
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with.an ideal SFDR of 81 ~B". A 12 bit DAC (ideally 108 dB SFDR) with a static accuracy 
of slightly more than 12 bits is no wonder that it reaches more than 90 dB SFDR. 

Considering the horizontal axis we see that the conversion rates span from low to 
very high rates, but with no problem on keeping the low relative frequency SFDR at 
outstanding lev~ls. The main thing that seems to have changed through the years (the data 
presented spa~ m more than a decade) is the sampling rate at which these high levels of 
SFDR are achieved. It seems that it is either easy, or it is well understood how to make 
DACs with excellent low frequency linearity. 

We proceed now to the plot in fig. 5.3 with data from the same sampling rates as in fig. 
S .2 but at f /ls = 1/10. The striking characteristic is that the constellation of data points 
has dived abruptly toward lower SFDR values. The data seem to be divided in two main 
groups, one in the band between 70 - 80 dB and one spreading on many values below 
the 70 dB line. Again, there can be no clear distinction on the basis of resolution. For 
example, notice that in plot 5.2 all designs between 100 - 200 Msample / s were around 
the 85 dB level for very low frequencies, and with an increase of 10 - 20 MHz only most 
~th d , em ropped by approximately 10 dB! If we see now the results of the fl+ = 1/3 
plotth . JS e picture seems even worse: very few data are above 70 dB and mostly on the low 
conversion rate area, whereas most of the data spread between 40 _:._ 65 dB. In reference to 
the cl · · d a~sic issue of whether resampling at the output of the DAC helps in eliminating the 

ynanuc errors and facilitate good high frequency linearity, no general statements will be 
made at this p · t · h · . . . om smce t elf use (such DA Cs are mcluded m the picture) does not separate 
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them from the constellation of data points. 1 Notice the large difference in the location of 
the constellation diagram in fig. 5.1 that shows the so called maximum conversion rate 
(which in fact has no meaning except of showing the speed of the digital hardware of 
the DAC, because at these operation conditions the signals are extremely distorted -thus 
meaningless), and the location at fig 5.4 where the actual DAC high frequency linearity 
performance is shown. This radical drop of spurious performance raises some questions: 

O What makes the very low frequency performance excellent even for very high con
version rates ? Is this related in any way to the knowledge available about the low 
frequency problems, and if yes how do design methods reflect to this knowledge? 

O Why does the linearity drop so fast almost in all IC's for almost any conversion rate 
and resolution? Are there any implications of having the SFDR not strictly related 
to the resolution of the DAC for more than 10 bits? 

0 Then again, why are some recent designs seem to be the exceptions of the rule? 

5.2 Dynamic limitations of current steering DACs 

In this section we will try to formulate in detail a reasoning behind the questions placed 
in the previous chapter. This is achieved by investigating the following pattern: 

Many generic electronic problems are pinpointed as dynamic performance limitations 
by mixed signal IC designers (process mismatch, charge feedthrough, cross-talk, substrate 
and power supply noise), and many specific manifestations of these problems have been 
discussed in literature in the context of CS DACs. The most important are: 

1. Process mismatch in the current sources [4] (amplitude side of mismatch). 

2. Output resistance and capacitance modulation by the input signal [57]. 

3. The nonlinear V !I transfer function of the switch transistors which creates spikes in 
the switch common source node [52, 56, 63, 68]. 

4. Charge feedthrough and injection phenomena from the switch control signals to the 
output node, and from the common source node to the biasing nodes [55]. 

5. Relative timing imprecision (skew) and spread of the waveform characteristics of 
the individual current pulses caused by clock skew, process mismatch in latches, 
drivers and switches, unequal loading or interconnect lengths, transmission line 
effects in the clock network, etc. [56, 67, 69, 70] (timing side of mismatch). 

6. Power supply and ground bounce, substrate noise [38,64]. 

7. Biasing interference caused by feedthrough of data-dependent switching signals 
[37] on the biasing nodes. 

1 Comments for the topic raised by [30] comparing the SC and CS DAC architectures will follow later. 
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8. Clock or timing jitter [4]. 

9. Device noise [71]. 

Yet, although these problems are mentioned and some are a . 
the picture is not clear. There exists a large d'fti b nalyzed properly, Ill overall 

bl I erence etween coarsely knowing that 

f :~he e~t~~l~s~; ~!s:~:~~C:.~~::,i~!~~i~o~:~it ~ra~tictlly, and unde.rsta.n~ing the prob le; 

obthert~tr?btlemd s, .verifying it experimenta,lly a!i r:~~~~~~~~~,t~~a~;~;t~l;~~~r~~~~~:~g0: 
a ou 1 m o es1gn methodology. 

We will D_1ak~ a cas~ on. the limited existing knowledge about the dynamic behavior 
o.f the DAC Clfcmt ~ons1~enng the generic problem of mismatch in a static and d namic 
signal context, that is, pomts 1 and 5 respectively The d' . b y 
to other problems as well. ' · iscusswn can e extended easily 

5.2.1 Matching and relative amplitude precision 

A representative number of articles that deal with the issue of match. . 1 . . 

~~;:t~~~:~~~e~~~~;i:ccuracy of CS DA Cs reveals that for the ~n!;~it:~: ~f d~1~fu:~~ 

1. clear dis~inction of the sources of current errors, and their properties ( e statistics 
system~tic err?rs~, ~nd knowledge of the mechanisms that translate th;· h sic , 
the devices to md1v1dual current errors [72, 73]; p y s of 

2. precis: knowledge o~ ho.w the current errors are translated to static signal errors 
(e.Tj NL) or dynamic signal errors (harmonic distortion [57]) on the basis of a 
w~t ul nderstood abstract principle that governs this translation' (accumulation of 
um e ement errors); 

3. d:sign m~~ho~ology based on this knowledge, which spans from the device level 
~jg. part1t10~mg ?f the current.sou.rces in subunits [74]), in the circuit level (trim-
1 ng and cahb~a~10~ [4], combmat10ns of biasing and sizing [55]) up to the si nal 
;

1
vel (e.gM. part~t10nmg of the code [49], switching sequences [42] and Dyn:mic 
ement atchmg (DEM) [4]); 

4. clear distinction of mismatch current errors vs other static 

~~~p~~~i;~ance p:]). on the basis of their si~nal error gen:~~t~~:c~:::~i~~!· 
desi n ge o t .e mte~dependence of these problems via common electroni~ 

g parameters (d1mens10ns of current sources, switches, etc.) is available, too. 
For example a l't d . 

istic and randoU:· mp I u e-m1.smatch current ~rrors have been sub-divided in determin-
mismatch causes' pr~~ets gr:d1ents cause spatial deterministic errors, and short distance 
0NL) on thew tshpa Ia ran om errors). These sub-classes distinguish the signal errors 
h ay ey scale when a specific ph · I . . 

c anges. If the curr . . . ~s1ca parameter ( d1mens10n of transistors) 
match drop and th ent source. tr~ns1stor size is mcreased, the random components of mis

e systematic mcrease. Analysis has shown that for every extra bit of 
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accuracy required, the area must increase by a factor of four to reduce the random errors, 
but the deterministic errors scale up similarly [73] . Quantitative results of this comparison 
show that if one tries to reduce the random errors for more than 10 bits of accuracy using 
sizing and biasing of the current source transistors, then the deterministic errors dominate 
in the INL and set the limitation. 

This limitation called for the exploration of other degrees of freedom, and brought 
correction methods that apply orthogonally to the two subclasses in different hierarchical 
levels. One can increase the size of each current source to reduce the random matching 
components, and reduce the deterministic components using the redundancy of the ther
mometer code to employ techniques called switching sequences. Using this approach the 
next limit (12 - 14 bit) in accuracy is set by the magnitude of the area that is required 
to limit the random matching errors. This new limitation asks again for other solutions; 
for example, hardware calibration pushed a few bits further this limit of static accuracy 
breaking also the relationship between dimensions of current sources and current errors. 

If now one combines the advances in processing technology and the wide adoption of 
well structured knowledge, it is easy to understand why the constellation of the points in 
fig. 5.2 is so high up in the SFDR scale. 

5.2.2 Matching and relative timing precision 

Let us now turn our focus on switching characteristics due to mismatch. Literature shows 
that the problem is well known to generate distortion, but it is nowhere explained how 
this happens, and how the physical origins of the problem are translated layer by layer 
to the signal in the output, or how the signal errors depend on the input signal proper
ties. Given that there are many contributors (clock networks, latches, buffers, current 
switches, etc.) and several physical origins that are weighted differently in these different 
elements, there is no knowledge about the relative significance of each factor, and how 
it should be addressed in a consistent and methodological way similarly to the amplitude 
mismatch. The most characteristic example of coarse characterization of this dynamic 
problem is the link between glitches and distortion so strongly rooted into CS DACs: 
any overshoot-like shape in the output signal is a glitch, and all glitches somehow cause 
dynamic non-linearities (sic!); consequently, all problems that create glitches cause dis
tortion in a similar way. 2 

We emphasize that what we claim as a limited knowledge should not be misunder
stood as a limited knowledge of the generic root of the problem (e.g. process mismatch, 
power supply bounce, etc.) but on 

1. the vertical modulation mechanisms: how process spread is translated to the signal 
components in the DACs algorithmic architecture embodying representative prop
erties of the physical, electronic and circuit sides of the problem; 

2. the horizontal modulation mechanisms: how the signal components resulting from 
the vertical modulation mechanisms are mixed into the signal modulation flow, 

2This is an ill heritage of the characterization of dynamic performance with glitch levels. 
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which describes how the output signal is generated for an input signal. 

mis!~t~~e p~~:~~ t~ee 1:1~tee~:;~:l~~!es~~:e~!~e::~~i~g com~ared to ;he amplitude 
tude problem 3 I [8] th ompansons as ior the ampli 

lar type of mism:tch ba:e~u:~~~~h~~;~sr~~e~~~a~~~:e ;.~l~tio~~hip ~f ?ne p~rticu~ 
thermometer coding of the DAC 4 R b h g I c es m re at10n with the 
segmented DAC the smaller the ~rob~:~e;~~e~t ~ larg~r the thermometer part of a 

:~e amp:!tu:e mismatch in the way the relevant si~nal ::a~7:; ~~~~~:~I~s ~:db:df~o 
th:r~~~~~ere~;s~b~;;r ~~~:~;~~~!:~n;i f~~~:i~~) ::~~~ ~i~u;ec~i~0n cof. the num~e~ o~ 
delcoding logic, i?te.rco?nection and latches increase by a factor of2 per e~~~a~~~ (~gila! 
su t was a co-opt1m1zat1on of the choice D th b ' e re-

:~ree types of~~sues. The methodologicaJ
0

:ug;e~~~n ~a~ft~h~~:~~~~x~~:~~~~~::~~ 
ermometer its tolerated by area constrains. However, we notice that in [8] 

I. :~~~~ m1i·s~atch is evaluated. in the context of a static signal (thus, INL) and 
g itc es are evaluated m the context of a dynamic signal (THD); 

2. ~e;aus~ o?l~ one problem .is evaluated in a dynamic signal context and both ampli
u e an tlmm~ pr?blems I~~rove with more thermometer bits, there was no need 

to have a quantitative descnpt10n of the signal error (THD) Do th t. . bl r e 1mmg pro em; 

What now if we want to include additional problems? How can 

~~h:;~~!!~!n~;~l~;;~~~=:~: :~::~7:~~~· s~~oen:r~~i~:~~~~lsw::::!:~~:~w~nd~~~ 
manner? For example, consider the addition of the two followi~g problems: an opposmg 

1. The mismatch timing. problems in the thermometer part. The larger the number 
of t~eblthermometer bits, the larger the timing errors can be although the errors 
poss1 y average better. ' 

2. Power supply and substrate noise problems· the larger the number f th 
bits the larger th b f d" . · o ermometer 

' e num er o ig1tal gates and latches switching as well hence 
pfower supply a?d substrate noise related problems may scale up roughly b ' " 
o 2 per extra bit. Ya iactor 

Unless these proble 1 
and validated b ms.a_re trans ~ted adequately precise to the signal (e.g. THD, SFDR) 
pendent in the :0:~~=:1~;: exp~nments, ~II we may s~eak of is about comparisons de
very difficult to k t h particular design. In practice, comparisons of such type are 

3 ma e or t ere are many reasons that contribute to timing errors, and the 
To obtain extra feelin r d · · 

~c and dynamic errorsg i:g:n~~~ the difference. of ma~nitude in the focus and extend of knowledge between 
lite~ture to each errors. g ' please consider bnefly the relative amount of pages devoted in recent 

. ~e relationship between THD (si nal . . 
linear mcrease in THD with the beg f ) and the MSB/LSB glitches m [8] is qualitatively described by a 

num r o thermometer bits. 
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interpretation is most of the times very subjective. In fact, the validity of every state
ment should be carefully placed in very clear context of the assumptions about how the 
hardware was designed. 

Some clarifications with respect to the point made in [30, 75] concerning the suitabil
ity of the SC DACs for high frequency linearity at high conversion rates. The authors 
advocate that an SC DAC is more suitable for high frequency linearity because it does not 
show very rapid performance degradation as the frequency increases. However, a careful 
investigation on the cited article of [8] reveals no background for these arguments on the 
basis of SC or CS, because first, the performance reported in [8] counter-argues the rapid 
degradation claimed in [30, 75], and second and more importantly, the advantages claimed 
for the SC DAC are basically achieved by the resampling nature of this architecture, and 
not by the SC implementation. In this sense, there is no difference to speak of a SC 
charge bisect DAC as in [75] or a CS DAC. This issue is identical with the issues raised 
once more in [43, 69] that reaffirm the traditional believe in the resampling operation at 
the output of the DAC to eliminate all switching problems of the DAC. However, despite 
the use of resampling is promoted by some authors as a fundamental solution, in fact 
there is no sufficient reasoning to believe so, rather there exist more reasons to support 
that high conversion rates and high frequency linearity come only at the absence of re
sampling. Recent high speed designs [8,41,44] and the realization that will be presented 
in this thesis seem to support this view. 

Finally, while we speak today of sinusoidal linearity, consider that there is already an 
on-going process toward systems that employ DACs to process broadband signals (e.g. 
for QAM or similar modulation schemes) with random and deterministic components. 
This means that the knowledge that we may develop to design DACs with better sinu
soidal linearity may be less relevant if it is only meant for these signals. Therefore the 
knowledge of the dynamic behavior of this circuit has to be related to generic signals 
with generic properties such as correlation, power, probability distributions, etc. from the 
very beginning of any analysis. Then a generic signal can become a specific signal when 
certain system-, or application-specific assumptions are made without re-defining from 
the beginning the theory about the circuit behavior of the DAC. 

In summary, the surgical precision with which the multi-dimensionality of the ampli
tude mismatch problem has been examined and understood is by no means comparable 
to the coarse knowlt:dge we have about the impact of mismatch in switching characteris
tics. Generally speaking, the static signal accuracy problems have been investigated and 
understood in much more depth and broadness than the dynamic ones; there is absence of 
mature knowledge on how to deal with dynamic problems in general. This is the major 
reason that the constellation points fig. 5.1 and 5.4 drop so rapidly. 

5.3 Conclusions 

A review of the state of the art in the high frequency linearity of DA Cs has been presented 
It was shown that by changing meaning on what we call signal quality, the meaning on 
what we consider as signal errors for high frequencies changes as well, and at the same 
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time this new meaning of quality dictates that our k I . 
to be updated accordingly. And as in man thin as in ~ow edge and design~ methods have 
certain amount of inertia The followi y I "'. ature, such a dynamic process has a 
of this process: . ng cone us10ns reflect the qualitative characteristics 

0 ~= genera~ rule is that there is rapid performance degradation as frequency scales 
fi re are a ways a _few exceptions to the rule, which makes its very interestin t~ 

gure out why, but m general this process seems still to be lagging. g 

0 ~d:sbd~~;dh~~::::tv~~~:::~:(~~~I~ ~::i:: ~:::::~:~~:=t~: ~~ot~l::;:dd~hp~~ 
an roa ness as with static behavior. 

0 T~er~ s~ems to be difficulties to conceptualize the problems and find the modulation 
p_nncip es t~at they d~scribe them: first, by bringing physical problems u to the 
signal level mto the signal components required by the CS DAC h" p 
second by · · h arc 1tecture and 

~ncorporatmg t ese components in the signal generation flow , 

;~:~~~e~f ~~~~:~t::;ho;;~:!~lation mechanisms can indicate the type of ~~~~i~~= 
0 Some problems have not been analyzed at all (e g relative timing .. 

supply and sub tr t · ) . . · · prec1s1on, power 
s a e n01se . Their importance and the under! . h . I 

are known but the par_ticular mechanisms of signal error creati~~n!~ u~~~:w~au;~: 
those problems there is no preventive design methodology. . 

0 ~e impact ~nd. the nature of dynamic problems has not been placed in ers ec 
:~~~ ~f ~en~~ signal properties (such that they can be related to different ~YP~ oi 

as or i erent systems) and technology scaling. 

Thes I · £ 
tion :f~~~\~~~~:d orm substa~tial reasons to place effort in order to accelerate the transi-

ge process m mature levels, as it was stated already in the introduction. 
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6 

Current Steering DAC circuit error analysis 

T HE potential for a Current Steering Digital to Analog Converter architecture (CS 
DAC) to achieve high speed operation is unfortunately matched with a similar po

tential to exhibit nonlinear behavior. In this chapter the main problems that haunt its 
operation, their nature and the signal errors their cause are investigated. Via the detailed 
explanation of the way errors are generated, some important properties will be recorded to 
prepare for the classification that follows in the next chapters. A coarse separation is made 
between amplitude and time domain errors. Time domain errors are the most relevant for 
high frequency linearity and high speed operation. 

6.1 Amplitude domain errors 

The problems presented in this section will be shown to be easily characterized by an 
input-output transfer function neglecting the inherent dynamics of the DAC operation. 
This proves convenient for analytical calculations. The impact of the problems reviewed 
in this section is constant with the frequency and conversion rate. 

6.1.1 Relative amplitude precision 

An ideal DAC consists of 2N identical current sources grouped in ways defined by its 
c_oding. In practice, the current sources have amplitudes that are slightly different rela
tively to each other. The main physical origin of this problem is mismatch in the process 
parameters occurring at the manufacturing phase of an IC. 

Mismatch is the process that causes time-independent random variations in physical 
quantities (e.g. currents) of identically designed devices [72]. The variations are the result 
of many physical factors occurring in the fabrication phase. Typical physical causes are 
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i I+~l lfi· ~I mismatch 
error 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 6.1 (a) A unit current source with mismatch and (b) MOS current 

sources with mismatch. 

oxide thickness variations, metal coverage, edge effects, etc. In fig. 6.1 two MOS cur
rent sources with identical biasing conditions are shown. The mismatch of two identical 
transistors with zero source-bulk potential difference is modeled by differences in their 

threshold voltages Vrh and their current factors ~ according to [72] 

A2 
cr2(AV.) = v,h +s2 D2 (6.1) 

th WL v,h 

A~ A2 <52(-) = -1._ + s2 D2 (6.2) 
~ WL /3 

whereAv
1

h,A13,Sv
1

h,S13 are process parameters, Dis the distance separating the transistors 
and W,L are their geometrical dimensions. The mismatch consists of a short and a long 
distance term [72]. The short distance term represents a spatially random process with 
normal distribution and zero mean with short correlation distance (much smaller than the 
transistor dimensions). The long distance term has deterministic origin but under some 
assumptions it is modeled as a stochastic process with long correlation distance. In the 
current source array the transistors usually spread in a large area. As a result of this, there 
are several deterministic errors developing. Some of these are process related, others are 
caused by spatial deviations of the biasing signal values from their nominal across the 
array (resistive drops in the ground wires [39]), or in environmental parameter variations 

(parabolic temperature surfaces etc, piezoelectric phenomena [73], etc.). 
The spatial random and deterministic properties of the physical causes are translated 

to unit current errors in the current sources that have similar properties. Of course the 
exact way this translation is made is determined by the device laws of operation, but the 
main properties remain. Notice also that the variations in each individual current source 
are static (except of course from their possible variations due to aging). Consequently, we 
may talk of an amplitude domain problem with static spatially random and deterministic 

local character. The current per input code can be described by 

1 k=w 

l(w) = w ·I+ M(w) = w(I + - L Mk)= wlnorm(w) 
w k=l 

where w has its usual meaning, and Mk are the unit errors of each current source when 
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Figure 6.2 SNDR vs number of bits for Gaussian errors. 
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the gain and offset components are removed The err . 
current errors. Alternatively, the normalized .am litud~r per code is the. sum of all unit 
value is the average value of all currents selected ~or th. slnart ( w) for ~ given DAC input 
error lies the averaging principle. When mism t h . I va ue, mea.nmg that behind this 
then in an N bit binary DAC consistin f a ~ is assumed Gaussian and uncorrelated, 
elements (k E {O, ... ,N _ 

1
}) the SNDiof N weighted s~urce~, each one consisting of 2k 

with [57] ' or a full scale smuso1dal signal is approximated 

SNDR ~ 6N + 1.76- lOlog(l + 6cr2 2N) Af// (6.3) 

~here <JM I I is the spread of the normalized current source error (M / /) A h . mcreas~s, the mismatch gradually reduces the 6 dB/bit ideal benefit to 3 d~~~ resolution 
Notice that the SNDR does not depend on an f . t. 

signal frequency and conversion rate . d d y ime domam parameters, hence it is 
· . 10 epen ent In addition be h · 

prmc1ple is behind this error the i . h . . ' cause t e averagmg 
frequencies, unless the mis~atch i:~:~t m t e SNDR I~ s~ft ~nd not relevant for high 
error, the SNDR is ploted in fig 6 2 F y la~ge: For a~ .md1cat10n of the impact of this 
is ~ 60 dB level (61 76 dB f . . :d olr a re ~live prec1s1on of 1 % and 10 bits the SNDR 
49 6 d . or an I ea 10 bit DAC) while for 5% the SNDR d 

. B. For deterministic errors (e.g. gradients) othe; cal 1 f . rops to 
As a final remark, the current errors . cu a wns are requ1red. 

(width and length of devices d" t bare related with the same geometrical parameters 
sarily in the same manner F is ance 1 et~een each current source, etc.) but not neces-

unit device geometry is in~rea~:;~::~ e, I\ an array of MOS current sources when the 
the systematic mismatch errors . n uce ~ e rand?~ cu?"ent source errors, the area and 

I crease, an an optlm1zat10n problem springs out. 

6·1·2 Output resistance modulation 

The output resistance of the DAC . f . fore it is modulated b th . I~ a unct10~ of the number of switched-on cells, there-
sistances is shown in ~ ~ ~nput s1.gnal. A simple mo~el of the DAC with the unit re
are switched on th t;· . : The mput code w determmes the number of switches that 
current loss in the ~~ l~ ~es1st~~ce ~een in the output node. As a result, there will be a 

a e com mat10n of w unit resistors Ru that depends on the input 
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DAC output resistance 

Yout 

w Iu 

input value 

Figure 6.3 The modulation of the output resistance by the input code. 

code. The current error as a function of the input code is given by [57] 

Af = ~ (Iuw-Vdd/Ri) 
I+pw 

(6.4) 

h - R / R is the ratio of the external load resistance and the unit current source 
w ~re p - L u . static error should not correspond to an error larger than one 

~~~t~~~~: Y:: :~1:~: varying signa~, then the error is modulated by the signal and 

creates harmonic distortion. The SFDR is 

SFDR= f 1+-1-(1+J1+2Np)] l p2N-l 

and it is determined by the second order component (HD2). 

6.2 Time domain errors 

2 
(6.5) 

F these type of errors we may speak of a transfer function be~ween the normalized p~lse 

~~:~~:7iii~:~£~~;:.7i~~:~:.~;~::~~:,~.~:~t~~~f ~~l;E;:~ 
as the frequency and conversion rate increase, ut not m e sa 

6.2.l Nonlinear settling and output impedance modulation 
. t of the DAC is a function of the number of switched-on cells, thus 

The output res1s ance f h DAC the 
b the in ut signal values. Therefore, if capacitance is added at the outp~t o t e le~ In 

r:sult is fhat the time constant of the outp~t .pulses is mdod~la~~~ ~i ~~l~n:n~ :~:~xte;naJ 
dd'f the DAC output has also a capac1t1ve nature ue o . 

:ap~~~t~~e loading. Its effect are much stronger that the resistance 1!1odu~atl~:· of each SI 
Let us assume a thermometer DAC, and al~o that the outpu~ impe an th switch is 

cell is given by the parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor. When e 
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Figure 6.4 The modulation of the output capacitance by the input code. 

off, the resistance in infinite, and the unit capacitance equals Cott· If the switch turns on, 
the resistance is Ru and the capacitance Con· The unit capacitance Cu= Con - Coff is the 
difference in capacitance between the switched on and switched off phase of the cell. A 
simple model is shown in fig. 6.4. The total output capacitance is written as 

Cout =Ci+Cuw+Cr (6.6) 

where Cr = (2N - 1 )Co ff and Ci are capacitances independent of the input signal. As a 
result, rise/fall times for code to code transitions will be modulated by the input signal. 

In practice, Ru is relatively large and the time constant variations are dominated by 
the capacitance modulation. Then time constant can be approximated by 

-r(w) = CiRi +RiCuw = 'fuw+ -ro (6.7) 

This says that for every additional SI cell that is switched on, the time constant increases 
by 't'u. For example, for a 7 bit thermometer DAC Cu= 1 JF with Ri = 25 Q, for every 
SI cell switched on the time constant increases by 'fu = 25 f sec. A signal transient at the 
DAC output that represents one LSB step from w = 0 tow= 1 (all SI cells off, and then 
one turns on) has 3.15 psec time constant difference compared to the same transient from 
w = 126 tow= 127. Therefore, as the input signal varies, the normalized pulse shape at 
the output becomes less or more steep accordingly. 

Let us observe now the characteristics of this error mechanism. It is generated via the 
interaction (coupling) of the SI cells via a common -global- node of the DAC. The param
eter modulated by the signal is a time constant i-(w), which is a time-domain parameter 
that characterizes the pulse shape. The modulated parameter re-modulates the DAC sig
nal generation mechanism by modifying the pulse shape per transition, consequently the 
error. The actual error per pulse is an integral of the error over the pulse duration 'fs . 

This mechanism has been analyzed by the author of this thesis in [199] with a Pulse 
Width Modulation (PWM) method after translating the integrated error per pulse to a 
time delay. It is known in modulation theory [76] that a pulse train PWM modulated by 
a deterministic function generates Bessel components at the output spectrum that can be 
~alculated analytically. For every (signal) frequency tone present in the input signal, an 
infinite number of components rise at its spectral sides. The frequency location of the 
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components depends on the frequencies of the signal, the frequencies contained in the 
modulating parameter, and the carrier of the pulse train (the sampling frequency); the 
modulation parameter -r(w) contains the input signal frequencies, consequently, for a sin
gle discrete sinusoidal signal w(m), harmonic products (second, third, etc.) are generated. 
Using the samples of a full scale ideal sinusoidal signal A +Asin(2nl1t), where A= 2N-I, 
the amplitude of then-th order harmonic component is [199] 

D-AJ (21 2N-1)sin(nfin'fs) 
n - n- 1 1t' J 't'u (nl1n'fs) (6.8) 

harmonic amplitude '---...-----' 
sinc(x) filtering 

where the function lp(x) defines the Bessel function of the first kind, and Nr is the ther
mometer bits. The sin(x) / x filtering effect due to the rectangular pulse shape is clearly 
distinguished from the harmonic's amplitude. The amplitude of the Bessel products de
pends nonlinearly with the product order, with the magnitude of -r(w) -thus on 't'u and 
the signal amplitude A-, and with the frequency of the signal w. For the second order 
product the distortion increases with 20 dB/ dee, for the third with 40 dB/ dee, etc. The 
fundamental to distortion components ratio (rms) can be expressed as 

SDRn = D1 ,rms = ( ~ sin(nl1 Ts) )/Dn rms 
Dn,rms Vl (nfi Ts) ' 

(6.9) 

To obtain insight, consider the previous example with l s = 1 Gsample / s, i.e. Ts = 1 nsee. 
The SDR for the second, third and fourth order harmonic products are given in fig. 6.5. 
A pair of curves is plotted for each one. The one with the notch contains the pulse sine 
filtering, which annihilate the distortion tone located at ls/2 (Nyquist frequency). For ex
ample, the third order tone reaches ls /2 when the fundamental is at l s/ 6. The straight line 
is a typical result when analysis neglects the pulse nature of the output signal. Obviously, 
pulse based analysis results in more realistic (and luckily optimistic) description of the 
output spectrum. From the figure we observe that the signal to second harmonic distor
tion ratio (SDR2) equals 86 dB for a input signal of 20 MHz and 66 dB at 100 MHz. The 
signal to third harmonic distortion ratio SDR3 is much smaller but it drops much faster 
with the frequency (40dB/dee) and with the unit time constant difference 't'u (12dB/oet). 
For example, if 't'u quadruples, the SDR3 drops 24 dB all over the spectrum. 

Another aspect of the problem discussed in literature is the combination of the ampli
tude losses introduced by the modulated output impedance (as in section 6.1.2) and the 
frequency dependency of the impedance [77] . The implicit assumption made is that the 
code to code transient can be neglected. Then it is assumed that the output impedance Z,, 
causes amplitude errors. The resulting AM problem is solved in a similar manner to the 
case in section 6.1 .2, and the relationship between the distortion and the unit impedance 
value Zu is formulated once more. Until this point the harmonic products do not depend 
on frequency. In the next step the authors make an AC analysis to see how the SI cell 
impedance Zu(J) scales down with frequency, and then they combine this result to scale 
down the SFDR accordingly, because the SFDR contains Zu as a parameter. The relation 
to transistor circuit aspects comes via the AC analysis; to reach a signal bandwidth the SI 
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Figure 6.5 Signal to distortion ratio due to the time-constant modulation. 

:;~::~~lpdo~:dd~syi~~:dAsMuch thal t i~s AFC impedance ~t this bandwidth equals the require-
ana ys1s. or example rn a 12 b't DAC S 

requires an LS~ SI cell (4095 in total) to have an ~utput imp~dance o~nlO~~~ of 72 dhB 
complete Nyquist band. ~" over t e 

limi~:t~i~~~u~~:i~hee ::~~:~~~;n~: t:e ~~tput resist.ance and capaci~ance values, and the 
high frequency linearity limit as well n How capacbltance values brmgs up a significant 
error th . . . owever, ecause HD2 dominates in the total 
sign;Is. ~~su:;:1~~::::~~~~ ~n whl ethedr we speak of sin~le.ended or differential output 

s1gna s re uces the errors s1gmficantly. 

6·2·2 A-symmetrical switching 

The non-linear VII nature of a MOS . h 
ing behavior of differential s~Jtc generates a couple of problems at the switch-
Mos gate) m k . current switches (fig. 6.6). As the switch control sianal (in the 

a es a transient from a one voltage le I t h h 0 

according to its v II ch t . . Th . . v~ 0 t e ot er, the switch responds 
metrical behavi arac e~1st1c . is results m switching-on and switching-off asym-
different times ~~· The :ans!stor that turns on reaches different regions of operation in 
plement si n mpare to Its complementary (turning off) transistor. Driven by com
Will not: co~d als;. wh;n the current. is steered from one side to the other both switches 

uc mg or a short penod and cause two problems. 
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Figure 6.6 Impact of the nonlinear MOS V /I transfer function in switching. 

Vdd 

switching switching constant 

Figure 6.7 Biasing node disturbances due to transients on individual nodes X. 

The total glitch in the output signal for the first problem is contributed o~ly ~t~: 
switching cells; that is, each switchin~ ceh~l deli~~rs ;~:::1~~~1~:: ~~~:n:i;;l~~hes are 
glitch independently from the other sw1tc mg ce s. 
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summed. After the transition the spiky transient dies and the pulse settles to its DC value, 
while all the cells that have remained on from previous codes have no influence on the 
situation. This is shown in fig. 6.6 where dashed arrows indicate which cells contribute 
to the output and which don't. In a thermometer DAC the same pulse shape appears 
every time cells are switching, and the ratio of the glitch to the code difference (w(m) -
w(m-1)) is always the same because cells are only switching on, or off. Therefore, the 
normalized pulse always stays independent of the input signal and it will not create a 
non-linear behavior. In a binary DAC the reduced pulse becomes dependent on the binary 
code at the input, which creates a non linear relationship of the reduced pulse and the 
binary input code, thus introducing distortion. 

Let us examine now the second problem. This is the result of the first but it has a 
stronger non linear nature. In this case, it will show nonlinearity to the thermometer 
DACs as well. Fig. 6.7 shows the mechanism of the error. The transient at node X 
infiltrates in the cascode transistor biasing node (via parasitic gate drain capacitance), and 
in the current source bias node; this develops transients on the biasing voltages Vb1 and Vb3 

that are correlated to the number of cells switching and their weighting factor. Then, the 
currents of all current cells are affected in the same way (see fig. 6.7)); all cells introduce 
spikes, and each unit spike of each cell is proportional to the number of switching cells. 
The disturbances at the bias node are the result of the collective transients of all individual 
Vx nodes. As they constitute an excitation by an internal signal, we will call this hidden 
signal excitation. Furthermore, the bias voltage operates as a parameter of the SI cells 
and controls their amplitude values. Therefore, the transients modulate the parameter 
bias voltage, and because this parameter is global -that is common to all SI cells- the 
modulation reflects back to the responses of all currents of all SI cells independent of 
whether they are switching or not. 

Even if the biasing nodes have many transistors connected and possibly decoupling 
capacitance, hence a large total capacitance, this problem is not easily eliminated, and 
especially the low frequency harmonic content is then left on the biasing nodes. This 
modulation brings memory effects, in the sense that the amplitudes of all currents are 
modulated by older and current code transitions. This effect and the thermometer/binary 
one adds to the non-linear nature of this problem. Therefore there is talk of a global 
signal dependent dynamic problem with a deterministic nature. The errors introduced by 
this problem are not coming from individual contributions of each SI cell, but they are 
generated by their interaction via a common global node, which carries a signal that is 
parametric to the behavior of the cells. Observe that if each cell is biased independently 
from the rest, then nature of the second problem becomes similar to the first. 

The first problem is a very well considered problem in literature [41,50,55,56,63,64, 
78]. If it is not taken into consideration it will give a serious limitation in distortion but 
also in speed reduction [36, 73]). The second problem was briefly mentioned in [37) and 
only very recently we have seen a couple of articles that take it into account [ 43, 44]. 
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6.2.3 Modulation of switching behavior 
The next problem discussed has similarities with the second problem described in the 
previous section; it results also from the interaction of the SI cells via a common node. 

The switching behavior of current and voltage switches can be modulated by the sig
nals that pass from one terminal of a switch to the other, and by the parametric input 
signals that they required for proper operation. In a voltage sampling switch the typical 
problem is that the signal to be sampled modulates the switch on resistance, the sampling 
moments, and the charge injected by the clock [7] . In current switches as they are used 
in the DAC similar effects can take place primarily with the modulation of the voltage 
difference between the substrate and source terminal by the signal via the body-effect. 

Consider the situation shown in fig. 6.8. M2 is on and M 1 is off. The rest of the cells 
synthesize a sinusoid by proper combination of pulses. Then the upper node of M 1 and 
M2 varies in accordance to the signal -usually between a few m V and 1 V. Because M2 
is not ideal and can not ultimately shield the node X , a smaller fraction of the sinusoid 
appears in Vx. For example there may be a difference of 10- 50 mV in Vx between points 
A and B for a full scale sinusoid of 0.5 V. Consequently, due to the back-gate modulation 
the switching behavior of a pair of current switches varies according to the input signal 
amplitude. In fact, all switch transistors of the cells that switch from a code to another 
code are affected in the same way by a function of the input signal, thus all of them behave 
differently for different code to code transition; input signal dependent normalized output 
pulses is a natural consequence. Had it been not for the variation in the drain of the 
switches, their source potential would be stable and this problem would not exist. This 

problem has been briefly discussed in [44, 79]. 

2"N- l switched current cells 

All V x nodes in all 
cells have the same 
fluctuations! 

B 

Figure 6.8 Modulation of the switching behavior of all current switches. 

It is obvious that this problem originates also from the interaction of cells via a global 
node -the output node. The signal responsible for the subsequent modulation represents 
the actual response of the DAC, and it modulates the dynamic behavior of the switch· 
ing devices, all in the same way dependent on the code value of the input signal. It can 
be called a signal-dependent dynamic problem with deterministic nature. There are ad· 
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dition~l physical origins that can cause a similar . . 
behavior of the switches (e.g. substrate noise) In modulation problems m the switching 
cal character as well meaning that so 11 . such a case, the problem can have a lo-

d 
' me ce s may have d'f£ . 

ependent on their location in the ch ' I erent modulat10n than others 
Ip. 

6.2.4 Charge injection phenomena 

Charge. feedthrough and charge injection are eneral . 
and switch capacitor based circuits [7 80-84) g Th probl~n:is ~n all switched current 
from the generation and dissolution of th .d ~ charge Injection problem originates 
the MOS device when the transistor i· . etchon uct1ve channel beneath under the gate of 

h 
· · s m e on state Char c d h . 

t e paras1t1c coupling between gate d d . . ge iee t rough is related to 
· · an ram of the MOS ·t h d 

sw1tchmg on and off phases. The probl . h sw1 c an appears during both 
ing phase results in a voltage error in t:m ~ t at the charge burst during the switch
impedance. The charge is a function f the ~ ected node.s proportionally to the node's 
pacitance), the switch driving signal ~l e s1~e of.the switch devices (size relates to ca
technological issues. In the DAC th ope an swmg [80, 85], and of course on several 
the CS DAC. ese problems appear mainly in the current switches of 

Figure 6.9 Charge injection phenomena in a MOS s 't h W!C. 

Fig. 6.9 shows the way charge feedthrou h is . 
source overlap capacitances. During the switc~i crea~ed via the gate-drain and gate-
charge passes from the switch control nod t h ng transient of the switch control signal, 
gate drain capacitance C =WC h e o t ~output node of the DAC via the parasitic 
and W is the width oft;: MOS ;r' ~ erfe Cov is ~he overlap capacitance per unit width 
o t . ev1ce o the switch The ch h . . . , 
u put node is approximately q = V: ·WC . . arge t at is Injected to the 

charg · . . swi ov with V: · - v v: If e is Injected momentarily in the t . swi - H - L· we assume that the ou put, it translates to a voltage that equals! 

~V = V: . WCov 
In a . . SWlWCov+CH (6.10) 

differential switch, a data transition r 1 . 
the left node to the output, absorbed from~~~:~ ~ charge feedthrough (injected in from 'o g t node to the gate of the switch) which 

ne should be caref I . h h difference ha . u wit t e accuracy of eq. (6.10). The total c . . 
delivered or df '.t been for a purely capacitive load in the drain of t~arge ~ whill mdeed cause such a voltage 
de , . I it was delivered momentaril W . e sw1tc after all the charge has been 
~t~~~c1e; of the voltage spike in the o~tput~ u;~rt~~;~ugh approximati~n only to highlight the primary 

euects [80, 83]. accurate evaluations one should consider many 
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. f he switches have a low resistance ~ Ri. . 
dies crradually smce the output nodes o t . h M 2N 1 pairs of identical switches 

0 h t r DAC wit = - · 
We assume now a t ermome e DAC (all switches identical), the total m-

connected in parallel. For the thermometer t des i's equal (in the first order) to the 
h f ach of the outpu no . d 

jected/absorbed c arge or .e h . . t d per cell which is signal mdepen ent. 
number of switching cells times. the c arge i1;~e:i e in'ected or absorbed, because switches 
Notice that f~r each output termmal~::~~- Con:eq~ently, the charge burst in the output 
are either switched on or off, but n . s to be linearly related to the code to 

f l t fir t sight because 1t seem . . . 
does not seem harm u a s h d ends on the switching activity of size-

. · F r a binary DAC the c arge ep · · ( b b) code trans1t1ons. o . . the MSB switch may mJeCt a sor 
. D · J·or carry transitions 

weighted switches. unng ma . . t equally weighted amounts of charge. 
charge while the rest switches absorb ~I~JeC ! utnh 'input the generated charge burst in 

·fi LSB trans1t1ons m e • . · 
Therefore, for some spec1 : h th t of the transitions, thereby establishmg a 
the output is considerably different t an e re~ burst and input code transition. The 
non-linear transfer function between output c arge 

Vdd 

••• 
2"N- l switched current cells 

Figure 6.10 Charge feedthrough in a CS DAC. 

. b the im edance of the output nodes. The charge 
impact of the charge is also mflue~ced yh LSB ~ep transition is the same for all possible 
injected to one of two outputs dun~g eac H the impedance in the output depends 
LSB transitions (thermomet~r codmg). i~~:~:~hcd . For example, as one by one the 
on the initial code from ~hi:h the st~g 00-+ oo ... 01-+ oo ... 11-+ 01...11 etc) more 
thermometer cells are sw1tchmg on ( . .. . l d the spike smoothness gradually 

. d · h · gle ended termma , an . C 
capacitance 1s adde m t e sm . t does as well The differential DA 

. . f h it current trans1en · 
exactly like the nse time o t e un . . capacitance the other decreases, 

h 
. ·1 behavior As one output mcreases m , 

output as s1m1 ar · b t 
thereby the spike become~ st~ep~r ~~d m?t~ t~er~~a~ge feedthrough in the way it depends 

Channel charge injection is s1m1 arlwd1 . d endency via the body effect (similarly 
. t hen one exc u es its ep . 

with the codmg aspec s. w . bl ) The channel can be approximated with 
to the asymmetrical sw1tchmg pro ems . (6.11) 

Qch = W LC0 x(Vcs - Vih) 

h f th MOS transistor, 
h 'dth and the effective channel lengt o e 

where W and L are t e w1 
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respectively, Vcs is the voltage difference between gate and source terminals, and Vrh is 
the threshold voltage of the transistor. Usually it is assumed that the channel charge splits 
in two equal parts directed toward the drain and source. The charge reaching the output 
can have a dependency with the input code via the body effect. 

Therefore, there exist two different error mechanisms based on the problem of charge 
feedthrough. In the first, the error is the contribution of each SI cell individually to the 
common node. This contribution is related nonlinearly to the signal only via the coding 
of the DAC. The second mechanism occurs via an intermediate parameters. In the first 
case, it appears via the charge to voltage translation at the global output node; the rel
evant parameter -the impedance- is modulated, thus the voltage errors are modulated as 
well. In the second case, the common parameter is the substrate potential, which mod
ifies the channel charge of all SI cells. Local differences may be added on top of these 
mechanisms. 

In DAC literature, charge injection is mentioned consistently as an issue for the last 
three decades, e.g. [40,41,50,54,55,63,78,86). In literature there exist several techniques 
to reduce the effects of charge injection and charge feedthrough , which will be discussed 
in chapter 12. 

6.2.5 Relative timing precision 

There has been always a concern expressed in literature that the individual transitions of 
the SI cells are widely different in their switching characteristics (delay, rise and fall times 
etc) [36, 38,40, 51,56,67, 69, 75). In the early days of CS DAC history variations in indi
vidual pulses were caused by non clocked decoding logic. In modern DACs this problem 
is easy to solve using clocked elements, e.g. latches or flip-flops. Therefore, we focus on 
the issues beyond this problem. The sources of timing imprecision are tracked down to 
the clock signal distribution network, the clocked units, the drivers and the switches. 

A clock signal is supposed to reach many locations in the DAC chip simultaneously. 
These locations are usually the input nodes of the clocked memory elements (latches, 
flips-flops). The difference in clock arrival time between two points at different locations 
in the chip is called clock skew. In the most extreme case, clock skew may cause func
tional errors but it usually limits the performance of the DAC long before this point. Not 
only different arrival times may be hazardous, but also variations in the shape of the local 
clock signals may trigger the clocked elements such that they have different responses. 
Clock skew can be the result of: 

0 mismatch in the geometrical characteristics of wire interconnects (process mis
match in the interconnect dimensions, design layout complexity that causes unequal 
wire geometry, etc.); 

0 imperfect balancing of interconnect loading; 

0 process variations affecting clock regeneration circuitry at the various locations 
where the clock network is distributed and regenerated locally; 
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0 power/ground supply variations that are different in different locations where clock 

(re )generation circuitry operates. 

0 crosstalk of clock lines with other lines that exhibit (switching) activity; 

0 environmental spatial variations (temperature, mechanical stress) that affect the 

clock regeneration circuitry; 

0 non-identical impedance termination (reflections), etc. 

The contribution of clocked data elements, buffers and current switches appears via 

0 mismatch in identically designed devices related to switching characteristics. 

0 
. atch in the geometrical characteristics of wires connecting the clocked ele-

m1sm . h . 
ments, the buffers and the current switches m c ams. 

O uneven capacitive and resistive loading. 

1. f the clocked data interconnect lines with other lines, especially Q cross-coup mg o 
with lines that exhibit switching activity. 

0 environmental variations with topological characteristics_ that influence the switch
ing behavior of clocked elements, buffers and current switches. 

The main results of the problem are : 

A differential switch control signal pair from one SI cell b~cor~es different com-
1. ared to that of other cells (fig. 6.11 (b)), This generates ~dentically sh~ped, but 

~kewed current pulses relatively to each other. In the bmary part maJOr carry 

glitches are generated. 

The crossing point of the control signals varies from cell to cell, thus the spikes in 
2

· the common switch nodes vary from cell to cell as well [56] (fig. 6.11 (c) ). 
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(a) Indl.vidual current pulses, (b) switch control signal delays and 
Figure 6.11 

( c) variations in their crossing points 
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We will try to explain next why this problem is not only one of the most challenging 
problems in high pe'rformance DACs, but also why it has never been so far investigated 
properly. We notice five major points concerning the nature of the problem: 

1. The variations in switching characteristics per unit cell are related to many elec
tronic and physical origins (see previously). 

2. The relative significance of its origins are strongly influenced by architectural pa
rameters and circuit topologies. As the number of thermometer bits in a thermome
ter/binary partitioned DAC increases, some authors believe [56] that it becomes 
more difficult to achieve the same precision of synchronization between the clocked 
elements, although we may argue on the fact that, as the number of thermometer 
bits increases the required timing accuracy reduces. In practice, it is likely that 
as the number of thermometer bits is varied different physical origins become the 
dominant factor for relative timing accuracy. 

3. The timing accuracy optimization of all relevant blocks crosses requirements of 
other problems, related to timing precision or not. For example, steep clock edges 
reduce timing skew introduced by mismatch, but if local clock regeneration buffers 
are used to steepen the clock waveforms they add additional clock skew due to 
mismatch of their own. Steep signal edges generated by clock regeneration buffers, 
clocked elements and drivers increases the significance of power supply bounce 
and substrate noise. Steep data waveforms drive the current switches better, but the 
peak values of the charge spikes in the output node of the DAC increase. 

4. The relative significance of the contributing physical factors changes with tech
nology evolution, operational speeds and design methods. Until the beginning of 
90's current pulse skew was dominated by the decoder. Using latches to synchro
nize the decoder's output waveforms the problem was reduced by at least an order 
of magnitude, moving the limits to other problems. When mismatch in MOS de
vices [72] was brought in the table of AID and DIA conversion, gradually the tim
ing precision of current switches and latches under influence of mismatch vaguely 
became a suspect. As frequencies increase consistently, the clock wave propa
gation speeds, impedance termination issues and interconnect behavior appear in 
high-speed DACs [44, 87], already a hot topic in high performance microproces
sors [88] .2 

5. Although the timing precision problem is known to limit the performance of DACs, 
it has not been handled analytically due to complexity as to reveal the signal mod
ulation aspects that translate imprecision to signal distortion. On the other hand, 
experimental results are very much context dependent and it was never possible to 

2For similar range of frequencies we have 10 - I 00 psec tolerances, large interconnect length I - 10 mm, 
and thousands of clocked devices in microprocessors, compared to I psec tolerance, sensitivity to individual 
characteristics of switching signals, small clock interconnect length (0.1 - I mm) and in the order of I 0- JOO 
numbers of clocked elements. 
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prioritize -or even distinguish- the relative timing precision problem among other 
problems, not to mention to prioritize its great number of physical origins. 

Considering so many angles to see the problem and focus points to address, we can 
foresee that it is impossible to draw general conclusions that have a wide scope and va
lidity with one or two experiments only that focus on very specific aspects of the prob
lem [56). Otherwise, conclusions have to be placed always in context of specific assump
tions about the particular aspects of it under investigation. The following issues need to be 
clearly understood before strong statements can be made about its significance, its scaling 
with technology evolution, or the particular design techniques used to reduce it: 

O what is the impact of the relative timing imprecision in a signal, and which princi
ples govern its modulation behavior. 

O How each physical origin creates relative timing imprecision, and under which con
ditions it becomes the dominant source compared to other sources. 

O How each origin is related to architectural parameters, e.g partitioning in many 
thermometer bits, and under which assumptions for the hardware we may speak of 
tradeoffs via some parameter. 

O How tackling one physical origin affects other origins. 

O How tackling one physical origin of this problem affects other problems not related 
to relative timing precision. 

These issues will be addressed in following chapters of the thesis. 

6.2.6 Power supply bounce and substrate noise 

Power supply and substrate noise (or substrate coupling) are two generic problems that 
concern most areas of high performance digital and analog !C's.These problems, and the 
particular ways they apply to CS DACs are described in this section. 

The origin of the power supply problem is the combination of three things: the abrupt 
currents that flow through the power and ground supply networks, the inductive behavior 
of (especially) the package leads that interface the internal power supplies of the IC with 
the external ones, and the inherent relationship between the supply levels and the opera
tion of a circuit [89). The dynamic currents flowing through the power supply package 
leads force the voltages on the internal rails to bounce with L ·di/ dt around their nominal 
values. The peak values of the oscillations can reach several hundreds of mV. In turn, 
the variations of this parametric signal affects the operation of the circuit powered by the 
noisy supplies. A simplified model of this mechanism is depicted in fig. 6.12. Notice that 
the same circuit can cause and receive disturbances simultaneously. The operation of a 
circuit subject to supply noise can be affected in many different ways which depends on 
the function it realizes. 

As for substrate coupling, it is broadly defined by its occurrence, when currents in the 
substrate, typically injected by high frequency signals, couple to other devices through 
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problem with packaging is similar to the power supply bounce. Since the substrate is tied 
to the ground, the substrate bounces together with the ground. The inductance magnifies 
the impact of the voltage fluctuations due to the rapid current changes that flow through 
it. The addition of package parasitic capacitances can lead to unwanted oscillations and 
transients during switching. Generally speaking, the dominant mechanisms of substrate 
noise generation is the switching currents flowing through the devices causing transient 
amplitudes in the order of 100 mV, where as capacitive coupling is in the order of 10 mV, 
and impact ionization is approximately in the 1 mV level [91]. 

In literature, there is plenty of research available on different aspects of both problems. 
There are investigations on physical aspects (e.g. substrate materials) [91-93] and their 
circuit modeling [94], impact on circuits (ADC, PLLs, digital ICs [95, 96], etc.), substrate 
modeling of devices, circuit and layout methods to reduce noise generation and reception 
[97, 98], just to name a few. It may be concluded that their impact depends on 

1. the circuit function (timing, biasing, etc.) and logic style (CMOS, Current Mode, 
etc.); 

2. the number of logic and clocked elements; 

3. the switching strength of the elements (noise injected per switching action); 

4. the number of separate power supplies (digital, analog, clock, biasing, etc.); 

5. the floorplanning and layout; 

6. the packaging and number of pins per power supply; 

7. the substrate material (resistivity). 

8. the synchronization level of switching activity. 

Therefore, we see that the impact is significantly context dependent. In DAC literature 
there exist only brief discussions on the noise generated by the digital decoder and re
ceived by other circuits. There is a tendency to forget that every switching circuitry in 
the DAC can affect other circuits or be affected itself. This is particularly important for 
the latches and drivers that are usually considered analog blocks and placed in the ana
log section of the DAC. It is also not considered in which particular ways this problems 
appears, and what kind of problems are introduced in the signal generation mechanisms. 
Some specific appearances of the problems are given in fig. 6.13 are: 

1. Supply noise can cause functional errors in the digital logic. 

2. Noise infiltrating in the clock generator from the decoder or the clocked elements 
affects the clock precision in a data dependent way. In return, the clock signal 
affects the clocking moments of all clocked elements. 
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2. The supply disturbances depends on the derivative of the input signal. Any device 
property or dynamic parameter of a latch circuit topology dependent on the power 
supplies or the substrate potential is modulated by this derivative, subsequently 
modulating device and circuit operation. 

3. The type of the material and the topology of the latch array, the decoder, etc. have a 
strong influence on the global/local characteristics of the problem. For example, a 
low resistivity substrate globalizes the problem, whereas a high resistivity substrate 
allows amplitude-space distributions of disturbances in the array of latches. The 
topological characteristics depend on bits, partitioning, interconnect area, etc. 

4. If the thermometer part increases by one bit, then the clocked elements and the 
decoder logic gates double. If the driving strength of these circuits is fixed, then 
the excitation signals applied in the supplies double, hence the magnitude of the 
problem doubles as well. If the driving strength of the clocked elements is tuned 
for every other number of thermometer/binary bits then the main thing changing is 
the topological characteristics of the aggressor and receptor circuits. 

We will present in more detail some possible ways with which supply or substrate 
noise appears in the output signal. In the top side of fig . 6.14 a chain of three basic blocks 
that a DAC uses is drawn: a clocked element, a current switch and the current source 
cell. It is assumed that the substrate and power supply noise is generated by the decoder 
and is picked up by these blocks. In the top side the signal flow defines that the data are 
synchronized to the clock signal and subsequently they drive the current switch. In turn, 
the switches deliver the proper combination of unit currents in the output. In the lower 
part of the figure we show representative circuit topologies. 

Due to power supply and substrate noise the clocked element's response is modulated 
by the supply and substrate disturbances. In the most usual case these disturbances are 
heavily correlated with the input signal. For example, a CMOS latch is very sensitive to 
both supply and substrate variations. In turn, the latch generates pulses that have delays 
modulated by the input signal (data dependent). This effect propagates now in the normal 
signal flow. In other words, the decoder's activity (related to the input signal) modulates 
in a top-bottom fashion two global parametric signals of the DAC and then these modulate 
back in a bottom-up fashion the actual outputs of circuits sharing them. Then, these error 
signals cause subsequent modulations that the DAC signal generation mechanism defines. 
For the example considered, the data dependent delays of the latches mixed with the signal 
generation mechanism result in PWM modulation in the code to code transitions in the 
output signal. Alternatively, substrate noise can be picked up by the current switches via 
the body effect and modulate their switching behavior as it was explained earlier in this 
section. Another possibility is that all current sources pick up noise via the body effect, 
and consequently their amplitudes are modulated in a PAM way. 

If all clocked latches and current sources receive the same disturbance in their local 
supply and substrate node, then all of them are modulated in the same extent. Therefore, 
we may speak of global characteristics of the resulting errors. However, if the substrate 
or supply disturbances have a local character (different for different latches and current 
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6.2.7 Clock (timing) jitter 

Another significant clocking problem is related to undesired variations of the clock sig
nal period over time, which is referred to as clock- or time- jitter. The term timing jitter 
describes in-abstracto variations in the timing accuracy of time-reference signals, when 
compared to ideal time references. Variations in timing are generated during the oper
ation of circuits such as oscillators, PLLs, clock buffers, etc. that generate and process 
time-reference signals. Because these signals are basic ingredients in the operation of 
data converters, errors in the timing of such signals cause subsequent problems in the 
performance of data converters. 
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Conventionally, an electrical signal with a period Ts can provide timing reference with 
its zero crossings. The zero crossings are uniformly located every Ts. In time they form 
a lattice of timing moments defined by m'fs, where m is the index of the period of the 
signal. This timing lattice provides the conversion moments in ND or DI A converters. 
If the timing instants are modified by µm for each m'fs and they become tm = m'fs + µm, 
then the conversion moments mTs are modified to tm. Timingjitter in a rectangular shaped 
clock signal is shown in fig. 6.16. The uncertainty of the clock period is defined by the 
shaded area. The main characteristic of this problem is that it does not change the relative 
timing accuracy of the individual current sources, hut it makes them switch on or off in 
moments that change from sample to sample. Again, the problem is global because it is 
generated via a common node that shares the same signal to all clocked circuits. 

Often, it is desirable to characterize timing jitter with a single property, which is a 
variance, or an rms value. In order to speak of a single number characterizing jitter several 
definitions appeared in literature. Details over these definitions can be found in [95]. 
Most definitions of timing jitter aim to provide a measure of the quality of the signals 
that circuits such as oscillators generate. However, the variance alone is not sufficient for 
the analysis of the effects of timing errors in ND and DI A converters. The reason is that 
in both ND's and DI A's the properties of the timing errors (e.g. stationarity, ergodicity, 
correlation for a stochastic process) determine in a great extent the power spectrum of the 
converted signal. In a DAC specifically, timing jitter can originate from: 
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Figure 6.16 Clock jitter effects for (a) NRZ and (b) RZ pulses. 
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Density (PSD) of the resulting noise is not possible to obtain, neither the relationship of 
the noise with the pulse method, the relevant input signal properties important for noise 
generation, and the impact of different stochastic models for timing jitter. Therefore, the 
effects related to no sinusoidal signals can not be understood. 

A series of articles [101- 104] by Jenq describes several generic sides of the determin
istic timing jitter problem using pulses instead of sinusoids. The most relevant is [10~], 
where the spectrum that results from DI A conversion of deterministic data with determm
istic sinusoidal clock timing errors is calculated (unfortunately only for RZ pulses). 

Timing jitter analysis has also flourished in the areas of LA conversion. In LA AID 
converters, the main problem is caused by the feedback DAC core that receives at its input 
a signal with both signal and -rich- quantization content. In LA DIA converters, the input 
of the DAC core receives a (digitally) LA modulated signal with similar properties. The 
nature of the LA AID architecture forces the models to take properly into consideration 
two important factors: first, the relationship between the CT output of the DAC core and 
the DT output of the AID converter, and the strong dependency of the problem with the 
circuit techniques (e.g. SC vs SI), which does not apply in DIA converters. 

It is never explicitly discussed in any of the two areas, that it is due to the nature of 
the relationship between the CT output of the DAC core and the DT output of the AID 
converter via an integration function and sampling that circuit techniques play such an 
important role in the error due to timing jitter. Due to this relationship the pulse shape 
of the DAC in a LA AID converter can be tuned without worries that its Energy Spectral 
Density (ESD) will introduce unwanted distortion in the output power spectrum. In a 
stand alone DAC the ESD of the rectangular shaped pulses used introduces the well known 
sinc(x) distortion in the PSD and another pulse will introduce distortion that should be 
examined carefully. For example, the authors in [105] exploit different shape for the 
interpolation pulse that minimizes the jitter effects ofDACs in LA AID converters, but th.is 
can not be applied in stand-alone DAC. Lack of distinction between the DAC problem m 
DIA and AID converters on the basis of how the circuit architecture influences the results 
of jitter may give the wrong conclusions that the relative signal to noise power in the 
output of a DI A converter can be modified using proper pulses, or that a DI A converter 
implemented with SC techniques is not sensitive to timing jitter. . . 

One of the interesting points in LA areas is the role of the resolution of the DAC m 
the jitter noise. It is widely accepted that the resolution of the DAC core has an effect on 
the amount of jitter error power generated, however, a comprehensive discussion on how 
and why this happens is not available. It is usually stated [11] that jitter modulat~s h~gh 
frequency quantization noise into the band of interest, hence the l~ger the quant1z~t1~n 
noise that is present out of the band of interest, the larger the nmse that appears m ~t. 
However, such an explanation serves only as an intuitive tool, because it does not explam 
the type of modulation that takes place, and the dependencies with specific properties .of 
the quantization noise spectra. We quote results in [106] where it has been ~ho~n with 
computer simulations that small increase of the resolution of the DAC favors s~gmficantly 
the performance against jitter, without however good answers as to how this happens. 
Recently, e.g. in [107], to reduce jitter induced error power, 1.5 bit DACs are used. 

Jitter analysis in LA DACs (e.g. [34, 108] and many others) follows combinations of 
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Nyquist rate DIA and LA AID lines of investigation, and is primarily conducted with 
computer simulations. In [34, 108] the relationship between the resolution of the DIA 
core in the LA DAC and the jitter induced power is established soundly with computer 
simulations. The beneficial role of high resolution in reducing jitter noise power has been 
used in [108] to lower jitter noise in an audio LA DIA converter. Noise due to jitter is 
generated by the complete signal present at the input of the DAC, hence both signal and 
(modulated) quantization noise power in the case of LA converters. Noticing that for low 
resolution high order DIA LA modulators the quantization noise dominates the generation 
of jitter noise power, the authors in [34] and elsewhere applied DT filtering to remove 
out-of-band quantization noise and reduce the effects of timing jitter. 

Another interesting issue to be explored has been highlighted in [ 198] [ 199] by the 
author of this thesis, and some aspects of it were analyzed recently in [109]). Given that 
noise shaping affects the properties of the signal fed to the DAC (especially its power and 
PSD), it is natural to assume that it should affect the jitter power at the DAC's output. 

A final issue which is not properly understood with existing theories is the role of Line 
Coding (RZ and NRZ pulses) in the jitter generation mechanism. It is usually discussed 
[110] that the main difference between the two is that RZ pulses generate more jitter 
noise because timing jitter affects both rising and falling edges of each pulse. However, 
the difference between the two is not only limited to this. It will be shown that it extends 
to the particular PSD of the jitter noise, and that different Line Coding makes the PSD 
being dependent on different properties of the input signal. 

A summary of the aspects for timing jitter analysis are given next: 

O Timingjitter analysis in DIA converters is generally very simplified. Present analy
sis starts from architecture-specific assumptions for simplicity and misses the over
all picture of the problem. 

O The role of the input signal is disregarded. Only sinusoidal signals are analyzed 
and there is no insight on which properties of the input signal affect the problem. 

0 Because there is no knowledge of how generic signals are affected by jitter, there is 
also no knowledge on how systems that use non sinusoidal signals, e.g. bandlimited 
Gaussian signals, affect the magnitude of the noise. 

O The PSD of noise or other spectral products is not known for most of the cases. 

0 The impact of the pulse method (RZ, NRZ) and the pulse type (sine, rectangular etc) 
on the noise generation and the noise PSD is not precisely known. It will be shown 
in this thesis that there is also a link between the pulse used and the relevant input 
signal properties relevant for jitter power generation. This is currently unknown. 

0 The jitter properties have a detrimental effect on the generated noise. It is not clear 
what would be the impact of having more realistic jitter assumptions (e.g. timing 
jitter in oscillators exhibits Wiener, or random-walk properties [111] which result 
in non-stationarity). 
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There are many focus points where the weight of an analysis can be placed. It is our 
belief that the least explored area of the problem concerns the role of the properties of the 
input signal, and consequently, the impact of system processing operations preceding the 

DAC. Analysis in a following chapter is focused at this point. 

6.3 Conclusions 
A circuit analysis of error mechanisms in the CS DAC architecture was presented. In 
particularly, the error mechanisms relevant for high frequencies were reviewed, extended 
further, and the main lines of analysis was given for those mechanisms that require further 

investigation. 
Attention was given to explain in detail the exact error generation mechanism, which 

is a mixture of the way the CS DAC operates combining unit elements according to the 
input signal, the parameters that define the nominal behavior of the elements, and the 
hierarchical interaction of the elements with each other. Some properties of the errors 
with respect to how they are generated were also highlighted: spatially-global and -local, 
static and dynamic, random and deterministic, etc. They seem to be key words that char
acterize each error mechanism. Another significant aspect discussed is how exactly the 
errors depend with the input signal. This relationship depends on the modulation mecha
nism of the error, and on how the parameters of the modulation mechanism depend with 
the properties of the input signal; for example, as a function of the code value, the value 
of the codeword to codeword transition, an average function between related errors in a 
transition, etc. Three particular problems were examined in more detail for their dom
inant appearance at high frequencies, and for reasons related to absence of structured 
knowledge about them in the DAC context: relative timing precision between unit current 

pulses, power supply and substrate noise, and clock (timing) jitter. 
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ized ;u~:~t~~:;e ea:?:t~~:i:o~~in!~~p:~t:xthat. allo':" us to unde~stand why the normal-
follows shows that the normaliz~ 1 d ~la1.ned m .m?re detail. The discussion that 

pu se an timmg vanat10ns may be attributed to: 

1. parameter variations· 
' 

2. subsystem interaction; 

3· circuit parameter modulation. 

~~:r:p~~or::ees':~t~r:: ~~ ~~!h~~~ t~~se factors consists .of recording the hierarchical 
, e parameters that influence the response of its 
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a it interacts with its environment with signals and its subsystems 
~ubsyste~sth, thaechwotyher and the modulation of the circuit parameters. 
interact wi e , 

CS DAC CORE SYSTEM 
-----------------------: 1 actual response 

Actual system 
excitations 

input __ _,....,. signal 
functional 

signals 
properties 

Functional 
I 

amplitude a~d 
--+__._-P electrical 

properties 
time referenqes 

physical electrical Power and gtound etc. 

I 

temperature, 1interference 

physical env/ntal humidity etc\ 

I , _________ _ 
Physical 

hidden responses 

Figure 7 .1 The general characteristics of the CS DAC system. 

physical 
properties 

7 .1.1 System layers 
. . h a redetermined set of inputs, outputs and dy-

The CS DAC is a dynamic system wit dp. d""" nt layers of physical abstraction as 
. d . f can be ma e m iuere 

namic behav10r. Its escnp ion ·1 d . of the system placed at the center 
. 1 h. h ·s a more detai e version 

described m fig . 7. ' w ic I . . . t w1.th excitations and responses that 
DAC · t cts with its env1ronmen b 

of fig. 3.1. The m era . . l The excitations and responses can e 
receives and delivers from and to it, r~slpecbtivet yth. em are given shortly after this general 

. h" h. 11 as well Deta1 s a ou . · described ierarc ica y . . h DAC and its sub-components m van-
. . f rties characterizes t e 

description. A set o prope . f . l properties (rise time, overshoot, delay, 
. . 11 They comprise o signa . 

ous hierarchica ayers. . . ( area) environmental properties (e.g. 
SFDR, linearity, etc.), geo~etrical pr~pe;ties e.~. s (po;er consumption, supply voltage 
temperature range of operation), electnca. prope~ ie "fi l es 

. d · h properties receive spec1 c va u · 
range) . In a specific es1gn t ese . l er the DAC is represented as a function 

In the most abstract layer, thefu~cti~n~~ ~I d'recursively in sub-functions up to the 
between abso:act signal~. !~e funct~o~sis T~~; t;anslation is accomplished by conversion 
point is described by primitive functwl . . h h "tecture From the functional layer we 

. . d ·b d by an a gont m arc i · d 
algorithms and it is escn e . / l with a circuit architecture. The boun -
can translate the description to the electnca ayer. . f m abstract signals to electrical 
ary between the two layers is defined at the transition ro 
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signals and from functions to electrical circuits. On the other far end of the abstraction 
spectrum lies the physical layer and additional layers exist in between. 

In each lower abstraction layer the DAC is described with more details and its behavior 
is characterized with the corresponding theories (modulation, signal processing, circuit 
theory, etc). The closer the description is to the physical layer, the more the quantity 
of information and interdependencies of factors complicates analytical descriptions of 
the DAC operation, but the more information is available about it. A typical example is 
the spatial dimensions of errors of a realized DAC that are not visible in the functional 
layers unless explicitly abstracted. Abstraction forms the means to translate the physical 
problems in the abstract output signal. It has already been observed in chapter 6 that errors 
share common properties and characteristics, consequently, several rules can be used to 
structure and categorize them in classes. In this way, only the generic aspects of the 
physical origins behind all those errors need to be passed in the next higher hierarchical 
layer, and the redundant information can be discarded in favor of insight and simplicity. 

7.1.2 System excitations and responses 

A CS DAC receives excitations and delivers responses. Fig. 7.1 shows conceptually the 
types of excitations and responses in the CS DAC. Excitations come from the left and 
bottom sides of the DAC, and responses are delivered at its right and bottom side. 

Excitations and responses can be divided in actual and hidden. Actual excitations are 
applied or received, respectively, via the core's functional, electrical, and physical en
vironment. In fig. 7 .1 they are located at the left and right sides of the DAC. Hidden 
excitations and responses (e.g. the outputs of the decoder, the latches) are only visible 
inside the system's hierarchy between its primitive components (bottom side of fig. 7 .1 ). 
They can be divided to intentional and parasitic (interference). Hidden intentional excita
tions and responses are electrical signals with which the sub-systems of the DAC interact 
functionally with each other. 

With respect to hierarchy, we may call functional excitations those that are constitu
tional parts of the input-output functional description of the DAC. These form the signals 
with which the DAC communicates with other systems. The digital input signals and the 
analog output are these signals. The distinction between these type of excitations and re
sponses can be seen in the unit DAC shown in fig . 7 .2. A unit DAC is defined as a single 
chain consisting of a clocked element and a SI cell that makes a single bit DIA conver
sion. The complete DAC can be seen as the combination of 2N unit DACs connected at 
the common output node. 

The excitations and responses can be random or deterministic. They are expressed in 
a combination of amplitude, time and spatial domains, and they are represented in dif
ferent physical quantities. For example, a stable (time-independent) voltage or current 
constitutes the amplitude reference; the time reference is defined by a highly stable pe
riodic signal; heat forms a multi-dimensional excitation that varies in the amplitude as a 
function of space in a silicon realized DAC, and in time. 
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Figure 7.2 Input signals of a unit DAC element. 

7 .1.3 System parameters . 
. . functional circuits (latches, drivers, etc.) is 

The actual be~avior of transistors, res1sto~en so many elements are combined together 
each characterized by a set of par~meters. f meters spanning through the complete 
to build a DAC there will be_ a wide ra~ge fo ~~~nal relationship between the input and 

Physical hierarchy that can influence t e un I ·11 be fixed to some nominal val-
If h DAC is ideal these va ues wi . 

output of the DAC. t e 11 . . around their nominal values, which are 
ues. In reality there are always sma variat~ons f h DAC 

· · · th nominal behavior o t e · 
translated to variations in e . . . es· arameters that stem from system ex-

These parameters can be divided in two htypt . pdefined by system excitations include 
. · t rs Parameters t a are 

citations and static parame e . I It s the substrate potential, temperature, 
for example the power and ground su~pl y ;o t~~ical and geometrical parameters. Ex
etc. Static parameters correspond main y _o e ~- h electronic components are realized. 
amples are the parameters of ~he pr~c~::e1~w: t~~es (for example the threshold volta~e, 
Other parameters can be fun~t1ons o t) All parameters have amplitude, time, and spatial 
the transonductance of transistor, etc. . . 1 

. . e usually independent over time. . 
dimensions, but static parameters ar I f s the parameters have Lo remain 

To achieve the required DAC output pubsle pr?ptehrat1e1_n,stead maintaining their nominal 
. . d fi d . dows The pro em is 

restricted in well e ne win . d . 1 d i·ns When this happens, the response . rt d time an spatia oma · 
values, they vary in amp_ i u e, . . h as well hence the pulse signal outputs 
of the DAC_to its functional ~xc1tat10n:i~ t~:7~a variations in parameters -as a function 
vary accordingly. The~e~ore, ~t can bes ondin DAC nominal normalized pulses can 
of time or space- variations in the corre~pfi th! DAC operation accordingly. A couple 
be anticipated because the~e _parametersar: n::t iven assuming an array of unit DACs. 
examples of how such variations occur I ~ globally to all unit DACs in the same 

Consider the parameter temperature. t can nse 
· f e but very slowly (e.g. 

. . fact be called quasi-static because they change m tm 
1 Some static parameters may m 

aging effects). 
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way due to ambient environmental reasons that heat the complete IC in the same way, or it 
can vary according to a spatial distribution (e.g. parabolic) from unit to unit as a result of 
an on-chip heat source (e.g. a clock buffer). The result is that via several device and circuit 
mechanisms the output responses of the individual clocked elements, current sources and 
switches will follow the spatial distribution characteristics of the temperature. In another 
example. consider the relationship between the speed of the response of a CMOS latch 
and the level of the power supply. In an array of identically designed latches sharing 
the same power supply, as the supply level changes the responses of the latches for the 
same input signals change accordingly. In the end, the variations in the supply appear via 
several circuit mechanisms as variations in the output pulses of the unit DACs, and finally 
as pulse variations of the DAC output via its signal generation mechanisms. A spatial 
distribution of the power supply voltage across the latches due to IR voltage drop maps 
to a similar spatial distribution of the unit DAC responses, while a spatial distribution of 
power supply noise adds the time dimension as well. 

Examples concerning static parameters are given next. Process parameters exhibit 
a spread over their nominal values. Spread in the values results to spread in the actual 
response of the unit DACs through the electrical mechanisms of the circuit topologies. 
For example, oxide thickness variations manifest into variations of the threshold voltage 
of a MOS device via its device laws of operation. Subsequently, via the circuit laws of 
operation, variation of the oxide thickness appears as variations in currents, delays in 
switching, etc. An oxide thickness spatial distribution around the nominal value in a wide 
chip area occupied by unit DACs maps hierarchically to a similar distribution in current 
error and switching moment distributions. 

In summary, any reason that causes multi-dimensional variations in the values of pa
rameters that are relevant for the output response of the unit DAC modifies the properties 
of the output pulses in unwanted ways. 

7.1.4 Subsystem interaction 

Although all hardware elements in the DAC may have identical parameter values, varia
tions in the normalized pulses and timing can still occur. 

This can happen via hidden excitations that carry signals from DAC subcircuit to 
subcircuit. The point is that the shape of the output transients still depends on the shape 
of the input transients. Therefore, even if two subcircuits of the DAC are identical with 
respect to all their parameters, their outputs can still be different if they are excited slightly 
differently with respect to each other. For example, the speed with which the clock drives 
a DAC unit determines the delay of its output current pulse. Usually, a global clock is 
inserted in the DAC and then distributed locally in the unit DACs via a clock distribution 
interconnection network. If the local clock signals (intentional hidden excitations) that 
trigger the operation of all switching unit DACs vary in steepness and delay according to 
a spatial distribution over the unit DAC array, the corresponding unit DAC current outputs 
will vary accordingly. This despite the fact that they are identical with respect to all their 
parameters. Notice that the initial variation in the local clock signals may be caused by a 
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variation in fixed parameter values that characterize each path from the global to the local 

clock location (RC constants, etc.). 
In addition, electronic circuit topologies contain many nodes that provide parasitic 

paths between functional nodes of the DAC sub-circuits. These nodes allow interference 
signals to propagate through and cause subsequent error excitations and responses in the 
sub-circuits. The most important paths are those that allow feedthrough of interference 
signals directly to the output nodes (e.g. parasitic drain gate capacitance of the current 
switches), and parasitic clock and data feed through signals from the latches to the output. 

7 .1.5 System modulation 
The last mechanism responsible for variations in signal pulse shape comes via the mod
ulation of circuit parameters and hidden signals in global DAC nodes. Because the unit 
DAC elements and the decoder consist of nonlinear units that switch on and off according 
to the signal, parameters of the circuit are modified accordingly. For example, the switch
ing on and off of unit DACs in the output DAC node modulates its output impedance, 
thus also the output signal pulse properties. Similarly, signal dependent switching on/off 
of gates, or latches changes the properties of the power and ground supply networks and 
their excitations. This creates a self-reflective mechanisms of errors because the response 
of the supply networks forms an excitation that affects a parameter of the DAC. 

Normalized pulses and timing 

Nominal pulses actual pulses 

parameters interaction modulation 

Figure 7.3 Important aspects of signal pulse variations in the DAC. 

In summary, the DAC can be described in several hierarchical physical abstraction 
layers to facilitate the understanding of its operation. Its behavior is parameterized to 
actual and hidden signals, and to static parameters. The combination of these factors 
defines the characteristics of the DAC pulse responses, which have a high level of spatial 
characteristics because the DAC consists of many identical sub-circuits placed in arrays 
at an actual silicon implementation. Ideally, each parameter should have a pre-determined 
amplitude independent of time and space, free of any modulation. The intentional hidden 
signals should be identical for all identical elements and independent of the signal, and no 
parasitic hidden signals should exist. Also parameters should be free of any modulation. 
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These co.nditions are not satisfied, conse uentl . 
the mentioned amplitude-time-spat1·a1 hq Y: t~e DAC output pulses and timing inherit 
fi 7 3 . c aractenst1cs The co l d . . 

g. . summarizes the main reasons that th l . . nceptua escnptlon given in 
vary instead of being constant. e actua normalized pulses in the DAC output 

7.2 Error properties and classification 

The error signal that results from the variation 
expressed in the amplitude and t1·m d . s o~ the ~ctual normalized DAC pulses is 
b . e omams. It is a du t f . . 

ut it does not have an explicit spatial d' . ec unction of the mput sicrnal imens10n However the · · · "' 
parameters values do have a spat' l d' . . vanat1ons m the nominal 
t Th . ia imens10n and can be l t d . 
oo. e existence of three domain ( r d ' . re a e to the mput signal 

motivates us to define some criteria ~o :~~:~ e, t.m~e, a~d space) in the error wavefor~ 
deals exactly with this issue· first th to d1.stmgmsh them in classes. This section 
the errors are classified acc;rdingly.e error properties are defined and discussed, and then 

7.2.1 Error properties 

The errors that appear in the CS-DAC h' · h arc 1tecture show sp ·fi h 
wit respect to amplitude and time d . . ec1 c c aracteristic behavior 
chitecture (spatial characteristics) . omla1dns, physical and electrical topology of an ar-
f l . , s1gna ependence mech . f . 
ormu atmg properly these chara t . . . , amsm o creation etc By 
l 'f c enst1cs mto a vector of e . , . 

c ass1 y them accordingly, and embod these . . rror prope~t1es we may later 
DAC output signal. This section y properties m the normalized pulses of the 

We define the type of error waveform within a 
how the integrated error waveform 'th' s~mple to sample transition by looking 
total error charcre related to the t . ':1 m a sampling period -which corresponds to the 

d . "' rans1t10n- depends with th r d 
an with topology. For simplicity we establish the d ~~mp it~ e and time references, 
~AC. .The extension to the normalized pulses of a D~fimt1ons usmg the output .of a unit 
IS straightforward. C (composed by many umt DACs) 

When a switched current cell makes a transition . 
outputs from zero to I or from I to 2 Th . ' it changes the state of the current it 
d . h , zero. ere is a charge th t. d l' . 

unng t e whole duration of the sam lin . . . a is e ivered m the output p g penod Ts, which m the ideal case is given by 

l
(m+I)Ts 

QideaJ(I's) = f·dt=l·T. 
mTs s 

Assuming some physical problems that a ear in . 
ered by the current cell during a sampl' pp . d ~real i~plementation, the charge deliv

mg per10 1s modified to 

1
(m+1)Ts 

Q(I's) = I(t)dt 

~~::::::::--:-:--:--:---:--~~~~~~~ mTs 
2 Alternatively it h ' may c ange from a current value /1 to a current value Ii. 

(7.1) 
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which results to an error charge given by 

1
(m+l)Ts 

Qi:(Ts) = (I(t) - l)dt 
mTs 

(7.2) 

Amplitude and Timing errors . 

1 
. h"p between the charge error and the sampling penod as 

Let us model the re auons I 

Qi;(Ts) =a.Ts+~+ y/Ts + ··· 
(7.3) 

ionall to the sampling period T.5, therefore the 
When the charge error Qi: sc~les proport y - I . T. stays constant, the error will be 
ratio of this charge over the ide~l charg\ Qiralt ~ a d:fines the amplitude error. When 
called an amplitude error. In this case, t e a~. o . od of the DI A operation scales the 
the error charge Qi; is such that when the samp m.g p~~e transient time to be still smaller 
error charge stays constant, or decrellasdes (~ss~mg1enrg~or· the ratio of the error charge over 

. h ·ll be ca e a t1mm " ' "' 
than the penod) t e error w1 . the scalin of the sampling period, hence when ls 

the ideal charge scales according. to fg t" n of the total signal charge. In the 
h occupies a larger rac 10 . h "' 

decreases the error c arge . . · that they scale linearly wit 1 s-
n r for t1mmg errors, meamng . . 

simplest case, Qi: = ,.... app ies . ts non linear transient shapes, ummg 
Consequently, a problem of current t~a~~~ h~dware (latch, driver, SI cell) can be 

errors etc., that is related to an element o . d In fig 7 4 current transients of 
' 3 · · mphtu e error · · translated to an equivalent t1mmg, or a . 

I 
abstraction from 

electrical to functional layer 

Figure 7.4 Equivalent amplitude and timing errors. 

(\ 

V equivalent 
amplitude 
error 

equivalent 
timing 
error 

T
h . . s of their differences are mismatch, capacitive 

different unit DACs are shown. e ongm . . . en 
. . dentical error. More information will be g1v 

3 Notice that this translation does not lead necessanly to an I 

in the next chapter 
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loading differences, clock signal shape differences, etc. For every waveform shown in 
the left of this figure there is a net charge error Qi; that defines the difference of charge 
from a correspondingly ideal transient. These errors can be translated to time delays of 
amplitude deviations via the charge errors they introduce compared to the ideal case. For 
timing errors, the equivalent time delay is calculated with 

(7.4) 

This timing delay is defined as the equivalent timing error. This definition excludes 
switching errors that have a zero net error charge. This assumption is safe for most cases. 
A similar definition can be given for the amplitude errors. 

Spatially local and global errors 

The error charge is generated by circuits that are physically placed at a specific location 
in the realized chip. Dependent on whether there is relationship between the error charge 
and the location of the circuit(s) that generate it, errors can be distinguished to local and 
global. These types of errors are explained in the next paragraphs. 

Local spatial errors result from localized behavior of identically designed circuits. 
This localized behavior originates from variations of static parameters in the spatial do
main, or system excitations that define parameters. Consider for example the behavior 
of each unit DAC in a thermometer DAC. All units are identical by design, however, in 
practice the current pulses they generate when they are stimulated by identical data and 
clock signals are not the same. Each unit pulse has a spatial behavior, in the sense that 
each one is slightly different from another because its corresponding unit DAC is placed 
at a different location in which the same parameters have different values. In other words, 
each one exhibits a local error. 

One physical problem behind this behavior is spatial variations of static parameters 
during IC manufacturing. For example, due to process spread, the threshold voltage val
ues of two transistors defining two current switches, parts of two different unit DACs, 
have values dependent on their position on the chip. If the switches of these unit DACs 
are driven by the same input signal then they show different switching behavior: timing 
delays, switch on-resistance and charge injection relative to their position in the chip. 
This reflects to a local timing error. Additional problems that lead to local character of 
errors are systematic clock interconnection length differences that cause RC timing de
lays, which in the end reflect to skew in the current pulses and, finally possible impedance 
termination differences in the clock network that result in a systematic pattern of local 
errors. Local errors comes also from spatial distributions of parametric signals. Tempera
ture fluctuations and substrate noise spatial distributions, biasing voltage spatial variations 
(e.g. a gradient over the ground node due to high resistivity) are typical examples. 

The unit DAC current pulses are combined under the control of the input signal. 
Hence, signal dependency appears; for each input code, a fixed combination of unit DACs 
is met, which reflects to a fixed combination of local errors. Consequently, the input sig
nal modulates the topological problems and transfers them to the output signal. The error 
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signal at the DAC output is obviously the result of the combination of these local errors, 
hence it is inherits the local behavior as well. We may speak of normalized pulses with 
local errors. An important property of local errors is that they can be corrected at a dif
ferent time scale than that of the signal. For example, calibration corrects local errors in a 
much slower rate than that of the signal. 

The other category of spatial errors is global errors. Global errors are generated via 
modulation of signals by other signals -usually the input signal-, circuit interaction be
tween cells via common nodes, and modulation of parameters during operation. Because 
these parameters are common to all identically designed circuits, their behavior is modu
lated in the same way for all, but differently for different moments in time. Some exam
ples are given in the next paragraph. 

The output DAC node is a global node for all unit DACs. According to chapter 6 the 
impedance of this node is modulated by the input signal. All unit DA Cs see at their outputs 
the same circuit network (the same load), but this changes as a function of the signal. 
Consequently, all provide similar pulses, and all of the pulses are modified according 
to the input signal. Power supply, ground and substrate nodes are examples of global 
nodes from which excitations that define parameters of the circuits are applied. During 
the switching of the unit DACs supply level disturbances are created that depend on the 
number of the unit DACs that change state (the input signal derivative). As a result, all 
unit DACs are affected in the same way. They generate identical current transients with 
timing and shape modified in accordance to the number of unit DACs that change state 
each time. Finally, clock jitter is also a global error. When the common clock signal 
exhibits unwanted variations, all of the clocked elements are affected in the same way, 
but differently for different samples. 

A main characteristic of most errors that exhibit this mechanism is that they can not 
occur when the circuit elements do not have means to interact with each other. Similar 
problems occur also when units interact in non electrical ways, for example when an 
input excitation changes globally for all elements (e.g. heat). The characteristic of global 
spatial errors is that the unit DAC elements behave in the same way but in a different 
manner for each input code. Most global errors can not be considered separately from the 
signal generation mechanism that forces hardware components to interact with each other 
during operation. This means that most of them have to be addressed at the same time 
scale with that of the signal (e.g., GHz signal, GHz the corresponding correction means). 

Static and dynamic errors 

The terms static and dynamic in the context of errors are used in literature to describe 
errors that occur due to the dynamic nature of the transient response of circuits. In some 
cases they also describe the type of errors in a circuit in association to time invariant and 
variant signals, respectively. Here, we make a dinstinction between the use of these term 
to describe the error in a pulse, and the origin of this error, which can be static or dynamic 
as well. This dinstinction is based on the fact that in a DAC both static and dynamic 
origins can result in dynamic errors. Hence, a dynamic error aimed to describe the actual 
error pulse in itself does not give enough information about the mechanism behind it. 
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For. some errors, their origin is static, that is . 
others It does, hence it is dynarn· 4 F ' It does not change over time and for 

. Ic or example proc . . 
manufacturmg cause time delays in I t h Th ' ess parameter var1at10ns during 
t · ) a c es. e errors are d · ( o nse but they are caused by a stat· . . ynam1c a waveform delays 
· Ic parameter var1at10 Th 
is passed to the delays as well· they ar 1 h n. e property of being static 
d fi · · · e a ways t e same E · · 

e mt1on of circuit parameters c b . . xc1tat10ns responsible for the 
h an cause oth static and d · 

w en the power supply voltage varies d . ynam1c errors; for example 
delay according to these dynamic var1·ayt~am1caAlly ~s the latches change state. the latche; 
f d . ions. gam the erro . d . . 
rom a ynam1c origin as well and inheret 't : r is ynam1c but It results 

latches chang~ state. In this restrictive su~-~~!r~rrties: ~he delays depend on how many 
s~ape dynamic variation is a mechanism that l dynamic ~rro:s the source of the pulse 
signal: as the input changes the par t h re ates the crrcuit parameter to the input 
supply rails of the current s;urce arraaymether c . a~g~s als~. For the IR drops in the ground 

' e ongm is static. 

Signal dependency in the errors 

Three types of error signal and input si nal . 
the fi~st case, data dependency occurs ex ~icit/da~a) dep~ndenc1es ar~ distinguished. In 
combmes unit DACs with errors a d'p y v1~ the signal generat10n mechanism that 
d t d ccor mg to the mput signal C . 

a a ependent error signal This is ll h . onsequently, it creates a 
In the second case the. DAC . ~sdual y t e case of spatially local errors. 

( h ' is I ea , but a parameter . . 
e.g. t e references) is modulated b d' b or an exc1tat10n of the DAC 

( h . Y 1stur ances that are ind d . 
e.g. p ase n01se in the clock signal) Wh h . . epen ent to the mput signal 

mechanism, despite the origin of the ~odul e~ t ~y .m~x with the DAC signal generation 
the final error in the DAC output . d d a wn I~ m ependent of the DAC input signal 
1 k .. is epen ent on it A typical l , 

c oc Jitter: the clock signal is modul t d b . examp e concerns random 
forms a time reference with random .~tte Why a non ~orrelated random noise source and it 
· JI er en this cl k · 1 · ' 
It causes noise at the DAC out t . l . . oc s1gna Is supplied to the DAC 

. pu s1gna which has a p . ' 
to the DAC mput signal power. ower spectrum density proportional 

. I.n the last case the signal dependenc come . . 
c1tat10~s explicitly by the input signal of the nl~ia mod~lat10n of p~ameters or ex
determmes .which elements are stimulated and .. The signal generat.10n mechanism 
nal generat10n mechanism to create the .' 1 their responses. are combmed by the sig
elements non-linear dynamic phe s1gkna . However, dunng the stimulation of the 

. . nomena ta e place that mod I t d . 
parametnc signals (e.g. in the di/dt roblem th . . u.a.e ynam1cally the DACs 
levels) or the amplitude and time f . e sw1tchmg act1v1ty modulates the supply 

h re1erence signals The dat d d 
as t e substrate potential, power and round su . . . . a- epen ent excitations such 
modulation in the responses of all sw~t h' 1 pphes, b1asmg nodes, etc. reflect back the 
t Th 1 c mg e ements biasin · · 

e c: ese responses are collected b the si n 1 , . g umts, ~mt current sources, 
fimshed: the error signal depends w/h th . g a ~enerat1on mechamsm and the cycle is 

I e mput signal. 

d-44.;T~. h:e-:de:::fi:-n-::it:--io_n_u-:si-ng_t_h_e_w-or_d_d_y-na_nu_·_c has been referre . 
escnbes also the forces responsible for the tJ'me P. bed from3ust using time-dependent because dynamic 

-varymg hav1or. 
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Random and deterministic errors 
. . . is to look on whether it is random (rand?m) or de-

Another way to d1stmgmsh an error d . . t·c spatial amplitude distributions of pa-
. b dom or etermm1s 1 d 

terministlc. There may e ran . l . t" and combinations of randomness an 
d · · stic signa s m 1me, 

rameters, random or eterm1m . l d . ns of a signal or parameter. The errors 
. 1. d t" e and spatia oma1 ' . 

determinisism m amp it~ e,_ I~ h with additional correlation with the DAC mput 
inherit the nature of their ongm, a~thoug h . F example in the case of random or 

. l ration mec amsm. or ' . . . 
signal via the DAC s1gna gene . . d"fi d ·n t1·me in a random, or determ1mst1c 

k . . th penod T. is mo I e I . . h 
deterministic cloc Jitter, e s. 11 with the addition of correlation wit 
way, and this is passed to the output s1~:a~s a:h:~ollowing: the spatial properties of th_e 
the DAC input signal. Another examp d deterministic) are assigned to the amph
technological process paramet~rs ~random an bsequently being inherited by the output 
tude and timing errors of the circmt elements, su 
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Figure 7.5 Error classification: amphtu e, t1mmg, 

7 .2.2 Error classification . 
. l allow us to classify them accordmgly. 

The error properties that were defined pr~v1ous dy. hapter 6 can be made with the aid of 
· · f th errors d1scusse m c t 

An indicative classification o e I bl 7 1 the origin of the error in the outpu 
table 7. l and figures fig. 7 .5, 7 .6, and 7 .7 . n ta e . 
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Circuit problem static param. excit./param hidden signal circ. param. mod. 

Power Supply bounce + 
Substrate noise + +(interference) 
Nonlinear settling + 
Clock skew + 
Mismatch in timing + 
Output imped. mod. + 
Clock jitter + 
Charge feedthrough +(interference) 

Table 7.1 Error origin. 

signal is shown only for timing errors. It can be seen that the error mechanisms are not 
concentrated in one class only. This means that this architecture is not characterized by a 
very dominant error mechanism and limitation but a wide range of error mechanisms with 
different origins and properties. Obviously in the design phase one needs to address all of 
them simultaneously, and many tradeoffs and limitations appear since they on common 
circuit parameters in different ways. Therefore, conceptual clarification and combination 
with circuit functional and circuit level analysis is a necessary requirement in order to 
address them properly in the design phase. 

In fig. 7.5 the errors are classified according to their amplitude, timing and spatial 
properties. As expected, timing errors are dominant in numbers compared to amplitude 
errors. Except from substrate noise and possibly the power supply bounce, al l other 
problems can be explicitly categorized to one spatial domain subclass. 

In fig. 7.6 only local errors are shown. They are classified on whether they are random 
or deterministic in the spatial domain. From this figure it can be seen that all random local 
errors are related one way or another to mismatch, thus they are significantly parameter
ized over the properties of the technology used. On the other hand, the deterministic ones 
are not only more in numbers, but many of them are also related implicitly to the design 
complexity in realizing interconnection networks with identical lengths. 

Finally, in fig. 7 .6 only global errors are classified with respect to being random 
or deterministic in time. Most of them are deterministic mainly because their origin is 
related to the signal via modulation. Clock jitter can exhibit both properties dependent on 
whether the origin is random (e.g. phase noise) or deterministic. 

7.3 Functional error generation mechanisms 

To study the impact of a set of problems in the output signal of the converter a simple 
functional model is required that embodies the abstracted characteristics of errors in a 
simple function similar to the signal creation function described schematically in fig. 2.1. 
This is the topic of this section. 
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Figure 7.6 Error classification: local random and deterministic errors. 

7 .3.1 Definitions 

The generic algorithmic description of the CS DAC is easily translated to a generic circuit 
architecture which contains only basic circuits blocks to realize the DIA function. 

In practice, the generic CS DAC circuit architecture is enriched substantially with the 
addition of auxiliary circuits that regulate, shape, re-sample and filter many sub-signals to 
improve performance. For example, latches eliminate data waveform timing differences 
generated by logic propagation delays and mismatch. These modifications are the result 
of measures against specific electronic problems. Electronic considerations transform the 
generic CS-DAC architecture into a specific one. The specific circuit architecture shown 
in fig. 7.8 is an example of the generic-specific mapping, and it will be used in the 
following. An even more specific translation of it is given in fig. 4.4 in chapter 4. 

Next, the impact that a specific architecture has on the models that are to be used for 
the analysis is discussed. It has been explained in chapter 2 that the DT/CT conversion 
is a modeling requirement imposed when the input electrical signals are restricted to DT 
signals. We have mentioned also that the location of the DT/CT conversion is subjective, 
in the sense that it depends on where the CT problems become important. Whether the CT 
nature of sub-signals in the architecture is relevant or not depends on circuit realization 
choices that modify the architecture. In fig. 7 .8 due to the clocked data-storage circuits 
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(latches, flip-flops, etc.) all major CT problems of 
and we assume the DT/CT c . I the decoder can be safely neglected 
W: onvers10n ocated between t f ' 

as there now a TracklHold (T'IU) . . . wo steps o the code conversion. 
II 'n Circmt m the output d f h 

a CT aspects of the signals before the TIH . . no e o t e DAC, then almost 
main goal is to understand the CT prob! f ~rcmt could be ?eglected. Because our 
specific architecture from fig 7 8 "II b ems o t e CS DAC architecture without T/H, the 

. . w1 e used for further modeling and analysis. 
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7 .3.2 Algorithmic modeling . . 
. . . . 7 8 is translated now back to a specific algonth-

The block schematic of the circu1~ m ~g. . t' on mechanism is the following: 
mic architecture in fig. 7 .9. The s1gna genera i 

N . t veforms to m output ones. 
1. Binary to intermediate code conversion of the mpu wa 

2. DT/CT conversion for each intermediate data waveform. . 

Conversion to a current for each _intermediate waveform with the intermediate code 
3. [ 2we1ghtm 

defined weighted currents . . 

4. Conversion from the intermediate code to an integer output. 

5 Conversion from the current domain to the voltage domain. 
. d t would become the last one. 

Had theT/H based architecture been selected, the secon s ep 

DT/CT , -f-~~nversion to current 
conversion : 2 weight m 

.--------, :<l~--~---~-;(~)-f \ .. x _ _,__\ __, 
I \CJ I I I 

I t I I I 
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Figure 7.9 Algorithmic architecture of fig. 7 .8. 

. . f fi 7 9 belong to three topological do-
The sub-signals flowing m the arch1tec~ur~ ~ wg~rd~ consist of binary digits: they are 

mains. In the input stage of the co~verter .t e a l~t de and in time. Then, after the DT/CT 
· l med discrete m amp i u . l Th digitally coded s1gna s, assu . f t'on i·n discrete amplitude leve s. e 

f CT but carry m orma I . d 
conversion all wave orms ar~ . . . d l f rms after the DT/CT conversion an 
information is encapsulated m the md1vi ua wave o 
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before the summing node in a digital form. However, to pass it correctly in the integer 
form, the individual waveforms need to match very well in timing and shape, which means 
that the similarity in the waveform characteristics is crucial. Finally, after the individual 
signals are combined together there is notion of pure analog signal nature. 

Any differences in the individual CT waveforms (time or amplitude related) are mixed 
together in ways influenced by the intermediate coding. Therefore, while the intermediate 
coding is defined as a purely amplitude domain degree of freedom, in fact it is a principle 
factor that determines how time domain problems are translated to the signal. For exam
ple, the time domain problem "skew between current pulses" translates to instantaneous 
codes at the output signal. The type of intermediate coding used (binary, thermometer, 
segmented, etc.) has an impact on the shape and magnitude of the intermediate codes. 

In summary, a specific CS DAC circuit architecture was selected and its behavioral 
description was given. This behavioral description was translated to a detailed algorith
mic description with primary signal components. At this level, the results of the vertical 
modulation analysis can be introduced and the reduction concept can be established. 

7 .3.3 Functional modeling 

The functional modeling of errors in the selected architecture consists of two steps: errors 
are introduced at the primitive components of the algorithmic architecture -these errors 
are assumed to be abstracted versions of the physical problems, and they posses the prop
erties defined in the previous section-, and then the algorithmic architecture is once more 
reduced back to a generic functional description, which is further studied. 

Modeling of ideal behavior 

The specific algorithmic description will be translated next into a generic functional de
scription under the assumption of properly abstracted electronic problems. The architec
ture of fig. 7.9 with thermometer encoding will be used. The N bit binary input words 
D(m) are translated to thermometer words consisting of 2N - 1 bits, di E {1, 2, .. .,2N -1 }. 
For RZ pulses with a duration of Ts the mathematical formulation of fig. 7 .9 is 

oo 2N -1 oo 2N - I 

s(t) = p(t) @ L, L, Idi(m)D(t - mTs) = L, L, Idi(m)p(t - mTs) (7.5) 
m= - oo i=l m=-oo i=I 

and for NRZ pulses and proper initial conditions it becomes 

oo 2N - 1 oo 2N-l 

s(t) = u(t)@ L, L, Illdi(m)D(t - mTs) = L, L, Illdi(m)u(t - mTs) (7.6) 
m=-oo i=l m=-oo i=l 
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Because there are no non-idealities introduced in the signal components, eq. (7.5) and 
(7.6) can be easily reduced back to the generic signal generation mechanism 

w(m) integer equivalent of D(m), and 

( )-{ p(t) @'i':=-ao lw(m)8(t-ml's) = 'i':=- ao lw(m)p(t - ml's) 
st - u(t) @'i':=- ao !Aw(m)8(t-ml's) ='i':=-ao /Aw(m)u(t-mTs) 

Modeling of amplitude and timing errors 

RZ 
NRZ 

(7.7) 

The translation from a generic function to a specific circuit description and then back to 
a generic function is not as straightforward with non-ideal behaving circuits. Suppose 
now that we have some electronic problems that we incorporate in the signal primitive 
components of fig . 7.9. For example, for the matching accuracy limitations in the cur
rent sources, we add a current error in each unit current. The distribution of current 
source errors is assigned properties that encapsulate information about the physical pro
cess that causes the current errors (e.g systematic process spread gives systematic current 
error distribution). A similar assumption can be made for the switching behavior of each 
current switch. All unit switching elements are slightly different due to mismatch, and 
consequently each unit current pulse has a slightly different shape, while the overall dis
tribution of switching characteristics follows the spatial distribution of the physical cause. 
Furthermore, the timing of the process is also assumed non ideal. 

To model this problems we let the unit amplitudes of the reference currents be differ
ent, the transition shape u(t) from u = 0 to u = 1 to be also different, and the timing of 
the delta pulses (clock) vary with some undefined function f(w,m), where w is the inte
ger equivalent of the digital code and m is the DT index. The above are mathematically 
formulated as 

Amplitudes: 
Transition shape: 
Timing: 

Ii =!+Ali 
Ui(t) 
mTs+ f(m,w) 

(7.8) 

for i E { 1, .. ., 2N - 1}, where Ali defines the current error of each unit current reference, 
ui(t) describes unit step functions that have a final value equal to 1 but perform the tran
sition in different ways (skew, rising slopes etc) . Although the electrical problems are 
brought now to the primitive signal components, they are not yet in the signal itself. 

Modeling of the actual behavior 

The transition Tr(m - 1,m) for a NRZ DAC from a sample value w(m-1) to w(m) can 
be modified now from the ideal case /Aw(m)u(t - ml's) to 

2N-I 

Tr(m- I ,m) = L,. liAdiui(t - ml's- f(m, w)) (7 .9) 
i=I 
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Using convolution properties, the fact that on! the t . . 
and w(m) change state (only when Ad· ...I- 0) yd her~ometnc bits between w(m - 1) 

1 r , an by defining 

we rewrite eq. (7 .9) to 

a= min{w(m), w(m-1)} 
/3 = max{w(m) , w(m-1)} 

Tr(m-1 )-s:( 2N-1 
,m -u t-ml's-f(m,w)) @ L liAd;ui(t) 

i=I 

= 8(t-ml's- f(m, w)) @sgn(Aw(m)) I Iiui(t) 
i=a 

= 8(t- ml's- f(m , w)) @ Aw(m) ~ f ·() 
/Aw(m)/ i~ ,u, t 

= 8(t- ml's - f(m, w)) @Aw(m). ( 1 ~ l ·( )) 
/Aw(m)/ i~ ,u, t 

where dw m) - ( . 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

/dw(m I - sgn Aw(m)) IS the sign of Aw(m) With the f th 1 
· ur er rep acement of 

A( ) I f3 v t,w = ~I () 
/w(m)-w(m-l)/i~ iUi t (7.12) 

we can simplify the previous equation to 

Tr(m -1,m) = 8(t- ml's- f(m, w)) ® Aw(m)v(t , w) 
. . ~ 

t1mmg amplitude and shape 

(7.13) 

T~e c~mplex initial formulation of e . (7 .9) i . . 
~unction, in which the ideal transition sia e u() ~duced to a s1mple.interpolation based 
~nput code dependent transition shape T~· t ~s b~en replaced in eq. (7.13) by an 
individual bit transitions u·(t) a d th . . is contains important information about the 

• • 1 n e unit currents /; f th 1 . 
trans1t10n w(m - 1)-+ w(m) . The sha e oft . .' . o e e ements involved in the 
shape, and the ~ulse is the normalized :ulse. his trans1t10n can be called the normalized 

. The normalized transition is the avera e of II . . . 
m the transition w(m - 1)-+ w(m) F ~ · a in?1v1dual current transients involved 
required in eq. (7.11) to account for~~ a I~~ coding scheme some modifications are 
shapes. To obtain insight on th ~ we1g ted average of the individual waveform 

example i~ fig. 7.10 for the transi~i~e;~:gwo! t;~ nor~Jized step v(t , ~), we give an 
three transient currents are depict d h . to w - 13. In the left side of fig. 7.10 
tr · · . e , eac one different from th h T 

ans1t10n in the middle of fig 7 10 . h e ot er. he actual output 
t · · · · is t e sum of the thre tr · · 
rans1t1on is extracted from the actual t . . . . . ~ ans1t10ns. The normalized 

rans1t10n with a division by 3. 
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Transition from w=ll to w=l4, 
three unit steps are swithing on. 

Normalized step transition 
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to describe the same transition 

Each unit step is different from 

the others 

Figure 7.10 Example of normalized pulses. 
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w(m) 
Differentiation 
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DAC HW: Vertical error generation 

s(t) 

Figure7.11 The 
horizontal error generation mechanism for NRZ pulses. 

. h · can be written as 
The modified signal generation mec amsm 

s(t)= I, v(t ,w) Q9 L\w(m)c5(t-mTs-f(m,w)) 
m oo 

(7.14) 
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In the most general form eq. (7.12) generalizes to 

1 /3 
v(t , w) = I ( ) ( )J L, liui(t, w) 

w m -w m-1 i=a 
(7.15) 

meaning that each unit step may as well be a function of the input signal (e.g. for dy
namic errors). The schematic description of this signal generation mechanism is given in 
fig. 7 .11. It appears now that the original signal generation mechanism is modulated in 
two ways. First, there is a modulation of the conversion rate described as a pulse position 
modulation of the delta pulse train. This defines a non uniform timing lattice. Second, 
there is a modulation of the interpolation pulse's shape, which should be ideally inde
pendent of the signal under any conditions. It will be shown later that this modulation is 
degenerated to well known modulation mechanisms (PAM, PWM, etc) when the electrical 
nature of the problems is examined. 

7 .3.4 Examples 

Three examples will be given to help the reader obtain insight on how the models apply 
to the actual problems examined in chapter 6. In the first example the relative amplitude 
precision problem is modeled (section 6.1.1), in the second the relative timing precision 
problem (6.2.5), and in the third example deals with the power supply induced timing 
delays that appear in the latches of the DAC (section 6.2.6). 

Example 1 

Consider identical unit transitions shapes for all thermometer bits, but different unit cur
rents, each of which is constant in time (amplitude errors). The exact properties of the 
current errors (stochastic or deterministic) are not relevant at the moment. Then the nor
malized pulse is 

( 
1 (3 ) A 

v(t,w)=u(t) /+lw(m)-w(m-l)li~Afi =u(t)(l+M(m,m-l)) (7.16) 

and the output signal is described by 

00 

s(t)=u(t) Q9 L, tiw(m)(I+M(m,m-l))o(t-mT.s) (7.17) 
m=-oo 

Therefore, when the unit reference currents are not identical, and they do not de
pend on time, the problem is degenerated to a typical PAM problem. In the form of eq. 
(7 .17), the conversion is given in a sum-of-differences code format. This equation de
fines that for each code difference, a current that equals to the ideal llw(m)/ plus an error 
!lw(m)M(m,m - 1) should be added. Each time, an error tiw(m)LiI(m,m - 1) propor
tional to the code difference llw(m) is added to the previously added errors. This means 
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that a memory effect appears in the Lll description of the errors. Rewriting eq. (7.17) in 
the following form 

oo ( w(m) ) 
s(t) = p(t) ® mf;oo w(m)I + ~ Af; D(t - mTs) 

(7 .18) 
00 00 

=p(t)® L w(m)ID(t-mTs)+p(t)® L lerr(m)D(t-mTs) 
m=-oo m=-oo 

with Ierr = r,;j~l Af; it becomes evident that the specific problem can be described in a 
transfer function that relates the error with the input code. 

The summation of unit errors into one current error dependent on the input code, and 
the PAM modulation caused by the error defines the horizontal error generation mech
anism for this example. Notice how the time and signal independent current values Af; 
result in a signal dependent error f(m) - w(m)I. 

Example 2 

Consider now that all unit current amplitudes are identical to each other, but the unit 
transition shapes u;(t) are not. This corresponds to static spatially local errors. Let each 
one be given by a time shift u(t - µ;) of the ideal transition shape u(t), for i E { 1, .. , 2N -
1}. The normalized pulse is then given by 

I /3 
v(t, w) = lw(m)-w(m- l)I ~u(t- µ;) = IU(t, w) (7.19) 

where 
1 /3 

u(t, w) = I ( ) ( )I L,u(t- µ;) wm -wm-1 a 
(7.20) 

and the final output waveform is described by 

00 

s(t) = L lllw(m)u(t, w)D(t -mTs) (7.21) 
m=-oo 

A graphical example of the normalized pulses for two different sample to sample tran
sitions is given in fig. 7.12. Again, from a time and signal independent problem (fixed 
delays per unit switching element) a data dependent error in the signal is caused. No
tice the averaging effect that takes place during a transition. The transition that includes 
many steps results in a better normalized transition. We can surmise that for a fixed res
olution and fixed distribution of delays, the more the thermometer part of the converter 
is increased, the more the averaging effect is increased and the better averaging effect 
is caused during transitions. If the local errors are dynamic, e.g. they are related to the 
input signal w, instead of being independent of it, then each one can be modeled with 
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u(t- µ;, w) for i E {I 2N 1}· · . 
. , .. , - ,mth1scase onto fth · 

put signal error via the averaging effect intr;duce/ o e s.1gnal depend~ncy at the out-
one ~ould have to consider the direct si nal d by the ~1gnal generation mechanism 
transient shapes. g ependency mtroduced by the individual 

Example3 

In this last exa l · . 
. mp ewe will consider a slight! d"ffi . 

un~t steps are taken identical to each oth Hy I erent scenano. All unit currents and 
unit transition shapes u·(t) changes e~. o~ever, the common shape uc(t) of all the 
(the . . , over time With the numb f d . 

rmometr1c bits in this case) according to er o ata signal transitions 

u;(t, w) =Uc (t- Kllw(m)) for all i 

In other words, for each sample to sam le tr . . . 
change state are identical to each othe~ ;n~;t1~n all unit transitions of the elements that 
The normalized pulse becomes 'an a o them are delayed equally by Kllw(m). 

v(t,w) = I /3 
/w(m) - w(m- 1)/ ~uc(t- Kllw(m)) =I· uc(t- Kdw(m)) 

(7.22) 
and the output signal 

00 

s(t) = m];oo ldw(m)uc(t-mTs- Kdw(m)) 
(7.23) 

In this example th · .. ' e unit trans1twn sha e is . 
represents a dynamic timing error) be~ ·f modulated by the mput signal (thus it 

, ore I re-modulates the output signal in the signal 
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generation mechanism. The modulation of the timing error is made via the derivative of 
the discrete time signal (~w(m) over one sample period). Other types of dynamic errors 
can be modulated in different ways, e.g. proportionally to the signal. 

7 .4 Conclusions 

The CS DAC was described in several physical abstraction layers. With such an hierar
chical description, it was shown that its behavior is parameterized to actual and hidden 
signals with either functional or parametric role, to static physical parameters, and to 
circuit parameters that have specific amplitude, time, spatial domain properties. Modi
fication of the amplitude of these parameters and signals from their nominal values as a 
function of the other domains results in errors in the actual signal pulses. 

The errors inherit the properties of their origins, namely the parameters and signals 
that determine their behavior. These error properties were defined and discussed. The 
properties concern the amplitude, time, and spatial dimensions of the errors, the relation 
with the signal, the static or dynamic behavior of their origin, and their stochastic or deter
ministic nature. These properties gave rise to an error classification that showed that the 
CS DAC architecture is plagued with errors that span all over the property spectrum, with
out one class to have significantly more members than others. This explains conceptually 
why it is so difficult to specify experimentally which error mechanisms are dominant for 
the CS DAC, as for example it is possible to do in other architectures where a couple only 
of error mechanisms are dominant at high frequencies. 

In the final part of the chapter, the aim was to find a simple high level functional 
description of the signal waveform that includes the hardware abstracted non-idealities 
(e.g. the errors in the pulses) such that we can understand the complete error modulation 
mechanisms for different error classes. To find such a description, a reduction method was 
proposed founded on the concept of the normalized transition to translate the algorithmic 
description of a specific circuit architecture (CS DAC without T/H) including errors back 
to a generic functional one. The reduced functional description revealed the functional 
error generation mechanism defined by this architecture, i.e. the mechanisms with which 
abstracted problems of the amplitude, time and spatial domains mix together and affect 
the output signal. The error modulation mechanisms of particular problems defined in 
chapter 6 were given as examples. 

8 

Functional modeling of timing errors 

JN this_ chapter the equivalent timing error and then . . 
combined to translate the modifi d . I . ormahzed transition concept will be 

a Pulse Width Modulation process \~:;na c~eat10n process of the timing error class into 
interpolation theory that deals with.n p~~v1de~ a link with the branch of sampling and 
th d . on-urn1orm timing ffi h . . 

e ynam1c effects. The generic prob! f . e ects, t us fac1htating insight of 
relevant to the thesis unexplored sides :;:h~s :en-urnf~rm timing will be described, and 
between sampling theory a comm . . ory will be solved. In this way the 11.nk 

bl . ' urncat10n system DIA . 
pro ems will be established. , a architecture, and its circuit 

8.1 Non-uniform timing 

In this ~ection , first it is explained how th I . . 
non-urnform timing problem in the . I e c a~s of timing errors can be translated to a 
of th b . s1gna creat10n pro A b . 

e as1c aspects of non-uniform tim . . . cess. nef description follows 
will put the proposed functional CS DA~g m tar.n~Img and reconstruction of signals that 

ana ys1s m perspective of these theories. 

8.1.1 The Equivalent Timing error of a transition 
In the folio · h . 

. wmg, t e details of the translation of the . . 
pulse width and pulse position modulaf _modified signal creation process into 

ion are explamed. Recall that eq. (7 .15) states that 

A( ) I f3 v t , w = ~ 
/w(m) - w(m _I)/;~ I;u;(t, w) 

105 
(8.1) 
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and an output waveform given by 

s(t) = 1 Y, Aw(m)u(t, w)o(t-mTs) 
(8.3) 

m=-oo 

. and the unit time delays from the static case to a 
After changingµ; with µ;(w) to exp 1 1 th ·nduced charge in a transition from a 

. d d t case we ca cu ate e I 
general signal epen en ' ( ) . the normalized transition concept: 
sample value w( m - 1) to the value w m usmg 

1
(m+l)Ts 

Q(w(m),w(m-1))=1 mT, Aw(m)u(t ,w(m)) 

f3 
{T' 1 L,u(t- µ;(w))dt 

= IAw(m) Jo \w(m) -w(m-1)\ a 

f3 
=I· sgn(Aw(m)) L,(Ts - µ;(w)) 

a 

whereas the ideal transition would induce a charge equal to 

Q. (w(m) w(m-1)) = IAw(m)Ts 
ideal ' 

Subtracting the two we find 
f3 

QE(w(m), w(m-1)) = /sgn(Aw(m)). ~µ;(w) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

. . ( l) (m) Consequently, it may 
This charge is the error charge of the trans1t1on w m - ~ w . 
be mapped to an equivalent timing error TE: 

f3 
QEw(m),w(m-1) = 1 I,µ;(w) 

TE(w(m),w(m-1))= Awl \w(m)-w(m-1)\ a 
(8.6) 

The normalized transition is now transformed to 

u(t, w) = u(t-TE(Aw)) 
(8.7) 

The important result is that the output signal can be described now by 

s(t)=u(t) 0 l Y, Aw(m)o(t-mTs-TE(w(m),w(m-1))) 
(8.8) 

m oo 
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Equation (8.8) describes the translation of pulse shape errors to errors in timing. The 
spectrum resulting from the two equations is similar, but not identical. This occurs be
cause in the two equations the error power is distributed in time in a slightly different 
manner. Nevertheless, it is still a meaningful translation, which is practice is expected to 
cause only small error. In summary, the combination of the normalized transition and the 
equivalent timing error concepts allows the translation of the modified signal generation 
mechanism to a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)1 problem enhancing even further our 
insight on the effects of timing errors. Important conclusions of this transformation are: 

l. The class of timing errors is described with PPM and PWM modulation, and can 
be placed under the umbrella of non-uniform sampling and interpolation theory. 

2. As the result of this unification, errors can be compared on the way this modulation 
applies. Each specific member of this class generates an equivalent timing error 
dependent on its other properties. 

8.1.2 Non-uniform timing in the process of signal sampling 

The problem of non-uniform timing can be distinguished in two parts; non-uniform sam
pling of continuous time signals (related to AID conversion), and the creation of signals 
from their samples in non-uniform timing (related to DIA conversion). The study of 
the sampling and interpolation cycle in view of practical implementation problems has 
always been an important topic for sampling theory. One of its most important exten
sions deals with the uncertainties introduced in the timing moments in which samples 
are taken [112]. The physical processes that stimulated the generation of non-uniform 

Q) 
-0 

:E 
0.. 
E 
<( 

time 

(a) 

time 

(b) 

Figure 8.1 (a) Non-uniform sampling and (b) uniform sampling with jitter 

sampling theory are plenty in nature. Non-uniform, or irregular measurements, occur 
naturally in most applications of sampling theory such as optics [113, 114], tomography, 
communications, oceanographic [115] and astronomical data measurements just to name 
a few. For example, in oceanographic depth measurements [115] irregular sampling of 
signals is caused by ocean waves that affect the depth at which measurements are taken. 

1 PWM is often called Pulse Duration Modulation (PDM) 
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In astronomy, non-uniform sampling is the only way to obtain astronomical data because 
signals are not always available for sampling. 

Let us assume that the sampling operation is made in non-uniform timing moments as 
depicted in fig . 8. l(a). The instants tm define a non-uniform sampling lattice and the sam
ples are x(tm)· The lattice tm is described by various distributions dependent on the prob
lem under consideration. For example, tm may vary periodically, it can be concentrated 
in rare bursts with high intensity (many sampling moments closely located to each other 
followed by large durations where the signal is not sampled at all. The lattice can also 
be Poisson, Gaussian, or they may form a uniform lattice with small perturbations around 
the ideal moments (timing jitter), or some samples may be missing. Typical implementa
tion problems include burst jamming or sporadic equipment malfunction (causes missing 
samples), phase noise in clocking circuits (adds timingjitter with Gaussian or Wiener like 
properties) etc. Timingjitter is shown in fig. 8.l(b). The shaded areas indicate relative 
small timing perturbation compared to the period T,. Notice that non-uniform sampling 
affects only the amplitude of the obtained samples x(tm); that is, errors in the time domain 
during sampling appear as errors in the amplitude domain of the signal x(tm) · 

The literature on non-uniform sampling theory is enormous. Reviews on the topic 
of non-uniform sampling covering bandlimited, non-bandlimited, bandpass and multi
bandpass signals can be found in [116], in the books [113, 117, 118], and also in recent 
literature [119, 120]. In brief, non-uniform sampling theory covers three main subjects 

O theorems and mathematical conditions for the representation of continuous time 
signals x(t) from samples x(tm) that are obtained non-uniformly in time. 

O Reconstruction methods to obtain the original signal from its non-uniform samples. 

O the relationship between the spectrum of the samples x(tm), the reconstructed sig
nal, having the non-uniform timing lattice timing properties as parameters. 

Most relevant for AID conversion are the last two subjects. Most of the theoreti
cal results in this subject have appeared signal processing, communications, circuit- and 
information-theory areas, but also in oceanographic research [115], astronomical mea
surements, and in AID conversion as a very specific case (Gaussian sampling jitter with si
nusoidal signals). It is interesting to mention Lhat the mathematical treatments of the non
uniform sampling theory available in literature have never been really incorporated into 
the areas of AID converters. Recent contributions in the AID area [121] are still not aware 
of the rich background on this area (both generic and specific), and they are still only 
approximating results existing for more than four decades in open literature [122]. Nowa
days the shift toward wideband random signals instead of just single sinusoids makes 
review of these results very relevant. 

8.1.3 Non-uniform timing in the process of signal creation 

The model that describes the signal creation process with non-uniform timing is shown 
in fig. 8.2(a) and it is a straightforward extension of the model shown in fig. 2.1 and 
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non-uniform 
timing 

1: O(t-tn) 
m 
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s(t) 

pulse s(t) 

h(t) 

Figure 8.2 (a) · I 
s1gna creation with non-uniform timing and (b) example. 

described by eq. 2.12. It is described by 

00 

s(t) = h(t) ® L z(m)o(t-tm) 
m=-oo (8.9) 

f?r an. a~bitrary DT input signal z(m) and modifi . . 
s1mphc1ty, the samples z(m) are now d~d t1mmg moments tm instead of mT. For 

(8 8) expresse m current I . s· 
~q. . ~here the samples and the dimensio . or vo tage m comparison with 
IS shown m fig. 8.2(b) using one of the man naht~ c.o?~tant are kept separate. This signal 
of a Pulse-Position-Modulated (PPM) . lydposs1b1ht1es for pulse types. We may speak 
A 1. signa ue to the f · 

mp Itude-Modulation (P'AM) . I d immg errors tm - mT. and Pulse s1gna ue to the si 1 I s, -
aroun~ the ideal moment, but their sha e is n gna va ues. The pulses are positioned 
result m a fixed error in amplitude . p ot changed at all. Incorrect timing does not 

!he signal creation process with'~;:~~~~rto n.on.-unifo':11 sampling. 
t~ns1vely in literature in the last decades for artr timmg l~tt1c~s have been considered ex
t1c u.ncorrelated jitter and rectangular pulse: Fo:ular apph~at1ons, especially for stochas
stud1ed PAM signals with timingjitter for st. f example, m_[123] and [124] the authors 
In [125] an analysis of the sequence of t a IOnary .stochastic and deterministic signals 
w·th h · ·· s eps sampling DT fil · · 

' stoc ast1c Jitter is presented. In comm . . ' tenng and reconstruction 
trum of PPM and PWM (PDM) signals mod:~~:~on theory t~x.tb?oks (e.g. [76]) the spec-
ter can be found as well The p S by determ1mst1c and random tim1·ng .. t 

. . ower pectral De .t (PSD . JI -
stat~on~y properties in the presence of inde en;s1 y . ) ~~ Bm~y Pulse Streams with 
agam With the model of fig 8 2 T. . .. P . en~ umformJ1tter is studied in [126 127] 
h b . . . immgJitter m tim h . ' 
as een studied in [128]; the analysis of this si n e- opp1~g spread-spectrum signals 

sp.e~tr~~ modulation and the timing jitter. In [lg02~1 ~ses a lattice that includes the spread 
mm1stic mput data with a deterministic non-uniD t .e ~pec.trum t~at ~esults using deter
converter. If we put all these results orrn t1mmg is studied ma black-box DIA 

next to each other, we see that 

0 each one reveals a relationship between th . 
the pulse h(t) , and the timing lattice pro e/reated signal s(t), ~he samples z(m), 
center of gravity is on how the . per ies. From an analysis perspective the 
"" properties of the · · ' 

auect the spectrum of the interpolated . al h !~put signal and the pulse shape 
usually Gaussian jitter- as a parameter. sign avmg the type of timing errors -
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1 . . the specific interpretation given 0 The main thing that distinguishes e~ch aln a _ysi~~sthe communication system used 
f h mples z(m) m re atron 

to the content o t e sa II t the type of timing errors. 
and the pulse type, but genera y no . d -

. main degrees of freedom explmted are ~o u 0 From a synthesis point of view, the ·1 bl bandwidth of a channel is optimally 
lation and line coding such t~at . the avai a e 
used under the constrains of timmg errors. 
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• : I Modulation, filtering and other: : signal s(t), the samples z(m) , 
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1 
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- · f the h odified signal creation mechamsm o Figure 8.3 The link between t e m 
DAC and system level aspects. 

. . f all timing errors in the DAC, all exist~ng 
On the basis of the p~ des~nptron on be adopted and facilitate the incorporatron 

methods and results descn?e~ previou~ly c~ to a eneric system: in this way, a~stract 
of the DAC with its circmt .imperfe~tronse~fic C~ DAC errors. This is s~own m fig . 
system-defined signals are lmked ~ithD~~ converter signal generator combmes s~vera! 
8.3. In this figure, an exter~al ~o t elied to the DIA converter. The converte~ con~ists o 
signals and creates w(m) w~1ch is~~ h odified signal generation mechamsm, I.e. eq. 
a DAC core which is descnbed wit t em h c m the signal w(m) prior the DAC core. 

, . 1 essing means t at ~or h . 1 w(m) (8.8), and optional signa proc . . d main characteristics than t e s1g~a . Th Sl.gnal z(m) has different amphtude-trme o w and the actual signal that 
e . . 1 s'gnal sources w1 ' 2, ... b h 

Therefore, with respect to the ongma ~essin operations. The errors introdu.ced y t e 
is converted, there are two types o~ prod ~on the actual properties of the signal z( m), 
DAC core error generation mechamsms e~en It can be parameterized over the ty~es 

h . the figure their resu s h t m usmg but in the scheme s own I~ . ed in the DI A architecture and t e s~s e . s 
of signal processing operations mtro~uc fil . etc may follow after the signal s(t) I 

the DIA converter. Optional modu~~t1~n'. ter~~!~tio~ mechanisms of eq. (8.8) has been 
created. Finally, although the modi e signa 
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developed specifically for the CS DAC, in fact the scheme is much more generic. 
Of vital interest for our purpose is the relationship between the spectral content of the 

signal s(t) with the signal z(m) and its properties (time and frequency domain character
istics, correlation, power, etc.), with the properties of the non uniform timing lattice, and 
with the properties of the interpolation pulse h(t). The task to provide solutions that cov
ers the spectral content of signals for all combinations of signal types and timing errors is 
overwhelmingly large and complex for the content of this thesis. Therefore, the focus in 
this this thesis will be placed specifically on: 

O stationary random (stochastic) processes, or deterministic signals as inputs of the 
DAC for timing errors modelled as a stationary random process with a general form 
of correlation (not correlated with the signal); 

O deterministic signals combined with deterministic timing errors that can have cor
relation with the signal; 

0 arbitrary pulse types, focusing mainly in rectangular RZ and NRZ. 

8.2 Stochastic non-uniform timing analysis 

The analysis presented in this section2 assumes stationary timing errors and a ergodic and 
stationary random process as an input. It is convenient to study the random modulation of 
a PPM waveform with impulses instead of pulses, since PPM and PWM waveforms with 
arbitrary pulse shapes are linear transformations of the results of impulse based wave
forms [76]. Therefore, we formulate the general timing problem as 

y(t) = 3 L Z(m)8(t - mTs - µm) 
n 

s(t) = h(t) ®y(t) 
(8.10) 

(8.11) 
Eq. (8 .10) defines an impulse position modulation problem with delta impulses, and 
eq. (8.11) shows the relationship between the impulse based signal with the pulse based 
(PPM) signal for an arbitrary pulse shape h(t). 

8.2.1 Correlated non-uniform timing 

First, we give some definitions and notations according to [123]. The empirical autocor
relation of a continuous time process is defined as the time average 

Ry(7:) = (y(t)y(t+7:)) =2 -
1 

{D y(t)y(t+7:)dt 
DLD 

and the probabilistic autocorrelation is defined as Ry(t ,t + 7:) = E {y(t)y(t + 7:) }. The 
operation E {} defines the expectation with respect to the probability density function 

2
The content of this section was published in (198] 3
I" = r ;::;_00 from hereafter 
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(PDF) of the function under consideration. Then (Ry)( i-) is the averaged probabilistic 
autocorrelation and E {Ry( i-)} the mean of the empirical autocorrelation. The same apply 
for the spectrum of y(t); Sy(f) , Sy(f) and (Sy)(f) are the probabilistic, the empirical, 
and the averaged probabilistic power spectrum, respectively. For discrete-time processes 
analogous formulas are used with the substitution of R(t , t + -r) with R(m, m + q) and the 

continuous time average with the discrete counterpart 0 = limN-too 2J+1 L~=-N· 
The random process y(t) from eq. (8.10) is not stationary in general. When the timing 

errors {µm} are strictly stationary then y(t) is cyclostationary ( (123]). If {µm} is an 
independent increment process, then y(t) exhibits no cyclostationarity. We assume that 
the process {µm} is strictly stationary with correlation rµ(m ,q), although for most cases 
wide sense stationary is enough. The joint PDF of the timing uncertainties is c

11
-m(t

11

,tm) · 

The corresponding characteristic function is 
Ck-l(fk,fl) = E { e- j 2it(fkµk+f1µ,)} (8.12) 

where it can be shown that Co(f) = 1 and \Cq(f) \ :S l 
To avoid loss of overview the details of the calculations are presented in appendix A. 

It is shown that the power spectrum of eq. (8.10) is given by 

Sy(f) = ~ l.,Rz(q)Cq(f , -f)e-j2itqfTs (8.13) 

s q 

The function Rz(q) = E{z(m+ q)z(m)} represents the probabilistic autocorrelation of the 
stationary random process z(m) , and Rz(O) is its power. Eq. (8.13) gives us the power 
spectrum of the impulse position modulated waveform that is subject to stationary timing 
uncertainties for general statistical properties and correlation. From this solution we can 
calculate easily the power spectrum of the interpolated signal with jitter for arbitrary pulse 
shape. The general pulse shape defined with h(t) will be replaced by specific symbols 

when we talk about the shape of specific pulse. 
The power spectrum of s(t) that is found using eq. (8.11) and eq. (8.13) . It is: 

Ss(f) = \H(f)\2 ·Sy(f) = \H(f)\2 l.,Rz(q)Cq(f , -f)e-j2itqfTs 
Ts q 

(8.14) 

where \H(f)\2 is the Energy Spectral Density (ESD) of the pulse h(t) . The characteristic 
function Cq(f , - f) is one of the key factors determining the power spectrum of s(t). 
If the timing error process is non correlated then the power spectrum is contaminated 
with a continuous noise part. If it is correlated, then the result is generation of discrete 
and continuous parts in the spectrum. The discrete part is usually described by Bessel 
functions and appears at frequencies that depend on the correlation form and the sampling 
carrier. Examples of the effects of correlation can be found in (122) (for the case of 

sampling of signals with correlated jitter). 
The results for deterministic signals are identical to those presented for random pro-

cesses. The same equations hold with the exception that in place of the probabilistic 
autocorrelation function Rz(q) of the stationary random process z(m) the empirical auto-

correlation Rz(q) is used (see appendix A). 
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8.2.2 White non-uniform timing 

Further modifications b . Whi . can e made if we restrict the tim. 
h. te .. This generally proves sufficiently valid ~ mg errors to be non correlated and 

w ich is a sp~ci~l case with great interest. or most problems related to timing jitter, 

Because t1mmg errors are uncorrelated ~ults in Cq(f,-f) = IC(f)l2 for :f: 0 A ' .Cn-m(tn,tm) = Cn(n)cm(m) applies, and this re-
m eq. (8.14) we obtain q . ddmg and subtracting the term ¥Rz(O)IC(/)12 

Ss(f) = IH~)l2 Rz(O)(l - IC(f)l2) + IH(f)i21C(/)12 DT s I's Sz (!Ts) =N(f)+S(f) 

wheresDT(fT.)-'I;"' ( _ . (8.15) z s - L...qRz q)e J2itqfTs is the PSD . . 
represents samples z( mT. ) of a CT " of ~he Discrete Time signal z(m) If ( ) 

s wave1orm z(t) with PSD S (!) h . z m z t en eq. (8.15) becomes 

s (!) I H (f )12 s - T. Rz(O)(l - IC(f)l2) + IH(f)l2 IC(f)l
2 
~ , s r2 £.,,Sz(f-qfs) 

'- s q (8.16) 
noise tenn N(f) signal tenn S(f) 

The power spectrum of s(t) consists of two 
term S(f~ a?d the noise term N(f) . The si nal fre~uency ~ependent terms; the signal 
charactenst1c function IC(f)l2 . Then . g term is selectively attenuated via the 'itter 
the total power Rz(O) of the discrete-ti::es~;~ml depends on IC(!) 12, the pulse ESD: and 

The characteristic function depends on the ~t~ degenera~es to zero for low frequencies <1ccJ)12er process. The power shaped by IC(f)l2 
one for high frequencies (IC(!) 12 ---+ 0 for ---+ ---+ 

1 fo~ f ---+ 0) and becomes equal to 
the attenuation of the signal w1·11 b A f CX::). The higher the frequencies the lar c · f e. t very high f . • ger ons.1st~ o only noise since the signal PSD is requenc1es, the interpolated signal 
max1m1zed. For example if the tim· .. . atte~uated to zero and the noise PSD . 
. h . . , mg Jitter is a stat1onar Wh. . is 
its c aractenst1c function is IC(!) 12 = e-41t2cr2 f2 y 2 . ite Gaussian process, then 
process. The attenuation vs. the normalized fr , where CJ . is the variance of the jitter 

The_Pulse h(t) has the same linear filterin equency f /Is IS plotted in fig. 8.4. 
~ence, it affects the absolute power levels g effects on both the signal and noise terms 
differences on the PSD's of the signal and t~f the .output but it does not introduce relativ~ 

The fact that the noise PSD d d e n01se term. 
that ·t b epen s on the total f . th I may e dependent on input DC level If th . po7e(r o the mput signal indicates 
. en we speak of a PPM train pulse modula~ed e.~1gna z m) contains only a DC value 

signal be a PPM signal with no PAM mod 1 f by Jitter. For example, let the interpolated 
e.g. equal to one, and they are subject to tiu ~ IO~: Then all pulses have equal amplitude 
280-284) and in [123] that the PSD of this~~~ Jitter. It ha.s b~en shown also in [76](pp'. 

waveform is given by 

Ss(f) = IH~)l2 (1 - IC(f)l2) + IH(f)l2 IC(f)l2 ~ 8( s r2 £,,,,, f-qfs) (8.17) 
s q 
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Figure 8.4 Attenuation due to white Gaussian jitter. 

: ·:·. ·: . 

ocated at multiples of the sampling frequency are 
The images of the DC co~ponent 1 t stays unaffected. Consequently, the 
attenuated due to jitter while the DC componen 

. . d d t the signal DC level. 1 result is nmse epen en on . d . t of the power spectrum. The abso ute 
We will examine now the signal ~n noise par s 

noise power in the Nyquist band fN is 

PN = Rz(O) !JN _!_\H(f)\2(1- \C(f)\2)df 
-JN Ts 

(8.18) 

. 1 d f - o we can define the 
Assuming that both H(f) and C(f) are symmetr1ca aroun -

proportionality coefficient x1iU1 ,Jz) as 

x1i(f1,J2) = :s 1:2 \H(f)\2 (1-\C(f)\2)df (8.19) 

. . · f R (0) The subscript h of x1i(f1 ,h) indicates 
This coefficient defines the noise m unit~ o fz h . 1 Because l \H (!) 12 is the (nor-

. d ds on the choice o t e pu se. Ts 1 that this coefficient epen b seen as the portion of the tota 
malized) averaged ESD of the pulse, Xh (!1 'h) dmbayt e n f and f2 that becomes noise. 

\" d) f the pulse locate e wee L 
averaged energy (norma ize o . . the band of interest is expressed as 
Using eq. (8.18) and eq. (8.19) the nmse power m 

[_PN = Rz(O)x1i(f1,J2~ j (8.20) 

dl. · d t rf f ] we define Next, for a signal ban 1m1te o l 1, 2 

II{ (f f) = r_2_ rh 2_2\H(f)\2\C(f)\2Sz(f)df1 
.,..1i i, 2 lRz(O) 1Ji Ts 

(8.21) 

and express the signal power as 
(8.22) 
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The coefficient lfl1iU1 ,J2) defines the absolute power of the signal term in units of Rz(O). 
Obviously, if there is no jitter, lJfh (!1 ,J2) is influenced only by the pulse. Knowing that 
signal attenuation increases with frequency, the higher the power of the signal is dis
tributed in frequencies within the Nyquist band, the smaller the factor lJl1tU1 ,J2) becomes . 
Consequently, the total power of the signal s(t) is 

(8.23) 

and the SN R is 

(8.24) 

Until now no knowledge was required in advance on how information is encapsulated 
in the signals z(m). However, because the noise in the signal s(t) is a linear function of the 
power of the signal z(m), obviously the noise in s(t) becomes a function of the operations 
used to generate z(m). Before we proceed in the main conclusions, it should be mentioned 
that if the signal z(m) is White, then eq. (8.14) shows that the PSD of the signal s(t) is 
not affected by jitter! The main conclusions so far are: 

1. The PSD of the created signal s(t) consists of a signal part S(f), which is an at
tenuated version of the ideally created signal if there are no timing errors, and of a 
continuous frequency dependent noise part N(f). 

2. The attenuation in the PSD S(f) of the signal part, consequently the signal power 
loss as well, is frequency selective. It depends on the characteristic function C(f) of 
the jitter. The signal power received in the output is Ps and is expressed as a fraction 
of the ideal signal power received without jitter using the coefficient lJl1tU1 ,J2). 

3. The noise PSD N(f) depends linearly with the power of the signal z(m) applied 
at the input of the DT/CT converter, but it does not depend on the way the power 
is distributed in frequencies. The noise power PN due to jitter in a given band is 
described as a fraction of the power of the signal z(m); that is, PN = x1iU1 ,J2)Rz(O), 
where Xh is a dimensionless coefficient that depends on the sampling frequency, the 
jitter characteristic function, the interpolating pulse ESD, and the band of interest. 

4. The shape of the interpolating pulse affects linearly the total interpolated signal via 
its ESD IH(f)l2. Because this ESD applies equally well to both signal and noise, 
the relative power of signal over noise stays the same, i.e it is independent on the 
type of pulse that is used. 

5. When the signal z(m) is the result of a signal processing from another signal w(m), 
the noise generated is proportional to the ratio of powers between z( m) and w( m). 

8.2.3 RZ and NRZ waveforms 

The general relationship between samples z(m), interpolation function h(t) and the out
put signal will be applied now to calculate the specific PSD for RZ and NZR rectangular 
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pulses with a specific signal w(m). RZ pulses (see fig. 8.5(a) ) require that the pulse 
returns to zero for a portion of the sampling period. There may be two kinds of timing 
problems in the realization of such pulses. In the first all pulses have same duration but 
they are positioned in different moments with respect to the ideal ones. A PPM waveform 
results and it is covered by eq. (8.14). Indeed, with the substitution of z(m) = w(m) and a 
choice of the pulse h(t ), eg. h(t) = p,(t) for a rectangular pulse, the general results of the 
previous section apply directly. In the second case, each pulse has timing uncertainties in 

s(t) s(t) 

Figure 8.5 RZ (left) and NRZ (right) line coding. 

both edges (rising and falling) and this generates a double sided PWM (PDM) waveform 
(PDM2). PDM2 without amplitude domain modulation by the signal w(m) has been ana
lyzed in [76]. To combine the signal and jitter modulation together, the model of fig. 8.2 
requires some modifications. The calculations follow the same procedure as those shown 
in appendix A. l, based on the analysis of sum of two delta pulse trains, modulated by the 
same signal, but by different timing errors. The model is 

00 

s(t) = u(t) 0 L w(m) ( o(t - mTs- µ;,,) - o(t- To - mTs - µ~)) (8.25) 
m=-cx::i 

where To is the duration of each pulse, µ~1 and µ~ are the timing errors in the rising and 
falling edge, respectively, u(t) is the unit step function. 

Let us see now the case of NRZ pulses. For NRZ pulses the problem is described 
as a PWM modulation. We use the general scheme of fig. 8.2 and 8.3 with h(t) = u(t), 
and then assume that the signal w(m) is passed through a differentiator, such that z(m) = 
Aw(m) = w(m) - w(m- l). The output signal is described in a IA form 

00 

s(t) = u(t) 0 L Aw(m)o(t - mTs- µm) (8.26) 
m=-oo 

where initial conditions have been set to zero (fig. 8.5(b) ). Notice also that Aw(m) does 
not have DC components.4 

40ne may argue that this is not true because an input signal w(m) can have a constant derivative, i.e. it 
increases or decreases continuously. However, this is only valid if the range of values allowed for w(m) is 
infinite, which is not the case in a real system. 
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~he results of section 8.2.2 are applied usin z(m) - . 
relat10nship between s(t) and w(m) th 1 . g . - Aw(m). To amve to the desired 

. e re at10nsh1p betwee A ( ) 
examrned. The power spectrum of the signal s(t) . d "b n w m and w(m) must be 

is escn ed by 

S - /U(f)/2 
s(/) - Ts [R,.,w(O)(l - /C(/)12) + IC(J)/2Sf~(!Ts)] 

(8.27) 

':"here sf,~ (/Ts)= LqRLiw(q)e-J2nq/Ts. and /U(/)12 
is the power of the DT signal Aw(m) f ( ) T the PSD of u(t). Thefunction R,.,w(O) 
via R,.,w(q) = 2Rw(q) - Rw(q- I) - Ro( w m) . . he autocorrelation of Aw(m) is related 

w q + l with the autocorrelation of w(m), thus, 

R,.,w(O) = 2Rw(O) - Rw( -1) - Rw( + l) 
From the definition of the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform we have 

(8.28) 

RLiw(q)=2Rw(q)-Rw(q-l)-Rw(q+1)= {1/2 Sw(A)(2-ei2nA._ -j2nA.) j2nA.q 
1-1;2 e e d}i, 

r112 
= l-1/2 2Sw(J.) (1 - cos(2nJ.))ei2nA.qdJ. = {1;2 4Sw(J.)sin2(nJ.)ei2nA.qdJ. 

1-1;2 

Consequently, the PSD of the DT signal Aw(m) is given by 
(8.29) 

S,.,w(A) = 4sin2(nJ.)Sw(A) = 4sin2(nJ.) LRw(q)e-J2nA.q 
q 

(8.30) 

From this equation it can be seen that the PSD f . . 
filtering of the PSD of w(m) with 4 . 2( A) 0 the difference signal is obtained with the 
w(m) contains, the larger the magnit~1~e o~ th. ;;~sej':ntly, the higher the frequencies 
results in eq. (8.27) and using /U(f)/2 = l/(2e/)2 ho w(~) becomes. Applying these 

7r t e PSD 1s translated to 
l 

Ss(f) = Ts(2nf)2 R,.,w(O)(l - IC(/)12) + Ts(2~j)21C(f)/24sin2(n/Ts)S~T (!Ts) 

- I (I - IC(f)/2) l 
- TsRLiw(O) (2nj)2 + Ts/C(f)/ 2 /P,(f)/ 2S~T(!Ts) =N(!)+S(!) 

(8.3 I) 
where /P. (/)12 _ T2sin2

(n/Ts) . 

For the c~se tha~ w(sm)(~~)s2am1slthe EfSD( o) fa rectangular pulse p,(t) with duration of Ts. 
P es o w t , we have 

(8.32) 
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. . een a scenario where the interpolation was ~ade 
This equation indicates that, had It b h fi ed duration of Ts then the signal 

l (t) that ave a x ' 
W ith (individual) rectangular puses Pr t d w"1th the NRZ method. However, 

h · nal part genera e ( ) 
part's PSD would be equal to t e s1g h wer of the difference signal of w m . 
the noise part of eq. (8.32) depends linearl~ t~~ e ~~se power would be dependent on the 
If individual rectangular pulses whfe:w(:) ~ha~;es according to how the power of w(m) 
signal's w(m) power. The power o . Th"s is a major difference between the NRZ 
is distributed within the frequency doma~n. ~ f this difference is examined next. 
waveforms and any of the RZ ones. The Impac o 

The signal term contains a total power of 

Ps = Rty,w(O) l/fuU1 ,J2) = Rw(O)l/f,(ft ,J2) 

and 

The noise power is 

with XuU1 ,J2) given using eq. (8.19): 

_ 2_ {h ~ (1- \C(f)\2
) df 

XuUt ,J2) - Ts 1Ji (2nf)2 

Combining these equations, the total power in the output is written as 

(8.33) 

(8.34) 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

(8.37) 

( 
Rty,w(O) (f f )) = Rw(O) ( l/f,(!1 ,J2) + x~(f1 ,fz)) <8·

38
) 

p = Rw(O) l/frUt ,J2) + Rw(O) Xu 1' 2 

. the ower of the noise in the output with the power 
The symbol x~(f1 ,J2) relates ~gam d ~ndicates that both the rectangular pulse shape 
of the signal w(m). The no~~tion(;~~erentiator) affect its value. The SNR becomes 
(subscript) and the assumed ter I 

---\/fi-u(-f1-, f::--:-2)-_--""~'~(f:---1,7..h\) I (8.39) 

SNR = (f f) - f Rt.w(0)1 (f f) Xu 1 > 2 l Rw(O) Xu 1 ' 2 

. f wers between the signal w(m) and Aw(m). Th~ 
The SNR depends now on the r_auo o ~o tral location of the power of w(m) , and It 
power of Aw(m) varies according ot t e spec 
does not depend on the DC value of w(m) . 
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8.3 Deterministic non-uniform timing 

The analysis of timing errors that are deterministic, and in most cases exhibit a large 
degree of correlation is made with the employment and adaptation a non-linear trans
formation method proposed in [129] that translates the non-uniform timing lattice in a 
uniform one5. The input signal is deterministic. 

8.3.1 Non-linear mapping of time domains 

We recall that the signal s(t) is given by 

s(t) = h(t) ©y(t) (8.40) 

where we have definedy(t) = 'Lmz(m)o(t-m'fs- µm). Similarly to the stochastic timing 
case, it is sufficient to study the effects of timing in the function y(t) and then to give 
proper meaning to the pulse h(t) and the signal z(m). 

Based on simple reasoning6, we change s(t) to 

y(t) = z(t - µ(t)) L,o(t- m'fs- µ(t)) (8.41) 
m 

where µ(t) satisfies µ(mTs + µm) = µm such that z(tm - µ(tm)) = z(m) = z(mTs) and the 
argument t- mTs - µ(t) to give zero at µm. 

The equivalent timing error function was introduced as a transfer function between 
DAC codes (or code transition) and the resulting timing error. For a given input signal 
the equivalent timing error becomes a time series, too. Therefore, the time series µm 
is the equivalent timing error as a function of m and it becomes important to establish a 
method that relates µm with the timing modulation function µ(t), so as we can examine the 
spectral impact of a specific problem. Given a proper 1 - 1 mathematical transformation 
g : t --t -r between the time domain t and a time domain -r, such that the non-uniform 
moments mTs+ µm oft are mapped 1-1 touniformmomentsm'fs of-r, µ(m'Is+ µm) = µm 
can be changed to 

(8.42) 

where B ( -r) = µ (t ( -r)). Eq. (8.42) says that µm are the samples of a function B ( -r) in the 
uniform lattice mTs of the -r domain, or in other words that the uniform samples ofµ( -r) 
in the -r domain are the timing errors of the timing lattice in the t domain. The function 
B(-r) can be written as 

sin( 0-0-r) 
B(-r)= ( ) L,µmo(-r-mTs) 

Q-O'f m 
(8.43) 

which implies that B( -r) is bounded and bandlimited. When B( -r) is given in the form 

A A 

B( -r) = I, LA. cos(2nh. -r) + I, MA. sin(2nf;.. -r) (8.44) 
A.=l A.=0 

5The content of this section was published in [197] 
6In DIA conversion there is no sampling error as in AID conversion, thus the input samples should maintain 

their values. The factor -µ,(t) makes sure that always the correct values z(m) are converted. 
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- mT. Nevertheless, the point is that 
values mare given by the sample~ of 0(-r) at ::anne;·and it is usually these tw? t?at 

the d 0(~) are related in a very straig?tforward ical roblem in a equivalent urning 

~~ ~~e first products of the en~ap:~;:~o~ ~:e\~~~~ the ~mpact of µm to the signal s(t), 

error. Conseque~tl~,:~o::ii ~~~on linear transformation from t ~i~·[l29] Further elab
we need to examtn . h b originally propose . l 

Such a non-linear transform~tlo~ as l~::can be found in [130]. Let us take the 1 -
. n the conditions for which it app 

oration o . (8.45) 
coordinate transformation g : t = ,. + e (,.)',. = y(t) 

. t - -.+ e(-r),. = y(t) 
The nonlinear transformation - . h inverse 

such that for -r = ~~s·~; ~~m+o~~he t-axis into the points mTd o{ ~;-r-~~~a~e:tly, it is 
transforms the p~tn s s th transformation was assume . 

. y(t) exists because e 
function . _ ( ) is of the form 
natural to look if -r - Y t 

y(t) = t - µ(t) 
(8.46) 

d what we have written in eq. (8.41). Indeed such a 

( ) is bounded, base on 
where µ t . . 1· d iven the conditions that 
transformation is va I g 

e(-r) < 1 and µ(t) < l 
(8.47) 

- ' dt 
d-r . (8 45) and (8.46) 

. . O]) It is easy to verify using eq. · . 
hich are not that restncuve (see [13 . The next step is to express y(t) tn the -r 

~at e(-r) = µ(t~, with,. being dependent tot. (8.48) 

domain. We notice that (t) = y(-r + e (-r)) = y8(-r) 
y . . lied in the signal Xs(t) 

h re the transformation is app d h been 
In contrast to the case ~n [~30], w ~ nd in [129] where the same me.tho as 
in the non-uniform timing tn samp~mg, a rrect errors that exist already tn the sampled 
applied in the interpolati~n mechams; tot c~ansformation does not change z(m): 
values z(m), in our situation the coor ma e 

z(m) -t Zg(m), with z(m) = Zg(m) 
(8.49) 

Then in the -r domain we have 

yg(-r) = L,zg(m)8(-r - mTs) 
(8.50) 

m 

. - t - (t) we go back to the t domain 
and with the substitution -r = y(t) - µ 

l """ j·mro,(1-µ(1)) 
- """( )8(t - µ(t) - mTs) = ,.,, z(t - µ(t)) £..ie 

y(t) = y8 (-r) - £.., m ls m 
m 

(8.51) 

h
'ch is what we intuitively found in eq. (8.4~). µ(t) from 0(-r). We have found that 

w i . f . h w to deterrmne f e(-r) at tm 
The only question le t ~s ? . t to evaluate because the values o 

µ(t) = 0(-r) but this equation is d1fficul 
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are unknown. There exist several methods to determine µ(t) such as those proposed 
in [76, 130), however, still from a practical point of view they are difficult to apply in a 
given situation. For example, given a timing error transfer function of the form Ts = Ts (y) 
we are able to evaluate the timing errors µm = e(m1's) = Ts(y(m)) but it appears to be 
quite difficult to obtain the exact timing modulation function µ(t) from µm. In practice, 
however, we may allow the approximation µ(mTs + µm) ~ µ(mTs) on the basis that the 
timing errors µm will be significantly smaller than the period Ts and that the derivative of 
µ(t) will be smaller than one. The approximation is equivalent to saying that µ(t) ~ 0(t). 

The impact of deterministic timing errors in the signal can be interpreted now. The 
function µ(t) modulates the phase of the signal x(t) and of the sampling carrier fs, and 
results in a typical phase, or frequency modulation problem. Bessel-function components 
are created at multiples of the signal tones. The spectral properties of µ(t) and the de
gree of correlation with the signal will determine the products that this phase modulation 
generates. Our next task is to find a solution to eq. (8.41) for an arbitrary function µ(t). 

8.3.2 Non-uniform timing in signal creation 

The signal z(m) is 

p p 

z(m) = L Apcos(wpm1's) = ~{ L ApejwpmTs} 
p=I p=I 

(8.52) 

(it has no DC components) and the timing modulation function is µm = M sin(2n/µmTs). 7 

The magnitude spectrum IY(f)I of y(t) is calculated in appendix A.2. It is given by 

IY(f)I = ; f L 1rp,q,r(Wp~,mrosM)I [8 (!- fs(m,r) ±fA(p,q))] 
s p=I q,m,r 

(8.53) 

where rp,q,r(wpM,mrosM) = Bp,q(WpM)lr(mrosM), Bp,q( WpM) = Aplq( WpM), fA (p, q) = 
fp +qfµ, and fs(m,r) = mfs+ rfµ . 

As expected, µ(t) produces Bessel components at frequencies given by the com
bination of the signal tones at fp, the timing modulation frequency /µ, and the sam
pling frequency / 5 • The magnitude of each component is dependent on Bessel func
tions of the order of the component, the magnitude of the timing modulation M and 
the frequencies contained in the input signal. A conceptual plot of based on a single
sinusoidal input is given in fig. 8.6. The Fourier transformation of a pulse is defined 
with IH(f)I, therefore the magnitude spectrum of the signal s(t) is IH(f)llY(f)I. The 
spectrum in fig. 8.6 is modified according by the spectral shape of the pulse's Fourier 
transform, IH(f)I. If w(m) is converted with rectangular RZ pulses we use z(t) = w(t), 
h(t) = Pr(t) whereas if NRZ pulses are used, we have to use z(t) = w(t) - w(t -Ts) and 
IU(f)I = I l/(j2n/I = I l/(2n/)I similarly to the stochastic case. 

7Having the single tone solution, the extension to multi-tone ,u(t) is trivial. 
7 Symbol M is used here locally. It should not be confused when in other parts of the thesis is used as the 

total number of steps of the DAC. 
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ts -ts/2 

Figure 8.6 Bessel products due to timing modulation. 

8.4 Conclusions 

ts/2 ts 
Frequency 

The combination of the equivalent timing error and the normalized transition concept 
reveals that all problems that belong to the class of timing errors can be embodied in a non
uniform timing process in the signal creation mechanism (DIA function) . This simplifies 
analytical calculations and it allows us to obtain insight of the modulation mechanisms of 
dynamic errors. The problem of the signal creation process with non-uniform timing was 
defined and some parts of it were solved for the purpose of this thesis. 

In particular, we have shown that timing errors cause PPM and PWM (PDM) mod
ulation dependent on the line coding used. While existing literature analyzes very few 
problems in a very specific and approximated way totally unrelated to each other, we 
have shown how all timing relevant problems are united under a common modulation 
description and we have calculated its generic effects. For correlated or deterministic 
timing errors, Bessel functions describe the discrete frequency content of signal errors. 
For stochastic timing errors the spectrum consists of both discrete and continous parts 
dependent on the nature of the correlation. For non correlated White timing errors the 
spectrum consists of a frequency dependent noisy term. The input signal is a key fac
tor that determines the output spectrum artifacts in all mentioned cases. Generally, what 
distinguishes each problem is the type of equivalent timing error function that feeds into 
the PDM modulation mechanism which is a subject of the application of this theory in 
specific problems. 

To give better understanding we have considered the similarities of an FM system. 
Any type of modulating signal that modulates the FM carrier creates a final waveform 
explained by the fundamentals of FM modulation, yet it is specific in its spectral content; 
each modulating signal generates a specific final waveform whose spectral properties rep
resent the signal source. In our case, each modulating signal is the result of a different 
electronic problem that belongs to the same class: timing errors. 

9 

Functional analysis of timing errors 

I N this chapter, two specific t" . . · 1mm errors w . 
. . po mt ~f vi~w, each one examined from a din ill be analyzed m detail from a functional 
Jitter, which Is a global timing error The I e~ent .angle. The first error is clock (timing) 
6.2. ~ about it. The focal point will be thea~~ y~1.s w~ll address .the issues raised in section 
~he !me .coding method. A Nyquist rate blac;-~~at~l~f t~e mput signal properties and 
m.tere~t m the analysis are multi-band si nals T x ':Ill be assumed. Of particular 
will dITect more toward the relation of th! DAC h_e~efore, It can be said that the analysis 

The second error concerns relative ran ':It. a ~ystem. 
!ocal random error. The functional and dom t1i:img maccuracies, which is a spatiall 
m ch~pter 6.2.5 will be addressed. Her:~;::e ~ arc~1te~tur~l issues of this error raised als~ 
ware m relation to the properties of the errors oca po.mt IS ~olely . on the DAC core hard
parameters. The input signals are assumed sin:~:i~:~'.r relat10nsh1p with the architectural 

9.1 Global timing errors: clock jitter 
In this section th · 

. , e genenc analysis conducted i h . . 
problem mtroduced in section 6.2.7. As it n c ~pter 8 Is applied to the clock jitter 
mterested at is the relation between the r:as ~ent10ned _there, the main point we are 
method an~ the output signal spectral resu~ts pert1es of the mput signal, the line coding 

Clock Jitter is a global timing error Fo; this . 
case. The timing errors are assumed ind d analysis we consider only the random 
using th d · epen ent of the signal d h e ran om time series {µ } Th . . . , an t ey can be modeled 

m . e equivalent t1mmg error is given by 

TE(m) =µm 
(9.1) 
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One of the most widely used assumptions in literature is that timing jitter forms a station
ary White Gaussian process. Given that our focus in on the input signal rather than the 
jitter properties, this assumption will be made as well. This gives a characteristic function 

e-4 ir
2
a

2 
!

2
, which can be approximated with 1 - 4n2cr2 f 2 for most practical situations. 

A Nyquist rate DAC is assumed, which means that for a sampling frequency fs = 1 /Ts 
the input signal bandwidth lies within the band from zero to f s/2 Hz. Further details 
about the input signals being examined will be given as the analysis proceeds. The input 
signals considered are single-band signals with flat PSD, multi-band flat PSD signals 
where several separate bands sharing the Nyquist bandwidth, and sinusoidal signals. 

9.1.1 Signal definitions 

Let w(m) be a sequence of voltage, or current domain samples of a CT signal w(t). These 
samples make a DT signal, which is characterized by a PSD in the normalized frequency 
domain by seT(A,) in W /(normalized Hz). The power of this signal is given by Rw(O) . 
The signal s(t) generated from w(m) is characterized in the spectral domain by a PSD 
Ss(f) in W /Hz. In general, the power of s(t) is not the same as the power Rw(O). The 
relationship between normalized and actual spectrum is established by A = f'fs . If sine 
pulses are used for the interpolation, according to the Whittaker-Shannon-Kot'lenikov 
theorem [118] the signal s(t) = w(t) is reconstructed perfectly and the output PSD is 
Ss(f) = Sw(f) . In this case, the power of s(t) = w(t) equals Rw(O). 

Three types of signals will be used, which are explained below. The first is random, 
and it is modelled as a Gaussian WSS bandpass process. It has a flat PSD over a given 
frequency band (B1 ,B2], which is shown in fig. 9.1. Its autocorrelation function is: 

Rw(q) = 0 2 (2irqBzTs) 1 (2irqB1Ts) 
{ 

2S (s sin(2irqBz Ts) _ B sin(2irqB 1 Ts) ) 

2So(B2 -Bi) 

q=j:.O 
q=O 

(9.2) 

Normalized frequency domain 

Ss(f) 

Actual frequency domain 

Ss(f) 

1/2 -fs/2 -8 2 -8 l 

A. (Hz normalized) 

Figure 9.1 Power spectrum of the signals (a) w(m) and (b) w(t). 

8 1 8 2 fs/2 

f (Hz) 

Figure 9.l(b) shows the power spectrum of the perfectly reconstructed signal w(t) 
(Ss(f) = Sw(f)) . It spans from B1 to B2 and lies always within the bounds defined by the 
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Figure 9.2 Bandpass input signal and relevant noise. 

allowed bandwidth [Ii ,12]. The band 
only a fraction of it. The band [! f] ~1;/21 may represent the complete Nyquist band 
to evaluate the noise power, assu~i: d:e ~~s. ~lso the_bandwidth of noise PSD integrati:~ 
of the converter that eliminates ever;thin t1t~o.~s existence of an ideal filter in the output 
and [B1 ,B2] is shown in fig 9 2 g ou si e [!1 ,/2]. The relation between [! "-] 

Th . . . 1,12 
. e second type of signals being examined is also . 

subs1gnals that occupy the available N . random, and It consists of multiple 
yqmst range. The utilization of the spectrum is 

- - - - - - - Ideal filter 

-fs/2 
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. cy mu t1plexed input signal: K .d 
the Nyquist bandwidth. I entical bands occupy 

shown in fig 9 3 Th N . 
. h · · · e yqu1st bandwidth IN - f /2 · d .. 

Wit. a span of IJ.f, indicated with the ind k ~ s Is IVlded in K identical bands 
be mfinitesimal, so that we can describe ea:~ . e~ the separation between the bands 
Ideal filters select the wanted s· I . band m the frequencies [k!J.f (k + l)IJ.f] 
th . p . igna s m each band Co I ' . 

e nmse SD mtegrated within its limits is I . nsequ~nt y, for a given band only 
have rectangular PSD's with a span of IJ.B an;: evant. _The signals occupying the bands 

n amplitude of So, they are identical, and 
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each one is assumed to occupy its associated band completely (!if = 1113). Therefore, the 
power of each individual band is Ps = 2Sol113, fork E { 0, 1, .. , K - 1}. All of these signals 
together make up the signal w(t) in the CT domain signal, or w(m) in the DT domain. Its 
power is Rw( 't' = 0) = 2SofN = Sofs = Rw(q = 0). 

The last signals examined are deterministic and are expressed in the Fourier series 

p 

w(m) = ~{ L ApeJ2nmA.p} (9.3) 
p=I 

where ~{x} is the real argument of x. The autocorrelation function Rw(q) of w(m) is 

P A2 
~ ""' p Rw(q) = £.,, 2' cos(2nqfp'Fs) 

p=I 

(9.4) 

The noise PSD is integrated over the complete Nyquist when compared to the signal. 

9.1.2 Clock jitter with RZ pulses 

A DAC with RZ pulses is considered in this section. The RZ pulses have fixed duration, 
i.e. the timing error of the rising edge is the same as the timing error in the falling edge. 

Single-band signals 

Let us initially assume that the DIA interpolates using sine based pulses. The interpolating 
pulse p(t) = sin(nfTs)/(nfTs) has energy spectral density 

IP(f)l2 = { ~2 f E [-fs/2,fs/2) 
0 elsewhere 

The signal part S(f) of the PSD Ss(f) = S(f) + N(f) is given by 

S(f) = e-4n
2
a

2 
f

2 
L,Sw(f) ~ ( 1 - 4n2CJ2 f 2)Sw(f) 
q 

(9.5) 

(9.6) 

We see that the selective frequency attenuation due to jitter depends with the square of the 
frequency, and with the variance of the jitter. The PSD of the noise term N(f) is 

The noise PSD depends on f 2 . The amplitude of the PSD depends also linearly with the 
variance of the jitter CJ2 and with the total power of the input signal. As expected, the 
PSD shape does not depend on where in the Nyquist band the input signal is located, but 
only on the total power of the input signal. This effect is drawn conceptually in fig . 9.4 
(the filtering due to jitter is not drawn). 
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Figure 9.4 Noise PSD conceptual diagram for RZ pulses. 

The signal factor "' (f "- ) · . 
'l'P 1,J2 1s provided by 

Ss(f) 
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I I 
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1 I 
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f--;;.. fs/2 

l/fp(/1,f2)=1/fp(B1,B2)=2 {Bi ~(l-4n2<J2f2)dJ- 1 8n2CJ2 
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and we can use 111Loss = _1_ 8n20 2 [ 3 (9 8) 't'p 2 - B -B3 · . 
removed due to jitter (beca~e sfnc p 21 1] to de~cnbe the fraction of the power R (0) 
Th · u ses are used m th b .. w 

e noise power factor calculated is , ea sence Of Jitter l/fp(/1,/2) = 1). 

(! [h 4n2CJ2/2 2 2 
Xp 1,/2) = 2 Jr df = ~!!_!!__ [ 3 3 

!1 Is 3 Is !2 - Ji] (9.9) 

There.fore, the total noise integrated over the b 
band is l?cated within the Nyquist ran e If and (!1 ,/2] depends on where exactly the 
freque.nc1es (obviously, the signal PSD? . [!1 ,h] IS re-allocated from lower to higher 
~he noise PSD N(!) stays exactly the s~:::-~icated a~ well within the new [!1 ,/2]) then 
mtegrated over the frequency span /J,./ = . - wev~r, ecause N(!) is not flat, the noise 
frequency /1 increases. Combining the (2 /1 will not be the same when the starting 
becomes wo actors from eq. (9.8) and (9.9) the SNR 

SNR = l/fp(/l ,/2) 
Xp(/1 ,h) ~ (xpCf1J2))-1 (9.10) 

Notice that the SNR is inde ende . 
frequencies Ii and /2. p nt of the amplitude of the PSD and depends only on the 

_Two limiting cases can be evaluated· ti 
available bandwidth (B1 = f, B - . rst, when the bandpass signal occupies all th 

~ared to noise of the total N~~u~s~~~e ~~d ~~o~d, when the bandpass signal is com~ 
ecomes 1 - 'J2 = ls/2). In the first case, the SNR 

For the second case 
SNR= Xp(B1 ,B1 +1113)-1 

(9.11) 

(9.12) 
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Notice that the fraction lflJ;'oss of the power removed from the signal is smaller than the 
fraction Xp(OJN) of the signal power that appears as noise. 

We proceed next examining the role of the sampling frequency. Let initially the rect
angular PSD of the signal and the band [Ii ,/2] to remain the same when the sampling 
frequency changes. Eq. (9.7) shows that the amplitude of the noise PSD drops linearly 
(10 dB/dee or 6 dB/oet) in all the frequencies when the sampling frequency increases 
because noise spreads in a wider bandwidth. Hence, the SNR increases with 10 dB/dee. 
For example, for Ji= 0, h = fN, and OSR = fs/(2fN) eq. (9 .10) gives: 

30SR 
SNR-;:::, 2 2 2 (9.13) 

4tr (J fN 

Next, it assumed that the bands [!1 ,!2] and [B1 ,B2] follow the variations offs. This 
happens when the same sequence of samples w(m) is converted, only that the sampling 
rate of the DAC becomes higher. Since all frequency parameters scale proportionally to 
fs, whereas the amplitude of the PSD So stays the same, the power of the signal and its 
bandwidth scale proportionally to fs. A reduction of 20 dB/ dee results for the SNR. For 
example, if the noise is calculated over the whole Nyquist range (f1 = O,f2 = f s/2), the 
advantage of noise spreading is canceled, because the bandwidth of integration increases 
linearly with fs . and the noise in this extra integration bandwidth depends on f 2. Hence, 
a net result of -20dB/dec offs variation applies for the SNR. 

Let us look now for possible differences when rectangular RZ pulses are used: 

(t) _ { 1 fort E [O, To] and IP (f)l2 = y,2sin2 (11:fTo) 
Pr - 0 Otherwise r 0 (11:fT0)2 (9.14) 

The width To of p,(t) is small enough to avoid overlapping. The signal term PSD is 

S(f)"'__!._sin2(nfTo)(l-4 2 2!2)~S (!- F) 
"' 'fs2 (trf)2 1t (j 7 W q}S 

(9.15) 

The filtering due to jitter remains the same as in the sine case, but the rectangular pulse 
introduces a sine spectral distortion. The noise PSD is 

4<J2 8<J2 
N(f)-;:::, - sin2(nfTo)Rw(O) = -T. sin2(nfTo)SoM 

Ts s 
(9.16) 

which indicates that the noise PSD depends on a sinusoidal function of the frequency and 
the pulse duration Ts . Compared to eq. (9.7), the N(f) of eq. (9.16) is f}TJ- times smaller 
(To< Ts , and for most of the Nyquist bandwidth sin(nfTo)-;:::, nfTo). For To= Ts/2, close 
to the Nyquist frequency their difference is enlarged by approximately 1 dB more. 

The signal power factor= 1/frU1 ,!2) in a given band [!1, /2] is 

2 [ 8
2 T0

2 sin2(nfTo) 2 2 2 
1/fr(f1,J2) = lf1,(B1 ,B2) = Rw(O) }

81 
'fs2 (nfTo)2 (1-4n CJ f )Sodf 

= _l_ {B2 TJ- sin2(nfTo) df - Loss 

M }B1 T} (nfTo) 2 lflr 

(9.17) 
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The noise factor X ( .r !: ) 
r J 1, 2 and the SNR are given by 

( l h 4<J2 Xr !1,fi = 2 _ · 2 4<J2 . 
) 11 Ts sm (nfTo)df = T (ti_ Ji + sm(2nf1 To) _ sin(2nf2To)) 

s (2nTo) (2nTo) 

(9.18) 

( .r /: ) _l_ rB2 !i_ sin2(11:fTo) 
SNR = 1/fr J 1, 2 -;:::, M JB1 T,2 (11:fToJ1--df 

Xr(fl J2) Xr(fl ,t2) (9.19) 

'J_'he SNR nominator can not be approximated . . 
s~nc at~enuation in the frequency domain whi with I, s~nce the rectangular pulse gives a 
sign~! is close to the Nyquist frequenc ' H ch results m power loss especially when the 
~ppl1es to both signal and noise parts y. owever, the effect of the pulse is linear and 
identical to the calculations for the sin'c cconseiue;tly the relative signal to noise power is 
the RZ pulse is the signal to noise level ase. n a~t, no matter what the specific shape of 
use the same formulas to express the SNJ.ower rat10 stays the same. Therefore, we may 

Multi-band signals 

Theyrevious paragraphs showed the s ectral . 
partially or fully a bandwidth from / to !: re;ults for a smgle band signal that occupies 
th~or~ to see what happens in signals ~hat c~·nsi~t t:e next paragraphs we will apply the 
prm~1ples of frequency division multipl . Th f su.b-s1gnals placed according to the 
sect10n 9.1.1. exmg. e details about this signal were given in 

The noise PSD N(f) h . 
at t e output is determined by the power of w( m). The PSD is 

N(j) = ~4 2 2/2 l s 1C CJ Rw(O) = 4n2<J2/2So 
(9.20) 

which is amplified by a factor of K = s 
of a system with only one band f / (2AB) compared to the PSD in eq. (9 7) 
ur (kAB (k present and the same .r L " . . 
'f'P , + l)AB) and X (kAB (k+ l)AB) . Js· et 1or simplicity replace 
1/fp(k) -;:::, 1 and with P ' With 1/fp(k,AB) and Xp(k,AB). Then with 

(9.21) 

SNR(k) = 1/fp(k,AB) = 1 1 

Xp(k ,AB) Xp(k,AB)~ = Xp(k,AB)K (9.22) 

Compared to the situation with on! . 
and B1 = (k + 1 )AB), the SNR has de~~;eds~nalfband present (eq. (9.11) with B1 = kAB 

e y a actor K because the noise power in all 
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Th SNR in each k band is different, :-Vith 
frequencies has increased by ~he ~ame factor~nci:s having less SNR. This is the direct 
the frequency bands located m higher_ frei~D A comparison between the single band 
result of the 12 dependence of th~ nmse . fl 9 5 for CJ /Ts= 0.001 (e.g. I psec for 
system and the multi-band system is sho:n. i~e;k i~dicates the spectral band out of the 
I GHz fs). For the single band system, t em 
K available that the signal can occupy. 
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F. 9 5 SN R as a function of the band k. 
1gure • ·se 

. ure 9 5(a) indicates a factor of IO more nm _ 
As expected from the equations, fig . b F 9 5(b) shows the difference m 

d t n the bands num er. ig. . A 24 dB between the two indepen en o both s stems, which is the same. . 
SNR in dB between subsequent bands ffior t nd t~e last bands for both systems, while . (') . observed between the rs a 
difference .. is in the first couple of bands. . 
most of the differences occur "th the following two systems. . ill be made now wi 

A final companson w . · t I" The signals 
f h vious scenario operating a Js· h The multi-band system used or .t e pre ted all together. The SNR for eac I. d . h DT domam then conver 

are multiplexe mt e ' fi d SNR(k) 
band in the output of the DAC is de ne as . h h k-th 

2AB - I" /K each w ere eac "th K _ 10 DACs clocked at fs2 = - Js ' 2. A system w1 -
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sub-signal is converted independently from the rest, then frequency multiplexed in 
the analog domain ideally. The SNR of each DAC's output is defined as SNR2. 

The SNR2 is given by eq. (9.12) replacing Is with fs2 , thus 

SNR(k) 1 

SNR; = 1 +3k+3k2 (9.23) 

The main difference between the two scenarios is that in the second system all K signals 
have SNR2 = SNR(O) because they are converted individually and identically, whereas in 
the first one, the SNR(k) drops significantly from band to band. A large difference of up 
to 24 dB appears. If this difference is extrapolated to a reduction of the spread of timing 
errors, such that all bands can have at least 60 dB SNR, then the clock signal accuracy 
should increase by a decade (CJ reduced from 1 psec to 0.1 psec) ! In other words, for a 
given multi-band system, there is a tradeoff between the number of bands used in it, and 
the clock accuracy. This tradeoff defines that to sustain the same SNR as the number of 
bands increases, the clock accuracy should increase proportionally. 

Consequently, a frequency modulated system is highly sensitive to timing jitter be
cause the power of all the bands being converted by a single DAC affects the noise level 
inside each individual band. The SNR from band to band drops considerably. In practice, 
frequency multiplexing of more than 10 bands is used, indicating why timing jitter is such 
a great limitation for wideband performance. 

Sinusoidal signals 

The results for sinusoidal signals are straightforward to obtain. The only difference is that 
we have to use the autocorrelation function given in eq. (9.4) and the PSD described by 

P A2 
Sw(f) = L ; (8(!- fp) + 8(! + fp)) 

p=I (9.24) 

With sine pulses the noise PSD N(f) is 

N(J) ~ _1. T,
2 
(1 - ,-«'a' t' )Ii. ( 0) "' 7;41'2a 2f 2 li.(O) ~ 4 7;1'2a2f 2 f A~ (9.25) 

Ts p=I 2 

where as the signal term S(f) becomes 

2 2 2 2 2 2 P A2 
S(f) = e-

4
11: cr f Sw(f) ~ (l -4n CJ f ) L J (8(!- fp) + 8(! + fp)) 

p=I (9.26) 

If rectangular pulses were used, then the PSD's should be filtered by the ESD of that 
pulse, and not that of the sine pulse. This results in a different PSD for signal and noise, 
however, since the pulse has no impact on the SNR, we can use eq. (9.10) and (9.9). 
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The SNR for a single sinusoid can be easily calculated. It is 

(9.27) 

This is the same result as the one usually found in DIA literature using Taylor approxima
tions [67] on ideal sinusoids, and neglecting the relationship between pulse shape, input 
signal properties, and output noise spectrum. However, had it been for noise calculations 
within a sub-band [!1 ,J2] of the Nyquist band, the results would be different because of 
the PSD dependency with frequency. 

9.1.3 Clock jitter with NRZ pulses 

The impact of jitter is calculated now for NRZ pulses. Remember that the difference with 
respect to the RZ pulses is that the power of the input signal's derivative replaces the 
power of the signal itself as the important property of the input signal relevant to noise 
generation. 

Single-band signals 

The same procedure is followed as in the RZ pulse case. First we find the power of the 
difference signal i1w(m). The calculation is based on Rl'i.w(q) = 2Rw(q) - Rw(q + 1) -
Rw(q- 1) and results in 

(9.28) 

From this equation it can be seen that if the signal's PSD is shifted in a different starting 
frequency, the power of the difference signal changes: the higher the starting frequency, 
the higher the power of the difference signal. The numerical example shown in fig. 9.6 
helps to understand this effect. The plot is parametric against the width Af3 occupied 
by Sw(f) . Dependent on how wide the initial PSD is, there exist a corresponding point 
at which the derivative of the signal has larger power than the signal itself (when ratio 
is zero the power of the derivative is the same as that of the signal). From Rl'i.w(q) = 
2Rw(q) - Rw(q + 1) - Rw(q - l) we know that the maximum value of this ratio is 2, 
hence 6dB. If the signal occupies all the Nyquist range (Bi = O,B2 = fN), the ratio is 
6dB. 

Next, the noise and signal PSD are calculated. They are given by 

S(f) = si~;j~~) e-4n2a2 !2 ~Sw(f - qfs) ~ si~;jzj~) (1 - 4n2a2 f2) ~Sw(f - qfs) 

(9.29) 
1 8 

N(f) = T. Rl'i.w(O)a2 = -a2 So [Af3 - (B1 + Af3)sinc[2n(B1 + !ill)'fs] + B1sinc[2nB1 Ts]] 
s Ts 

(9.30) 
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Figure 9.6 Ratio R (O)/R (O) 
Llw w for the rectangular PSD signal 

The noise PSD is very different from that 
dependence. For NRZ pulses the noise p~';~d for RZ pulses, which had a frequency 
~owe~er, the amplitude of the PSD de end is consta~t all over the frequency band. 
signal is located. This effect is sho p s on whe~e m the spectrum the PSD of the 

-
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wn conceptually with fig. 9 7 Wh th . . 
· · en e mput signal 
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fs/2 
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Figure 9.7 Noise PSD conceptual diagram for NRZ pulse 

PSD is shifted at higher frequencies the c . 
level depends on the jitter variance e~actly ~~s:~:ts noise floor r~ses. In addition, the noise 

The next step .is to calculate the SNR Th ame ~ay as m the RZ case. 
· e 1/lr factor 1s 

1f!r(J1 ,h) = 1/fr(B1,B2) ~ _1 { 81
+M sin2(nf'fs) 

Af3}B1 (nfT.)2 df (9.31) 
Calculation of the X (I'. +. ) s 

u J 1,12 power proportionality factor gives 

XuU1 ,/2) = ~ a 2(f2 _fl)= 3_a2!1f 
wh · h · . s Ts (9.32) 
ct· ic is mdependent of the absolute values of 

ifference 11/ and on the magnitudes of the .. tt !1 a~d /2, and depends only on their 
JI er vanance and the sampling frequency. 
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The SN R becomes 

_L rB2 sin2(n/Ts) df 
lflr MJ JB1 (nfT,)2 

SNR= 
[~~(~j] Xu - 4 (1- (Bi;:8l sinc(2n(B1 +M)Ts) + ~sinc(2nB1T,;)) a 2 fsllf 

(9.33) 

Due to the flat PSD of the noise, the SNR depends linearly with the noise integration 
bandwidth !lf. Similarly to the RZ case, the SNR does not depend on the amplitude of 
the signal PSD. 

120r-~~"~ ........ ~~-,---,...,..,~"T!'l~--,~,-..-,.""?=!:=======~:-r"!"'1 

iD 
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Figure 9.8 SNR vs B1 for Af3 being a parameter. 

. . - . .. 

The impact of spectral allocation of a signal with fixed power will be studied now 
in more detail. We plot the SNR using eq. (9.33) in fig. 9.8 for a signal that occupies a 
fixed bandwidth Af3 but its starting frequency B1 is gradually shifted in higher frequencies 
within the Nyquist band, as it is shown in fig. 9.7. The noise is integrated within the total 
Nyquist range, i.e. f1 = 0 and h = fN. If the noise was integrated only within the band 
[B1 ,B2], then the SNR would incn:ase by fN / Af3. It can be noticed in fig. 9.8 that before 
B1 reaches the same order of magnitude with Af3, the SNR is defined solely by Af3. The 
worse-case slope is 20 dB/dee for very narrowband signals (discrete tones in the limit). 
In addition, observe that the SNR of a very narrow signal located almost at the Nyquist 
frequency (Af3 = 0.001 Hz and B1 = 0.49 Hz is worse by 6dB than a signal that covers 
the complete Nyquist range (Af3 = 0.49 Hz, B1 = 0.01 Hz)! 

Multi-band signals 

Let the input signal be composed of multiple bands. The power of the signal w( m) which 
consists of K signals multiplexed in frequency domain was given by Rw(O) = Sofs· It is 
then easy to calculate that the power of the signal !lw(m) is 2Rw(O) = 2Sofs· This power 
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determines the PSD of th . . . e noise, which is 

N(J) = ; Rw(O)a2 = !:._Sof; a2 
. s Ts s (9.34) 

The last mgredients for the SN R c . 
and Xu(kM, (k+ l)M) - alcuiat10? are the factors lflr(kM, (k+ l)M) -
substitutions. Therefore~ Xu(k, M) descnbed by eq. (9.31) and eq. (9.32) with~h~r~;~~: 

lflr(k,M) ~ -1_ J/k+l)MJ sin2(nf1S) 
MJ kMJ (nfT,)2 df and Xu(k,M) = f;a2Af3 

Using these factors, it can be found that SNR(k) is 
(9.35) 

SNR(k) = lflr(k,M) - lflr(k,M) 
Xu(k,M)~(O) - Xu(k,Af3)2K (9.36) 

which is a factor 2K worse than the case wher 
trally moved in steps of kA n C e only one band is present and . 
I un. ompared to the RZ is spec
arg~r. However, in the NRZ multi-band cas~, the SNR reduction is a factor 2 

of different bands. system, there is no difference between the SNR 
Let us compar h e now t ese results with the 

r~te_I[' then frequency multiplexed in the analo;~e w~ere each band is converted sepa
s~m1 ar example given for the RZ pulses Let omam after the DAC according to the 
signal be SNR3. After the calculations w~ find the SNR of each stand alone DAC output 

SNR(k) J/k+I)MJ sin2(n/Ts) - = kl>B (nfT,)2 dj _
2 SNR3 J/B sini(nfTsK) K ~ K-2 

O (nfTsK)2 df (9.37) 

which indicates that the reduction in SNR is r . 
?ands. For the values used in the RZ fi p oport10nal to the square of the number of 
it ranges from 19 to 22 fork= 1 t k ~ase or~· the reduction is roughly 20dB ( t 11 

Sinusoidal signals 

o - 10 (the mtegrals have values around 1). ac ua y 

~or sinusoid;! signals the signal is given b 
zl>(w(~) = Lp=I 2A~sin2 (nfpTs)cos(2nfi ~)q. (9.3), the autocorrelation of !lw(m) by 

!) Is defined by the following two equ~~osns~nd the power spectrum Ss(J) = S(J) + 

(9.38) 

(9.39) 
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The result is 
2 (j2 LP 2 . 2 ( f T. ) (9.40) 

c1 R~ (O)f == - Apsm rt p s PN :=: - t;w s y2 
Ts s p=l 

p A2 sin2 (itfpTs) 
Lp=I P (itfpTs)2 (9.41) 

SNR == 4+2<T2 ~P - A2 sin2(rtfpTs) 
JsV .l..p-l p 

. . tion matches the Taylor approximations commonly 
With some simplifications, this equa . the sampling mechanism (AID), but assumed 

d for the analysis of jitter that appears m 
use n [4 131] 
to be valid for the DIA case as we , d : hf << f the SNR becomes 

. .d · h - 1 an wit t s, 
For a single smus01 wit P - ' 

SNR== (4rt2c12ff)-t and, 
SNR == -20log10(c1ft) -15.96 dB 

(9.42) 

. l se where the D/ A jitter effects are 

which is the same resu~t as.~or th; R~ ~~~~~an~t~~:h~;although !1 < < fs can be satisfi~d 
the same as AID sampling Jitter. ts o ch that the each sine functions can be repl.ace~ y 
easily it is not true that f P < < fs su d" f ished aoain between the OSR situation, 

1 S~mpling frequency scaling can be is infgu owith the same amplitude, and the 
. . d . the same requency ) F 

where the sinusoid is still locate in . hf (the same samples are converted faster . or 
situation where it scales in frequency w~N;- OSR/(4627t2 J[), ie. SNR increases 3-dB 
the first scenario eq. (9.42) changes to d - . SNR == osR-2 /(4a27t2 ff). 
each time OSR doubles. For the secon scenario, 

9.1.4 Summary db d on the modeling developed in 
k · · tt was presente ase . ) 

A functional analysis of cloc Jl .er ed random (WSS bandpass Gaussian process 
the previous chapter. Th~ analysis assumthe DAC input signal, RZ and NRZ pulses, and 
and deterministic (sinusoidal). models ~:in focus was the relation between the en:ors .the 
White Gaussian jitter propert1e~. The i nals that are defined by the system using it: 
DAC generates, and th~ pr.~perues of the se~ to modify the position of the pulse but not its 

For RZ pulses, timing Jitter was assum h . PSD level depends linearly to the total 
duration. The principle i~sue here is thag a~~~~R of the output signal wer~ calcul.ated. 
power of the DT input signal. The PS t b havior progressively increasing at higher 
The noise PSD shows a frequency.depend~n as: si nal,is shifted inside the Nyquist ra~ge 
frequencies, but it stays the.same if a b::n~tant :hen it is shifted at higher frequencies. 
because the power of the signal stays d . h. her because of its frequency dependent 
However, the noise PSD at the new ~an is ~~e si nal power within this band. As a 
PSD the noise power increases relative~~ tof :cy was also calculated. The impact 
result, the SNR drops. The role of s~mp l~~d:~1~~he same signal samples are conve~ed 
of its scaling depends on the a~~;~~~;: but if the signal PSD i~ the same th~ n;~~ 
just at higher rates then t~e nd th~ SNR improves. Finally, it was shown t at 
spreads ~~t of the band of interest l:e shape selected, but the PSD is not. 
is insens1t1ve to the type of RZ pu 
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For NRZ pulses, timing jitter assumed to modify the signal transition from one value 
to the next, thus the duration of the pulses. The principle issue here is that the noise PSD 
level depends on the total power of the DT input signal derivative. The PSD and SNR of 
the output signal were also calculated. It was shown that the noise PSD does not show 
a frequency dependent behavior as in the RZ case. However, because the power of the 
derivative of the DT input bandpass signal increases when it is shifted at higher frequen
cies, the frequency independent noise floor level increases accordingly. As a result, the 
noise level increases relatively to the signal power, and the SNR drops. 

Significant insight was obtained for multi-band signals, which is a side of D/A jitter 
analysis -among many other- not present in literature. The PSD and SNR were calculated, 
and it was shown that SN R is a strong function of the number of bands contained in the 
Nyquist range for both RZ and NRZ pulses. Because the noise level all over the spectrum 
depends on the total power, or power of derivative, of the DT signal fed to the DAC -
it contains all the sub-signals of the bands-, the noise level in each band individually is 
highly affected. For a number of K bands, the SNR drops from band to band considerably 
for RZ, but it stays constant for NRZ pulses. However, the SNR at the lower frequency 
bands of the RZ case is smaller than the constant SNR of the NRZ case. In addition, for 
both pulses the SNR drops proportionally to the number of bands. A tradeoff emerged 
between the number of bands K and the required clock accuracy to sustain a constant 
SNR level in each band. The tradeoff indicates that the required timing accuracy of the 
clock signal driving the DAC has to be extremely high as the number of bands increases. 
Finally, the PSD for sinusoidal signals was also found for both pulses and they were 
compared with existing simplified results existing in literature. 

A natural extension of the clock jitter analysis for RZ pulses is the incorporation of 
independent timing errors in the rising and falling edge of a rectangular shaped pulse. This 
case is often discussed in literature and seems to approximate better the circuit reality of 
RZ DACs. It is often stated that RZ DACs with such type of jitter gives more noise 
than a NRZ DACs. The only explaination given is that independent jitter to both pulse 
transient edges is expected to give a 6 dB difference than in the NRZ case. The presented 
theoretical analysis indicates that the effects are usually much more than that; the PSD is 
expected to be affected as well given that both the positioning and the duration of the RZ 
pulse are modified. This analysis was left out of this thesis. 

9.2 Local timing errors: relative timing precision 

In this section a detailed functional analysis of spatially local random timing errors is 
presented.1 The description of the problem was given in section 6.2.5. The analysis is 
primarily focused on the relationship between the abstract timing errors of the individual 
transients, the architectural parameters involved in the error generation mechanism, and 
the errors in sinusoidal signals. It concerns mainly issues inner to the DAC. 

1 The content of this section was published in [20 l]. 
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9.2.1 Equivalent timing error calculation 

Local timing errors are either spatially random or deterministic. A thorough investigation 
of the random case will be presented in this section. We assign to each of the 2N - 1 
unit DA Cs a timing error µ 1, i E { 1, .. , 2N - 1}. This means that during switching on/off, 
each unit DAC delays a bit more or less according to its timing error µJ. In the ideal 
case µ1 = 0, or constant, for every j. The equivalent timing error for each code-to-code 
transition is given by eq. (8.6) 

(9.43) 

The equivalent timing error function is the average of all timing errors of the unit DACs 
switching from code w(m- 1) to w(m), and represents another manifestation of the law 
of the large numbers. A more general way to see this effect, is to see it as windowed 
averaging operation [132] where the window size is determined by the number of steps 
involved, and by the type of coding applied to the DAC. 

Each µJ is assumed an independent identical distributed variable with zero mean and 
variance CY2 • Eq. (9.43) defines a random variable, which is the mean of a set of identical 
and independent random variables [123]. The variance of the TE will be 

2 
2 2 CY 

CYTE(w(m), w(m-1)) = E{TE(w(m), w(m- 1)) } = lw(m) -w(m- l)I (9.44) 

The physical meaning of this variance is that when code transitions include a large 
number of unit steps the error converges to its mean value, which is zero in this case. 
Therefore, for the same distribution of timing errors, the larger the number of unit ele
ments, the better the averaging effect. 

Fig. 9.9(a) shows the four trials with Gaussian distributed errors (zero mean, and 
CY= 10 psec) generated with MATLAB for a 6 bit thermometer DAC (63 elements). In 
fig. 9. lO(b) the equivalent timing errors are calculated using eq. (9.43). The x-axis of 
fig. 9.9(b) is a step starting from code zero, and ending at code w for w E {O, 1, ... ,63}. 
Each step then uses ~w = w - 0 = w elements. For small steps, the equivalent timing 
error is large because only very few elements are used. In fact, the starting step will not 
start always from zero, but this scenario is sufficient for demonstration. As the step-size 
becomes larger, the average gets closer to its mean value (zero in this case). For roughly 
more than 20 elements per code-to-code step Te becomes a smooth function of ~w. 

Let us consider now different thermometer DACs with resolutions ranging from 3 to 
6 bits. The timing errors have the same properties (Gaussian, same sigma, zero mean) 
and all DACs cover the same analog full scale: if /ps is the full scale current, the unit 
current is I = fps/ (2N - 1). For a spread CY = 10 psec, representative distributions of the 
timing errors are shown in 9.lO(a). For each resolution NE {3,4,5 ,6}, 2N - 1 timing 
errors are plotted. Then in fig. 9. lO(b) the equivalent timing error function for each N for 
transitions between zero and a code w is evaluated. As long as the number of elements 
involved in transitions is comparable when different N are used, the equivalent timing 
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error show:s similar hard-nonlinear behavior. How 
the averag10g effect and the larger th . . ever, the larger the resolution the larger 

The TE functions are plotted vs et~eg10~ IO which the TE is smoother. 
range of the DAC (fps) the benefit~ t co e-to-code steps normalized to the full scale 
9.11 we see clearly that as the resolut~ rn_creased averaging are seen easier. From fig 
s h 10n 10creases the eq · 1 . . · 
moot er, even for transitions that mva ent tlmmg error becomes 

f< cover a small percenta f h ti 
even or resolutions of 6 bits there is . . ti ge o t e ull scale. However 
that can be covered with a code t ads1gm c~nt percentage of the full range (10 - 2001 )' 
h - o-co e step m wh. h h . 70 

ard non-linear behavior. In other words f~r ic t e e~u1vale?t timing error shows 
much worse than in large amplitude sig 1, b smaller ~mp!Jtude signals the effects are 
few elements that reduces the averagingn:f;~ct~cause their code transitions include only a 

~efore we proceed with some calculations of . . 
mar1ze our observations with respect to how th th~ impact. o~ TE m the signal, we sum

e equivalent t1mmg error is generated· 
I Th · . 
. e ~qm_valent timing error results from a wind . 

dow IS given by the number of swit h. 1 owed weighted averaging. The win
termined by the coding scheme -th c mg e e~ents, and the weighting factor is de-
w . h d ermometer m the exampl h 

e1g te averaging belongs to the cat f . . es s own. A windowed 
egory o non-linear signal processing 

2. The i r · . 
mp icat10ns of this functional behavior of . . 

the law of the large numbers· for a ti d d. ~he ~1mmg errors is interpreted via 
. xe 1str1but1on of local timing errors, the 
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larger the number of units employed to ma. e lent timing error function is. This 

· h moother the eqmva · ed 
larger the resolution, t e s IA'::. f the relation with the signal is concern . 

d 1/vl'l.was aras 
means that TE depen s . l . hard-nonlinearity for 

r d tput amplitude resu t m . 
3. Transitions with low norma l~:re~~ larger normalized amplitude transitions give a 

the equivalent timing en:or, w 

smooth nonlinear behav10r. t of the elements such 
. h t ops up is a re-arrangemen 

4. The key algorithmic ll~su~ t ;ep~ the averaging is efficient. 
that even for low amp itu e s 

2 2 Signal error calculation 9 . . 

The output signal is =d=es~c~r~ib_e_d_b~y-e--:q::::---:-;-:;;-:=:;;--::~f:~ 
s(t) = u(t) @ L,l'l.w(m)5(t -mTs µ(m)) 

(9.45) 

L-----=~m=========~~~\l (9.46) 
(!i.Cm) = TE(w(m),w(m-1)2j . 

erate harmonic distortion, and the har~onic prod-
Spatially random local timing errors gen h ·n be mixing products of the signal com-

PDM effects. This means that t ere w1 
ucts cause 
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ponents with the frequency components present in µ(m). In section 8.3 we have seen 
how for example a single component/µ of a general µ(m) function is mixed with the fre
quency components of the signal w(m). An obvious question is what kind of components 
are present in µ(m) given in eq. 9.46. 

If the function TE was a linear function of w(m), e.g. TE(w) = Kw, where IC is ex
pressed in sec, then the content of µ(m) would be (spectral-wise) the same as that of 
w(m) scaled accordingly, of course. However, for spatially local errors TE is a non-linear 
function of w (see eq. (9.43), and the examples in fig. 9.9 and 9.10). Consequently, the 
spectral content of µ(m) contains already more components than the signal w(m) does. 
These components will modulate the components of the signal w(m) and the result will 
be the generation of Bessel components as explained in the previous chapter. 

The complexity of the transfer function Te(w(m), w(m - 1)) makes very difficult to 
find a closed form solution of the spectrum with the straightforward application of µ(m) 
in eq. (8.41) and (8.53). Under some assumptions, spatially deterministic local timing 
errors prove to be more convenient for such calculations [199]. The problem can be 
circumvented to a certain extend calculating the expected average error power. It should 
be pointed out that random does not mean that noise is generated! The randomness of 
the cause is reflected in the signal in that for every different IC sample (chip), different 
distortion levels will be present in its normal operation for the same input signal; all IC's 
will show spectral distortion products at the same frequencies, but each one with different 
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amplitudes. 
We start by calculating the error per transition 

( ) 
TE(w(m) ,w(m-1)) A ( ) 

em = Ts uW m 
(9.47) 

where the values w(m) are given in current. The probabilistic autocorrelation Re(m,n) = 
E{e(m)e(m+ m)} of e(m) with respect to the random variables µj is given by 

(9.48) 1 Re(m,n) = T
2

Aw(m)Aw(m+n)Rh(m,n) 
s 

where (9.49) 
Rre(m,n) = \Aw(m)\\Aw(m+n)\min(\Aw(m)\,\Aw(m+n)\) 

is the probabilistic autocorrelation of TE. Obviously, for n = 0 the variance Rre(m,O) = 
af E (m, m - 1) given in eq. (9 .44) results. The expected signal error power Re (m, 0) gives 

Aw(m)2 a2 

Re(m,O) = afe T2 = T2 \Aw(m)\ 
(9.50) 

s s 

and the time averaged value of Re(m ,O) becomes 

(9.51) (J2 

Pe = (Re(m,O)) = T2 (\Aw(m)\) 
s 

Eq. (9.50) gives the average power of the error signal caused by random local errors. This 
result is different from the NRZ jitter result from eq. (9.41) on the way the power of the 
error depends on the signal: the local error power is related with w(m) via (\Aw(m)\) , 
whereas for global timing errors (e.g. random jitter) 'with NRZ pulses the error power 
depends on R6.w(O) = (Aw(m)2). This precisely the result of different modulation of each 
class of errors. Local errors are described by the averaging principle whereas global errors 

The total power of the error signal will be calculated next, when the input signal is are not. 

given by eq. (9.3). After the calculations of the term \Aw(m)\ we find 

(9.52) p 
\Aw(m)\ = L 2Ap\sin(rtfpTs)sin(21tfpTs(m- l/2))\ 

p=I 

Because the signal frequencies are bounded in the Nyquist range, it can be found that 

(9.53) 
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is en calculated as The Signal to total Distortion ratio (SDR) . th 

P, yf _ A2 / 2 sin
2
(nfpTs) 

SDR = ~ = P- 1 P (nfeTs)2 
Pe 4a2fl/n2.,:= 1 sin(nlp1's)A (9.54) 

where we have counted in the si na P 
counted .in the signal error powe: as 1:~7e~the lo~s due to the sine function, since it is 
that the mput signal is a full scale single . . pr~ctJc~l formula is obtained if we assume 
A = 1 /2(2N - 1) ::: 2N-I wh . sinusoid with fi < < Is · Then its am · · 
is greatly simplified to , ere N is the resolution of the assumed DAC Th plh1tude is · en t e SDR 

SDR= Ai 
81ifsa2 

and then easily translated in dB to 
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isDR 301( . N-l)-10log10(a2lifs) 9.03dBI 
From e (9 

56 
(9.56) 

. . q. . ), we see that the SDR de en 
trans1t10ns that cover the full scale si nal p ds on three parameters: the number of unit 
errors (a), the signal frequency fi a!d thrange (el~pressed as a function of N), the timing 

0 

· ' e samp mg rate Is· The SDR 

increases 3 dB p b. er extra it, under the assumption that the errors are fixed with N; 
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0 reduces 20 dB/dee with the spread a; 

O reduces 10 dB/dee with the signal and sampling frequencies. 

The comparison of theory and simulations is demonstrated in fig. 9.12. The simulations 
are based on MATLAB code that models the individual time delays of each thermometer 
transition. For each mean value shown in the figure, 50 runs were considered. The vertical 
lines show the 3<J spread of the SDR. If !1 is fixed within a fixed Nyquist frequency band 
fN, and the sampling rate scales with fs = 2fN · OSR then 

I SDR = 3(N-1) -20log10(a)-10log(fifN) -10log10(0SR)-12.03 I (9.57) 

Therefore, the SDR drops with 3 dB when the OSR doubles. Observe that this result 
declares exactly the opposite behavior with respect to clock jitter error power, that reduces 
by 3 dB when OSR doubles! 

The SDR given in eq. (9.57) assumes a sinusoid that fits to the full scale range of 
the DAC. When a full scale signal is used to demonstrate the SDR of the DAC for errors 
that have a significant dependence with the digital input amplitude, then the results show 
only a best case situation. We have seen in section 9.2.1, the larger the number of ele
ments involved in a transition, the better the transition errors average; in the signal, if the 
amplitude A 1 of the sinusoid doubles, the SDR improves by 3 dB. 

9.2.3 High level architectural parameter tradeoffs: segmentation 

In this subsection high level tradeoffs in segmented CS DACs will be discussed. It is 
indeed desirable to use the high level analysis results in design methodology defining 
simple formulas that can guide a designer for the optimal level of architectural parameters 
when there is a set of specifications available. However, one should be very careful not to 
come to early conclusions unless the electronic issues of timing error generation are very 
well understood. Otherwise, significant misinterpretation of the high level analysis can be 
made. This section examines briefly how this can happen, and defines the specific goals 
of the analysis that follows in the next chapter. 

In a CS DAC a major architectural parameter is the number of bits in the partitioning 
between thermometer and binary segments. This is called segmentation. In f8] a design 
methodology is proposed to exploit optimally this degree of freedom to satisfy optimally 
the combination of three signal error properties (INL, DNL and THD), and two physical 
properties (silicon area and power consumption). Several subsequent articles have applied 
this method, e.g. [42, 133]. Others [99] tried to extend the approach. 

In the mentioned articles DNL and INL were related to limitations in matching, and 
segmentation was assumed a parameter that scales matching impact on them (in fact, the 
INL remains uninfluenced). The THD was related only to MSB-LSB glitch errors, which 
are a particular case of local timing errors. The local timing errors in the thermometer 
part were unknown to the authors. The method proposed was based on the knowledge of 
how each associated property (INL, DNL, THD, area, power consumption) scales with 
the degree of segmentation. 
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.. In a segmented DAC, the most si nific 
s1t10n between the MSB of the binar gse m:nt of the MSB-SLB glit~hes occur at the tran
seg.me~t. the error is related to the i~ u~ . nt and a thermometer bit. In the thermometer 
all md1v1dual errors involved in a cod~ to~~~=] (co~~words) via a windowed average of 
de~ends strongly on the whether the ma·or tran.s1tron. In the binary segment the error 
weighted, with the MSB bit causing an ~ C<~rr-y. bit changes or not. The effects are her 

st~~~that the THD (SDR is the inverse~~~~~ ~~r~~t prop?rtion of its weight. In [8] it i: 
Wit dB every time there is one extra bin . e termmology adopted here) reduces 
holds because every additional bit hal h ary brt translated to thermometer bit Th. 
!n the thermometer segment ever ad~~:. t e error magnitude in the MSB-LSB tran.sitio~s 
Its associated lo~al errors by, Vi, ~us 3 ~~~~;:er~o~eter bit !mproves the averaging of 
. H_owever, this scaling is valid only if for ev ct10n m THD (mcrease in SDR). 
~ng d1ff~rence between binary weighted tran .ery extra thermometer decoded bit the tim
m practice this can not be taken for ranted s1ents stays the. same. It is not strange that 

mometer segment; we have already i~sisted ~h~~~hsa~~p:hes for the errors of the ther-
errors stay the same when N scales. Th . . e . enefits hold only when timin 

Let us consider two scaling scenari~: :i;hk~-pomt that ~eeds further discussion. g 
a converter with N bits NB of wh. h . t e segmentat10n as a parameter Co "d 
b ·d 1 ' 1c are bmary a d N h · ns1 er 
.e I. ea ly synchronized with each other and n T t ermometer. Let the binary bits 
tu~mg errors ?escribed with a Gaussian distri~ss~me that the t~ermometer data have local 
rat10 up the timing error variance stays the s ut10n. Ifby scaling the thermometer-binary 
a~fil~. H?wever, in practice it is most likely th:~~, t~ re~ults of the previous subsection 
w1 e different. How different can they be? y c angmg the segmentation, the errors 

1. There .may be a qualitative change in the . 
local timing errors are dominated by err?r.propert1es. For low NT/ NB ratio the 
For exam~Ie, for a few thermometer ~~~ ~~;m, and for a larger. ratio by another. 
can be designed with great precision I th. numb~r of clock Imes is small and 
random) dominates. For many them~ n Is ~~se , mismatch in switches (spatially 
difficult to design, thus possibly clock sokmetedr I~s the clock network is much more 

ew ommates (e g · 11 2. There b . . · · spatia Y deterministic). 
may e a quantitative change in the 

the same origin dominates but with d"ffi error valu~s; fo~ every other NT /NB ratio 
pie, the local timing errors may b d I .erent magmtude m each time. For exam 
and the current switches howeve e c ommated by mismatch in the clocked buffer; 
pli Th . . , r, ior every other ratio d . ffi 

es. . ~s Is very likely to happen because . I erent error variance ap-
the b~1ldmg block device properties (switchw.;n rat1? NT /NB is changed, many of 
capacitances) change as well fore h 1!-- ratios, conducting currents gate 

very ot er ratio selected , 
3. There may b d"u · 

e no Iuerence at all if with th 
the local timing error properties a~d spread e ~mploym~nt of proper design means 

If th va ues remam the same 
~ s.econd case applies such that ever tim . 

the timmg error per element increases as : ll ~ the segmentation increases with one bit 
e , 1or example by , 

a(N) = av'2fi 
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then eq. (9.56) is modified to 

I SDR = -3(Nr + 1)-10log10 (CJ2/ifs)-9.03 dB I (9.58) 

which proves wrong careless application of eq. (9.56): instead of gaining 3 dB in SDR 
per extra thermometer bit, there is a penalty of 3 dB. 

This simple, yet representative example highlights strongly that in order to be in the 
position to formulate correct IC design guidelines, the lower hierarchical layer aspects of 
local timing errors must be known first, and especially their relationship to the architec
tural and process parameters. 

9.3 Conclusions 

The high level modeling concepts of the class of timing errors that were developed in the 
previous two chapters were applied in two specific members of this class. 

First, clock, or timing jitter was analyzed in a system context. It causes random global 
timing errors. The analysis addressed several of the aspects discussed in chapter 6. In 
particular, it addressed the relationship between the noise at the output signal (its PSD, 
power, etc.) the properties of the DT input signal (power, power of derivative, PSD), and 
the line coding used (RZ and NRZ pulses) for single and multi-band signals modelled 
as random processes, and for deterministic sinusoidal signals. A summary of the main 
conclusions of the analysis was given in the end of the section. The choice for these 
focus points reflected the need to link DAC error mechanisms to the properties of signals 
representative of modern communication systems. 

Second, the relative timing precision of the individual current transients of the DAC 
was analyzed. This causes spatially local random timing errors. The analysis was made 
from an signal-architectural angle focusing mainly on the relation between sinusoidal sig
nal properties, distortion, the number of thermometer bits, and the timing error properties. 
Three main aspects of this error mechanism were analyzed: the equivalent timing error for 
abstract DT input signals that showed the windowed averaging effect of this mechanism; 
the distortion caused in sinusoidal signals in relation to the number of bits of the DAC, the 
sinusoidal signal properties and the sampling rate; and the high level architectural param
eter tradeoffs with respect to segmentation. Finally, it was shown that before a high level 
analysis of local timing errors can give IC design guidelines, it has to be combined prop
erly with knowledge of the circuit mechanisms that generate these errors, and the links of 
timing errors with process parameters, circuit topologies, architectural parameters. This 
is the analysis of the vertical error generation mechanisms of local timing errors, and it is 
the main topic of the next chapter. 

10 

Circuit analysis of local t· . 1mmg errors 

I~ this chapter, local timing errors are an . . . 
. Im.ear behavioral models will show first th alyz~d m circmt details. An analysis with 

c1rcu1t ~arameters and hidden signals of the ~z;m dep.end~ncies of these errors with the 
~t transistor level for some circuits will show sub-c1Icu1ts. Second, a similar analysis 
mfluence of device properties and circuit to the ~rror generation mechanisms and the 
based CMOS latch, widely used in AID polog1es. Next, the cross-coupled inverter 
b~ analyzed ':ith simple, yet nonlinear m~~:l DIA. conver~ers,. and digital circuits, will 
will be combmed to reveal tradeoffs betw s: Fmally, CIIcu1t and functional analysis 
process parameters, and power consumptioe:n signal properties, architecture, design and 

10.1 Circuit analysis with linear models 
!his section describes the circuit mechanisms w. . . 
m t~e DAC. It consist of two parts, which are b i~hflwh1ch !~cal timing errors are generated 

n fig. I 0. I a chain of eleme t . ne y exp lamed. 
driver, and a SI cell. The CS DAC n s is . shown that consists of a clocked data ele 

together and their outputs. In the ti~~~~~~: of ~ultip~es o~ these chains that are co::~~~; 
for each block and RC networks for their in~ct10~ .us10g simple circuit behavioral models 
errors generated when these simple param r;ne iate nodes, we calculate the local timing 
~urves is added. This shows the principle d:;;s dvary: and ':h~n offset in their transfer 
ar~me~ers and with the properties of the signal~ o~~~ie~ of t1m1~g errors with the circuit 

.n t e second subsection, transistor . e Intermediate nodes. 
~~ction n~twork are investigated. In pra~~~:1~~r~f .some circuits and the clock intercon-

ors are Interdependent at the transistor level ~It1 parameters relevant for local timing 
, an a so dependent on process parameters. 
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Global 

clock driver 

Clocked 

data element 
Driver 

I 

:output 

SI cell 

-------d~i-----------------------

Figure 10.1 A chain of elements. 

10.1.1 Circuit behavioral-level analysis of timing errors in a chain 

The model shown in fig. 10.2 will be used to calculate the errors in chain. It consists of 
a voltage-driven SI cell, a voltage driver, a clocked data element, e.g. a latch, and a clock 
driver. The model includes several circuit imperfections: the offsets and time constants 
before the blocks, and time constant at the output of each individual SI cell. This time 
constant is created by the wires connecting all chains together at the output. 

Figure 10.2 Inner chain node behavioral modeling and timing error definitions. 

We will calculate now the timing error illTotal at the output due to the timing errors 
illL, !l.tv !l.ts and !l.tw which are the individual contributions due to imperfections in clock 
and latch, driver, switches, and the summing network interconnect, respectively. In each 
case, the timing error is modeled by a delay introduced by the combination of the time 
constant at the input of the block and the comparison level, an extra delay introduced by 
offset, or by an integrated error introduced only by a time constant (see fig. 10.3). The 
first error is a global error, as long as the time constant have no mismatch; their only effect 
is to reduce the maximum sampling rate. The second error (offset-induced) and the effect 
of mismatch on the time constants are local errors. Additional errors can be caused by 
the finite values of the gains of each stage (Av, Gm, etc.). In fig. 10.4 several chains are 
included. Global delay are indicated with the horizontal arrow, and local errors with the 
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ideal transition 

y(t) transition limited by RC 

r- - __ 0!f~t~d-comparison level 

-!_ -'!?~!!a}_ co~:~~: level -----

------- -
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time delays: ~ due to RC constant 
~ due to offset in the 

decision point 

Time 

Figure 10.3 Modeling of timing errors. 
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vertical ones. First, we will calculate th 
e global errors, and later on split off the local ones. 

Latch 
Driver 
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0 
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CKb 
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I 
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I I 
global clock ip(t) 

local errors (from chain to chain) 

Figure 10.4 C · 
Ircuit model of the DAC consisting of multiple chains. 

Global errors 

The model shown in fig I 0 3 l. . 
tions are made for the d.iffe;en~f :i :~s ~~l al~ntermediate nodes of the chain. The calcula
local errors (similarly for the other n~de;) Fe us~ Mb s for global errors, and leave Ms for 

. or g o al errors no offset is assumed. 
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First, Atw is calculated. The cell generates steps from -lu to lu. Gm is assumed 
infinite such that its output is a step current transient. For a step signal z(t) from -Vo 
to Vo , the transient v(t) depends on 't'Q = RoCo. Ro is· the parallel combination of the SI 
cell output resistance, and the sum of the load resistor Ri and the resistance seen by a 
chain at its path to Ri due to interconnection wires. Usually Ro ~ Ri. The capacitance 
is contributed by the output capacitance of all SI cells (assumed constant when the cell 
switches on and off), and by the interconnect capacitance. It can be expressed as 

(10.1) 

where Cs1 is the contribution of each SI cell, and C1,,1 the contribution by interconnect 
capacitance. Then, v(t) = -IuRi + 2luRi(l - e-1/10) and the delay is easily calculated as 

(10.2) 
Atw = '!o ln(2) 

In the second step, Ats due to '!i = R1 Ci is calculated. The capacitance Ci and resistance 
R

1 
are mainly determined by the driver and the SI cell and less by interconnecting capac

itances. Initially, we assume a step controlled saturated driver; the signal x(t) is a step 
signal from -Vi to Vi starting at t = 0, and the output of the driver goes from -Vo to Vo 

at t = 0. Then, 
z(t) = -Vo+2Vo(l-e-

1
!

1
1) 

Ats = '!i ln(2) 

(10.3) 

(10.4) 

which depends only on'!\ = Ri Ci. If a step controlled non-saturated driver is considered, 
the combination of the latch swing and driver gain adds to the effects, but still not the time 

constant R2C2. The result is the same timing error but different z(t): 

z(t) =-Ao Vi+ 2AVL(l - e-t / ti) 

Ats = '!i ln(2) 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

The third step is to assume a slope controlled non-saturated driver, thus x(t) is now limited 

by '!1 = R1 C1 . Using the inverse Laplace transformation we find 

(10.7) 

which holds when x(t) and z(t) do not reach the saturation limits. Assuming for simplicity 
'!i = '!2 the total delay Ato +Ats is defined by the implicit function tx = '!1 ln(2) + '! ln( 1 + 
tx/ '!1) , where tx defines the zero crossing moment of z(t), thus 

(10.8) 
Ato = '!2 ln(2) and Ato +Ats= tx 

Finally, the contribution AtL due to the clock node time constant '!c = RcCc is added 
(all latches receive the same clock signal). The capacitance Cc on a global clock node is 
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the sum of the local in ut 1 d . the clock driv p oa capacitances of the latches C er Ceo, and the capacitance of the 1 k . i, the output capacitance of c oc mterconnect network C . lm ,C· 

Cc= C1n1,c +Ceo+ (2NT - l)Ci 

Thnesistanee Re " m•inly dotennined b the . ( I0.9) 
. For a slope controlled latch that satura~e . output resistance of the clock driver. 
is always a step from -Vi to Vi In th. s mstantly at the zero crossing level its o t . is case, for a step clock signal f , u put rom -Vco to Vco: 

AtL = '!c ln(2) (10.10) 

The total error becomes 

Atrotal = Atw +Ats+ Ati = ln(2) ( '!o + '!1 + '!2 + '!c) or, (10.11) 

Atrotal = ln(2)('t'Q + -tc) +t 
£ . . x (10 12) 

or mfimte gains for each block and fi .t . . fi · t · ' m e gam at th d · m e gam, one needs to calculate the total f d 1 e. nver, respectively. If the latch has 
ime e ay imposed by the three time constants. 

Local errors 

Local timing err . ors are mamly caused by the foll . . owmg mechamsms· 

0 different offsets between identical blocks of d"f£ . ' . 1 erent chams; 

0 m1sm th· a c m the time constants in the nodes of different chains; 

0 contribution of the clock distribution netw . 
nals and mismatch in local clock ti ork time delays between local clock sig 

me constants). -

s etween cha· 1 d. 0 mismatch of gains of block b 
translated to skew by subsequent com . ms ea mg to slope variations that are 

pansons. 

Only o.ffset based errors will be calculated and th . . . 
Usmg the model shown in fig 10 3 SI II . e.remammg will be briefly discussed 

. . ce t1mmg errors due to offset are written a~ 

At = Voffl - Voff\ 
s dz(t) - --'--"----

dt z=O Sz(t) z=O (10.13) 

which is a f · to all off t un,ct1on of the slope Sz(t) of z(t) near z(t) - 0 Th. . . .se re evant nodes of the chain It l .- . . is equat10n can be applied 
a s:"1tchmg circuit to the slope of its in. ut r~ ates the t1mmg error introduced by offset in 
~~mt ~z~o crossing for differential op~ratt~~~.a~h an: to the o~fset voltage of its decision 
th~ a.n . t e smaller the offset compared to other .sim~ ast~r t~e mput signal transition will 

ttmmg error. It is often called the "z . ilar circ~1ts of other chains, the smaller 
ero crossmg approximation". The total t1·m· mg error 
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is due to offsets contributed by the clocked element, the driver, and the SI cell. Using the 
previous equation it can be written as 

Vojfl Vof f2 Vof f3 
Litrotal = Lits + Litd + Af1 = S ( ) + S ( ) + ( ) 

ztz=O xtx=O S4>Lt4>L=0 
(10.14) 

We will find the zero crossing slopes at each node and apply eq. (10.13) to calculate 
the individual contributions. For the step controlled saturated driver eq. (10.3) gives 

(10.15) 

(10.16) 

(10.17) 

The last equation shows that the timing error between SI cells, when their input signals are 
the same, is proportional to the magnitude of the individual offsets switches, proportional 
to the time constant of their inputs z(t) and inversely proportional to their input swing. A 
numerical example shows that if 't"1 = 100 psec (rise time 2.2't"1=220psec), VD= 600mV, 
Voffl = lOmV, then the timing error is Litx = 1.65 psec. This indicates how significant 
this timing error can be. Notice that as long as the driver's swing is increased while 't"J 
remains the same, the slope increases, thus the timing error reduces. If we assume that 
the driver is a Gm stage that delivers a current ID to the parallel combination of R1 and C1 
(VD= IDR1), then eq. (10.17) is translated to 

(10.18) 

and shows that extra current, hence power, can be used to reduce the error. 

In the case of the step controlled non-saturated driver, eq. (10.5) and (10.13) give 

Sz(t) = 2AD VL e-tj'r:, 
't"1 

Lit = Voffl 't" 
s ADVL I 

(10.19) 

(10.20) 

If the gain of the driver or its input signal magnitude is increased, the R1 C1 network's 
excitation magnitude increases and the timing error reduces. In reality, neither the signal 
x(t) is a step, nor the driver and switches turn on instantaneously. These effects increase 
the timing errors and reveal the importance of using gain to reduce timing errors. 

Next, we calculate the local timing errors for the slope controlled non-saturated driver 
considering both errors Litd and Lits from the driver and SI cell, respectively. The slopes 
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of x(t) and z(t) 1 are ca culated from eq. (10.7) as 

(10.21) 

(10.22) 

Assuming for simplicity that 't"1 - 'l' w (10.23) 

:~ ~:0~: ~~~~!~:~ when hthe _in~u: of e~=ed~~:~:~: :1~fe~ 0fu:~{ is b\:J r1 different from 
error calculations gi~;er t an m eq. (10.19) and fort> 't"1 it bee~;· h~ ohbserve th.at _for 

es Ig er. The timmg 

"td _ Voff2 
Ll - -r2 

VL (10.24) 
Lits= Voffl 

2ADVLtx/r?e-t/-r, (10.25) 
where fx = 't"J ln(2) + r In(l + t / . 
when the zero c . .x r1) IS the same as before A 
stants involved :~~s;~; ~f.z(t), is r~ached, the result of the ~om~i~:~.ectej depe~dent on 
decision . nver s gam stage can be of wn o two time con-

global dJ~;nitn~::a~:0~s~os~~~I~ thet~te~pe~t re~ion~~::~~~!~ :~o~i~:~:~:~:g: b(if t~e 
stages to minimize of the offset of co: imizati~n situation occurs in the design ofut t. e 

Next, the timing error contribution p;rators m ~converters [84]. gain 
V. o the latch IS calculated (latch with infinite gain)· 

Lit1 = off3 re - Voff3 . 
VCD - fcD ( c,nt + CcD + (2NT - 1 )CL) 

Once more th 1 (10.26) 
, e arger the slope th I h 

slope depends on the , e ess t e timing error introd . 

to the clock node. Th~~::1e~~~~~~~s~~a::;;;. and the capacitance c~~;~bu~:~~~ ~:~~~he 
mg error becomes ne 

!J.ttotal = /J.t1 + /J.td + !J.t = Voff3 Voff2 V. 
s v; rc+-r2+ off1 

This eq . . CD VL 2ADVLtx/r12e-t/-r1 (10.27) 
uat10n applies fo · 

r instantly saturated lat h 
For errors generated due t . . . c , non-saturated driver and r1 = 'li 

amp! ·u o mismatch m tlm o. 
that t~ w1 . be gi~en at the driver SI cell node Thee constants between chains only one ex-
i - ere is a mismatch in the nominal tim~ rest can be calculated similarly. Assume 

I - r1 + /J.r1 for one of them. Then the zero ~onst.ant .r1 between two chains, leading to 
rossmg ts delayed by 

/J.ts = ln(2)!J.r1 
that translates to skew at th (10.28) 
error is . d e output of the SI cell Th. 

Ill ependent on the excitation of the c . I~ calculation states that the timing 
orrespondmg RC network, and depends only 
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on the time constant. For example, if the nominal value of r1 from the previous example 
has a mismatch of 1 % (5 psec ), the timing error equals roughly 0. 7 psec. However, if the 
swing is modified (e.g. ID from different drivers have mismatch, thus for the same R1, 

their VD's change) then no timing errors are generated. 

It was mentioned earlier in this subsection that the clock network can generate timing 
errors based on different local clock slopes, and those based on local delays. The former 
translate to timing errors by the comparison of the clocked elements and their calculation 
follow eq. (10.28). The latter do not depend on chain-clock interaction. We call both 
clock skew because they cause skewed clocking of the clocked elements. 

Clock skew is a function of interconnection network topology, material properties, 
etc. Consequently, local timing errors are depend on whether or not the paths from the 
global to the local clock distribution points are identical in length, physical, and electrical 
environment. As a result of this, they can not be reduced by spending more power at their 
driving circuits. This forms a major difference compared to the errors introduced by the 
imperfections of the circuits of chains. Similar considerations can be placed for the output 
summing network. Finally, local timing errors due to mismatch in gains between different 
drivers, SI cells, etc. from different chains can lead to timing errors. 

In summary, offset based timing errors depend on the offsets of each switching circuit, 
and the slopes of their driving signals, which depends on the RC time constant and the 
amplitude of the signal applied to it. In real circuits the gain of the driving circuit can 
reduce offset based timing errors of the circuit it drives. Time constant mismatch at the 
inner chain nodes translates to time delays and can have a important contribution to the 
total sum of local timing errors. For both types of errors, as long as the resistances of the 
inner nodes are determined by the driving circuits, current can be traded for lower timing 
errors given a constant swing. 

10.1.2 Transistor level analysis 

The analysis presented in the previous section provided a rough estimate of the relevant 
factors for the generation and magnitude of timing errors. In practice, the situation is a bit 
more complicated. Timing errors depend on the dynamics of transistor operation, circuit 
dynamics of specific topologies for drivers, latches and also there is a certain extend 
of interdependence between the circuit parameters described via transistor parameters 
(dimensions, biasing currents, etc.). In this section insight is given on these issues, and 
the background for section 10.2 is build. 

SI cell switches 

The switches of the SI cell are responsible for a couple of local timing errors. In the 
following paragraphs we analyze in transistor level details these timing errors. MOS 
switches give rise to two different mechanisms for timing errors. 

1. Timing skew determined by the threshold mismatch. This phase is important both 
at the switch-on and -off phases. It is related to the offset based timing errors. 
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2. Curr~nt pulse slope variations determined b . 
to _mismatch. This mechanism applies at th/ channel c~argmg time variations due 
It IS related to mismatch in the gains of the sr::1~~-a SWitch transistor is turned on. 

The fir~t mechanism is considered first . . 
The ~witch pair cons_ists of transistors Ms Aa~:r;;ent1al ~w!tch _depicted in fig. 10.S(a). 

f
prov1de current transients as in fig. IO 5(bl) Th s2 and It IS dnven by ideal drivers that 
rom VL - v. v. · · ese correspond t 1 - dd - D to Vu= vdd to the ate 0 - 0 VO tage transitions Z(t) 

of Ms2, respectively. The differential sig~al is:(~~·;(~ Z(t2 from Vu to VL at the gate 
- t -Z(t). AsZ(t) approaches the 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 10.5 Current switch and ideal driver. 

threshold voltage region of Ms t. . 
th l I immg errors are d 
. e s ?Pe near the threshold region As 1 create dependent on the magnitude of 
Is ~as1ly approximated with the equ~tio o~g as_ the gate capacitance is linear the slop 
~witch transistor exhibits a non linear ng:~1ven m _the previous subsection. Ho,wever th: 
Is formed and th . e capacitance When M . ' 
W L e capacitance seen by the d . . . SJ is off, no channel 

av Cox, ~here Lav is the overlap length of th nve~ IS gate-?verlap capacitance given b 
the gate-oxide capacitance. As Z(t) h e switc~ transistor, Wis its width and C _Y 
weak/st . . reac es the transitio . h , ox is 
th . rong mvers10n regions (the drain is usuall I n pomt, t e transistor crosses the 
be switch operates in saturation) The fo . y arge such that when Z(t) reaches V. 
u~k capacitance [134] adding ca~acitan::;;t1~ifthe channel gives rise to the channe~~ 

switch length). At a first sight the slope th t dx ~approx . ) to the driver's load (Lis the 

~:~r!~~n~ap:t~ance~ only. The situation is ~if:e~:;~~~st~he timing error is deter~ined by 
and o , m which case the slope is determine e compl~me~tary transistor Ms2 

gate overlap capacitances, because Ms t hd by t~e combmat1on of gate channel 
To find th . . 2 s arts t e turnmg off h fr 

e timmg error in a sw·t h P ase om saturation. 
~:~:e~ted previously: ~q.(10.18) can1 ~e ::e:::rl; th~ behavioral-level circuit analysis 
ca ~s calculated. This capacitance is determ. y /plied once the capacitance at the Z 
Thpac1tance of the driver CD, the interco me ?Y the contributions of the self load 

erefore, we can write nnect capacitance C;nt and the gate capacitan 
ce. 

C1 = Cc(Z) +CD+C· 
lilt (10.29) 
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. can be neglected observing that while the 
The non linear effect in the gate. c~pacitanc~ue to the faster slope, the one that turns off 

ff has less timing error . 
transistor that turns .o . a differential signal configuration. . db (72)" 
establishes the dominant error ;n MOS differential pair can be approximate y . 

The input referred offset o a 
Av, (10.30) 

<Jvoffl = JWL 
. racterizes the threshold voltage properties of 

A is a process parameter m mV µm that ~~a sions of the MOS switches. Let us assume 
t~ used CMOS process, and W' Lare the im~n ates the three capacitive terms. The slope 
that the switch gate capacitance ~oxW L do~1~s zero crossing is~ Iv/CG· The spread of 

. 1 . 1 of the dnver aroun 0 18) 
of the differentia signa f (10 30) and eq. (1 · 
the timing error can be calculated rom e.q. . 

JWI (10.31) 
a(Ats) =Av, Cox~ 

. 1 with two process parameters, inversely propor-

Th 
. . error spread depends hnear y 
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. Hy with the square root of the are 

tionally to the driver's c~rrent, an~~~~~l~npt~o:~:~:aarea is increas~d, the ~::g i~~~~: 
of the switch device. This means. . ence of this dependency is prov1 e w 
due to the extra capacitance domm~te: Ev~pdread at the differential SI cell out?ut currleOntSs 

· fi 10 6 where the ummg . 1 hown m fig. · · 
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the intrinsic capacitance of the transistors Ms1 and Ms2. The curve with the notation W 
corresponds to the thermometer switch size used in the actual IC, the curve indicated 4W 
corresponds to the same cell but with four times the switch width, and the ideal curve is 
in fact the ideal J4 timing error upscaling of the curve Was predicted by eq. (10.31). 
We see sufficient indication that the simplistic relationship defined in eq. ( 10.31) between 
timing error, threshold voltage spread and slope is satisfied. 

----J -- C0=1fF 1-----~ 
900 .. , ·' ··· - • C

0
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Figure 10.7 Timing error spread of a differential including the driver's selfload
ing capacitance. 
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Next, we add the impact of the self loading capacitance of the driver (the local inter
connect can be treated similarly). The total capacitance now is C =CD+ CG where Cv is 
the total output capacitance of the driver. Then 

a(Lits) = ~ (WLCox+Cv) =Av, (VWicox + ~) 
WL~ ~ vWL 

(10.32) 

which, has a minimum point at Cox W L = Cv. In other words it means that the self load of 
the driver and the interconnect should be matched with the capacitive load of the switch to 
minimize a(At5 ). As long as Cv is dominant over CG, increasing the size W L reduces the 
timing errors because the threshold mismatch is reduced. When Ca becomes equal to Cv 
the capacitive portion of the switch in the timing errors takes over. In fig. 10.7 the above 
equation is plotted. Figure 10.7(a) shows the spread as a function of the switch transistor 
width for several values of the driver's self loading capacitance. The minimum values in 
the figure represent the point at which Ca= Cv. In 10.7(b) the driver's capacitance is the 
variable and the transistor width the parameter. When the width is small CD determines 
the error, but when the switch is large, the influence of Cv becomes much less, 

Now we will consider the second mechanism mentioned in the beginning of this sub
section: the output slope variations due to mismatch in channel charge times [78]. In 
this case the timing difference between different current pulses is zero at the initial phase 
of the transients and grows as the transients develop. The channel charging time of the 
switch is Ca/ gm [78], which is the time domain equivalent of the unity gain frequency 
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gm/(2nCa). It reflects to how quickly the transistor can transfer charge from the input 
to the output [135], and it is a strong function of the current conducted by the switch 
transistors and their dimensions. In [78] it is expressed as 

Ca CoxWL 
'rch ::::i - = L 

8m µnlu 
(10.33) 

The dominant mismatch contribution comes via the length, although current variations 
(mismatch in the current sources) can contribute as well. The length mismatch contri
bution can be evaluated using L + M as it was done in [78]. However, this analytical 
description is not to be taken very precisely because it is based on constant biasing con
ditions. In reality, as the switch turns on/off, its biasing conditions change continuously, 
thus revealing a role for the signal Z(t) which is not captured considering only eq. (10.33). 
It may though give the main dependencies of the timing error with device parameters. 

In summary, the main contribution to local timing errors by the differential pair MOS 
switches is threshold mismatch. The errors depend linearly with the process parameters 
Av, and C0 x, linearly with the square root of the switch gate area, and inversely proportion
ally with the current of the driving circuit. The following general conclusions are drawn 
for the timing contribution of differential switches due to mismatch: 

1. capacitance is more important than low mismatch, thus minimum switch dimen
sions are beneficial for low local timing errors; 

2. current, thus power consumption, at constant swing can be traded for lower errors; 

3. the driver's self loading capacitance, or the interconnect should be matched to the 
switch gate capacitance to keep the error in its minimum value. 

Clocked elements 

The timing errors generated in the clocked elements are significantly influenced by the 
combination of transistor level mechanisms, as for example in the SI cell switches con
sidered previously, and the non linear dynamics of switching introduced by the clocked 
element circuit topology. 

Latches are particular cases of clocked elements with memory. They will be the focus 
of the following discussion. Such elements that sample and store data are extensively used 
in many areas of electronics like digital IC's, DACs and ADCs, optical transmission of 
data, prescalers, etc. Their functions include sensing, amplification, and sampling of input 
signals that have a wide range of properties. In high speed DA Cs the design priorities stem 
from its function as an interface between a digital output (decoder) and an analog input 
(SI cell). 

For the discussion that follows two static latches families have been selected. Two 
representatives of the first are shown in fig. 10.8. In this family the positive feedback loop 
is always active. For new data values to be loaded, the latch has to be forced to change 
state. These latches are very popular in recent high speed CMOS DACs, e.g. [40,55,64). 
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(a) 
(b) 

Figure 10.8 St t. I 
a ic atches with active feedback d . . 

urmg sampling 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 10.9 St f 1 
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one unstable which forms a decision point (in ADCs it is used as a comparison level). 
Assume that the latch is at one stable point (e.g. Q locked to ground, and Q locked to 

Vdd ) , and it has to sample and store new data that corresponds to the other equilibrium 
state (e.g. Q should go to Vdd• and Q to ground). Because the positive feedback loop is 
activated during the transition from the old to the new state, the latch initially impedes 
the transition, and accelerates it only after the unstable equilibrium is crossed. On this 
transition several timing errors can be generated. Here they are explained qualitatively, 
and in the next section nonlinear models will give both qualitative and quantitative insight. 

The first type of timing errors is generated by threshold mismatch at the switches. 
Threshold voltage induced timing errors follow the main lines discussed already for the 
SI switches: fast clock slopes and small switch dimensions reduce the timing errors. 

The second type of timing errors is generated by mismatch in driving strength between 
different latches. When the switch turns on, currents are initially drawn/dumped from the 
data source to force the latch to leave its previous state. After some critical point, the 
latching mechanism takes over and forces the transition it self using local currents from 
the inverter pair. The initial current values are determined by the switch on-resistance, 
interconnects, the current driving capabilities of the data sources, and the initial voltage 
conditions applicable at the source and drain terminals of the switches the moment they 
are switched on (e.g. the voltage differences between D and Q, and D and Q). Conse
quently, when there is mismatch from latch to latch in these properties timing errors are 
created at the latch output. Consequently, this latch has some sensitivity to local errors in 
the data flow, possibly important for psec range of timing errors we are dealing with. 

Another type of timing errors due to mismatch appears in the transfer function of 
the non linear resistive elements (the cross-coupled CMOS inverter pair) that determines 
the positive feedback. For example, if the transistors of the inner cross-coupled CMOS 
inverter are subject to threshold mismatch, the positive feedback exhibited by the cross
coupled pair changes, and this translates to timing errors. 

In all the timing error mechanisms mentioned, the errors are generated when the data 
D and D are properly settled the moment the sampling phase is initiated. They are static 
local timing errors.Now let us examine another problem when the data are not properly 
settled at the beginning of the sampling phase, but they are still undergoing transients. 

As mentioned mismatch in the initial voltages the switches see when turned on leads 
to different delays in the latch response. Metastability is the extreme result of this mech
anism, when the currents cannot force the latch to change state within one sample period. 
As long as the initial voltage is the same for all latches, the errors are global. However, 
bit waveforms have large differences, local timing errors can be generated. Notice that 
this mechanism can not be captured with the linear models presented in the previous sub
section, because it is based on a nonlinear translation between an amplitude excitation to 
a delay by the specific circuit mechanisms of this latch. 

In summary, the cross-coupled inverter CMOS latch shows many timing error gen
eration mechanisms. Many of them are related to the active positive feedback during 
sampling. The best situation is when the inverters have minimal strength: the stronger 
the latch is, the stronger its data sources (gates) must be, the larger the W/L ratio of the 
clocked switches to handle large currents and offer low resistance, and the more currents 
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Clock interconnects 

In the section the main lines of interest for clock interconnects in high speed DACs will 
be described. First a technological context is defined, and then the relation to the design 
of high-speed DACs follows. 

Wire interconnects in general, and clock interconnects in particular, have become 
more important on the performance on synchronous systems due to fundamental pro
cess scaling effects that result in the increase of the fraction of the chip clock cycle that 
is occupied by the interconnect related delays, and coupling effects [139-141]. More
over, the clock relative delays at different locations of the chip are only a function of the 
interconnect topology, and they can not be reduced by spending extra driving current. 

Gate delays and capacitance have scaled down to keep up with the increasing clock 
rates, but interconnect delay has not scaled with the same rate [140] . The evolution of on
chip interconnects is not only characterized by the shrink of the widths of wires, but also 
there is change in interconnect geometry; the ratio between the width and the thickness of 
the wire has been inverted. The two most important consequences of wire scaling are (1) 
wire delay has not scaled as fast as gate delay, and (2) there is an increase of the lateral 
coupling between wires, despite new technological measures using low K dielectric and 
copper interconnect. In addition, the clock cycle time (or sampling period for sampled 
systems) has increased considerably. 

Delays that are associated with interconnect needs to be considered both in a view 
of maximum clock frequency they allow a circuit to handle, and in view of relative im
precision (local delays). Moreover, Cross-talk related effects have risen in significance. 
Cross-talk affects both delay and signal integrity. The high frequencies of operation re
veal also an interconnect modeling issue; dependent on the length and the properties of 
the line, as well as those of the driver, inductive phenomena can have significant influence 
on the delay and on the waveform shape of the signal that is transmitted through the line. 
As a result, significant effort is devoted to model and reduce these delays through design 
optimization and process technology improvements [88, 139, 142, 143]. 

In DACs, the fraction that the clock network delay has on the total delay for a fixed 
sampling rate is a function of the thermometer/binary partitioning which defines how 
many clocked elements will be used, a function of the area the clocked elements occupy, 
and the clock loading per element. The area that a clock network covers is roughly one 
third to one fourth of the total area of the DAC, and within a few mm2 . However, the clock 
distribution network introduces delay that is a significant but not the dominant limiting 
factor for the maximum achievable sampling rate of the DAC. 

The combination of high switching speeds (50 - 100 psec transition times) with sam
ple rates approaching the order of 1 GHz highlights the importance of considering possi
ble inductive effects and frequency dependencies in the RLC characteristics of the inter
connects during the delay calculation of the clocking network. DI A clock interconnects 
can be regarded as "short" [142], and they have generally small widths. These clock lines 
are driven by large devices, with an effective output resistance usually larger than the 
interconnect resistance. For this situation, in [142] it is mentioned that a distributed RC 
model for the interconnect network provides accurate means for delay calculation. Such 
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10.2.1 Basic modeling and definitions 

In the following paragraphs the motivation and the basic non linear modeling aspects of 
the latch will be described. A static latch is a bi-stable nonlinear single terminal system 
with three equilibrium states; two stable and one non stable. Due to initial conditions 
at the latch terminal that force it to be around its non stable state, when let free it ends 
always to one of the stable states. There it stays unless it is forced with external means 
to change state. The stable states constitute the memory of the system. When these two 
states represent the digital logic values logic one and logic zero, then one has a system 
that can store digital signals. The term latch here is decoupled from its specific use as a 
clocked positive feedback comparator, or as part of a clocked memory element. 

A parallel is drawn between the dynamics of latches and nonlinear electronic systems 
that exhibit the process of wave propagation [148-153]. This process exists in systems of 
coupled excitable cells and can be described by a so-called reaction-diffusion mechanism 
[ 154]. This mechanism plays an important role in neurophysiology and cardiophysiology, 
where especially wave propagation phenomena are of special interest. The most widely 
used mathematical model of excitation and propagation of impulses in nerve membranes 
is the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation model [154]. In [155] it has been shown that this 
equation can be unified under the umbrella of one-dimensional Cellular Neural Networks 
(CNN), where the cells are a degenerated case of the Chua circuit topology. CNNs are non 
linear circuits having mainly local recurrent circuit topology, i.e. local interconnection of 
simple (identical) circuits called cells. Each CNN is defined mathematically by its cell 
dynamics and synaptic law, which specifies each cell's interaction with its neighbors. 

The wave propagating dynamics using cells based on Chua's circuit topology have 
been investigated in [148-153]. In [156] the authors propose autonomous CNN's as a 
universal and convenient substrate for modeling these phenomena. The simplest circuit 
model, however, has been proposed in [155, 157, 158] and [194, 195], where it has been 
shown that wave propagation phenomena in a chain of resistively coupled first order non 
linear cells are indeed possible. In [158] the mathematics of this wave propagation mech
anism are studied and the critical value for the coupling resistor has been determined. In 
the next paragraphs of this subsection we will explain the dynamics of this simple cell and 
we will show that a cross-coupled CMOS inverter can be described with such dynamics. 

The model proposed in [155, 157, 158] and inf 194, 195] consists of a positive feedback 
system (non linear resistor) and a capacitor in parallel, which is shown in fig. 10. lO(a). 
The most important property of the non linear resistor is its IN characteristic, which has 
three crossings in the Y-axis, as shown in fig. 10.lO(b). In analytical terms it is expressed 
as: 

{

-m1·(u-VN) 
i = f ( u) = mz · u 

-m3·(u-Vp) 

u<VA 
VA ::; u ::; Yr 
u >Yr 

{1} 
{2} 
{3} 

(10.36) 

where mi, i E { 1, 2, 3} represent the conductances at the three regions of operation of the 
cell { 1 }, {2}, {3}. The dynamics of the cell are described by 

. f(u) 
u=c (10.37) 
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Figure 10.10 A simple first order nonlinear cell 

The transition points that define th h . 
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m, +mz N (10.38) 

Vr = m3 Vp 
m3 +mz (10.39) 
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and the interconnect resistor. In [I58], [I94, I95] the authors applied the propagation 
success-failure concept in a chain consisting of several cells as the basis of comparison 
between two signals, and proposed a new type of flash ADC. The cell was realized with 
an operational amplifier and a network of diodes. 

The analysis of the dynamics of the cross-coupled inverter-based latch will be based 
on the underlined similarities between the previously described dynamical systems and 
the latch topology from fig . I 0.8(b ). This circuit consists out of two stages: an input MOS 
switch sampling stage, and a latch stage made with a pair of cross-coupled CMOS in
verters. There are two observations that highlight these similarities. First, the sampling 
switches behave as resistive elements when they are switched-on. Second, as it will be 
shown shortly, the l/V differential characteristic transfer function of this latch exhibits the 
previously described l/V characteristic. Therefore, one may consider its differential oper
ation as that of the non linear cell described in fig. 10. lO(a,b ). The differential operation 
of a CMOS latch can be regarded as the degenerated case of a chain with only one cell. 

As a positive feedback comparator the nonlinear cell is primarily used as an I-bit 
quantizer in ADCs [I59]. It is usually clocked, forming a clocked (positive feedback) 
comparator that detects whether small amplitude differential signals are above or below 
the inherent zero reference voltage level of the cell. The result of this comparison is 
regenerated to a large signal, typically defining 'I' and 'O'. This process is performed 
once per sampling period. The process of comparison starts short-circuiting the nodes 
of the cross-coupled inverter pair with a switch. The signal difference to be detected is 
applied to the cell's input terminals on the sampling capacitors, thereby defining the initial 
conditions for the ·cell around the unstable equilibrium state. When the system is let free 
in the latching phase, it gradually ends up in one of the two equilibrium states. It is exactly 
the small values of the applied input signal that allowed authors [I 60-162) to use a small 
signal representation of the system and investigate the metastability problem. However, 
large signal analysis can be applied as well [I94]. 

To sample and store digital signals like in DACs or in digital circuits , the situation is 
quite different. In cases like these, the latch stage is used in conjunction with sampling 
switches in series, as depicted in fig. 10.8(b) The aim is to sample signals representing 
digital data, hence the input data have always two discrete values, usually 0 and Vdd. From 
a dynamic point of view seeing the latch as a non linear cell, the main feature is that the 
new incoming data must force the cell to change equilibrium from one stable equilibrium 
state to the other stable state with the current provided by the constant voltage sources 
(data drivers, e.g. digital gates) via the resistance of the switches. 

10.2.2 Characteristic function of the cross-coupled inverter pair 

In this section, we examine the shape of the differential l/V characteristic transfer function 
of the cross-coupled inverter CMOS latch. 

An example of this characteristic is obtained with transistor level simulations of the 
circuit of fig. IO.ll(a). The MOS devices of the inverters have minimum length and 
the widths of the PMOS and NMOS transistors are varied, such that the ratio K =kn/ kp 
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Only the PWL model is described in this section due to its simplicity of calculations. In 
this model only the time constant generated by capacitance is considered, whereas in fact 
two are present, one at each side of the inverters. This causes a second order effect, which 
is neglected for the following analysis. 

10.2.3 Dynamics of transitions 

In this subsection the PWL model will be used to describe analytically the transition of 
the latch from one logic level to the other. The circuit model used is shown in fig. 10.12. 

u-=Vctd 

Yctct 
V1=0 

cp 1 
c 

1 
(a) (b) 

Vdd 

R 

(c) (d) 

Figure 10.12 Latch in (a-b) latching phase, and (b) in sampling phase 

The operation of the latch is divided in two phases: the sampling or transparent phase, 
and the latching or non-transparent phase. Normally, if Ts is a sampling period, each 
phase occupies 'fs/2. The characteristics of the transition from one state to the other 
are significantly dependent on the properties of the switches. An ideal switch has zero 
resistance between its terminals when it is switched on and infinite resistance when it is 
switched off. Therefore, when the switches turn on, and the driving voltage sources are 
also ideal, the nonlinear element changes state almost instantaneously. However, practical 
limitations of silicon technology limit the implemented switches from their intended ideal 
behavior. The switches will be modeled as a combination of ideal switches and resistors 
for all analytical purposes. When the switch is on it is assumed that a resistance R exists 
between its input and output terminals, and when the switch is off, the resistance becomes 
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Assuming that VN and Vp are fixed, the equilibrium points of the system are dependent 
on the design parameters m;, i E { 1, 2, 3} and the initial conditions Vx. The type of equi
librium points (stable points, repellors, etc.) can be examined with the sign of the second 
derivative of u in the above equilibrium states, i.e the eigenvalues. This results in the con
clusion that all three equilibrium points are stable. A trajectory starting from some initial 
value of u will end up in one of these stable points. In the given application context, the 
initial points are either VN or Vp, which means that the cell starts always from from the 
edge of region { 1} or {3}, and usually the data values Vx equal VN or Vp, too. The fact 
that the system appears to have three stable equilibrium points is problematic for a normal 
latching operation. In the state space there must be only one stable equilibrium point, de
fined by VN or Vp . Otherwise, a trajectory starting from one state will never reach the other 
because it will be caught somewhere in the middle by the third stable point. However, the 
solutions predicted by eq. (10.47-10.49) have to be located within the corresponding re
gion, otherwise they don't exist. Hence, circuit parameter choice should guarantee that 
only the wanted state appears within its corresponding region. 

Before we provide the necessary conditions to guarantee that propagation to the wanted 
state will occur, we examine some trajectories to help understanding. In fig. 10.13 
we show graphically how a state-space trajectory of the system is constructed using eq. 
(10.46) and the PWL characteristic of the cell. The system is placed initially at VN and it 
travels to the equilibrium state determined by eq. (10.49). The used values are 

l 
m1 = m2 = m3 = lOOµA/V 
R=3kQ 
C= 10/F 
Vp = -VN = l.8V 
Vx =Vp 

(10.50) 

The interpretation of this state-space trajectory is as follows. Since the switch is con
sidered as a resistor, the data voltage Vx and the previous state of the system VN (initial 
conditions) set the current flowing through the resistor at t = 0 to its maximum value 

. v-u 2Vdd 
IR=--=--

R R 

This current starts charging the capacitor at the maximum rate, while the non linear cell 
draws no current. The cell operates in region { 1}, hence it operates as a simple resistor 
~ 1 in parallel with R. Consequently, as long as the cell stays in this region, the output 
signal u forms a simple RC step response with a time constant -r1 = ( m 1 + 1 / R)C and 
exponential rise. When u reaches VA = ~, the cell changes region of operation, therefore 
influencing the transient. The resistance of the cell becomes negative, which works in 
favor of the speed u(t). The speed reduces at a slower rate throughout the whole duration 
where u is in region {2}. The increase in speed as u increases is in proportion to the 
magnitude of the negative resistance of the cell. The system in this region is characterized 
by an RC behavior determined by -r2 = ( ~2 + R)C. In other words, u is accelerated during 
the change from region {1} to region {2} dependent on the values of m2 and R. When u 
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Figure 10.13 Left: components of the state space. Right: the actual state space. 

crosses to region {3}, the cell provides again a positive resistance ~ that slows down the 
speed until it reaches the final stable point. Because Vx = Vp = Vdd tfie final state is always 
at Vdd· The solutions predicted by (10.47) and (10.48) are by the choice of parameters out 
of their corresponding regions, thus in fact they do not generate any extra stable points. 

Let us consider now how the trajectories can fail in reaching the wanted state. In an 
actual circuit, this can happen either by a inappropriate choice of circuit parameters, or 
by die-to-die process spread that was not taken properly into consideration in the circuit 
design phase. All values from the previous example are maintained except R. In fig. 
10.14 we observe how the trajectories are affected when R increases. Then, in fig . 10.15 
we plot the transient response of the system for the same values of R. As R increases, the 
equilibrium state predicted by eq. (10.47) starts moving toward the left side of the u-axis 

(essentially, it does not exist, yet). At a given value of R, the value u6 1
} meets VA. At this 

point, any trajectory that starts before VA is blocked and the transition halts. This can be 
observed in fig. 10.15. Notice the particular case for R = lOkQ that results in constant 
speed during region {2}. In the time domain, this looks similar to a slew-rate limited 

system, but this is not the case. When R is increased further, equilibrium u62
} appears, 

predicted by eq. (10.48). In the transient plots this can not be seen because all of these 

plots correspond to trajectories starting from u = VN. It can be proved that as long as u6
1
} 

is non existent, then u62
} is also non existent. Therefore, the condition for success of state 
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Figure 10.15 Time domain response corresponding to the state space of fig. 
10.14. 

the latch is used as a positive feedback comparator, e.g. in the context of AID converters. 
In [194, 195) the issue of metastability and the influence of parameters has been studied 
for the chain of resistively coupled nonlinear cells, and exact large signal time domain 
expressions have been calculated. Those results are applicable here as well. 

Lets fix the resistance now to a value, and see what happens when the slopes are 
increasing. From subsection 10.2.2 we know that in a MOS implementation, the slopes 
can not be tuned independent of each other, and that the value k may determine uniquely 
all slopes. Remember also that Vr, VA are always constant for given Vdd and Vr. Having 
these in mind, we present the state space trajectories for the system under consideration, 
using the logic level values of the previous example, setting R = 3kQ and varying m1 = 
m2 = m3. The capacitance C is kept constant. Simulations are shown in 10.16 Increasing 
the steepness of the slopes means that the non linear cell becomes stronger, in the sense 
that it provides much larger negative resistance at region {2} . However, this comes at the 
expense of a larger positive resistance in regions {1} and {3}. The resistance of these 
regions, however, is the most critical parameter to determine whether the latch will reach 
the wanted state, but also how fast this will occur. Consequently, from a design point of 
view, the slopes (equivalently the strength of the cell) should be kept to a minimum. 

When the resistance R is much smaller than the resistances of the cell in absolute 
values, the dynamics of the cell are mainly determined by a simple RC behavior. This 
reflects to the line with (almost) constant slope in the state-space. In the limit where 
R « ~,m E {1,2,3}, the system can be approximated with a simple RC consisting of the 
total c~pacitance C and the switch resistance R. This is actually the best case scenario in 
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be presented here. Finally, although the data source was assumed ideal so far, in practice 
this will not be the case and the modeling requires further extension. In main lines, the 
effect of the source can be added by additional resistors and capacitance in the inputs of 
the switches. These will have a significant impact on the transient shape and delays. 

10.2.4 Comparison of PWL model with transistor level simulations 

In this subsection transistor level simulations will be employed to verify the validity of the 
nonlinear model proposed and analyzed in the previous section. The aim for this thesis 
is only to make a case, and not to compare exhaustively the PWL and the transistor level 
simulations. Simulations are based on Philips MOS Model 11. 

In the first simulation the switches are assumed ideal resistors connected directly to 
ideal data sources. The cross-coupled CMOS inverter pair is constructed with PMOS tran
sistors with Wp/Lp = 4µm/0.18µm and the NMOS with Wn/Ln = l.4µm/0.18µm, and 
Vdd = 1.8 V. The dimensions do not correspond to the resistor values presented earlier for 
the PWL model. The simulated transients and the state space are given in fig.10.17. From 
the figure it can be easily observed that PWL and transistor level simulations have obvi
ous similarities. As the switch resistance increases, the state space description shows that 
the du/dt curves drop and the transition is delayed accordingly. As the resistor assumes 
values close to 3 kQ the speed on the transient in region {2} is delayed exponentially. 
Nevertheless, the transitions are quite fast because the data sources are ideal and can pro
vide as much current is required instantly with zero output resistance. 

From the simulations shown in fig. 10.17 it can be understood that if there is mismatch 
in switch resistance values between different latches of the DAC, these differences will be 
translated to local timing errors. Global timing errors with the shape differences shown in 
the figure will be created when one examines several IC's from different batches, where 
due to global process variations the switches exhibit different resistance values. Similar 
local and global errors can occur due to mismatch in the output resistance of the data 
sources that supply the current to the resistors. 

Next, we present the simulations of fig. 10.18. For the top figure, the simulations 
were performed with a 500 Q data source output resistance, a 500 Q switch resistor, and 
an additional capacitor connecting the outer switch resistor terminals (nodes D and fJ) to 
the ground. Remember from section l 0.1.2 the observation that this latch topology cannot 
eliminate the topological RC differences between different thermometer data lines. This 
is shown by varying the capacitance value between 1 - 25 f F, leading to the the timing 
errors shown in the top of the figure. In the initial phase of the transient, the latch is 
pushed to change state with currents supplied by the data source. Once the latch enters 
region {2}, the negative resistance of the latch takes over and pumps local currents that 
accelerate the transient. By placing a capacitor in front of the resistors, a portion of the 
initial currents is drawn by them, and not via the resistor connecting to the data source. As 
a result, the transients with larger capacitance go faster. In this example 5 psec difference 
was observed. This effect can be used to improve the latch response. Next, at the bottom 
of fig. 10.18 the impact of mismatch in the inner pair of inverters is shown. Timing errors 
are generated at the transition from region {1} to region {2}. Mismatch in the cross-
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Figure 10.18 Transistor level local timing errors (a) due to input capacitance at 
the data terminals, (b) due to cross-coupled inverter mismatch. 

fast signal, turns on almost instantaneously and the transient behaves as if the switch is 
only a resisto<. The similarities with the ideal resisto< .,-e obvious. As the dock <ise time 
inaeases, the switch takes more and more time to rnspGnd, the<eforn it does not allow so 
quickly la<ge currents to pass thrnugh it (its rnsistance drnps slow« to its final value) and 
it dominates the beginning of the transient. In all cases, aft« the transition to region {2] 
(at u ~ -Vdd/2) the lat<Oh takes ov« and the switch plays no rnle any more. Therefore, all 
swit<Oh timing erro'5 appea< in region { l} . Seve<al of them were explained qualitatively 
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3. Design parameters Wl ,dL. ordi~oly to handle the signal current. 
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4. Design parameters Nr, NB: for every extra thermometer bit, the number of latches, 
drivers, SI cells, decoding logic, and associated interconnect double. 

5. The current lo spent per driver assuming a constant swing Vo = Rolo determines 
the power consumption P = loVdd per driver, and that of all drivers tother (2Nr -

1 + Ns) via the power supply voltage Vdd· 

As CMOS technology scales down in minimum allowed device dimensions, the pro
cess parameter Av, reduces linearly to the reduction of the oxide thickness f0 x, whereas 
the oxide gate capacitance Cox increases proportionally to fox [70]. Therefore, while for 
amplitude matching considerations the product Ai, Cox encapsulates the relevant process 
scaling influence in the speed-area-power tradeoff [164], and reduces with newer pro
cesses, for timing errors the dependency on the product Av, Cox shows that better Av, of 
newer CMOS processes do not benefit timing accuracy. Improvements come though be
cause switch timings errors are dominated by the capacitance Ca: for each new process the 
minimum length scales with a, where a is the CMOS process scaling coefficient [165]. 
Since the switch length scales with a but the switch width stays the same to sustain the 
fixed signal current, performance improves by Va according to eq. (10.31) for the same 
switch driving current. Power consumption lo Vdd decreases due to the down scaling of 
Vdd• and the ratio of the timing accuracy over the power consumption also improves. 

Let us now examine the design parameters W, Land the current lo. If the switch width 
(or length) decreases, e.g. by increase of its overdrive voltage Vgs - Vi, the SDR increases 
with I/JW (1 /Vl). Therefore, for the region of sizes where the mismatch model of [72] 
is a good approximation of reality, the switch dimensions should be to the minimum 
allowed by other design objectives. The current lo has the largest impact on timing error 
reduction at the cost of a similar increase of the power consumption: doubling the current 
per driver provides 6 dB extra in SDR but doubles the power consumption as well. 

Next, let Nr to scale while the rest of the factors constant. Increasing the number of 
thermometer bits gives a ../2 benefit in SDR, e.g. 3 dB, but it doubles the total power 
consumption of the drivers (and the latches, decoder, etc.) because their number doubles 
as well. If though the switch geometry is tied to the scaling of Nr then the results are 
different. When Nr increases by one bit, each thermometer SI cell switch needs to conduct 
half the current than before. Therefore, the width W of each switch can halve as well. This 
gives a total of 6 dB benefit for each extra thermometer bit. Therefore, for a given power 
budget it is better to maximize Nr and minimize the switch dimensions to maximize the 
SDR. Alternatively, when W is halved, reducing lo by cancels out SDR improvements 
but maintains constant power consumption. 

Consider now the resolution is increased by one bit allowing more combinations to 
make with Nr and N8 . To comply with the new functional specifications 6 additional dB's 
of SDR are required. This can be achieved doubling the current lo per driver, reducing 
the size WL by 4, increasing the thermometer bits Nr by 2, or making combinations. Of 
course, if the area W Lor the current lo are modified, it is implicitly assumed that the time 
constant of the driver-switch node is still determined by the switch gate capacitance, and 
that the switch can still handle the same current. Similar results apply if the sampling rate 
fs and the corresponding signal bandwidth f double when N is constant. 
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10.3.2 Latch timing errors 
In this subsection we make a similor combination of functional and circuit analysis as 
with the switches and we examine the differences with respect to the porametm scaled. 
Out of the many local timing errors generated in a latch, we only focus on those gener-
ated by threshold mismatch at the clocked switches of a differential CML latch. Similor 

considerations apply for other latches as well. Direct use of oq. (10.35) and oq. (9.56), e>eluding the intetconneet and clock d<ive<'s 

capacitance results in 
SDR ~ - l Ologio(f · f,) + 20 log(/co) - 20 log(Av, C@) - 3(Nr + 1) - 10 log(W L) - 9 .03 (10.54) 

The results show one majot difference compared to the SI cell switch caseo as the number 
of thetmometer bits incteases, the signal to distotlion ratio drnps with 3 dB/ oct. The rest 
of the parnmeters b<ing the same results as in the previous e.ample. Therefore, fot a con· 
stant power budget, fot the thteshold mismatch based timing errors created by the latches, 
it prnves beneficial to have as few clocked elements as possible, with the minimum pos-

sible dimensions for their clocked switches. 

10.4 Conclusions 
In this chaplet a citcuit analysis of local timing errors has been conducted from various 
angles. Fin;t, in section 10.l citcuit analysis with lineor modelsshowed the main depen
dencies of local timing errors with the circuit patameters and hidden signal prnperties of 

the sub-circuits of the DAC. It was shown that there are two main typos of local timing errorso those created by 
voriations in RC time constants in a node translated to delays by the comporison action 
of the switching citcuit driven by the signal at this node, and those created by different 
offsets in the comporison levels between identical switching citcuits that are translated 
to delays. Other errors mentioned include integral errors in the individual output current 

pulses of the DAC, mismatch in switching cell gains, etc. 
Offset based timing errors depend on the offsets of each switching citcuit, and the 

slopes of their driving <ignal<, which depends on the RC lime constant and the amplitude 
of the signal applied to it. For these errotS, the gain of the driving circuit can reduce offset 
based timing errors of the circuit it drives. Time constant mismatch errotS at the inner 
chain nodes depend solely on the mismatch in R's and C's. For both types of errors. as 
long as the resistances of the inner nodes"' determined by the driving citcuits, current 

can be traded for lower timing errors given a constant swing. 
Transistor level analysis revealed the transistor level mechanisms responsible for lo 

eol timing errots, and the relationship between the behavioral level citcuit parameters t-O 

transistor and process P"ameters. It was shown that the main contribution to local tim· 
ing errors by the diffetcntial pair MOS switches is threshold mismatch, and errors were 
calculated analytically. The most important conclusions were that (l) the capacitance of 
the driving node is more important than the mismatch of the citcuit being driven, (2) that 
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Synthesis concepts for CS DACs 

CI rcuit synthesis of DACs involves three main components: a set of specifications 
about the targeted circuit implementation, knowledge about the error mechanisms 

of the DAC, and knowledge about design techniques, methods and algorithms to address 
these errors. In this chapter initially the main lines of circuit synthesis for CS DACs are 
discussed. Then CS DAC synthesis policy, strategies, and tactical steps are formulated, 
and a choice is made for parts of them to be further investigated. The definition of a 
specific target to be verified experimentally is also described. The final part of this chapter 
elaborates further on a new correction concept which is proposed, called the generalized 
mapping concept that aims to address simultaneously all members of the local error class. 

11.1 Information management in the CS DAC 

This section deals with aspects relevant to the information sources that can be taken into 
account in the synthesis of a CS DAC. To facilitate the embodiment of information to
gether with the error generation mechanism knowledge into design techniques and cor
rection algorithms, the information sources are also structured into classes. 

The analysis presented in the previous chapters provides insight on the error genera
tion mechanisms and shows which parameters, parametric signals, and properties of the 
input and output signal of the DAC are relevant for each problem. Vectors of properties 
from different error classes, and the knowledge of the kind of modulation effects each 
class of errors has on the signal describes the behavior of each specific error modulation 
mechanism. Given the knowledge of the error mechanisms, the technology in which the 
DAC will be realized, the application, etc. there is also information to be exploited in 
those hidden signals and parameters of the DAC that are related one way or another with 
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The figure contains the basic DAC hardware that implements the DIA function and 
auxiliary, or optional hardware that aids the basic hardware to improve the quality of 
the output signal. Around the basic and optional hardware there is a stream of relevant 
information sources about the DAC that can be used accordingly. Using information 
means that the errors, the signal, hidden signals, parameters, etc. can be detected, then 
this information can be processed accordingly, and the result of the processing can be 
embodied into some control operations that influence the basic hardware and the input 
and output signals. This applies both for error mechanisms taken into account during 
the design phase, or after it. In the same figure, the term a-priori is used to describe 
information available at the design phase, whereas a-posteriori describes information that 
can only be extracted after the design phase. 

11.1.1 The basic current-steering DAC hardware 

The basic CS DAC hardware (basic HW) consists of key elements such as current sources, 
switches, the clock-data synchronization and conditioning circuitry, the decoder, etc. It is 
shown in the middle of fig. 11.1. The basic HW is realized taking into account information 
about the architecture, circuit topologies, the technology, the actual errors, requirements 
of physical resources, etc., and then exploiting the available degrees of freedom within 
these areas. This is symbolized with the action arrow in the middle of fig. 11.1. 

11.1.2 Information sources 

The types of information sources about the CS DAC are described next. To design a CS 
DAC information about it is required, which can be categorized to 

O technology, circuit topologies, and architectural issues; 

O the signal and error generation mechanisms; 

0 the input and output signals; 

O user, application and environmental information . 

All information sources can be distinguished to a-priori and a-posteriori. With a-priori it 
is meant any type of information available at the design phase of the circuit. A-posteriori 
information is only obtained after the fabrication of the IC. The information stream can 
easily be distinguished in fig. 11.1. In the figure only some types of information sources 
are shown: information about the input and output signals; hidden signal and parameter 
information; environmental information; information concerning the application, etc. 

Some examples are given below: 

0 The errors that will be addressed in the design phase are always a-priori known 
(e.g. timing errors, impedance related errors, etc.). However, the actual values of 
the errors are not always known a-priori. For deterministic errors there is usually 
much more information known at the circuit design phase, while for stochastic 
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. ·t may be a-priori 
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Similar types of error information can be obtained detecting the analog output signal 
and processing it accordingly. Such detection leads to feedback type of operations (LL\ 
modulation is a very good example of this type of processing). In principle, detection 
can be applied to all types of errors. However, in practice it is not always feasible to do 
so. Time skew detection is one typical example that poses significant measurement chal
lenges, explaining partially why it has not been ever used in DACs although commonly 
applied in other circuits (e.g. PLLs, DLLs, Time-interleaved ADCs). 

Control operations are applied to the basic or optional hardware with the aim to im
prove the quality of the output signal. It is the last step of a correction process. Control 
operations can be applied in the individual hardware components of the DAC (current 
sources, switches, latches, etc.). A typical example is the modification of the unit current 
sources according to a calibration method that detects the error per source, compares it 
with a reference and then uses the control circuitry for the correction of each source. Con
trol on the output signal is usually applied with the addition of correction currents directly 
at the output node of the DAC. The most typical case is a feedback detection-decision
control loop that senses the current outputs for each input digital word, compares it with 
a reference, and adds correction currents to cancel the error. Finally, control can deter
mine the way optional signal processing is made at the input signal, or mapping and other 
architectural operations. 

11.1.4 Algorithms 

The degrees of freedom available to build the basic HW are not always sufficient to reach 
the aimed specifications even with the most in-depth knowledge about the error mecha
nisms. In many cases, circuit design techniques do offer the performance required but at 
a large cost in power and/or area. Such type of limitations are described by circuit design 
tradeoffs between area, power, accuracy and speed [164] . Consequently, it is necessary in 
many occasions to employ supplementary correction algorithms, signal processing tech
niques, modulation, etc. to break these tradeoffs and realize more efficient DACs. Some 
important points concerning these algorithms will be mentioned in this section . 

These algorithms are shown in fig . 11.1. They receive relevant information, process it, 
and deliver the results to control circuits that apply modifications in the basic HW or the 
input and output signals. LL\ modulation is a representative example for high-accuracy, 
medium-bandwidth and low power applications. In high speed DACs the a representative 
method is amplitude error calibration, which is relevant only for DC accuracy. For the 
most dominant errors mechanisms for high frequencies the main approach is to apply 
good analog circuit design on the basis of in-depth error mechanism knowledge. 

The algorithms can be classified between those exploiting a-priori and those exploiting 
a-posteriori information. For an algorithm that exploits only a-priori information nothing 
can be done after the IC is implemented because the properties of the architecture and the 
circuits can not be changed after fabrication. The efficiency of an algorithm to cope with 
a specific problem depends significantly on the nature of the problem and its associated 
errors, ie. the class of the errors. The more deterministic and well identified the errors 
are, the better they can be taken into account during the design phase, i.e. a-priori. A 
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couple of examples with hierarchical ord« of circuit abstroction will be provided in the 
next paragraph to understand better the issue of proper matching between an algorithm 

used to address an error class. The CS DAC architecture realizes a parallel-select algorithm (see fig. 2.6(a)). The 
choice to use this algorithm is based on the a-priori knowledge that this algorithm is 
more suitable for high speed operation because it copes betrer with well understood high 
speed limitations of the hordware than other algorithms do. Therefore, it can be selected 
straightforwardly. Now lets took on another case within the degrees of freedom allowed 
by the porallel-select algorithm. The choice to portition the binary code in binary and 
thermometer parts is based on the fact that large thermometer bit numbers relax the effects 
of local errors in general, e.g. mismatch based errors in current sources, impact of relative 
timing errors. However, this choice hos much more stoch"5tic nature because the actual 
origin of local timing errors is random. The segmentation level is usually based on a 
coa= estimation of matching requirements for a given technology, and of spreads oflocal 
timing errors. And while for some IC's a specific segmentation choice in Nr thermometer 
and NB binary bits is sufficient, for some other IC's it may not, and for others it can 
be an over-specification since the actual errors are much less than anticipated. An even 
more detailed example can be given with the sizing methods used for the current source 
transistors. The dimensions of a MOS current source are usually chosen large to confine 
the spread of current error in an LSB interval, because it is known that device width, length 
and threshold voltage variations have less of an impact on the accuracy of the current 
source when the dimensions increase [72). This again can lead to an over-specification 
of the complete hardware only to be able to place within the LSB accuracy specification 

range some current sources. The mentioned examples show that the least predictable the errors are the more a-
priori error infonnation based algorithms have to consider statistical margins that can pe· 
nalize the circuit operation. On the other hand, a-posteriori information based algorithms 
are more efficient with respect to addressing random errors because they allow better tun
ing of the IC against specific errors and conditions valid at the moment the DAC operates. 
At the conceptual level, it can be stated that a-posteriori based algorithms use an action 
of information harvesting to transform random errors to deterministic ones, because once 
error information is obtained the error ceases being random. Because of this transforma
tion they allow deterministic procedures to be applied. This holds for all types of random 
errors (both amplitude and timing, global and local). The central issue becomes then how 

to reach a maximum level of determinism on the errors. 
To use a-posteriori information based algorithms, detection and control hardware 

needs to be added next to the basic hardware, and also hardware to realize the algorithms. 
The detection and contrnl hardware depends on what is to be detected and controlled 
(e.g. the input or output signal, the current source amplitudes, the power supply activ· 
ity, the bi'5ing levels, the time skew of signals, etc.). The hardware programming takO" 
ploce after the details of error information have been detected (after IC fabrication). Pro
grammability receives the specific meaning of "programmability for error correction" '"d 

not programmability to for different specifications and standards. 
An interesting opening that appears is that by using a-pasteriori information b'5C<I 
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that is converted such that the error generation related properties are manipulated to the 
signal quality benefit. The paradigm of the modulations used in communication theory 
that deal with the Shannon communication channel models (e.g. Quadrature Amplitude 
Modulation) are typical examples of how the noise introduced by a physical channel can 
be properly addressed. A DAC can also be seen from such a point of view. 

Generally, we have observed that for local errors the error per code to code transition 
of the input signal is highly correlated to which elements are selected during this transi
tion. This was shown to have similarities with windowed averaging operations. In fact, 
one can go a step beyond and observe that an array of elements with errors constitutes a 
multi-dimensional signal that is mapped to a one dimensional error signal by the combina
torial mechanisms of the DAC that for each input code they combine specific elements to 
generate the corresponding output signal. On this mapping, linear and nonlinear filtering 
operations can be applied. This can be termed spatial (signal/error) processing because in 
fact it is the spatial errors that are being processed, and it is a side of DAC synthesis that 
is explored today only in limiting cases but not acknowledged as a generic concept. 

To see how mapping can realize spatial signal processing operations, recall that for 
each input binary word a specific group of elements is combined to represent the input 
with an output electrical value. The error in the output signal depends on which elements 
have been selected because their combinations results in a equivalent timing, or ampli
tude error for that code to code transition. Mapping is the assignment of one or more 
elements to the used code digits and it forms a degree of freedom to influence how errors 
correspond to signal transitions. Changes of the association between digital digits and 
elements with timing or amplitude errors correspond to changes of the impact of local 
errors to the signal. Once local error information is known, this association can be manip
ulated by algorithms such that they improve the way errors appear in the transients or in 
the spectrum. The fact that the processing and control mechanisms of this concept can be 
realized completely in the digital domain seems to be a significant attribute. The concept 
of generalized mapping will be discussed separately in section 11.3.2. 

Algorithmic concepts from another scientific area will be borrowed once more to pro
vide a paradigm on how mapping can be applied in DACs. In the image processing area, 
nonlinear signal processing [132] (order statistics filtering such as min-max, sorting, win
dowed averaging, outlier rejection) are simple and extremely useful techniques to improve 
the quality of images (two dimensional signals with errors). Order statistics filtering has 
been used in analog signal processing as well (e.g. [166, 167]). 

11.2 Synthesis policy, strategy and tactics 

In the previous section it was explained which are the possible information sources that 
can be combined with error generating mechanisms knowledge obtained in the previous 
parts of the thesis into algorithmic concepts for the improvement of the signal quality. 
The numerous (conceptually) possibilities that spring out of this description need to be 
refined into circuit synthesis policies, strategies and tactics, such that we can explore what 
is practically realizable, and beneficial to do so. 
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O devices to sub-devices , e.g. a MOS transistor device is partitioned in multiple units 
which are connected in parallel (common gates, drains, sources). 

Each specific application of the partitioning concept has its pros and cons dependent on 
the particular context it applies. For CS DACs many of these applications of the concept 
of partitioning have been investigated. A new application of the partitioning concept can 
be defined in the borders between a-priori and a-posteriori information based correction 
methods. Yet, the main question is where should this partitioning be, for which problems 
and how it should be realized. 

The high speed DAC landscape shows that only a limited set of information manage
ment options are exploited from fig. 11.1. Relatively to each other, a-priori information 
design methods (e.g. good analog circuit design) are dominantly used. And yet, on the 
manner they are applied a-priori methods are often limited in depth because only few error 
mechanisms relevant for high speed are addressed properly. With respect to specific er
rors, only local amplitude errors are addressed with a-posteriori correction methods (e.g. 
calibration of current sources). The situation for the input signals is similar. DACs are 
designed today with only the class of sinusoidal signals in mind, and in fact usually using 
only a couple of members of this class: single- or multi-tone full scale sinusoids. Already 
selecting a different member of this class (half scale sinusoids) can have a dramatic effect 
on the impact of timing errors, not to mention the transition to a different class of signals.2 

The transition taking place nowadays from systems that process sinusoidal signals to sys
tems that need to process broadband multi-band stochastic types of signals rings again an 
alarm on whether the way DACs and ADCs are designed is indeed the proper one. 

A few comments are made on the potential of the use of a-posteriori error information 
based methods next to a-priori ones, by looking on the paradigm of amplitude calibration. 
It is well established today that static accuracy beyond 12 bits can only be achieved effi
ciently with calibration methods. This can be re-phrased at a conceptual level: a-posteriori 
based corrections is a very efficient way to address random errors. Generally speaking, 
random errors are much more difficult to cope with a-priori algorithms. The way to de
sign a circuit robust against them is to design it with margins (e.g. 3cr) that guarantee the 
specifications are met in a statistical fashion (yield). Such an approach comes of course 
at the expense of resources. The point at which over-specification becomes too costly 
(in area, power, etc.) depends on the type of error. In the amplitude domain, to provide 
accuracy requires unit element area to be increased because it suppresses stochastic local 
amplitude errors; subsequently area penalizes the deterministic local errors and brings the 
whole correction process to a halt at the 12 bit level. In the timing domain, improving 
accuracy for random local timing errors requires power. 

We have seen for random local timing errors that the relative figure CJ /Ts determines 
the distortion power, and that the spread CJ can be traded with power. Therefore, the 
power consumption requirement to keep the relative figure CJ /Ts to a specific level (e.g. 
0.1 %) that corresponds to, say, 80dB of SDR (or any other relative figure of performance) 
becomes more expensive to achieve as the sampling rate demands increase. We should 

2Recall the dramatic impact of the transition from step-type of signals in the 80's to the sinusoidal signals in 
the 90's that has been explained in chapter 5. 
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DACs reported in literature (recent typical examples are [SS, 64, 6S]) is that the it SFDR 
starts at a very high value (l S - 90 dB) and drops abroptly (20 - 40 dB/ d«) atsignals 
exeeeding approximately a few tenths of the conversion rate. Only a few cases of smooth 
degradation have been reported [8, 44 ]. Such rapid degradation of linearity can be an tie· 
ipated only by global errors since loeal errors seale smoother with the signal frequency 
as the result of the averaging principle that governs theh error mechanism. This indieateS 
that limited impedance, pnwer supply and substtale noise, interference in the bias lines, 
seem to be most often the major cause of high frequency linearity degmdation. Whether 
the reasons for the dominance of global errors is improper addressing of global prob
lems, or a de-facto relative significance compared to toeal problems remains to be seen. 
Howeve<, given the resu\1" presented in [8,44] the first reason is more likely to be ttue. 

Therefore, the necessary first step is to reali>e a DAC that addresses this issue. Such 

a DAC realization is presented in the next chapte<, using a 12 bit 6SO Msampk/s CS 
DAC as a test vehicle that is designed for dynamic perfonnance, optimized only for a· 
priori knowledge of dynamie error mechanisms -both local and global-. and und« the 
assumptions of sinusoidal input signals. The ovemll design has been based on the theory 
and concepts developed in the previous chapters of this thesis. The DAC is realized in a 
CMOS 0.18 µm process, and measurement results show slate of the art perfonnance with 

a characteristically smooth high frequency degradation of linearity. 
The next natural step is to embody the mapping algorithm in the aforementioned DAC 

realization. This part of the !C implementation is not presented in this thesis. 

11.3 A-posteriori error correction methods 
This section addresses the first point in the sttategy defined in the previous section by 
providing a brief discussion about two pntential a\godthmic concep1" for a-pnsteriori cor· 
rection of local timing errors. The first one is a natural <'tension of amplitude calibration 
to the time domain. In the second method we define, structure and discuss the generalized 
mapping concept, which is a novel concept developed in this thesis that offers seve<al 
strong advantages compared to calibration. Its most significant advantages are: 

0 it can deal with all spatially loeal errors simultaneously using the same error pro· 

cessing and control hardware; 
0 in the conttol phase. it requires no actuation to be applied in the analog domain, 

thus no circuit properties or hidden paramettie signals of the basie HW need to be 

altered; O it offers the advantages of digital ci«0oitty scalability with the process evolution 

because it can be implemented solely in the digital domain. 

11.3.1 Calibration in amplitude and time domain 
Calibration is the act of checking and adjustlng the accuracy of an instrument by con» 
parison to a standard. Used in the context of circui1", it means the act of adjusting th• 
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making and control loop to modify a parameter of the circuit that affects the timing of the 
signal that is to be corrected [ 169, 170). Examples of parameters that are modified are the 
resistance of an active device, a bias current, etc. 

In DACs calibration of local timing errors has never been applied, yet. Two important 
reasons for this are: first, the timing errors although discussed very often in high speed 
DAC circuit implementations were never examined in detail as to reveal clearly how much 
of a problem they are, and how severe impact they cause. Second, global errors mech
anisms seem to prevail in the DAC landscape nowadays, and before timing errors are 
calibrated something has to be done to deal properly with global errors. 

A major issue of difficulty lies in the detection process, which requires accuracy in less 
the 1 psec region. Detection of timing errors in the sub-psec region have been reported 
[ 172] for voltage signals (e.g. in a DAC that would correspond to a local clock signal, 
or a switch control signal). However in a DAC it becomes much more difficult as the 
detection process, first it may impair the normal operation of the DAC, second it has to be 
applied to a large number of signals, and third, if it has to be made in the current pulses 
because otherwise no information can be obtained about the errors following the signal 
that is detected. . Control is the second problem because it requires strong interaction 
with the main HW switching components to correct them in the same region of 1 psec. 
Finally, spatial timing errors are caused by many origins that are in the first order equal 
in significance with respect to each other. Therefore, because calibration can be applied 
only at one signal at a time (e.g. the clock arriving at the input of a latch) out of the 
many contributing to timing errors per chain, the corrected signal should compensate the 
remaining errors. 

11.3.2 Generalized mapping 

Generalized mapping is an alternative to calibration. It is a novel concept that can be 
applied to the class of local errors in general, simultaneously for all its members and 
independent of the physical origin of the local amplitude and local timing errors. In the 
following paragraphs it will be further described, 

The generalized mapping concept 

The concept of mapping represents the assignment of an abstract code digit with the 
proper weight, to a current unit with the same weight. In fact, it maps a code unit to a 
specific physical element, or chain of elements that generate this current unit, and after this 
mapping the current corresponds to this code unit. For example, each thermometer digit is 
mapped to a specific combination of a latch, a driver and a current source. In mathematical 
tenninology we speak of a one-to-many mapping because different combinations of the 
physical elements can be assigned to the same digit. 

Let us see the case of a thermometer coded DAC with 2N - 1 digits 'Fi, i E { 1, 2, ... , 2N -
1}. Each of the digits needs to be associated with a specific unit chain consisting of a latch, 
driver and switched current cell (named unit DAC from hereafter). The key property of 
this code is that it has redundancy; that is, given 2N - l physical elements it makes no 
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to code transition at the input results in a equivalent timing error at the output signal that 
is very close to the average equivalent timing error of all unit DACs. In this way every 
possible code transition has very similar characteristics. 

~ BasicHW 

44~ 4 
Input signal 

Mapping 

control based on error, signal, 
and other relevant information 

Figure 11.4 Mapping conceptual diagram 

Output signal ... 

The maps that can be selected is not limited by the mentioned cost functions. The 
large number of possible combinations of elements and the fact that in reality globally 
optimal mapping is not necessary allows to use another significant degree of freedom. An 
important property of the mapping concept is that a map can jointly optimize the error 
reduction of both amplitude and timing errors. In other words, the mapping algorithm can 
apply multi-dimensionally in both amplitude and time with the hardware that implements 
the algorithmic and the control functions, and using different hardware only for detection! 
This a direct benefit of the fact that mapping can deal with all problems that belong to the 
class of spatially local errors. In fig. 11.4 the mapping concept is shown as it is applied in 
a DAC. This figure uses a subset of the blocks given in fig. 11.1 highlighting only the fact 
that error information can lead to a proper selection of a map and also that this mapping 
method is realized in the signal flow of the DAC. 

Mapping in unit elements 

A further application of the mapping concept is possible between physical elements. Each 
physical element ej, j E {1,2, ... , 2N - 1} is partitioned to M physical sub-elements (e.g. 
each unit current source consists of M smaller current sources connected in parallel). 

Any previous association between a physical element and its specific (partitioned) M 
sub-elements can be erased and consider simply (2N - 1) · M sub- elements arranged in 
an array. By re-grouping the sub-elements in groups of M units, 2N - 1 new elements 
e1, k E {l,2, ... ,2N -1} can be made. This operation (one-to-many) is in fact another 
degree of freedom because having knowledge about the behavior of the spatial errors in 
the sub-elements they can be selected such that the newly created physical elements e1 

have less errors compared to e j . This type of mapping is commonly applied in current 
source transistors of large arrays. Each transistor is partitioned in many sub-elements (e.g. 
16 in [42, 64]) and then the elements are placed in locations far away from each other to 
average gradients errors [42], or in locations having common centroids. 
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Static and Dynamic mapping 

Mapping can be further categorized to static and dynamic. A static map relies on opera
tions in the spatial domain only, therefore it can be said as well that it is a static spatial 
map. Once selected (before or after the fabrication phase) it does not change in time. A 
dynamic mapping method means that different static maps are time interleaved at various 
moments in time. Dynamic mapping applies both in the spatial and the time domain. 
Hence, it may realizes space/time mapping, and can be called a spatial/temporal map. 
When a static map is used the errors are confined in the bounds determined by the map. 
Still, a small error remains that is associated with the input code, only that it is much 
smaller than when no proper map is used. If now a set of maps is found that have identi
cal or comparable performance (in practice a map does not need to be optimal, but it can 
be sub-optimal as well) then in different moments in time different maps can be used. In 
this way, time averaging of the errors or other temporal processing operations can be used 
to de-correlate the spatial errors from the signal. 

How this map-hopping is realized can be a function of other constraints. It can be 
randomly selected, it can follow a specific cyclic pattern, it can be input data dependent, 
or it can be selected such as it realizes noise shaping. In this way the advantages of spatial 
and temporal mapping can be combined. 

Several of the sources of information shown in fig. 11 .1 can be used to facilitate the 
selection of a map if they are properly embodied in cost functions, and the proper map 
selection algorithm is realized. This applies to both amplitude and timing local errors 
with no exceptions. A product of fig. 11.1 is fig. 11.5 that describes in more detail the 
concept of mapping selection. The information stream available for processing, the two 
dimensional spatial errors (amplitude and timing), and the large number of combinations 
usually available makes mapping a truly multi-dimensional problem. 

The possibilities that open with this concept are significant given that with the excep
tion of the error spatial profile detection operation (which can be done at very low speeds 
when the DAC does not operate) the rest of the processing is made in the digital domain. 
The circuitry required for detection of errors is the same with that used for calibration. 
Therefore, the signal detection process is made in the analog domain, however the er
ror correction phase is done in the digital domain. The most important difference with 
calibration is that after the processing is made no further tuning needs to be applied to 
the basic HW to reduce errors. Once a map is found and the digitally realized mapping 
circuitry is programmed no further interaction is required. Therefore, the potential capa
bilities of this concept are only limited by digital based processing capabilities, potential 
size, power consumption and other problems that are similar with the traditional binary to 
thermometer decoder. In the next paragraphs we will present which special (degenerated) 
cases of this overall framework have been used in literature until today, and their scope. 

11.3.3 Applications of generalized mapping 

In this subsection we will review briefly two degenerated cases of the generalized map
ping concept that have appeared in literature: switching sequences, and dynamic element 
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Dynamic Element Matching 

Dynamic Element Matching is a very popular temporal mapping technique that is partic
ularly used in low resolution DACs aimed for Li converters (see [106] for an overview). 
It a special case of dynamic mapping where for every sample a new map is used, and that 
no spatial domain processing is exploited, relying only in the excessive use of temporal 
averaging allowed only when a high oversampling factor is used. 

11.3.4 Realization issues of the generalized mapping concept 

Pros, cons, and some realization issues with respect to the realization of the generalized 
mapping concept in hardware will be briefly mentioned in the next paragraphs, yet in the 
conceptual level. 

One significant advantage of the concept appears to be that it requires the same pro
cessing and control method and corresponding circuitry to deal with all errors that belong 
to the local class of errors. That is, be it timing or amplitude, once (separate) detection 
circuits are used and the error information is extracted, the processing and the control 
circuits to make the corrections are one and the same. While usually calibration requires 
to actuate such that it corrects a particular error in the circuit that generates it, mapping 
does not interact with the basic hardware because it relies on a programmable digital cir
cuit that re-associates which bits go to which latch data inputs. At the same time, timing 
and amplitude local errors can be measured at the output current pulses, meaning that this 
method deals with all contributions of amplitude and timing errors simultaneously with
out any requirement to know which one is dominant over the other. In fact, the detection 
circuits to obtain error information do not interfere at all with the critical nodes at which 
the origins of timing errors are generated. Had it been for calibration, then the detection 
phase would correspond to a specific sub-case of local timing errors (e.g. clock skew, 
latches), interfering with the corresponding nodes such that it measures the errors, while 
the correction phase should have to be specifically applied at the analog circuit elements 
by modifying electrical parameters, thus interfering with the operation of the basic HW. 

Once the errors are processed, and a proper mapping is found no other actions are 
required for corrections, thus the DAC can operate without any modification of the basic 
hardware. The control and the mapping circuits are realized with digital circuits, thus they 
are scalable and they can benefit from the continuous shrink of digital circuits. The sim
plest form of a mapping circuit is a combination of digital multiplexer circuits. However, 
the mapping circuit lies in the signal path flow of the DAC. Therefore, although the basic 
HW properties will not be modified during normal operation, it is subject to the same 
problems that the thermometer decoder has as well: switching disturbances in the power 
supplies and substrate noise, etc. 

A final point to be mentioned concerns the on-chip integration of such an approach. 
In the ultimate case, the generalized mapping concept is realized on-chip with efficient 
algorithms implemented in digital circuits. This would also make proper adaptations of 
the maps during the life time of the IC. 

It may be argued that the feasibility of such an approach is limited by the complexity 
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of digital operations required by the map computation algorithm. Indeed, investigation 
on realization of the concept has shown that at the moment on-chip mapping computa
tions seems inferior to computations realized with software optimized algorithms. Also 
that several practical circuit aspects need to be solved. However, one should envision 
the future aspects of it given that it benefits directly from the digital process shrink that 
offers more and more on-chip computational power at very small cost in area, and also 
that before any new method becomes practical to use there is always a maturation phase 
involved where it is explored in all its details. 

11.4 Conclusions 

A description of the synthesis aspects for CS DACs was given in this chapter at the con
ceptual level and the policy and strategy and the steps that implement them were defined 
for the experimental part in the chapter that follows. 

The DAC circuits were distinguished at the high level between the basic and the op
tional HW. The basic HW realizes the main conversion function, while the optional hard
ware realizes correction algorithms that aid the efficiency of the conversion and facilitate 
better signal quality, better usage of the available resources, etc. A main aspect in the 
CS DAC synthesis was shown to be the management of information about the actual and 
hidden signals of the DAC, its properties, the error mechanisms, the technology and other 
main information sources. This high level view of DAC synthesis reflects the necessities 
imposed by trends in the design ofDACs as explained in the introduction (chapter??). 

The way this information stream is exploited by algorithmic concepts was given. In 
particular, the information about the CS DAC was partitioned between information avail
able at the design phase (a-priori) and information only extracted after it (a-posteriori). It 
was concluded that algorithms exploiting a-priori information are more efficient in dealing 
with deterministic errors than random errors. Algorithms based on a-posteriori informa
tion prove to be efficient in dealing with random errors as well because they translate 
randomness to determinism, which is easier to cope with. In view of this fact, and obser
vations from literature, a CS DAC policy was established to investigate the exploitation 
of a-priori/a-posteriori information. This appears to be another form of partitioning. It 
was explained that significant advantages can be anticipated if local timing errors can 
addressed with a-posteriori information based algorithms. Among two possibilities, a 
strategy consisting of two parts was selected. In the first part, the generalized mapping 
concept was proposed as an algorithm to correct all errors belonging to the local timing 
error class. Some of its application aspects were described, too. (in chapter 12 a map 
computation engine implemented in software was implemented and demonstrated). For 
the second part, two experimental steps were defined. The first of these steps was the de
sign of a high-resolution high-speed DAC optimized only for a-priori knowledge of error 
mechanisms, and for high frequency sinusoidal linearity. 

The first of these steps -the design of a 12 bit 650 Msample/ s DAC optimized only 
for a-priori knowledge of error mechanisms for sinusoidal signals- will be described in 
the next chapter. 

12 

Design of a 12 bit 650 Msample/s DAC 

IN this chapter the design of a 12 bit 650 M 
ba~ed on a-priori error mechanism inform:~:p/e / ~ ~urrent Steering DAC is presented 

are given. The architecture of the DAC . d . n. Imtially the specifications of the DAC 
circu.it blocks is presented. The floor la1~ a~scussed next. Then the design of the relevant 
are given afterward, and conclusions ~red d the measurement results of the realized IC 

rawn at the end. 

l2.1 Specifications 
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l2.2 Architecture 
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The architecture of the DAC is sh . . ti 
segmented CS architecture that consist~~; m g . . 12.!· It is a 6/6 thermometer/binar 
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Value 
Specification 12 bits 
Resolution 
INL/DNL 

±0.5 LSB, ±0.5 LSB 

Conversion rate 
650Msample/s 

Analog bandwidth 
up to 325 MHz 

20mA 
Full scale current ~5 µA 
LSB current 250 
Load 0.5V 
Voltage range 
Technology 

CMOS, 0.18 µm 
1.8 v 

Power supply 
Power consumption 

around 200 mW 
around l mm2 

Area 
SFDR 

low frequencies 75 - 80 dB 
high frequencies 60 - 75 dB 

Table 12.l Specifications summary 

11. l. It has been mentioned already that circuits such as latches and drivers are in prin
ciple optional circuits, but because their use is requirement if any decent performance is 
to be obtained, they can be assumed as parts of the basic HW. Regarding the optional 
circuits of fig. 11. l that detect, process and correct errors in a-posteriori manner, none 
of them exists in fig. 12.l. However, some mapping algorithms based on a-priori error 

information are used, which will be explained later. 
In the remaining of this section the architectural issues that are discussed are the sig-

naling and circuit logic type of the DAC sub-circuits, the partitioning of their biasing and 

supply signals, and the thermometer/binary bits partitioning, 

12.2.l Signaling and circuit logic 
Local timing errors due to mismatch, and global timing errors due to supply and substrate 
noise have opposing demands. The former calls for fast switching signals and many ele
ments, the latter for slow switching signals and a few elements. The high common mode 
noise rejection of differential signals in combination with the low supply disturbance 
offered by low swing Common Mode Logic (CML) decouples local and global timing 
problem' and facilitate maximum focu< on each erro< cla«.

1 
Thi< combination i' u<e<I fot 

all circuits in the signal flow from the off-chip input to the off-chip output of the DAC. 
At the analog output side, differential signaling reduces substantially the errors due to 

nonlinear settling and DAC output impedance because the distortion generated by these 
problem' i' mainly of <econd o<de<. Current mode ci.cuit implementation of the SI cell' 
is of course the default characteristic of the DAC architecture studied in this thesis. The 

1 
Differential signaling should be distinguished from the circuit logic with which it is implemented. 
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choic~ t? use low swing differential . . all ex1stmg CMOS DACs h' h s1gnalmg and CML is placed in she CMOS I . ' w IC are based on sin I . . er contrast to 
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1~.2.2 Power supply and biasing partitioning 

Biasing volt . ages and power supplies are cru . I . . . 
erly shielded from switching signals and da~~~d~n ~n~L log1~ ~Ircuits, which, if not prop-p ent act1v1ty, can give rise to signifi-
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cant error mechanisms, as it was explained in chapter 6. The measure taken to eliminate 
such error mechanisms is to use separate supplies and biasing for the clock, decoder and 
master-latches, slave-latches and drivers, and current sources. Furthermore, multiple of 
pins per supplies are used in the package to reduce the inductance of the bonding wires 
interfacing the on-chip to the off-chip supplies. In this manner, the only way for interfer
ence signals to appear from one type of circuit to the other is via the normal signal flow, 
or through the substrate which all circuits share. 

Further measures have been taken to reduce the impact of the disturbances caused 
by the collective operation of circuits (e.g. slave latches) to themselves using local de
coupling capacitances. They act as local are pools of charge, which can reduce the distur
bances because they allow a portion of the switching charge required by switching circuits 
to be drawn by them instead of the external power supply via inductive leads. Another 
solution is to introduce complementary switching functions [44] to cancel out the data
derivative dependent modulation of the latch supply voltages. The principle behind this 
technique can be applied in any global node of the DAC that is modulated by data activity 
(e.g. [78] is applied to cancel out the charge feedthrough at the DAC output). The advan
tage of this technique is that it can be applied orthogonally to the techniques used here, 
and independent of the circuit logic. Circuit simulations have shown that the techniques 
used so far are sufficient even for total inductance per supply up to 8 nH. 

The clock buffer, decoder and master latches, slave latches, drivers, and SI cells have 
independent biasing circuits so that switching interference from one circuit to another 
via the biasing lines is avoided. Additional local local biasing is used for each individual 
current source cascode transistor. Finally, the off-chip to on-chip bias current mirror ratios 
are large to attenuate off-chip to on-chip translation of noise and interference. 

12.2.3 Thermometer/binary bits partitioning 

The number of bits assigned to the thermometer and binary segments is one of the most 
important architectural issues in the design phase. The 12 binary code words fed to the 
DAC from the external source have been partitioned in 6 thermometer (MSB's) and 6 
binary bits (LSB's) represented by Nr and Ns, respectively. This choice was based on 

1. MSB/LSB glitches, 

2. timing precision requirements of the thermometer segment, 

3. noise generation in the supplies due to switching activity, 

4. speed, area and power consumption. 

Glitches 

MSB/LSB glitches is the traditional error discussed in literature in association to code 
partitioning. It is well understood that significant nonlinear distortion originates from all 
those errors whose error generation mechanism is a function of the number of binary bits 
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~~;:a~~ent transie.nts is plotted using eq. ((9~51Z v~the timing spread er of the thermome-
requency is fixed at N . . e number of bits is 

in fig. (a), (b) and (c) ~qmst, and the data rate is 200 400 a parameter. The 
'respectively. The specificaf " , and 650 Msample/ s 
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immg error specifications. 

table 12 2 R 
l . . . emember that a sign I d' . 
2 bits converter G' . a to Istort10n ratio of 74 dB 

large deviations ~an I~~~ut:~:o1: I~ not usually satisfactory (as it ~~;~~psonds .to fian ideal 
be applied if the SD . sample to sample) at least .een m g. 9.12 
that although the SD~ is to be guaranteed for a large numbe ; I~cr specification should 
several IC' . can be bounded to a smaIJ wind r o samples. Notice also 
IC ( I s are exammed, the SFDR can ow around the wanted value wh 

of th: ::a~~~er 0~ equal than the SDR of ~:;~;:c~~:~~~b~ from sample IC to samp~; 
era! harm on: ~am?g that the total harmonic distortio ecau_se of the random nature 

ics Jn different portion for each IC A n power w1IJ be distributed in sev-
. s a result of this power spreading, an 
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NT a at 200MS/s CJ at 400MS/s a at 650MS/s 
6 2.8 psec 1.4 psec 0.9 psec 
7 4.0 psec 2.0 psec 1.2 psec 
8 5.6 psec 2.8 psec 1.8 psec 

Table 12.2 Timing spread requirements for thermometer unit currents. 

SDR of 74 dB should be sufficient for an SFDR close to the dB levels set in table 12.1. 
Nevertheless, even without the 3a margins, the requirements are very tough to meet. 

From table 12.2 it would seem that the larger the number of thermometer bits the more 
room is available for performance. However, the key factor that determines which NT to 
use is determined by the relation between power, area, and the relative significance of 
contributing random and deterministic local timing error sources as NT scales. Additional 
considerations for deterministic local timing errors - clock skew due to interconnect length 
differences, reflections of clock signals, cross-talk with data lines, process parameter gra
dients and temperature distributions affecting circuits elements, and the interconnection 
network at the output that sums the thermometer currents- can change the specification 
landscape considerably. These have also to be limited to the same level as the random 
ones. 

The main conclusion for local random timing errors in chapter 10 was that capacitance 
at driving nodes is more important than mismatch of the driven transistors, and that power 
can be traded for timing accuracy. It was also shown that the dependency of the distortion 
with the number of bits NT and Ns is different for the inner nodes of a chain and the clock 
node. For a fixed power budget in drivers, latches, and clock driver, the errors inside the 
chain are reduced when NT is increased and all transistor dimensions related to switching 
in the circuits of the chain are reduced. However, the errors introduced by the combination 
of latches and clock signal increase when NT increases, because the additional number of 
latches reduces the slope of the clock signal (gate and interconnect). 

For the deterministic local timing errors at the input and output nodes of the chain 
(e.g. clock and output current summation networks) the conclusion was that power is not 
critical. Instead, electrical and geometrical symmetry is the main issue, which is heavily 
associated with the area and locations the interconnects have to cover. More active area 
per unit means larger arrays for the interconnecting networks to cover. Larger numbers of 
latches, driver, and SI cells means that clock, data, biasing and signal interconnect Jines 
increase in numbers more locations need to be covered without their size to reduce. More
over, large number of lines impacts the design complexity, thus it becomes very difficult 
to guarantee symmetry. Finally, as the overall area increases due to the requirements of 
interconnect, the subsequent result is that identically designed circuits need to be placed 
further away from each other; this increases substantially many deterministic effects, e.g. 
parameter gradients. 

For this design, the deterministic local errors were considered difficult to handle above 
6 thermometer bits given also the decision to go for a manually-made layout. The stochas-
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t!c errors w~re assumed that they can be handle . 
t10~. A design target for less than CJ = 3 d With the proper cost in power consum -
6 bit level. The ideally 74 dB SDR speci{s~~ was set for stochastic timing errors at t:e 
up to the Nyquist frequency for 200 Ms ca It/ of a 12 bit converter can be guaranteed 
(67 d~ at Nyquist) and up to 50 MHz for :S~p e s, up to 120 MHz for 400 Msample/ s 
sufficient to keep the SFDR w"th . h Msample/s (64dB at Nyquist) Th. 

I Ill t e values mentioned in table 12.1. . Is seems 

Supply and substrate disturbances 

The number of thermometer bits and the . . 
play a crucial role for supply disturbances c1~u1t topology o~ gates, drivers and latches 
and small number of switching elements ~ enerall_Y speakmg, slow switching signals 
t?ors [65] mention that switching activit in~rbenefic1al for low disturbances. Some au
t1v~l~ the relation between disturbances ~nd n~ases as NT goes up. Tto evaluate qualita
act1v1ty (the number of switching action f ~ber of thermometer bits. the switchina 
b; separate~ from the actual disturbance~~ ea:~lfc~it ~~r cod: to code transition) should 
o ~he ~agmtude of dynamic currents dra. di sw1tc mg act10n. The latter is a function 
sw1~chmg circuit. The supply and substrat~n~is:u~ped to the supplies and substrate by a 
not m the s~me way for all the sub-circuits of th~r Da;_~es are functions of both factors but 

As NT mcreases by one bit, the switchin ac . . . 
gates ~haracteristics stay the same, thus th gd. tIVIty of the decoder doubles, the digital 
of log1c-de~th ~e~ays within the decoder, an~ t~s:~rbanc~s roughly double. The increase 
the use of p1pelmmg to sustain the same co . arger mterconnect capacitance dictates 
the latches and drivers the situation is a bi~~~~~on rate bringi.ng extra disturbances. For 
nu~be.r doubles, hence the switching activity d re~~- As NT mcreases by one bit, their 
sw1tc~mg strength per latch and driver ca ou es as well. At the same time, the 
c~pac1tance, halves for every extra therm::::t red~ced because the SI switches, thus gate 
disturbances in the supplies can be a smoothe;rf bit. ~s a result, the actual scaling of the 
decoder, or even stay constant. unct10n of NT compared to those of the 

Consequently any assumption on the actu . 
text dependent, and to be compared with oth al impact to the output signal is design con-
be m~de f?r the actual circuits. Because oft~~ ~:~r sources specific assumptions should 
~~ed I~ this design to specifically address this pr;~~ style. and P?wer supply partitioning 
. Istur ances were not a dominant issue for t 1 em, s1mulat1ons indicate that supply 
mg up to 8 nH of inductance er su I ~ east up to 6 bits, 800 Msample/ sand hav
The s.ubstrate noise impact wa~ mucb~~!a~:· represented by a simplified RLC network. 
function of actual topology in the silicon d ~cult to evalu~te. b~cause it is a very strong 

, an a so of the res1st1v1ty of the substrate. 

Area and power consumption 

I.n the previous paragraphs area and . 
~Ive of their influence on the local ti~~;;r consumption were viewed from the perspec 
I~portant also in absolute terms and the acc.uracy. However, area and power are ver -
this determines number of elem~nts and~ ~e mfluenced by the choice of NT [8] becaus~ 

m erconnect lengths. The speed of the decoder 
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the lar er the logic depth of the deco?er, t~us 
can be an issue because the larger the·NJ:t d la:s occupy. For this design, the intention 
the larger fraction of the sampl~g/en~ is (:ctive interconnect and decoupling), ~?we; 
to achieve approximately 1 mm o tota arl.ea ates o' f 650 M sample/ s without addit10na oo W and samp mgr b. 
consumption around 2 m ' .. ed the use of more than 7 thermometer its.. . . . 
pipelining in the decoder prohibit . . e revious paragraphs, a partit10nmg m 6 

As a result of all the iss~es ment1oneddmTt~ ~most significant bits are decoded to 63 
6 b. bits was selecte . e 

thermometer and mary . . 6 binary bits stay as they are. 
thermometer bits, and the remammg 

12 3 Switched-Current cell 
• . . fi 12.3. It consists of a cascoded ~urrent 

The schematic of the realize~ SI ce.ll ihs sh?wn i~ l:~al biasing means. In the following the 
ded differential sw1tc pair, an 

source, a casco .b d 
design of the circuit blocks will be descn e . 

Vdd -I 
global z 

M4~ Vdd 

Msl Ms2 \-- Zb 

-q Vx 

local V2 
Mlb2 

VI Ml 

Vss 

Figure 12.3 Schematic of the realized SI cell. 

12.3.1 Current source the relative amplitude preci-
. f h rrent source are 

The issues considered at the desi~n o ~ e cu de dependent modulation, the interference 
sion its influence on settling and im~e ance co 
at the biasing lines, and substrate noise. 

. rtude precision 
Relative amp • t f the individual thermome-

. th converter the curren s o l d 
To achieve 12 bit static accuracy m e h th~r and the binary ones should be sea e. 
ter sources should match very well to eac ~ rel;tively to each other with the proper ~i
with respect to the thermometer currentds ~n this design to achieve 12 bit accuracy leve . 

l t hniques were use m 
nary scale. Severa ec . . nts between the current 

1. 6 / 6 code partitioning to reduce the matching requireme 

sources for 12 bit DNL; 
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2. Sizing and biasing [55, 72) aiming to reduce local random amplitude errors: when 
the source area increases, the stochastic amplitude error reduces; 

3. Partitioning of each current source transistor in four sub-units connected in parallel, 
placed in four separate arrays, and biased locally to reduce deterministic errors [8]; 

4. A-priori amplitude error information mapping between thermometer bits and the 
current sources to reduce local amplitude deterministic errors; 

5. Common-centroid based placement of the four sub-units of each source with re
spect to each other to reduce the deterministic amplitude errors even further. 

6. Electrical and geometrical symmetry in the layout to reduce stochastic and deter
ministic errors (e.g. identical surroundings for each source, metal coverage, etc. 

The relationship between DNL, the spread of the current errors and the number of 
thermometer and binary bits (point 1) was first documented in [49) where thermome
ter/binary partition was introduced. The 6/6 partitioning selected here relaxes substan
tially the matching requirements for the current sources. 

The sizing and biasing of the current source (point 2) is discussed next. Using the 
INL-yield model proposed in [55] for a yield of 99.8% a CJ(I)// = 0.25% is required 
for the LSB current. The area per LSB current source required to achieve this relative 
matching precision as a function of the overdrive voltage Vgstl = Vgsl - Vi of the current 
source transistor M1 is defined in [55) by 

(12. l) 

An area vs. voltage tradeoff appears at this point. Large overdrive reduces random 
amplitude errors and the area, but reduces the voltage room left for the rest of the transis
tors of the SI cell. Moreover, as the area increases its output capacitance increases as well, 
which may reduce the high frequency impedance properties of the source. The last point 
was taken out of the decision for reasons explained later. A good compromise was found 
to be an overdrive voltage of 0.5 V leading to an LSB source area around 50 µm2 . With an 
Vi ~ 0.4 V, the biasing level is set to 0.9 V which allows the drain terminal to reach as low 
as 0.5 V before M1 enters the linear region. The final parameter values used are 48µm2 for 
the LSB transistor area, Vi = 0.85V for the biasing, W1 = 3 µm and L1 = 16 µm. These 
values scale up according to 1, 2,4, 8, 16, 32, 64 according to the bit weights. 

Nonlinear settling and output impedance 

The next problems addressed concern output resistance modulation based errors (section 
6.1.2), and most importantly the error mechanisms described in section 6.2.1): data de
pendent settling, and the frequency dependency of the SI cell output impedance. The last 
two errors are basically caused by capacitances present at the inner nodes of the SI cells. 
This sets the focus of the following paragraphs. 
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d (b) single-cascode [39,521, (c) 
Figure 12.4 Cascoding options (a) n~ ca~co ;· top of the switches [861, (d) 

single-cascode (or combmattons on 
gain-boosted cascode. 

bl ms with the SI cell shown in fig. 
L t us look some circuit details of these pro e d a differential current switch (Ms1 

e consists of a single MOS current source an d of the DAC. It is well known 

~~:<;J;~t connected directly t~ th~ resistiv;o~~:~~t;~:ith respect to all three ~roblems 
in literature that this configuration is ve~y p at node X (it is large because M1 is large). 

tioned mainly because of the capacitance M on) the capacitance seen at the output 
menlfthe s~itch is in the off state (~.g. Ms1 off, a~~tanc~ Cd• and the drain-bulk junction 

. h m of the gate-dram overlap cap g C is voltage dependent, 
of Ms1 is t e su MOS switch. From these two, db . . C of 

para~itic cap~c~an(c~)Cd~~ft~e output signal varies, .the ca~a~i~:pc=n~~~~r~~u~~:th~~ the 
that is, cdb - db . . l This capacitance IS m ll th 

ll SI cells varies with the output s~gna . nd operates in saturation -norma y e 
a itch is on or off. When the switch turns on a nt on the capacitance of node X and the 

~:se- a capa~itance is added to t~e ~ui':: ~~~;:~~apacitance of a cell is written as 
cascoding capabilities of the switc . 

Caff == Cgd + Cdb(V) 

C - C l + Cdb(V) +Cu 
011- gc 

DAC the total output capacitance becomes 
and for the thermometer 

(12.2) 

(12.3) 

(12.4) 
C == (2Nr - 1) ( Cgd + Cdb(V)) + wCu 

o t es of signal dependent 
· E uation (12.4) shows two yp d 1 tion 

where w has its usual meamng. .q . . both of which are generated by a mo u a 
lobal errors, one explici~ and one. im~hcit:ameter). The implicit one is generated ?Y the 

~f the DAC output capacitance (c~rcuit pa e switch (this voltage is the output signal). 

voltage dependent junction cap~~~;~:i~::~imensions, hence the switch shoul:u~:t:~di: 
This capacitance depends only o d te deep in saturation the Cdb(V) mo 

. t h s are small an opera 
small. If the swi c e · is dominant. . f ch 
small, and the explicit error m~ch~msm ted by the on/off capacitive difference o e~ -

The explicit error mechamsm is genera . no dependency with the output s1g 

C
ell and the number of cells turn.ed on, as~umdi~gy the capacitance of the switches, the 

. de x is determine 
1 The capacitance at no na. 
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capacitance of the transistor M1 and their interconnection. The drain and interconnect ca
pacitances are usually large. The former because of the choice to increase the area of M1 
to improve matching, and the latter because of a combination of reasons. To reduce the 
distance between current sources from different SI cells (thus the systematic amplitude er
rors) and to avoid cross-talk between biasing and output signal lines with data switching 
lines, the source array is split from the switch, latches and other arrays. Since M1 is large, 
the source array is large, the interconnects run to establish electrical connection between 
switches and sources are large, too. Substantially more interconnect is added because 
each current source transistor M1 is partitioned is smaller transistors parallel-connected 
placed far away from each other (e.g. 16 in [ 42, 64]) to average systematic matching er
rors. Therefore, improving matching with current source area seems to be the ultimate 
limit for the capacitance at this node which has to be shielded by circuit design. 

As mentioned earlier, the use of differential output signals reduces those errors signif
icantly, because they introduce mainly second order harmonic distortion. However, only 
the this signal level technique is not enough. Other techniques that can help are 

O Cascoding, gain-boosting, etc. (see fig. 12.4) and reduction of transistor size and 
interconnects reduces the output capacitance of the cell, thus the errors as well. 

O Reduction of the load each SI cell sees at its output (e.g. low impedance output 
nodes) locally in the output of each cell with local buffers, or globally for all cells 
after they are connected together. Each way can be implemented with cascode 
configurations (e.g. local buffering with cascode transistors on top each switch per 
cell [86]) or with the current folding method (e.g. global buffering with folding 
[43, 180]). The main differences are: 

- Current folding requires extra power and gives also a constant DC current. 

- Cascoding consumes no power, it is faster, but it occupies voltage room, which 
is not plentifully available in modern CMOS processes. 

- A global buffer adds extra distortion and bandwidth limitations because it has 
to process the total signal. 

- Local buffers add matching related errors. 

O One can reduce the off-state resistance and capacitive difference by not turning off 
the current cell completely in the off state [ 181]. The disadvantage is that it is not 
possible to guarantee that each cell will be switched partially off at the same level 
(otherwise significant local errors are created). 

0 Compensation of the on/off capacitance modulation per cell with circuit techniques. 
To do this one needs a shadow-, or dummy- cell in parallel to each normal cell that 
compensates the on/off difference in the impedance of the cell without contributing 
significant current. In this manner, the output impedance per cell is always constant. 

In this design the single cascode configuration shown in fig. 12.4(b) was selected (in 
fig. 12.3 the complete cell is shown), and the capacitances were minimized by circuit and 
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layout design. Since the current of M1 is fixed and the width and length of M1 follow 
matching considerations, limited freedom is left on M1. The main decision left for M1 is 
how low its drain voltage should be. If M1 is pushed close to the weak/strong inversion 
boundary, the junction capacitance at the drain starts to increase and the resistance drops. 
Therefore, the drain of M1 should not fall below Vv1 = 0.4 V. Simulations show that 
for the dimensions chosen for M1 its impedance increases rapidly as its drain voltage 
increases in the region 0.4 - 0.5 V, and mildly but constantly from 0.5 V on. Because M1 
will be cascoded by M2 and the switch, thus obtaining high output resistance for the SI cell 
will be quite easy, Vv, is pushed down to 0.5 V to free voltage room for the cascode and 
the switching transistors. It is set around Vv, = 0.5 V taking into account for remaining 
glitches. The drain capacitance of M1 is approximately 160 f F excluding interconnect. 

The next decisions concern the width, length, and the value of V2 of transistor M2. 
These values determine the cascoding applied to M1 and determine the Vi = 0.5 V voltage 
level at node Y and most of the capacitance at node X. A small M2 size was used to reduce 
capacitances. The voltage V2 was set to V2 = 1.27 V and the dimensions to Li = 0.28 µm, 
and W = 0.42 µm for the length and width of the LSB, respectively. The width was scaled 
by 2,4,8, 16,32 for the remaining binary cells and 64 for the thermometer ones. These 
values were set after several simulations were made with which the impact of the M2 
parameters were studied at the distortion of the DAC output signal. 
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Figure 12.5 Impedance of cascoded and non cascoded thermometer source. 

10.0C 

The minimum allowed value of the voltage at node X determines the remaining volt
age room left for the switches. The value of Vx is set by whoever of the switches is turned 
on: given that the switch high voltage level is set to the power supply level, the smaller the 
switch overdrive (the larger the switch W/L ratio) the higher Vx . Due to the bulk-source 
modulation of the threshold value of M2 (Vi ~ 0.5 V) for V2 = 1.27 V M2 enters saturation 
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above Vx - o 7 v d . 
. . - · an Its cascoding effi · 

s1gmficant impedance benefit A . ect mcreases. Beyond Vx = 0 85 V th . 
ap d · · margm of 100 v · ere 1s no 
v/~a~. 8~1ig(Oth7e5stveer ~f the current from one sid: to ;:s odthesignTahted for t~e spikes that 

· With a mar · ) h. er. e result 1s a DC 1 voltage difference in the switchesgm ' w ich leaves 0.95 V available for the gate va ue 
Th . · -source 
. e output impedance AC plot of M . 

achieve 80 dB SFDR in d"f""' . I - M2 is shown in fig 12 5" V 
h . a I 1erent1al signal · · · ior x = 0.85V To :he output impedance of the LSB SI cell sho:~~u:m~ the amplitude domain error ;nly 

:~=r~~n;:~~: ;~ll~ ~r~~~:~~:~; ~2th~~~~=dan~c= o~~~: c~~~d~~n~~:;~~ s~~r~~rt~~~ toe;: ~~ c~pacitive difference at the ou.tput- eq~:~:t;~c/e;t node X -major contributor to 
. J. e impedance specification for 80 d . ' and only 2 f Fare associated 

stlll the cascoding effect of the sw1"tch B is met roughly up to 100 MHz but th . 
es as a reserve. , ere 1s 

Interference at the biasing nodes 

For the biasing interference problems se . 

~n~ a ~hort ph~sical distance between t~e :~~~~~on 6.2d2~ a si~gle cascode configuration 
fre ps ~n reducmg the glitch area at node X and o~s a~ t e dram of the cascode transisto; 

om t e SI cell point of view can be used to deal er. thasth~ecovery. Three main techniques 
WI t IS problem: 

1. ~eduction of th~ overlap capacitances Cd of M -
f charge burst mterfering to the bias li~es; I M2 to scale down the magnitude 

2. filtering of th · " e 1nter1erence at the b" r 
error mechanism. ias mes to suppress the magnitude of the global 

3. local biasing of the cascode a d 
h · n current sou h 

eac !me separately, but preventing the ap rces, t us allowing the interference in 

local 

Thermometer cell #I 

pearance of the global error mech . amsm; 

~ M2 
~ Ml 

Vss - - - - - - ./ 

Thermometer cell #2 other cells 

F° 
igure 12.6 The cascode global and local biasing circuit. 
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The size of M1 has been reduced as it was explained previously. Instead of suppressing 
the interference with filtering (point 2), the local biasing method was used (point 3) to 
avoid the error generation mechanism to appear in the first place. The advantages of such 
an approach (e.g. [37,43,44]) have been validated with simulations. 

off-chip 
- - gloila1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -local - - - - - -

Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd 

local V2-1~M2 
_J -Vll!..J 

VI --, Ml I 

Vss 

Figure 12.7 The current source biasing circuit. 

The schematic of the cascode transistor's biasing circuit is drawn in fig. 12.6. The 
local biasing circuit consists of two diode-connected transistors that build 1.27 V when 
supplied by 150 µA via a PMOS current source. All PMOS current sources are con
nected at their gates at the same diode-connected master PMOS source. The voltage Vb 
is generated with the circuit shown in the left side of the picture. A clean off-chip current 
reference is fed to an NMOS current mirror that subsequently feeds the diode connected 
PMOS transistor. The design requirements for the local biasing unit is low output re
sistance, low power and small area, which are contradicting. Transistor size and current 
values were determined with simulations on the complete DAC to evaluate the impact of 
the impedance of the local biasing node with the DAC signal distortion. Mismatch effects 
in the biasing levels were examined but they do not cause any worries. 

The biasing circuit for M1 is given in fig. 12.7. As mentioned earlier in the section, 
M1 of the thermometer cells is split in four sub-units connected in parallel at their drains, 
each sub-unit placed in a separate sub-array. This allows two techniques to be used that 
reduce the impact of process gradients and other deterministic local errors. First, the sub
units are placed such that they have a common-centroid at the center. This is explained 
later in more detail. Second, for all the transistors of a sub-array a local bias voltage is 
established, e.g. V1a,b,c,d• instead of sharing the same bias V1 [8]. This reduces the impact 
of process gradients developed in the x- and y- axis of the source array because all the 
sub-unit transistors refer to their local array bias, which tracks the gradients. A simplified 
one-dimensional description of this technique is shown in fig. 12.8. 
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Substrate noise 

urrent error reduction with local array b" . 
iasrng. 

-------: 

A very critical issue for the bi . . . 
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l
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ater In this ch ) are organized in one . e cas

of this apter and placed relatively close to th array (see the floorplanning 

This su~;~ ;: ~~~lied W
1
ith t~e Vdd-Vss rails tha~ ;~::~~~~~:~e array. All the circuits 

the ecoup ed with a combinatio . e current source array 
as d~asco~~ local biasing circuit cells of dumm; of local decoupling cells placed insid~ 
tions ~oup rng capacitors, and with s~ndwiched :urrent sourc~ cells that are connected 
rails hat connect to the external Vdd-Vss suppli dd-~ss multllayer metal interconnec-

~~~~~~nus:~;~~~l!i~~ceu~::~~~l~~~hbrn t~ee~~~e:~:· sa;: ~:~~s:~:~~e~~;~: ::~s~:r~~~ 
current~~-~~e~e· a~ti~ns reduce substantially both ~~~:~::gaf ~n~ the cascode biasing 
in . is e to an NMOS curre t . o a errors. The off-chip 
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Finally, large size of the switches has a detrimental impact on the local timing errors 
caused by the switches and by all circuits preceding them for a fixed power budged. The 
size of the switches causes a chain effect on the capacitance values present at the driver
switch, latch-driver, and clock-latch nodes: as the switch size increases, more current 
needs to drive it, therefore larger transistors are used at the driver, subsequently requiring 
larger currents from the latch, and so on. Consequently, the magnitude of local stochastic 
timing errors at a fixed power budget increases. Therefore, a low switch size in the starting 
point of a design-for-timing strategy in the DAC. In the following, the way those issues 
were addressed in the design phase will be described. 

Charge feedthrough 

Charge feedthrough has been decoupled from the other problems to allow freedom to 
focus on timing accuracy. The techniques that have been considered are: 

1. Decoupling of the switch output node from the DAC output node with local or 
global means identically to those used for the impedance (buffers, etc.). 

2. Reduction of the charge injected per switching action using low voltage swing. 

3. Compensation of each switching action with dummy switches [80, 182]. This can
cels out the charge injected per switching cell before it reaches to the output. 

4. Compensation of the error-data dependency with a complementary mechanism [78]: 
every cell, independent of whether it switches or not delivers the same charge. 

The first technique has been repeatedly used in many DAC in the past in various forms. 
The use of a single (global) buffer in the DAC output [43, 180] has several drawbacks 
for our specification range and it was avoided. Local cascoding [86] offers advantages 
because each current transient is buffer locally, and there is no need for a single circuit 
to handle large currents at hundreds of MHz with high linearity. It can be realized with 
NMOS cascode transistors as in fig. 12.9(b), and the disadvantages mentioned are re
moved at the cost of voltage headroom, a small delay and probably additional timing 
errors. If realized with a local folding circuit with PMOS transistors for each SI cell then 
the voltage headroom is less of a problem, but the DC currents remain, and significant 
local stochastic amplitude and timing errors are added. 

Reducing the voltage swing of the switch control signals is very effective to reduce the 
charge bursts per switching action, and it can be easily combined with the first method. 
The compensation method using dummies is limited by matching [80, 182] and it adds 
extra capacitance at the drivers. This reduces the slope of the switch control signals and 
increases timing errors due to threshold mismatch unless extra current is spent at the 
drivers. The last technique applied in [41 , 78] has also its pros and cons. The advantage 
is that it is compatible with low power supply. In the way this technique is implemented, 
the number of latches and drivers, the load of the clock, the capacitance at node X (see 
fig. 12.9) and the output node are doubled compared to the case that no compensation 
is applied. This implies that either the timing precision of the switches and the latches 
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and drivers will decrease, or the total power consumption will double to sustain the same 
timing precision. The switching disturbances at the supplies double as well. 

The combination of local switch cascading with low swing control signals was pre
ferred in this design (fig. 12.9(b)). The parameter that controls how much the charge 
bursts will be attenuated is the gm of the cascade transistors M3 and M4. This parameter, 
and the output resistance of these transistors control also the impedance boosting, and 
consequently the isolation of the inner DAC nodes from the output signal. Since the cur
rent flowing through it is fixed by the signal specifications, the degree of freedom left is 
the ratio W3/L = W4/L. Although the cascading effects of the switches are diminished 
because the switches operate in the linear region, the switch cascades compensate for 
it [55 , 73] . This gives the final boosting of the total cell's impedance qualifying require
ments for at least up to 400 MHz of signal frequency. 

Chronologically, the switch cascades were added after all other circuits were final
ized. Attention has been paid to the relationship between the transistor dimensions, the 
voltage requirements for proper switch operation, impedance, and added local timing er
rors. These issues have been simulated using the implemented latches and drivers. In this 
manner, in the sizing procedure for the switch cascades, all charge feedthrough, remain
ing clock disturbances of the data signals and other artifacts of the switch control signals 
were taken into account. Several size options were examined for M3 and M4 and their 
impact on SFDR was simulated for several frequencies at a clock rate of 800 MHz and 
signal bandwidths of 10- 400MHz (see [183]) leading to a choice of 0.72/0.2 µm. 

The spikes at the common switch node 

In theory, the voltage swing and the shape of the control signal transient are two separate 
issues and one should be able to select these two separately from each other. In practice, 
this is not really true because both are determined from the same circuit -the driver. The 
key property for the spike for NMOS switches is the level of the crossing point of the 
complementary control signals generated by the driver. The larger this level is, the less 
time both switches stop conducting simultaneously, thus the less the discharging of the 
capacitance present at the switch common source node X. There are three methods to 
raise the crossing point, which are shown in fig. 12.10: 

1. the first method is to delay one of the two complementary switch control signals 
[68, 73] shown in fig . 12.lO(a); 

2. the second method is to modify the rise or fall time of one of the two complementary 
signals [63,64, 184] as depicted in fig. 12.lO(b); 

3. the third method in fig. 12.10( c) raises the crossing point of the drive signals by 
reducing the voltage swing of the control signals [52]. 

The first two methods have the disadvantage that the symmetry of the control signals 
must be changed, either by introducing voluntarily skew between the control signals (first 
method), or modifying the width and length of the drivers (second method) to cause vol
untarily rise/fall time differences. These actions allow openings for mismatch to cause 
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Figure 12.12 Switch timing errors with and without cascode. 

capacitance than the thermometer ones. This is particularly important for the most signif
icant binary bits. To match the loads at the driver-switch nodes it is usually accustomed 
to add inactive gate-capacitance (drain-source short circuited transistors [40]. 

However, inactive capacitance behaves differently than the active switch capacitance. 
An active switch loads the driver with a non-linear capacitance due to channel formation 
which causes abrupt deceleration in the switch rising transients the moment the switch 
turns on. On the other hand, inactive gate capacitance is a linear capacitor, its capacitance 
does not change as the driving signal rises or falls. Therefore, a thermometer switch has 
much different behavior around the switching on/off voltage level than the combination of 
a binary switch with inactive gate capacitance. In this design matching is realized not only 
in capacitance loading, but in the actual dynamics involved in the transition as well. By 
using replica switched current cells that dump their currents in the supply as in fig. 12.13 
all driver-switch nodes for all bits have exactly the same dynamic transient behavior. 

12.4 Decoder, data synchronization and conditioning 

In this section the circuit design of all circuit blocks related to data decoding, data syn
chronization and signal conditioning are described. These circuits are the binary to ther
mometer decoder, the delay equalizer, the MS latches and the clock buffer. 

12.4.1 Binary-to-Thermometer decoder 

The decoder is shown in fig. 12.1. It receives off-chip binary data after internal buffer
ing with (differential) buffers and generates the thermometer data applied to the master 
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Figure 12.13 Thermometer and binary SI cell. Numbers indicate W scaling. 

latches. The decoder is usually considered as a typical digital block that can be easily in
corporated into digital design flows. Although its functional operation is easy to guarantee 
even at very high frequencies, the fact that it interfaces directly with analog components 
makes it a contributing factor to the overall quality of the DAC output signals. It can affect 
the DAC output signal via two paths: first, via the normal signal path (e.g. when data are 
contaminated with artifacts, skew, logic glitches, etc.), and second via indirect paths such 
as the supplies and the substrate. Consequently, low supply and substrate disturbances 
at high speeds and good signal integrity are important requirements next to low power 
consumption and small area. The 6 bit full custom made decoder presented in this section 
was addressed as a digital circuit with analog signal requirements. 

The decoder is based on a Row-Column architecture [39] . No pipelining was used 
inside the decoder. This architecture represents a good compromise between area, power 
and high speed operation for a small number of bits (up to 6). Its main problem is that it 
generates strong switching activity for some input codes and less activity for the rest. In 
addition to the signal and circuit logic level solutions for low supply disturbances, proper 
decoder architectures can be used as well to suppress noise even further. For example 
in [185] a Row-Column-Depth extension of the Row-Column architecture that reduces 
the number of switching gates as the input bit changes from one value to another. In our 
case, for 6 bits the Row-Column architecture was sufficient. 

The basic CML gate is shown in fig. 12.14 [186]. Two biasing voltages are required 
for the gates to operate. These voltages are shared among all gates in the decoder and 
they are generated with two biasing circuits supplied with off-chip currents. Due to the 
nature of the CML logic, only one ANDNAND gate is required. Three scaled versions of 
this gate were realized. The implementation of inversions in CML logic is easily realized 
by swapping wires. A simple differential pair was used both as a buffer and an inverter 
only at nodes that needed extra driving strength. The biasing current of the smallest gate 
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12.4.3 Master-slave latches and drivers 

The operation of the decoder is subject to different logic depths, process mismatch in de
vices, wire interconnection length differences between data paths, cross-coupling between 
data wires and local temperature variations are causes of data skew, waveform shape vari
ations and logic glitches. The data values embodied in these widely different waveforms 
must be translated to data embodied in clear, identical and very accurately synchronized 
waveforms before driving the SI cells. Latches and drivers are required as an interface to 
make this translation. Their location in the architecture can be seen in fig . 12.1. 

digital 
data 

Master latch & driver 
coarse signal conditioning 

Slave latch & driver 
fine signal conditioning 

Vddd,Vssd Vddd,Vssd Vdda,Vssa Vdda,Vssa 

D 

Db 

cl kb 

Figure 12.15 Master-slave latch and data drivers block diagram. 

to current 
switches 

Earlier high speed DACs realized usually in Silicon bipolar [38, 51] or GaAs [36, 37] 
technologies used Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) latches, or their MOS equivalent in CML 
always in master-slave (MS) latch configurations followed by drivers. In [36] multiplexers 
are used in combination with latches. A MS latch block schematic is shown in fig . 12.15. 
It consists of a two latches and corresponding drivers. The latches are clocked with the 
two non-overlapping phases of the clock. 

Today it is believed that a single latch and a driver is sufficient and no recently re
ported DAC uses MS configurations. The arguments used relate to smaller number of 
transistors, lower complexity of layouting, smaller active and interconnect area, lower 
power consumption (however, this is true only at low sampling rates), etc. Moreover, the 
latch is usually considered digital, and no attention is given to its analog sides (timing 
skew, power supply and substrate noise), etc. Analog design attention is usually given 
only to the driver following the latch. 

In particular, recent high-speed CMOS DACs [8,40,44,55,64,65] use variations of the 
basic cross-coupled CMOS inverter single latch that was analyzed in chapter 10. CMOS 
inverters are used as drivers for the switches. In view of the high sampling rates required, 
the isolation between the input and output nodes of the latch with a simple clocked NMOS 
switch is not enough to avoid coupling of digital data via the gate-drain and gate-source 
overlap capacitances of the NMOS switches. To enhance the isolation further, and to 
establish proper logic ones and zeros at the output of the latch (NMOS switches do not 
pass properly logic high) the positive feedback of the cross-coupled pair is increased. In 
chapter 10 it was shown that this circuit topology has several origins of local timing errors 
as well, which scale with the positive feedback loop strength. Furthermore, it is well 
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In this design, the master latches removes artifacts and time skew from the decoded data, 
and in the presence of mismatch they provide relative timing accuracy (spread) less than 
10 psec. The slave latches have been specifically designed to extend this precision to less 
that 1 psec when driven with a steep clock signal , and create steep output edges to reduce 
the impact of mismatch of the following driver. 

The load of the master latch is a PMOS transistor. As mentioned previously, if the 
PMOS gates are tied to the ground rail, the power-ground rail differences (notice that 
these two rails are not quite) cause modulation of the PMOS active resistance, thus of the 
swing supplied to the slave latch. For this reason, the biasing circuit shown in the figure 
is used. Any variations in the power supply are tracked by the bias voltage such that the 
resistance is always constant avoiding data dependent resistance modulation that would 
lead to data dependent swing at the inputs of the slave latches. 

The loads of the slave latches and drivers have to be very well matched with each 
other. If the resistance values change significantly at each different slave latch, according 
to the analysis in chapter 10 this translates to local timing errors. The same applies for the 
resistances of the drivers. If the swing of the drivers varies significantly, then in additional 
local errors are created because the SI cell switches are partially on/off in a spatial manner. 
These problems do not exist in CMOS logic latches and drivers. The choice made was 
to use diffusion resistors for their good matching quality at the expense of temperature 
sensitivity ( it is not a problem because it is mainly global) and avoid active resistors due 
to insufficient matching for sub psec timing accuracy. 

Master latches, slave latches and switch drivers have different biasing circuits that can 
be controlled externally for testing purposes. In this way the slope and the swing can be 
modified externally to study the timing effects. In addition, by increasing the currents 
the impact of increased supply/substrate disturbances can be examined. The total current 
drawn by a MS latch and driver chain is 550µA. From this total, 50 µA are drawn by the 
master latch, 50 µA for its driver, 200 µA for the slave latch, and 250 µA for the switch 
driver. As it can be seen, the master latch and its driver draw the same current as the 
smallest gate of the decoder, and only the slave latch and the switch driver call for large 
current and associated power consumption. This seemingly large value seems much less 
when it is realized that it can offer in simulations operation for 1 GHz of update rates. 
This holds for the complete chain after all local interconnects and other parasitics are 
extracted and used in back in the simulations. 

12.4.4 Clock buff er 

A clock buffer based on two gain stages has been design to buffer a low swing differential 
input sinusoidal clock to a full steep pulse that can drive the master and slave latches. At 
nominal biasing conditions the buffer provides a rectangular signal with very steep edges 
and a swing of 0.7 V at a total of 1 pF (interconnect and active). The schematic of the 
clock buffer is shown in fig. 12.17. The choice of a low swing differential sinusoidal clock 
reference has been preferred for its advantages for low interference. The first amplifier 
receives the off-chip clock reference provides higher gain and lower bandwidth. The 
second amplifier offers lower gain at a higher bandwidth, and its output drive directly 
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the_ clock i?terconnect network that leads 
a simple differential pair with resistive lo~~~n;a~~r and slave latches. Each amplifier is 

. e total current draw fr 
off-chip 1 n om the clock 
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input l.8V 

Vdiff=0.25-0.5V I 
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v 
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Figure 12.17 Clock buffer. 

buffer is 31 mA including the biasi . . . 
ng, and It Is mdependent off requency. 

12.5 Floorplan and layout 

Layout design plays a crucial rol . 
has been paid · . . e m the performance of the 
circuit techniquI~s ~es:~z1~~l a _wel_l structured layout that stan~~n:;~~~- sA lot ]of attention 
been extra d . Circuits have been layouted ame eve! to the 

layout issu~~e wi~~~eb~~~~~neodtated. Only main lines of~~;~~;;p~:~ ~~unyt. circmd·ts have 
· ' mg an some 

12.5.1 FJoorplan overview 
TheDAC ff l · 

oorp an is shown in fig. 12. I 8 0 
buf~ers, the decoder, the MSBILSB dela. n th~ top of the figure the arrays of the in 

~;;~~~~~~~h:1:11~vc:::~c~~~r;:~j c~s~o~~~~~~~:e~~ ~~~ ~:s~~~~a~~~~~r~:e locafde~ 
ralls and th · d e m reg10n-B Bel h. casco e 
and the b. er_r ecoupling, the cascode local biasing~- ~wt is array lie the Vdda, Vssa 
source iasmg ~oltage wires (region-C). The bott Ircuits, o~tput current interconnects 
and V array and Its_ biasing (region-D). The circui om are~ is occupied by the curren; 
C-D) :s~ the ones m region-B by Vdda and Vs ts of reg10n-A are powered by Vddd 

the ~at~dff:: ~;::::~ ~!;a:~~~~eb~~~~! ~uf~~: iss_~caa~~d~~a:~~ ~:;t ~~:0; r~~~~~~:gions 
eco er and master I t h picture: interconnect d t . . 

~ck, ~nd the output curr:nct ce;~s~~~b~~ :.at~er latches w_ith the slave l:t:h;;~e.;;:::i~ 
e primary netwo k h . o parts, a pnmary a d 

connection of th r s run onzontally to the picture and th n a secondary network. 
e current source . ' e secondary vert" II region-C . . array m region-D with th Ica y. The 

Is Implemented with wires routed vertical! t he c_ascode transistors placed in 
Y o t e picture. 
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Thfa has been mode in the following way: a slave latch, a d,ive,, a cascoded switch and 
the coscode of the corresponding current sou<ce "e o'ganize<J in one block. Data and 
shielded clock wires come on the one side and bias and ou1put current wITes come and 
leave on the other side of this block, respectively. 

Fow- blocks are combined in one group " shown in fig. 12. 19. Sets of two groups are 
fonned by placing blocks mirrored with rnspect to each othe., so that the clock and data 
arrive inside the c<eated alley, and bi" and output current wires leave from the outside. 
The layout inside the block is mode such that the ITansisto<s in a block stay inv.,iant to 
this geomerrical ITansfonnation with rnspect to the;, e/ecrrical and physical envfronment. 
In this manne. all identical transisto'S between all blocks are matched to each othe.. 

Clock 
buffer 

OCJ 
c: 

~ 
0 
() 

"' ""' 

11 

••• 

dat s 
ata bus 

11 

Vdcl,Vss rails and decoupling 11 

: : interconnections bus : : between sources and : ~ascodes • • • 

CURRENT SOURCE ARRAY 

Figure 12.19 Detailed ftoorplan of region B. 

A binary clock tree [188] is the best way to distribute a clock fo, low skew, and fo, 
goOd control impedance. The prob/em in o"' case is that the tor.I numbe, of clocked 
blocks is not a pow., of 2 (63 thennomet., and 6 binary blocks) and the next larg0< 
closest binary numbe, is 128, meaning that the active lood capacitance of the clock needs 
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. f h · transistors r d them to . h 
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An efficient a-priori spatial error information h.,ed mapping algorithm 

Insufficient supp<ession of the accumulated systematic erro" in high «solution DAC 
makes mapping and Pa<titioning of each unit current sou,ce compulsory [40, 42, 64] as 
means to spatially average the erro<S. As the resolution increases by each one bit, lhe unit 
sou,ce area quadruples to keep the random erro" below the 0.5 LSB accuracy [73]. As 
a rnsult, the theoreticru low., !NL that can be obtained due to detenninistic (systematic) 
erro<s is incceased by a factor of four, while at the same time maxim um error require men I 
halves. Partitioning allows sub-units of a sou,ce to be placed algorithmically arnund the 
array and 'educe the accumulation of detenninistic errn<S. Fnc a given map, the la<ge< the 
partitioning, the more the erro, average, but lhe lacge< the interconnect length and muting 
compfexily is because the sub-units -placed f., away from each othe<- have to be con
nected together. Howev.,, lacge pa<titioning is only 'equfred if the map is not sufficient to 
cope with the erro<s "1one. The use of a sophisticated map might "1leviate the needs fo, 
partitioning reducing interconnect length and complexity significantly. 

Jypica/ examples of a-pdori erro, info,maiion based maps we<e given in section 
11.3.2. Recent examples in [42], [196] show that computer optimized mapping seru-ch 
engines can lessen the accumulation of deterministic amplitude erco" foc a corn DAC 
much be1ter than the classic maps based on symmetry [39, 61]. If the errocs are known, 
a softwa<e implemented algo,ithm can sea<ch foc the best map -the best way to combine 
elemenls- such that !NL is reduced. The computed '""" is then applied to the DAC 
by making the prnpe< physical connections between the current sow-ces and the cascode 
transistors, or between the thermometer bits and the latches. 

The compute< optimized Q2 Random Walk ( Q2-RW) map [ 42) aimed foc 8 thecmome
tec bits used in combination with 16 sub-unit pa<titioning prnvided 14 bit accu<acy at an 
actual IC implementation at a ttemendous cost in area due to matching requirements and 
intecconnect. DA Cs at the I 2 bit level [ 64, 65] show that the same, oc high" level of pa<
titioning is cequired to reach 12 bit acc1rracy. In [196,202] a novel mapping computation 
algorithm has been repo,ted that rnalizes the genecoJized mapping concept that 1' able to 
cope with lhe complexi1y of multi-dimensional mapping using many different sou,ces of 
a-prio'i and a-poste,iori sou<ees of infonnation, o' oth., consITains. Maps computed with 
this algo,ithm will be compaced in the following with maps found in literature. 

A lypical !NL comparison will be made with MA1LAB simulations at the 8 bi1 ther
mometec level (255 sotrrces assumed to be layed outin a l 6x 16 array). The maps used are 
the o'iginru sequential selection (S, ), the hie.a<chical symmettica/ map [ 6 I] (map S2), the 
Q

2

-RW map (S3) and an example map extracted with otrr algodthm. The silicon <e"1iza
tion erro<s a<e assumed planar with g<adientg1 and angle e as depicted in fig. 12.20(a). 
The point of this assumption is that although the errors a<e known to be planar, when 
one receives an IC to measure he has no infonnation whatsnev" on the angle of the erro, 
plane. Thus, a proper map has to behave optimally for any angle. 

!NL results a<e shown in fig. I 2.20(b ). The !NL is nonnalized lo the LSB level. Every 
map '""Its in maximum absolute !NL value ro, a Specific angle e. This corresponds to 
the tna>imum !NL erro, ov., all possible 255 thennomeler codes fo, the planac ercoc in 
that angle. It can be seen that map S2 pecfo,ms well only foc a small rnnge of e arnund 
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Figure 12.21 Ss: a map obtained with the stochastic algorithm. S6: magic num
ber based map [173]. S7: hierarchical symmetrical map [61] 
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The same algorithm was applied for NT = 6 bits. The results and comparison with 
literature reported maps is given in fig. 12.21 for planar plus parabolic errors. The maps 
used for the comparison with this example (Ss) include the map proposed in [173] based 
on magic numbers (S6), and a 6 bit implementation of the hierarchical symmetrical map 
(S7 ). The advantages of the proposed example are again obvious but less compared to the 
8 bit case because of the less number of possible solutions (63!) offered by the smaller 
number of bits. As the number of elements in an array reduces, the advantages of a 
stochastic algorithmic approach become less. For a few elements only, it is even possible 
to find the best map with a sharp eye and a good feeling of symmetry. 

It may be concluded that computer optimized maps can provide substantial benefits 
in error reduction of deterministic errors compared to classical symmetry based maps. 
However, even with the best maps available today, the combination of stochastic error 
reduction using large area, and maps to deal with the deterministic errors it seems not 
feasible to go beyond 12 - 14 bits. The strength offered by a good mapping algorithm 
has to be looked elsewhere: either in its efficiency to reduce the degree for partitioning 
(thus to relax the layout, reduce interconnect capacitance, etc.) for up to 12 bit DAC, or as 
enabling methods to correct all errors based on a-posteriori error information where there 
is no necessity any more to increase area for matching reasons. 

Current source array layout implementation 

The current source array layout will be presented with the aid of fig. 12.18. The first 
decision on how to start the layouting of the current source array has to do with the number 
of partitioning of the main current source transistors. The straightforward solution is to 
use the 6 bit map S5. In comparable 12 bit DAC from literature the map S3 is combined 
with a partitioning of the current sources in 16 units placed in common centroids to be 
able to achieve the required INL. Two options were considered for this design. In the first, 
the 8 bit map can be used in the 6 bit array partitioning the current source in four parts. In 
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dense M4-M5 lattice of metals on top of all transistors and minimizes matching errors due 
to unsymmetrical metal coverage between different transistors. The M4-MS connections 
that transfer the total current out of the array can be observed in the photo of the DAC 
in fig. 12.27. Since each quartet has one sub-unit with vias on top of it, all quartets are 
identical (the via's of each quartet is visible in the photo). The LSB's (BO-B5) have been 
distributed around the array in several locations. The sources that make BS are located in 
segments 1 and 4, the ones of B4 in segment 3 and B3 in segment 2. The remaining LSB 's 
(BO - B2) are placed on the right top side of the array. 

The row in the left side of each sub-array is reserved for the local biasing transistors, 
which are identical with the normal current sources transistors. The bottom side realizes 
the global NMOS current mirror of the biasing circuit, and any other remaining dummies 
are used as decoupling capacitors. The ground wires are carefully designed to avoid 
different IR drops per source using vertical (outside the array) and horizontal trees (inside 
the array). The analog power and ground supplies are sandwiched for extra decoupling. 

12.6 Experimental results 

The DAC has been implemented in a 0.18 µm moderate Ohmic single-poly five metal 
CMOS process from Philips, and packaged in an LQFP 80 pin package. In this section 
the DC and AC linearity measurements of the DAC are presented, its main limitations are 
discussed, and a comparison is made with existing DACs from literature. 

12.6.1 DC linearity measurements 

The DC linearity measurements of the DAC were made using a ramp input signal and 
recording the output current. The measured currents are then used to evaluate the INL 
and the DNL of the converter. To reduce the impact of noise from the measurement set 
up, each output current that corresponds to an input code was measured 10 times, and 
then the average was used in the INL and DNL evaluation. 

The INL and DNL plots as a function of the input code of a representative sample 
IC are given in fig. 12.23. The INL of the DAC is at the 11 b level. All chips examined 
were limited to the 1 lb level. Given the multiple techniques used to reduce current source 
matching errors, the efficiency of the maps in coping with planar and parabolic errors, 
and that each IC measured had a totally different INL pattern, it was concluded that the 
DC accuracy is limited by stochastic local amplitude errors. The DNL is shown in fig. 
12.23(a). Some outlier errors around the code 2500 limit the otherwise 13 bit accuracy 
for this specific IC to the 12 bit level. 

12.6.2 AC linearity measurements 

AC measurements have been performed connecting the output of the DAC to a trans
former that translates the differential output signal to a single ended one. This is inter
faced to the spectrum analyzed with a double terminated 50 n cable. The Printed Circuit 
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Figure 12.23 Representative INL of the DAC. 

Boa<d (PCB) played an imPortanl role oo the quality of the moasurnmeolS but iIB details 
am omitted. Unless mentioned othe<wise, "11 mewu,.menIB we« made with a 15 mA 

current amplitude. The reasons for this are explained later. 
The figure of merit used here is Spurious free Dynamic Range (SFDR), which is rep· 

,.,.,ntalive of high frequency linoarily. There mmy addition"1 figures lo be examined that 
reprosent different input sign"1s, such as multi-tone signals, QAM signals, etc, however 

they are not included in this section and they will be presented elsewhere. 
In fig. 12.24 the SFDR is shown"' a function of the input signal frequency, md 

in fig. 12.25 "' a function of the norm"1ized frequency f / f, both for sampling rates f, 
in the range 100 to 500 Msample/s. The rate 500 Msample/s ww the maximum for 
which measurements complied with the specification range given in table 12.1, though 
the DAC is functional up to 600 M somple / s. Th• rosults observed from the,., figures are 
representative of the high quality of the hardware. Gener"1ly, an SFDR between 60 and 
SO dB is achieved for all sign"1s from DC to 250 MHz. The radical drop of the sFDR 
observed in other 12 bit DAC {55, 64, 65] is nol a characteristic to find in our design, 

which can only be compared with the 16 bit DAC recently presented in [44). 
At low sampling rates (I 00 - 200 M sample/ s) the SFDR is almostconstanl al the 75 

dB level, and hw an abrupt drop for 200 MSsample/s around the f / f, = 0.35. This drop is 
very consistent with all curves shown in the picture. Interesting to note is that beyond this 
point the SFDR stays constant. Low frequency measurements indicate an sFDR between 
7S- SO dB. Al frequencies below 10 MHz the transfonner influences the results. It cM 
be stated that in this region it is mainly the amplitude errors determining the perf orrnMce 
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Figure 12.24 SFDR vs actual input signal frequency. 

The• · Js reg10n between 200 - 4 formance. For f - 3 00 Msample/s is most . 
Nyquist frequen~i;;; 7~0d~ s~j~/ s the SFDR stays 70 d~e~~e~nl~~v; for the IC per-
300 M sample/ s, 65 dB at a - ' - 200 M sample J scan be seen . MHz. Clo,., to 
For these rates, the SFDR ta,- 350 M sample J sand 64 - 65 dB .. ~6 d!_ at a rate off, = 
frequency. The SFDR ops appro«mately with 10 dB J d f, - 400 .M sample J s. 
the behavior of . cums drop m the 300 - 400 M sa ec "" a functmn of signal 

transition, theo;~~~:;.~cal timing errors. For exampl:~:~': ;•;~on in ru:cordance to 
smce the disto<ti ~ a drop of 400 /350 = l.l 4 3 . -t 400 M sample J s 
froquencies. In fi;n j ;;;"' prnportional to the product ·o~':i. 20 log( I. 14 3) = 1.16 dB, 
drop may be obse.:Ved. T' atthe 350 -t 400 M sample J s transi~:•gnal and sampling ral< 
" is the deterministic i..!'~ '3me d•stortion w"" found in othe< !~'of the. SFDR: a similar 
current summing net ka e~ors that set the performance M s,. which md1cates that 

wor , which w d . · ost likely it · th 
f The region near 400 Msample/a~ not e~1gned properly for high timing is e output 

o the DAC. The abru t dro s is a major transition point for th a~curacy. 
combination with the~ br of the. SFDR ail over the spectru be dyn~<e beh.,ior 
600 Msample/ th S ota. e stability of the SFDR f ' m eyond this region in 

s e FDR 
1
s · ·1 or Js = 500 M l 

of the error mech•nis h S<m• arly constant but lower) is . d. .'amp e J s (even at 
Comments of th. ms t at dommate the linea<ity. m <eaUve of the transition 

tiall is unconventional b h · y, the SFDR for 500 M e av10r can be made with th . d sample/ s drops with 20 dB/d f e ai offig. 12.25. Ini-ec rom DC to roughly f /ls = 
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then in addition to the 
l . ing errors, l 25 

ad it been the case of loca tim in the order of 500 / 400 = ·. ' 
0.25 (125 MHz) ~ h SFDR drop with fs should. be d. d so far were responsible 
10 dB/dee reduc~on, t e If the global error mec~amsms _stu i:havior), according to our 
i.e. 20log(l.25),...., 2 dB. pply or substrate noise, settling b e can scale so abruptly 

. ( power su because non 
for this drop e.g. . 'ble already at lower rates d rade the performance 

. h ld be vis1 . ld tinue to eg . 
analysis they s ou ff Moreover, it shou con l ntent in these regions 

1 25 increase o s· t al spectra co d with a factor . . h d not happen. The ac u h harmonic pro ucts o 25 wh1c oes / h pectrum as 
beyond f / fs = . ' s that up to 350 Msample st es veral discrete components 
(not included here) s~~R As f increases beyon~ 350. M~z se mes abruptly much worse 
only, which set the S . .the s;ectrum, and the situation ec~l be explained shortly that 
are added everywhere in I s concluded by reasons that w1 latches This corre-

le/s t wa . b the master · · 
beyond 40~ M s_amp . im roper data sampling y 650 M sample/ s rat~s in 

this limitation is caused :y dec~der could accommodate up to citances and especially 
sponds to the fact ~h:t t t ~onsidering the local interconne~~ cax:coder fails at 600 MHz 
simulations only wit ou. d der and master latches. e 

nnecting eco 
the global ones c? . mit of the DAC. . . re the behavior 
setting the operational li ·n b described next that highlight a bit ;~cations of their 

Some measurem~nt.tes~s wi : bias currents allow 30 - 40% mo : increased. their 
f the DAC and its limitation~. Th ts of the decoder, or latches ar . the current 

~ominal values. Wh~n t~e bi~:~~~e~ increased proportionaly. Increasing 
signal slopes and switching s 
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of the decoder and the master latches gradually to the maximum while reducing their 
resistive load to maintain the swing roughly constant had no influence at all for up to 300-
350 M sample/ s. Beyond this rate, larger currents reduced the distortion components in 
the spectrum supporting the conclusion that the decoder's data are too slow. 

Interference due to the clock driver was also examined. Because the clock driver 
was placed at the left side of the slave latches, it is possible to inject interference signals 
to the substrate that affect the left parts of the slave latch array. However, the impact 
observed was only when the turning on and off of the latches was not correctly done 
anymore at biasing current lower than 20% from its nominal 31 mA value. This ruled 
out any possibility for interference by the clock. Recall that steeper clock edges can 
reduce the stochastic local timing errors of latches, but do nothing for deterministic local 
timing errors such as clock skew due to interconnect length, or the output current sum 
interconnect network. Increasing the clock slope by up to 30% resulted in no differences. 

By modifying the swing of the switch drivers it was possible to obtain insight on the 
impact of the glitches that appear at the switch common nodes and on charge feedthrough 
effects. For all measurements performed, larger swing only brought benefits in linear
ity, indicating clearly that neither glitches, nor charge feedthrough effects are important. 
For reasons that are not clearly understood so far, the nominal swing is not enough for 
all current sources to turn on and off properly. This was particularly obvious at the DC 
measurements and led to the situation where 20 mA could not be handled well (INL degra
dation of more than 10 LSB 's was measured). Increasing the swing reduced this source of 
errors only up to 15 mA of current. The conclusion so far is that the effect is based on inac
curate calculations and modeling discrepancies at the dimension values used to realize the 
diffusion resistors between earlier and later version of the device process parameters (they 
set the driver swing). As a result of this weird problem proper results were only obtained 
up to 15 mA. Usually, using low voltages of 1.8 V and less give significant difficulties 
design DACs that handle 20 mA currents in a 25 Q load with high dynamic performance. 
In our design, the current limitation came from a source that seems irrelevant to the lack 
of supply room that is usually the cause of difficulties. In other recently reported DAC 
realized in 0.15 and 0.18 µA processes without using high voltage options [46, 190, 191] 
the maximum currents reported are 10 and 15 mA with much less dynamic performance. 

A point worthy to be mentioned concerns the SFDR peaks observed at l /ls = 0.25 
for all sampling frequencies. They occur because all harmonic distortion components fall 
either on the signal, at DC, at l s/2 and at multiples of ls· This is a well known effect, 
but it is rarely mentioned in DAC literature. Our measurement results demonstrate that 
improper interpolation between few points (e.g at DC, at ls/4 and at a point close to the 
Nyquist frequency as in [40, 45, 64], or demonstration of the DAC performance around 
this value can possible lead to a significant overestimation of performance, and it should 
be avoided (see the literature data selection process in chapter 5). 

The comparison with circuit simulations in fig.12.26 at ls= 400 Msample/ s supports 
further that measured performance was close to expectations. The simulations were made 
on the complete transistor level DAC with ideal power and ground supplies, and perfect 
timing synchronization. 

The converter draws 120 mA from an 1.8 V supply independent of frequency, out of 
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Figure 12.26 Simulated and measured SFDR at 400 Msample/s. 
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which 24 mA are for the decoder, master latches and their biasing, 31 mA for the clock 
driver, 15 mA are signal power, 10 mA for local biasing units, 6 mA for the local cascode 
biasing and the current sources, and 34 mA for the slave latches, switch drivers and their 
biasing. Most of the power is consumed in dealing with local stochastic timing errors, to 
isolate the biasing lines from switching interference, and to the clock buffer. However, the 
limitations come from local deterministic timing errors that are not influence by power, 
and by speed limitations of the decoder. Given that the slave latches, drivers, and switches 
show capabilities (simulations including all interconnect parasitics) for 1 Gsample/ s+ 
operation, fixing these problems seems a straightforward way to increase significantly the 
performance, and the performance over power ratio. Finally, the total area (active, inter
connect and decoupling) is 1.13 mm2 . The performance summary and the die photograph 
are shown in table 12.3 and fig . 12.27, respectively. 

12.6.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art 

A brief comparison is made using the presented measurements, and those reported in 
literature. The comparisons shown in figures 12.28 and 12.29 use the literature data given 
in tables 12.4 and 12.5, and product data-sheet data that are not included in the list. The 
product codes are given in the figures. Only the SFDR is examined in the plots. 
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Technology 

Maximum conversion rate 
Resolution 
INLIDNL 
SFDR 

Best SFDR 
Power consumption 
Area 

Table 12.3 p " er1onnance summary 

Figure 12.27 Die photograph. 

CMOS 0.18µm 
up to 600MHz 

12 bits 
±1 LSB, ±0.6 LSB 

N lo~ frequencies 78 - 80 dB 
Nyqu~st, Is= lOOMHz 74 dB 
Nyqu~st, Is= 200MHz 70 dB 
Nyqu~st, Is= 300MHz 66 dB 
Nyqu~st, Is= 350MHz 66 dB 
Nyqu~st, Is= 400MHz 65 dB 

yqu1st, Is= 500MHz 60 dB 
70-80dB between 0- 122.SMHz 

216mW 
1.13 mm2 

The first comp · · 
the SFD . ar1son Is shown in fig 12 28 in . 

figure is ih:t ~!~ ~;ci;enc~e4s can be obser~ed as :~~~~:~: s~~t~~of-the-m:t envelope of 
g. . , and the data have b 1 e sampling rate. The 

een se ected according to the main 
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Source Year Process Supply (V) Length (µm) bits 

(38] 1994 SiBi -4.SV 
10 

(63] 1995 CMOS 5V 0.8 10 

(8] 1998 CMOS 3.3V 0.35 10 

(55] 1998 CMOS 3.3V 0.5 12 

(69] 1999 CMOS 5V 0.8 14 

(42] 1999 CMOS 2.7V 0.5 
14 

(133] 1999 CMOS 3.3V 0.2 10 

(30] 1999 CMOS 3.3V 0.6 10 

(192] 1999 BiCMOS ±5.2V 0.5 14 

(40] 2000 CMOS 3/1.9V 0.35 10 

(43] 2000 CMOS 3.3V 0.35 14 

(168] 2001 CMOS l.8V 0.18 14 

(45] 2001 CMOS l.3/2.7V 0.35 10 

(64] 2001 CMOS 2.2/2V 0.35 12 

(193] 2002 CMOS 2.S/2V 0.25 10 

(65] 2003 CMOS 1.8V 0.18 12 

(191] 2003 CMOS 1.5V 0.15 14 

(44] 2003 CMOS 3/2.SV 0.25 16 

(46] 2004 CMOS 1.8V 0.18 10 

(190] 2004 CMOS l.8V 0.18 14 

(41] 2004 CMOS 3V 0.18 14 

Table 12.4 Data used from literature. 

lines described in chapter S. Eaoh data point defines the SFDR lhat can be reached for 
lhe complete Nyquist .ange when the input signol is "'f,/3 for each different sampling 
rnte. The results obtained with lhe presented DAC cloady establi<h seve.al paints of lhis 
envelope. compming well to [44]. A very high speed DAC has been presented reeently 
in [41] (see table), howeve<0nly one paint is available to demonst<ate its high frequency 
linea<ity. This DAC seems to be capable of extending the envelope at high frequencies 
even fiulhe<. The DAC presented in [40] shows potential for high peCTonnance, but it was 

not included due to lhe limited and selectively chosen data presented by lhe aulho«. 

Next. ftg, 12.29 gives lhe maximum signal bandwidlh window fm lhat can be reached 
with an SFDR defined by its corresponding points. The data from this plot have be<" 
selected ru; lhe best compromise between amplitude (SFDR) and frequency peCTonnance. 
The choiee for which points to use from the many avoilable for eaoh DAC W"' made ac· 
cording to some rules as well; first, lhe paint should be higher than JO MHz such that 
lhe focus is on high frequencies; second, no paints close to, or at the /,/4 were selected. 
neither interpalated points; third, from the available data in the SFDR vs. signol !re· 
quency plot, the bandwidlh region beyond lhe minimum SFDR was neglected. This guar· 
antees that for a given point selected, all frequencies below its corresponding frequency 
have at least lhe same SFDR. For cases where SFDR vs. signal frequency measurements 
were available for more than one sampling rate. lhe most representative for lhe SFDR· 
frequency product was selected. From the figure it can be seen that lhe presented DAC 

are clearly next to the state-of-the-art envelope. 
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, Source fs fs/10 SFDR ts/ 3 I SFDR fm SFDR Power( mW) Area(µm"""'Z) 
(38] JOOO JOO 55 333 40 333 55 730 5.06 
(63] 125 12.5 64 42 n.a. 12.5 64 170 1.22 
[8] 300 30 65 JOO 63 JOO 65 125 0.6 
(55] 250 25 50 83 40 JO 60 320 3.2 -
(69] 60 6 79 20 76 20 76 750 14.4 
(42] 150 15 50 50 30 10 55 300 13.I 
(133] 200 20 62 67 52 40 60 JOO 0.77 
(30] 250 25 58 9 57 120 56 90 1.2 

-
[192] 100 10 70 33 n.a. JO 70 650 16 
[40] JOOO 100 70 333 n.a. 100 70 110 0.35 
(43] JOO 10 82 33 78 42 71 180 12 -
(168] JOO 10 50 33 40 10 50 36 I -
(45] 50 5 n.a. 17 n.a n.a n.a 7.8 0.23 
(64] 300 30 65 100 60 IO 67 Ill I 
(193] 200 20 n.a. 67 n.a. n.a. n.a. 8 0.3 
(65] 232 23 70 77 60 JOO 60 82 0.44 -
(191] JOO 10 76 33 63 30 65 0.1 16.7 
(44] 400 40 93 133 73 180 74 400 1.95 
(46] 250 25 67 83 60 120 60 22 0.35 
(190] 200 20 70 67 60 90 60 97 I 
(41] 1400 140 n.a. 467 n.a. 260 67 400 n.a. 

Table 12.5 Selected data fro . m literature for SFDR are m MHz, SFDR in dB. comparison. Frequencies 

12· 7 Conclusions 

The design and measure design was a vehicle to i:ent results of a 12 bit 650Msam le/ s 
The particula< aim of th. ple~ent a step in the synthesis :trat DAC was presented. This 
basis of a-priori kno is design was to explore the lim"t efgy discussed in chapter 11 
d . wn error infor · " o a design · ommant error mech . mat.on about the DAC d . approach on the 
ifications were set acamsd~s for high frequencies are oJ;baanl tol mvestigate whether the 
h. h cor mg to lh . " or ocal Th d . 

tg -resolution high-speed DAC ese ams in view of the state of h e eStgn spec-
The design approach f II area. t e art status in lhe 

the earlier parts of this th~ . owed I~ the result of exploitation of th . 
characteristics of the ci .s1ds, a.nd its proper matching with . _e analysis presented in 
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s use are · me ey 

0 the full differential logic and s. 1. igna mg method· 

0 the extensive use of partitioning in the pow ' 

0 h 

. er supply network' 

t e rationalized d · . • ec1s1on procedure to I 
mometer and binary bits in view of se~:rea~t t~e opti~um partitioning between th 
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Figure 12.28 Maximum SFDR as a function of sampling rate. 

mon circuit parameters, such that each circuit error mechanism can be addressed 
individually with maximum efficiency; 

O the novel a-priori mapping computation engine based on stochastic optimization; 

O the well structured and realized floorplan and layout. 

As a result of the robust implementation no fast degradation of dynamic performance 
was observed in the measurements as it is common in such kinds of DAC found in liter
ature. The dynamic performance measurements compare with the state-of-the-art at high 
frequency linearity, having a power consumption and silicon area comparable with other 
12 bitDACs. 

Special attention was given to all error mechanisms that result in local and global 
errors. For up to 400 Msample/ s local deterministic errors seem to dominate the per
formance leading to a smooth 10 dB/ dee SFDR drop as a function of signal frequency. 
No global error mechanisms among those studied in the thesis were present for up to 
250 MHz of signal frequencies at 500 Msample/ s, which is the operational limit of the 
design within the high frequency linearity specification range set. The maximum sam
pling rate is 600 Msample/ s. The limitation above 400 Msample/ s stems from the slow 
settling of data arriving at the master latches. It is explained by the fact that no extrac
tion of interconnect parasitics were made in the design phase due to time restrictions. At 
200 - 400 Msample/ s the DAC is limited by spatially local deterministic timing errors. 
The output current summing network seems to be the most possible candidate. 
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General Conclusions 

I N this chapter generic conclusions are drawn. For detailed conclusions regarding the 
contents of each chapter, the reader is referred to the corresponding chapters. 
A framework of analysis and synthesis concepts has been developed in this thesis to 

upgrade the prior art knowledge about Current Steering Digital to Analog Converters. 
The concepts have been used in a rationalized manner to design and implement a 12 bit 
650 Msample/ s DAC in a 0.18 µm CMOS process, which serves as a vehicle IC to verify 
the validity of the concepts proposed in the thesis. 

Experimental results show that the implemented IC has a DC linearity of 11 + bits 
and that it can operate up to 600 M sample/ s. Results show high frequency linearity 
beyond what is usually found in literature. A characteristic of the linearity measurements 
is the smooth, and is some cases constant, degradation of linearity as the signal frequency 
increases from low frequencies up to the Nyquist, even up to the point the IC reaches 
sampling rate limitations. This behavior can be attributed to local timing errors, and it 
comes in contrast the rapid linearity degradation as the signal frequency increases, which 
is a characteristic of the vast majority of reported DACs in literature and it is attributed to 
global timing errors. The combination of exceptional high frequency linearity with small 
occupied area, and power consumption at comparable levels with other CS DAC found in 
literature places this DAC in today's state of the art envelope. The experimental results 
enable the development of new error correction concepts aimed to address dominant error 
mechanisms (e.g. spatially local timing errors). It is up to future IC implementations to 
show their potential. 

On the basis of the achieved performance results and the design approach used, some 
generic conclusions can be drawn relevant to the aims placed in this thesis. 

The results show that analysis and synthesis were coupled succesfully with a specific 
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IC implementation. The high level generic view of DAC conversion shown in fig. 11.1 
was validated with respect to the aspects of using a-priori error generation mechanism 
information to come to an optimized design. This figure reflects the necessities imposed 
by trends in the design of DACs, as explained in the introductory chapter. 

The design was based on in-depth understanding of the CS DAC error generation 
mechanisms and their relationship to abstract signals, functions, architectures, circuits, 
and to the underlying principles describing them with the use of single notions: averaging, 
partitioning, local, global, random, deterministic, static, dynamic, a-priori, a-posteriori, 
etc. Consequently, the concepts and classification made in the analysis part of the thesis 
were validated within the scope set for this specific vehicle. 

One particular generic conclusion is that algorithms exploiting a-priori information 
are more efficient in dealing with deterministic rather than random errors. Algorithms 
exploiting a-posteriori information are efficient in dealing with random errors as well 
because they translate randomness to determinism, which is easier to cope with. The 
experimental results are in line with this conclusion: in the framework proposed, analysis 
and synthesis was used as means to translate the ambiguity about several aspects of the 
high frequency nonlinear behavior of CS DACs to clearness, and then these aspects were 
addressed accordingly with circuit techniques. 

In summary, the results obtained in this thesis give sufficient indication that funda
mental knowledge about the nonlinear behavior of these circuits gives new perspectives 
in designing them for high performance. This indicates that the main aim of the thesis has 
been achieved. 

A 

Calculations of the spect 
rum of y(t) 

A.1 Power spectrum of Y( t) for rando . . 
The power spectrum of m timing errors 
are that the DAC input z(~t)_ from eq . . (8.IO) will be calculated 
a stationary random ) is a ergodic stationary random . The assumptions made 

I . . process. Then y(t) · process and th f . 
. mtially, the mean of the . . is cyclostationary. ' e immg errors 

will obtain the mea f emp1ncaJ autocorrelation R ( . 
form of Ry(t,t + r) nf~o~he e?1pirical power spectrum ~t~ + r) is ~valuated. Then we 
extracted since they.are e which the averaged probabilistk y(j)} With a Fourier trans

Sy(j) matches that of (S )(~/~e to regul~rity [123]' The pr~~:~.s~ectrum (Sy)(!) is 
expected empirical autoc~rrelaf ueEt{o Astatwnarity. We start with t~t1c powe~ spectrum 

ion Ry(r)}: e evaluation of the 

E{ Jim _l f 0 ~~ E{R (r)} -
D-;oo2D}_0 £..£..Z(m+q)z(m)o(t+r-( + ) Y -

q m q m T. - µ ) s:( 
I D s m+q u t - ml; - µm)dt} 

== E { lim - f ~ 2 
D-;oo2D}_0 £..Z (m)o(t+r-mT.-µ )o( 

+E{ J' I {D m s m t-ml;-µm)dt} 

n!..1! 2D }_0 L LZ(m + q)z(m)o(t + r- ( ) 
qoJOm q+m I's-µm+ )o(t- T. 

q m s-µm)dt} -JR . 
egulanty guar - (A I) 

It is less strong than :~~;i~~tye existense of time average limits such as th . . . 
· e empmcaJ 

mean and autocorrelation. 
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T and T1 respectively. 
artsofthesumofeq. (A.l)be _1 {F(;)}=faf(c:r)F(c:r)dc:r 

Let the first and the_ s_econ: t~e expectation of a function F (x) if~ CY) is the probability den-
Recall the definition o dom variable x. In our case 

with f (CY) being the pdf ~~the ran 
. . of the time-Jitter µm· 

s1ty function d 
The term T1 is change to )d } 

1)T T µ )S(t-mTs-µm t 
. 1 J (N+1 s L,z(m)2S(t + 't - m s - m A 2) 

T1 = E{J~00 (2N + l)Ts -lN+i)Ts m ( . 

d f T we may rewrite (A.2) as 
. are in the neighborhoo o m s• 

Since µm )}dt 
N Joo r.-µ )S(t-mTs-µm 

. 1 L Rz(O) E{D(t+-t-m s m 

Ti= J~00 (2N+ l)Ts m=-N -oo _ ~Rz(O)C5(-t) 
- Ts (A.3) 

The term T1 is written as 1 
T -E{~ lim -2N+l · 

2 - Ts N--+oo 

(A.4) 

and if we use oo ) (j (t - mTs - µm)dt _ f S(t + -t- qTs - mTs - µm+q 
lm+q,m( 't) - _

00 

(A.5) 

we transform T1 to (A.6) 
1 . ~ L i E{z(m+q)z(m)}E{/m+q,m(-t)} 

T1 = Ts J~oo 2N + 1 q=f.Om=-N (-t)} as 
· k ('t) = E {Im+q,m 

) f the jitter to wnte q 
the joint PDF Cn-m(tn,tm o 

Next, we use dt 
( µ ) dµm+q dµm 

+oo )D(t - mTs - µm)cq µm+q, m 
kq(-t)= Jjjs(t+-t-(q+m)Ts-µm+q (A.7) 

-00 
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and finally 

(A.8) 

The time averaged probabilistic autocorrelation is obtained combining the equations 
(A.8) (A.4) and (A.6) into 

(A.9) 

The function Rz(q) = E{z(m+ q)z(m)} represents the probabilistic autocorrelation of the 
stationary input signal z(m), and Rz(O) is its power. 

The next step is to use eq. (A.9) and with a Fourier transformation to obtain the 
power spectrum of the process y(t). The difficulty is posed by the transformation of 
kq('t), defined as Kq(f). Therefore, we define the double Fourier integral of the jitter 
Mk-I(fkifi) fork =fa I 

Mk-I(fbfi) = i:i:fk-1(µkiµ1)e-J2pi(fkµk+f1µ1) 

Observe that Mk-1(fk,fi) is related to the characteristic function 

Ck-I(fk,fi) = E{e-J2n(fkµk+f1µil} 

(A.10) 

Because the timing error process is assumed stationary the characteristic function 
Cm,11 (!, - f) depends only on the difference k - l = q, hence 

Co(!)= 1 

ICq(f)I ~ 1 

Then it is easy to show that for q =fa 0 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

Kq(f) = e-J2nfqTsMq(f,-f) = e-J2nfqTs = E{e-J2nf(µm+q+µm)} = e-J2nfqTsCq(f,-f) 

(A.13) 

The Fourier transformation of eq. (A.4) with the use of eq. (A.10) gives 

(A.14) 

Eq. (A.14) gives us the power spectrum of the impulse position modulated waveform 
that is subject to stationary timing uncertainties with for general statistical properties and 
correlation. 

The analysis when z(m) is deterministic is very similar. In place of the probabilistic 
autocorrelation function Rz(q) of the stationary signal z(m) the empirical autocorrelation 
Rz(q) is used. This follows directly from eq. (A.2) and (A.4) where the factors T1 and T2 
are calculated. Indeed, if z(m) is not a random process, the expectation in eq. does not 
apply to the factors z2 (m) and z(m + q)(z(m), which subsequently are combined with the 
discrete average operant () = ZN~l 2.~=-N to form Rz(O) and Rz(q), respectively. 
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.. t• t1"m1·ng errors t) for determ1n1s ic 
A.2 Spectrum of y( . . The following two 

. alculated in this section. . 
The general magnitude spect~um ;;~e ~rs~ kind are used for the calculations: 

. f the Bessel function o 
properties o ·ke 

eMsinfJ == l.h(M)e1 

k 

Lk(x) == (- l)k h(x) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

. the definition of the Bessel 
. l (t µ(t)) is calculated first. Using 

The time modulated signa z -
function, it is found that } 

l 
p j((J)p+q(J)µ)t 

(
t - µ(t)) == ~ (-1) Z. l.Aplq( wpM)e 

z p=l q 

~ ""B (w M)cos((rop+qroµ)t) 
== ( -1) ~ ~ p,q p 

p=l q 

( M) - A J ( ropM). 

(A.18) 

where B p,q Wp - P ihe same way the factor 
Next we calculate m (A.19) 

) 
j(m(J)s+r(J)µ )t 

1"" jm(J)s(i-µ(t)) == (-1 LLlr(mWsM)e 
- ~e Ts m r 
Ts m 

. (A 18) and (A.19) gives 
The combination of eq. . 

M) j(m(J)s+r(J)µ )t (A.20) 
1 ~ ""cos((wp+qwµ)t)Bp ,q(wpM)lr(mWs e 

y(t) == - ~ ~ 
Ts p=\q,m,r 

M) == B (wpM)lr(mwsM). 
d r ( w M mWs p,q 

where we have use . p,q ,r f ' tion in y(t) leads to 
Applying a Founer trans orma 

f ))1 (A.21) 
p r (wpM,mWsM) fo(J-mfs-rfµ±(fp+q µ 

l "" "" p,q,r L 
Y(f) == - ~ ~ 2 . 

Ts p=l q,m,r luate the magnitude 
f f µ and we eva 

f andfB(m,r)==m s+r ' 
WedefinefA(p,q)==fp+q µ 

spectrum \Y(f)\ (A.22) 

1 
p \rp,q,r(wpM,mWsM)\ (o (f- j 8 (m,r) ±fA(p,q))1 

\Y(f)\ == Ts ~\q~r 2 
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Summary 

H IGH-SPEED Digital to Analog (D/A) converters are essential components in digital 
communication systems. They provide the necessary conversion of signals encod

ing information in bits to signals encoding information in their amplitude vs. time domain 
characteristics. The Current Steering Digital to Analog Converter (CS DAC) is the spe
cific architecture favoring high-speed operation close to the GHz range, and moderate 
to high numbers of bits (10-16). However, its potential to achieve high-speed is limited 
by strong nonlinear behavior. This strong nonlinear behavior is not well understood and 
impedes performance progress. 

This thesis structures and upgrades the existing knowledge on the nonlinear behavior 
of CS DACs. In order to achieve this an analysis and synthesis framework of concepts 
is built with a generic scope beyond this particular architecture, and a validation of the 
concepts is carried out with an IC implementation advancing the state of the art in high 
frequency performance. 

The thesis consists of an introductory part about DACs, a modeling and analysis part 
for CS DACs, and a synthesis part. The introductory part deals with the general aspects of 
DI A converters and those of the framework of analysis and synthesis that are developed 
in the thesis. In the modeling and analysis part architectural, circuit and electronic aspects 
of CS DACs are discussed. The limited knowledge about the nonlinear high frequency 
behavior of CS DACs is then revealed. Circuit error mechanisms due to hardware imper
fections are analyzed, emphasizing those that limit high frequency performance. Then a 
step back from the circuit details is taken, and it is observed that all error mechanisms de
form the ideal DAC output signal and cause abstract signal errors. These are then mapped 
to the principal causes within the physical abstraction hierarchy of the CS DAC. Then they 
are categorized to classes according to their principle characteristics with amplitude, time, 
spatial domains, the input signal, and other properties. Subsequently they are embodied 
in a simple functional description that can be studied for each error class separately. 

The class of timing errors is the most important class for high frequencies and consists 
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of many members. It is shown that the errors of this class can be described with Pulse
Position and Pulse-Width-Modulation in the DAC signal creation process. This unifies 
all the errors of this class under one common modulation mechanism, each error being 
a specific sub-case of this mechanism that is described by its other error properties. The 
developed models are applied to analyze at the functional level clock jitter errors, and 
timing skew errors. These errors belong to different subclasses of the timing error class 
and both are menaces of high-speed DAC operation, the first for noise, and the second for 
linearity. 

Next, timing skew errors are analyzed in circuit details, moving vertically in the phys
ical abstraction hierarchy from the functional aspects to circuit and transistor level ones. 
The circuit analysis results are combined with functional level results to reveal interesting 
links and design tradeoffs between abstract signals, architectural, circuit, and technology 
process parameters. One particular aspect of this analysis relates to the nonlinear tran
sient dynamics of the cross coupled inverter CMOS latch topology, which is of particular 
interest for DIA and AID converters, and digital systems. 

The synthesis part consists of two subparts. In the first, a generic view of DAC syn
thesis is presented. The information available about a CS DAC is classified accordingly to 
its type (e.g. information about the signals being processed, errors in the DAC operation, 
application and user related information, etc.) and its properties. Of particular impor
tance is the definition of a-priori information, which is information about the DAC known 
at the Integrated Circuit (IC) design phase, and a-posteriori information, which can be 
obtained only after the chip implementation. On the basis of what kind of information 
is used at the design phase, a new partitioning appears on how to exploit information 
about the DAC. It is shown that algorithms used in the DIA conversion exploiting a-priori 
information are more efficient in dealing with deterministic rather than random errors. 
Algorithms exploiting a-posteriori information are efficient in dealing with random errors 
as well because they translate randomness to determinism, which is easier to cope with. It 
is then explained that in high-speed DACs only a-priori information is used for the dom
inant high-frequency error mechanisms. A strategy is established to explore the practical 
feasibility of exploiting a-posteriori error information to deal with timing errors. This is 
based on a new concept proposed and discussed, the generalized mapping. 

The design of a concept driven CS DAC IC in a CMOS 0.18um process is then de
scribed as the first step of this strategy. The DAC is optimized using only a-priori infor
mation about error generation mechanisms to investigate the limits of this approach and 
the validity of the proposed concepts. Experimental results show high frequency linear
ity beyond what is usually found in literature with silicon area and power consumption 
at comparable levels. Therefore, the results place this DAC in today's state-of-the-art 
envelope. 

In the framework proposed, analysis and synthesis are used as means to translate the 
ambiguity about several aspects of the high frequency nonlinear behavior of CS DACs 
to clearness, and then these aspects were addressed accordingly with circuit techniques. 
In summary, the results presented in this thesis give sufficient indication that fundamen
tal knowledge about the nonlinear behavior of these circuits gives new perspectives in 
designing them for high performance. 
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tijd en spatiele domein, ingang signal, en andere eigenschappen. Vervolgens worden deze 
ondergebracht in eenvoudige functionele omschrijvingen die voor de bestudering van de 
afzonderlijke foutklassen gebruikt kunnen worden. 

De klasse van timing fouten is de belangrijkste klasse voor hoge frequenties en bestaat 
uit vele bijdragen. Aangetoond wordt de fouten in deze klasse beschreven kunnen worden 
met puls-positie en puls-breedte-modulatie eigenschappen in bet DAC ontwerp proces. 
Dit verenigt alle fouten van deze klas onder een gemeenschappelijk modulatie mech
anisme, elk fout is dan een specifiek geval van dit mechanisme, beschreven door zijn 
eigenschappen. De ontwikkelde modellen worden vervolgens toegepast voor de analyse 
van onzekerheid op timing (timing jitter) en voor de vertraging van timing (timing skew). 
Deze fouten behoren tot andere subklassen van de fouten en zijn beide een bedreiging 
voor een snelle DAC operatie, de eerste voor ruis en de tweede voor lineariteit. 

Vervolgens worden tijdsvertragingsfouten geanalyseerd in bet circuit ontwerp, gaande 
van een hoog abstractie niveau tot aan de transistor details. De circuit analyse resultaten 
worden gecombineerd met hoog niveau resultaten en leggen daarmee interessante ontwer
pafwegingen tussen abstracte signalen, architecturen, circuits en technologie parameters 
bloot. Een specifiek aspect van deze analyse houdt verband met de niet-lineaire dynamis
che eigenschappen van de kruisgekoppelde inverter CMOS latch topologie, die bijzonder 
interessant is voor DIA omzetters, AID omzetters, en digitale systemen. 

Het synthese dee! bestaat uit twee onderdelen. In bet eerste dee! wordt een alge
meen overzicht van DAC synthese voorgesteld. De beschikbare informatie van een CS 
DAC is onderverdeeld overeenkomstig bet type en zijn eigenschappen. Van bijzonder 
belang is de definitie van a-priori informatie, beschikbaar tijdens de Integrated Circuit 
(IC) ontwerpfase, en a-posteriori informatie, die verkregen wordt na de ontwerpfase. Op 
grond van welke soort informatie tijdens de ontwerpfase gebruikt wordt, is er een nieuwe 
systeemverdeling mogelijk. Aangetoond wordt dat algoritmes voor DIA omzetting die 
a-priori informatie bevatten efficienter omgaan met deterministische dan met random 
fouten. Alghoritme die a-posteriori informatie exploreren zijn voor beide typen fouten 
efficient. Voor hoge snelheid DAC's alleen a-priori informatie wordt gebruikt om voor 
het dominante fout mechanisme te verklein. Een strategie is geintroduceerd om de prak
tische haalbaarheid te exploreren op basis van a-posteriori informatie. Een nieuw concept 
wordt voorgesteld en toegelicht, "the generalized mapping". 

Het ontwerp van een concept gedreven CS DAC IC in een CMOS 0.18um process is 
dan als de eerste stap van deze strategie beschreven. De DAC is geoptimaliseerd gebruik 
makende van enkel a-priori informatie over foutgeneratie mechanismen om de limieten 
van deze benadering en de geldigheid van bet voorgestelde concept te onderzoeken. Ex
perimentele resultaten tonen aan dat de behaalde lineariteit bij hoge frequenties zich kan 
meten met state-of-the-art gepubliceerde resultaten. 

In het voorgestelde kader, analyse en synthese zijn gebruikt om helderheid te brengen 
in de aspecten van bet hoog frequent niet-lineaire gedrag van CS DAC's. Daarna zijn deze 
aspecten terugvertaald naar circuit technieken. Samengevat, de resultaten gepresenteerd 
in dit proefschrift geven voldoende aanwijzing dat fundamentele kennis over bet niet
lineaire gedrag van deze circuits nieuwe inzichten geven voor de optimalisatie van bet 
hoog frequent gedrag. 
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1. Literature on Current Steering DI A converters is still dominantly 
concerned about realizing a good DC transfer function. (This thesis, 
Chapter 5.) 

2. Nonlinearity in Current Steering Digital to Analog (DIA) converters 
is the result of many error mechanisms, rather than the result of one 
clearly dominant mechanism. (This thesis, Chapter 7.) 

3. The main limitation of the performance of Current Steering DIA 
converters is limited knowledge, not technology. (This thesis.) 

4. One of the most misinterpreted and least understood error 
mechanisms in Current Steering DIA converters concerns the relative 
timing inaccuracy of its individual current pulses. (This thesis, 
Chapter 5) 

5. Saying that glitches are responsible for the nonlinear behavior of 
Current Steering DI A converters validates the quote "Knowing 
nothing is better than knowing too few". 

6. Algorithms based on a-posteriori error information are in principle 
more efficient in dealing with random errors than those based on a
pnon information, because they translate randomness to 
determinism. (This thesis, Chapter 11.) 

7. A rational design process (e.g. [l]) is another application of common 
sense in Science. 

8. The co-integration of RF, analog, and digital circuits in the same 
technology carrier does not always conform to structured design. 

9. There is a habit in literature to cite authors that use an original work, 
and not authors that have created it. This strongly correlates to the 
link between the author that refers, and the author being referenced. 

10. The fact that in our times quantitative assessments have gained in 
significance over qualitative ones gives rise to "scientific noise". 

11. The growth of INTERNET and the proliferation of scientific 
literature improve access to data, but not necessarily to information. 

12. The object of science is knowledge and certainty, while the object of 
art is creativity. Hence, analog design is no art. 

13. Theory should never conflict with reality, and thus should be 
descriptive and not prescriptive. 

14. Tradition should be interpreted actively and creatively, evolving 
through a meaningful embodiment of the new in the chain of the old. 

15. Philosophy, Exact Sciences, and Politics are parts of Man's Science, 
thus, they are too important to be left only at the responsibility of 
specialists. 
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